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ABSTRACT

The central focus of this thesis is on citizen

participation in the United States: its theoretical and

historical roots and its means of evolution from the 18th

Century Newtonian world to the 21st Cenury Quantum world.

The research component focuses on twelve experiments that

combine modern communications technologies and techniques

designed to obtain informed and deliberated opinions of the

public. These experiments, known as Televote, conducted in

Hawaii, New Zealand, and California, provide critical

information about the willingness and abilities of citizens

to participate in decision-making at all levels of

government.

Chapter 1 presents the theoretical underpinnings. It--
addresses the influence of prevailing physical theories on

political thinking and design. As one moves from a

Newtonian worldview, emphasizing certainty, discrete

particles, and cause-effect determinism to a world

explained by such quantum principles as uncertainty,

interconnectedness, and relativity, the transition from

liberalism to participatory democracy becomes more

compelling.

The next two chapters trace the citizen-participation

roles of American citizens from Colonial time to the

present. They focus on specific periods that have seen

v
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dramatic emphasis placed on various forms of participation:

the early periods beginning with the Native American

democratic models; the Consitutional Period that replaced

the Confederation Period; the eras of Jacksonian,

Progressive, and 1960s activism.

Based on this evidence and the works of numerous

theorists, Chapter 4 presents a classification system of

modern democracy. It identifies the different forms and

levels of citizen involvement in five systems: (1) Limited

Representative; (2) Expanded Representative; (3)

Participatory Representative; (4) Representative

Participatory; (5) Full Participatory.

Chapter 5 discusses a number of innovative American

projects that utilized modern technological and technical

support to expand the means for citizens to become informed

and involved in governmental decision-making.

Chapter 6 reports on the wide range of twelve Televote

experiments and relates the lessons learned about citizen

participation as each was revised to respond to new

knowledge gained and new questions asked about citizen

interest and activity.

Chapter 7 responds to critics of Televote and other

participatory democratic projects and presents the

possibilities for institutionalizing Televote and other

citizen participation forms consistent with the new

knowledge contained in the quantum paradigm.

vi
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PREFACE

As I sit here and write, police states around the

world are imploding and people's movements are exploding

with demands for "democracy." Student protesters in

Tiananmen Square in Beijing, who erected a statue of the

"Goddess of Democracy" in the Spring of 1989, were asked

what they wanted. They said they were not sure. The

Soviet union of Mikhail Gorbachev has constructed new forms

of representation and elections in a Communist state,

having no idea if or how they'll evolve. Movements in the

name of democracy have toppled despotic regimes in the

Philippines and Argentina in recent years, and shaken them

to their foundations in Burma and throughout Eastern

Europe. So, "democracy" is on the offensive throughout the

world even though what it means and how it works is

different from place to place. What we do know now is that

something loosely lumped under the rubric of democracy

seems to be making great forward strides around the globe.

Once again, as often in the past, the concept and symbolism

of democracy is the wave of the future.

Meanwhile, the United States of America, the country

in which the modern democratic nation-state was invented,

the paragon of democratic virtue that other nations are

trying so hard to emulate, is having its own troubles with

democracy. In recent memory, scandals involving

xv
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corruption, lawlessness, unaccountability and incompetence

have made a President resign, sent numerous officials to

prison, scarred innumerable public reputations, and

deepened widespread citizen apathy and atipathy towards the

go~.-.arnment "of the people, by the people and for the

people." All this, plus many other critical social,

ecological and economic problems, have intensified the

traditional and perennial debate in America over its form

of democracy and its future in this nation.

That is part of what this thesis is about. It is

about what democracy has meant, means and may yet mean in

America. It is about discussions, arguments, and harangues

over the nature of democracy-- way before the u.s.

Constitution was even thought about, much less ratified.

It is about the debate at the Constitutional Convention and

immediately after it. It is about the spirited controversy

that still wages today in the United states among

philosophers, academics, politicians, activists,

technologists, lawyers and, of course, the American

citizenry.

This thesis is about that debate, but it is also about

the heritage that includes actual changes and transitions

that have occurred in American democracy over time. Yet it

is more than that because its goal is to help influence the

future of that debate about American democracy as well as

xvi
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to serve as a guide to possible future forms of American

democracy, new shapes whose contours are already visible.

The major reason why this volume can add a healthy

measure to the discussion and assist in fabricating future

forms of American democracy is that it is not based

strictly on other people's thoughts, work and deeds,

although there is some analysis and synthesis of that

herein. In addition, though, there is wholly new

information. For the essence of this study is a series of

12 action experiments on a novel mix of modern

communications technologies and techniques, conducted by

several teams of theorist-researchers (often including

myself) between 1978-85, experiments designed to

investigate and promote a new, evolutionary type of

American democracy, one that emphasizes and increases the

role of the citizen in all phases of governance.

The name of this nascent democratic communications

system is Televote. The heart and soul of this study will

be what the Televote projects revealed, particularly the

Hawaii model of Televote--what we simply called Hawaii

Televote. Nevertheless, the significance of the Televote

experiences is how they help inform and enrich the ongoing

debate about American democracy and how they help nurture

the future of democracy in ~~erica.

The central focus of this thesis, then, is the

Televote odyssey--a chronicle of the adventures of an

xvii
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innovative political communications device created to serve

a mediational role between citizens and their

representatives and to increase citizen awareness,

knowledge on issues, lateral citizen interaction, and

direct public participation in governance. The dozen

Televote experiments located in California, Hawaii, and New

Zealand generated new insights into the political

capabilities and pUblic interests of citizens and offer new

guides on how to include a more representative,

knowledgable, enthusiastic citizenry in political

agenda-setting, planning, policy- making and, even, systems

change.

To better grasp Televote's utility in promoting better

representation in government, as well as more and better

direct democracy, it will be helpful to understand some

theoretical, historical, philosophical, technological and

technical changes over the course of American history that

together create a superstructure strongly supportive of

democratic innovation and invention--a firm foundation

eminently capable of reinforcing a quantum leap in

democratic futures and an evolutionary step in American

democracy.

The first part of this thesis, then, will detail the

superstructure already in place for an institutionalization

of Televote and for increased citizen participation in

xviii
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various forms of democracy--whether past, present or

future.

Chapter One is about some key theoretical--or

metatheoretical--developments. It will not rehash the

tired, ages-old arguments in the Federalist Papers (as well

as contemporary American political and political science

discourse) about the pUblic-as-mob. Instead, it will take

a fresh look at new thinking in physical theory (quantum)

and how that may help substantiate the political theory of

participatory democracy (quantum politics). So, one major

feature of a new superstructure for a new democratic

political theory and politics is the shift in a wordview

dominated by an exclusive reliance on Newtonian physics to

one enriched by quantum theory. My first chapter will

examine the significance of this major 20th century

development in scientific thinking and knowledge in terms

of its potential impact on and relevance for social

theories and political design, particularly regarding

democratic theory.

Chapters two and three set forth another important

segment of the superstructure for a future democratic

system. This aspect has less to do with thought than it

does with action. What it has to do with is the

realization of democratic values and aspirations through

human struggle and strife. These two chapters are a brief

historical investigation of the ebb-and-flow of American

xix



democracy, a study that zeroes in on the roles that

citizens have played over time--from those of the Iriquois

nation to those of the United states of America, circa the

dawning of the Third Millenium. They comprise a select

history of the bitter (and sometimes brutal) conflicts

waged to resolve such questions as: Who should be allowed

to be voting citizens? What rights should citizens have

against government? What other political powers should

citizens have? What new forms of citizen participation

and/or protection must be added to the system to strengthen

American democracy?

To my way of thinking, the next important part of a

strong superstructure for a new stage or structure of

American democracy needed to be philosophical. In my

reading over the years, it occurred to me that the American

political philosophical controversy has been devoted

chiefly to argumentation over what kind or degree of

democracy is best. One is hard pressed to find many modern

American political philosophers debating the merits of

dictatorship, anarchy, plutocracy or geriocracy over

democracy.

Instead, the mainstream dispute--at least

today--appears to center over the respective merits and

demerits of what Americans like to call indirect democracy

(or republican democracy) and direct democracy (or

participatory democracy). It occurred to me that what was

xx
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needed was a new typology of American democracy, one that

could help bridge the theoretical, political and

philosophical disagreements about democracy of the past and

present to the democratic potential of the future.

Chapter four, then, is my view of what that new

classification system of modern democracy would include,

each category allowing for different forms and levels of

citizen involvement in government: (1) the Limited

Representative System; (2) the Expanded Representative

System; (3) the participatory Representative System; (4)

the Representative Participatory System; and (5) The Full

Participation System. The preference of this thesis is for

the democratic polity that provides the greatest

participatory role for citizens within a partially

representative state--the Representative Participatory

System.

Chapter five will discuss the last component of the

Televote superstructure, the technological and technical

support for Televote's role in promoting participatory

democracy in the present and near-future world. Modern

participatory democratic thought (discussed in Chapter

four), combined with current communications technology and

techniques and an extensive education system, are the

necessary conditions for creating a well-informed, active

and interactive citizenry on a massive scale. Several

major experiments designed to promote and expand citizen

xxi



participation will be discussed as prelude to the Televote

experiments. with information from these citizen

participation projects, we approach the twenty- first

century with new knowledge and capabilities that offer

radically new possibilities for effective means to involve

citizens directly in all phases of governance, even in

nations comprised of hundreds of millions of people.

Having presented the superstructure for Televote's

development, the second part of this thesis will focus

primarily on Hawaii Televote, a political tool that

combines the quantum principles of randomness,

interactivity and uncertainty in a way that educates the

pUblic, stimulates lateral discussion and interaction, and

promotes a more participatory state in a representative

system. Each Hawaii model Televote experiment asked

different questions and supplied new information about the

roles citizens can and are willing to play in a modern

democratic polity. That is what Chapter six is all about.

Finally, it is important to re-emphasize that quantum

theory opens up possibilities inherent in reality that

democratic theorists have usually ignored (the importance

of randomness, interdependence and uncertainty in life).

The history of citizen participation in America

demonstrates the perpetual combat over the desire for more

and more effective inclusion in the American political

system. Televote and other participatory democratic

xxii
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projects, the operational consequence of the developing

theory and philosophy of participatory democracy, are the

means by which to tap a responsive cord of unflagging

citizen interest, enthusiasm, and insight into important

decision-making in the Expanded Representative System, the

impending Participatory Representative System, as well as

in the possible, if not probable, Representative

Participatory system of the future.

The only question left, at this point, is not what is

left to be proved about the efficacy of Televote (and

Electronic Town Meetings), but how can its efficaceousness

and independence be maximized, and its structure best

institutionalized, to insure its sustainability. Chapter

seven will treat some of the recent critics of Televote and

handle some of the possible avenues towards

institutionalization already in the works.

Of course, it is too early to come up with any final

answers. But it is not too late to stimulate some serious

thought about how to best resolve these problems for

posterity.

xxiii
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1

CHAPTER I

QUANTUM THEORY AND POLITICAL THEORY

American democracy, the sUbject of countless studies,

articles, and books, has been analyzed and evaluated from a

wide range of perspectives. Nevertheless, this chapter

will attempt a novel approach, that is to examine the role

of citizen participation within American democracy from an

emerging social theory based on a shift from a science

sUbtly, but strongly, influenced by Newtonian physics to a

science enriched by quantum physics.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSICS AND POLITICAL THEORY

While the natural sciences have discovered theories

that supersede many of the theories and knowledge based on

the Newtonian physics of the Enlightenment, most social

science theorists continue to cling to concepts that fit

neatly into a Newtonian worldview even when those concepts

fail to explain many social phenomena. Studying politics

and social phenomena within a quantum theoretical framework

can produce radically different theories and hypotheses

than those derived within a Newtonian theoretical

framework. Indeed, as this study will demonstrate, the

---------
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study of "democracy" and "citizen participation" is

enhanced by quantum principles, which provide a firmer

intellectual foundation for various forms of "democracy"

than the Newtonian worldview that has been prevalent for

the last two centuries.

The Newtonian and natural scientific influence on the

social sciences (in general) and political science (in

particular) has been profound. It provides a comprehensive

world view, replete with laws of nature that include: the

basic nature of humans, how humans relate to their

environment, and how and what kinds of socio-political

structures humans create.

The Newtonian world is a mechanical world, a

predictable world.' It is a world that is studied by

breaking it down to its smallest parts. It is a world that

is understood through rational inquiry based on

objectivity, certainty, and chain reasoning. Newtonian

physics forms the theoretical basis for liberal democracy,

which has been the premier theoretical perspective of

American political theory. It guided the American Founders

in the 18th century and has guided the actions of

politicians and the research of political scientists up to

this moment.

Although Newtonian theory had long been accepted as an

"infallible world outlook,"z it is now being challenged,

tested, and re-evaluated by quantum physicists and
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theorists. Thus, some long-held Newtonian laws are being

discarded or revised to fit within the new quantum

cosmology. This cosmological shift provides a fresh

approach to the study of democracy and offers a challenge

to liberal democracy since it rejects the view of the world

as a machine with parts that can be disassembled and

studied piecemeal. Instead the universe is seen as "one

indivisible, dynamic whole whose parts are essentially

interrelated and can be understood only as patterns of a

cosmic process. 3

This chapter will explore several relationships

between Newtonian and quantum physics and American

political thought and behavior. First, it will examine

closely the impact Newtonian theory has had on science in

general and then on American political science, in

particular. Second, quantum physics will be examined and

its impact (or lack thereof) on p~litical science will be

explored. Third, it will discuss the theoretical

foundation for liberal democracy and the theoretical

foundation for participatory democracy.

The way in which quantum physics will be applied

throughout this thesis is as a metaphor that can offer

insights, hypotheses, and alternative explanations for

political phenomena that have been studied since ancient

Greece. While I am intrigued by the work of those who

apply quantum theory more literally, as a social science
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theorist (not a physicist) I feel more comfortable using

this new information as an instrument to help me approach

the study of participatory democracy without the

constraints of a science seeking predictability and

determinism. It seems entirely plausible to me, if not

probable, that if the natural sciences can no longer rest

on the security of ultimate truths and objective reality,

then social scientists ought to at least consider the

possibility that the same ~pplies in their world.

While it is true t:'iat: (a) quantum mechanics looks at

the subatomic world, (b) that what applies at that level

may not apply at the macro level, and (c) that there are

pitfalls in seeing no difference between the physical and

the social world or inanimate and animate objects, I

believe that quantum mechanics sheds some valuable light

for social scientists. It is like the discovery of a new

kind of intellectual flashlight that lets us think into

crevices heretofore inaccessible to thought. In addition,

I hope to demonstrate its value to participatory democrats,

who advocate greater citizen participation and inclusion of

all segments of society in political decision making.

NEWTONIAN PHYSICS AND NEWTONIAN

POLITICS: LIBERAL DEMOCRACY

Martin Landau discusses the universal application of

Newtonian physics to both natural scientific and social
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scientific study. According to Landau not only did

Newtonian theory provide the basis for scientific research,

but "to the 18th century the Newtonian system constituted a

cosmological formula so powerful that 'Newton became not so

much the name of a man as of an infallible world

outlook. ' ,,4

It is not surprising that Newton's comprehensive,

comprehensible and predictable system, one developed

through his own observations, as well as his and his

predecessors research, and that was designed to explain the

whole natural world, would provide the basis for social

scientific inquiry. After all, such a brilliant and

original explanation of the universe provided understanding

that seemed entirely logical to those interested in

predicting human behavior.

Major Newtonian Principles

First of all, Newton saw the world as a mechanical

world--a closed system whose basic entities are discrete

particles that move in orbit. 5 The components of Newton's

system have distinct properties that act in space and time

according to fixed laws. The movement of bodies in the

system is determined by movement of other bodies. All

behavior in the system is lawful. There are no

alternatives. Therefore, careful observation and study can

lead to a totally predictable structure. This allows one

----- ----- .--.------
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to simply build on prior knowledge in an attempt to reach a

full understanding of the universe. The Newtonian world,

then, is based on certainty, order, structure, status,

determinism.

Landau describes society and politics as perceived and

interpreted by Newtonian theory:o

(1) Social processes are seen as determined processes,

directed into given paths by the action of impersonal

external forces.

(2) The motion (behavior) of bodies (human) are preset

and controlled according to the laws of nature.

(3) Natural man~ whose properties include natural

rights, was directed by natural forces to form societies.

(4) A society is no more than a sum of its discrete

parts, its elemental bodies.

(5) Social and political processes result from the

action of the separate parts on one another.

(6) The perfect working of a state, as of any machine

depends only on the perfection of adjustment of the pushes

and pulls of its constituent elements.

The American Founding Fathers accepted this image of

the world as a machine and humans as material beings.

Benjamin Barber makes a strong case for how liberal

democracy is rooted in Newtonian theory and then argues

that the fatal flaw of applying Newtonian physics to

political theory is that it begins with a pretheoretical

----_.__.. _. _.. - - . -
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given of a worldview. 7 This unquestioning of the starting

point led to the major axiom of liberalism (i.e., humans

are material beings in all they are and all they do.

Therefore, humans are governed by laws that correspond to

the laws of physical mechanics.) Barber states that this

non-questioning of the starting point leads liberalism to

resist systems that have activity, uncertainty,

spontaneity, complexity, ambiguity, and process as major

components. Liberalism (Newtonian politics, according to

Barber) is wrought with "pretentions to objectivity and

philosophical certainty that have proved inimical to

practical reason and to participatory political activity.lls

Political theories and systems based on Newtonian

theory are rife with flaws since they begin from an

unquestioning starting point, which has never been proven

and is currently challenged by quantum mechanics. If one

starts with a major premise of liberalism, derived from

Newtonian theory, that humans are material beings, then the

corollaries derived from such an unproven premise are all

suspect. Consistent with Newtonian thinking, the

corollaries have been derived from an objective, rational,

and logical process of obtaining additional knowledge and

certainty by building on that which is already known.

Barber metaphorically describes the process as building

links in a chain. 9

--------- - - - -
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It is the flawed axiom--materialism--which has

produced the equally flawed corollaries for the Newtonian

politics of the liberal democratic system to operate on.

These corollaries have a profound impact in the development

of political theories and systems. They define the

acceptable parameters for study and design. They lead to

the labeling of challenges to "givens" of the materialist

axiom and its corollaries as non-scientific, irrational, or

impractical. Acceptance of the corollaries as "truth" has

stymied political science and theory. Unanswered questions

continue to be asked in the same way by most without a

recognition that the framework in which they are asked is

flawed, limited, and inadequate for obtaining answers.

Corollaries

In order to address the inadequacies of Newtonian

politics, it is necessary to examine the corollaries which

Barber states are derived from the materialism axiom, which

forms the basis for liberal democratic theory.'o

Atomism (Individualism)

Humans are viewed as separate, self-contained, unitary

particles or atoms. Humans act as isolated individuals in

a world made up of a multitude of "physical ones." This is

the philosophical essence of such as Thomas Hobbes and Ayn

Rand. 11 "I came here to say that I do not recognize
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anyone's right to one minute of my life.,,12 The result of

this atomism, in the minds of many observers, is

"alienation" and the death of community. 13 As Robert

Nozick puts it, the single most important fact of human

existence is "the fact of our separate existences. ,,14 It

is the ultimate egoism.

Indivisibility (Hedonistic Psychology>

Humans are unitary wholes acting in consonance with

unitary motives. The inner condition of humans is tranquil

and unfragmented. There is no internal dissonance.

Instead the motivations that drive humans are precise,

rational, and predictable--that Everyman and Everywoman

strive directly to maximize their own personal needs and to

satisfy their own personal desires. Barber maintains that

liberal democrats agree with Herbert spencer's belief that

"everything that is true of the higher animals at large is

of course true of man. ,,15 As a reSUlt, "complex human

motives can be restated as simple motives and then, in the

final reduction, as a physical mechanics of the

passions. ,,16 Political theories that attempt to predict

human behavior on the basis of rational decision-making,

such as Anthony Down's An Economic Theory of Democracy and

John Rawls' A Theory of Justice, are derived from this

corollary. 17

..- - ---- -----------------
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Commensurability (Equality)

Humans are commensurable with one another. Each is

governed by the same laws of behavior and is thus

interchangeable. These laws are the laws of nature. There

is no truly unique individual operating according to

alternative laws of behavior. Accepting Corollary 2, one

accepts that all humans are ruled first by their passions

(self-gratification). Reason is second for all and finally

will. Therefore each individual thinks and acts according

to the same, predictable laws of behavior, making each

interchangeable with any other and equal to one another.

For Barber, this corollary becomes justification for

the competitive world of liberal democracy. Assuming that

individuals are equal, assumes that the struggle for self

gratification is based on fair and equal competition. To

the liberal democrat, maximization of personal needs and

desires only comes through the maximization of liberty.

Equality is the given. Liberty is the struggle.

Attainment of safety and pleasure for the individual is the

goal. 18

Mutual Exclusivity (Power and Conflict)

Humans cannot occupy the same space at the same time.

This leads to conflict among humans, which becomes a

primary mode of human interaction. One is, more often than

--------'--~----_._----
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not, either aggressively trying to obtain space occupied by

another or defending one's space against an intruder. In

American liberal democracy this becomes the struggle for

the attainment and protection of private property.

This corollary is at the heart of James Madison's most

famous "Federalist Paper No. 10," in which he maintains

"the most common and durable source of factions has been

the various and unequal distribution of property. ,,19 It,

therefore, became an important goal of the Founding

Fathers, clearly influenced by John Locke's view that

property ownership is power,20 to protect private property,

particularly from those who had none and sought to take

from the "rightful" owners. As C. B. Macpherson writes,

the concepts of liberal freedom and ownership of property

cannot be separated. For the liberal democrat, "the human

essence is freedom from dependence on the wills of others

and freedom is a function of possession. ,,21

Sensationalism (utilitarianism and Interest Theory)

Humans feel, think, and imagine in response to

physical causes (sense impressions or sensations).

Therefore, all human behavior and thought is derived from

physical sensations. As a result, theorists can develop

scientifically derived explanations for all political

behavior. study is reserved for the world that we observe.

This provides the philosophical basis for "interest

- -- - - ----------
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politics." Each individual person acts on the basis of

pursuing her or his self-interest in this isolated,

individualistic dog-eat-dog world.

In the liberal democratic tradition, Madison argues in

"Federalist Paper No. 51" that men seek their own private

interests. Therefore, "ambition must be made to counteract

ambition. The interest of the man must be connected with

the constitutional rights of the place. It may be a

reflection of human nature that such devices should be

necessary to control the abuses of government. ,,22 He

argues that the political system should promote competition

among its self-interested citizenry in order to force

compromise that will benefit society as a whole. A modern

day Madisonian, Charles Schultz, has argued that by

aggregating private interests, government is able to attain

the public interest. 23

Political Corollaries

These corollaries, Barber maintains, underlie the

American liberal democratic political system. They are

evident in the Founding Fathers' view of man as rational

(indivisibility), competitive (mutual exclusivity), and

individualistic (atomism). They also provide the

justification for a system designed to maximize the

opportunity for "virtuous" men to control government.

After all, it was through objective knowledge that the

------------ ----------
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right paths would be seen and chosen. And finally, these

corollaries have been widely accepted by political

scientists regardless of their approach or specialization.

CHALLENGING NEWTONIAN POLITICS: ALTERNATIVE THINKING

The challenge to these corollaries, however, comes

from several quarters. In speaking of the transition from

Newtonian physics to quantum physics, Henry Margenau

states, lithe dazzling successes of a universal application

of mechanical reasoning had blinded men's awareness to all

alternative modes of understanding. 1I24 In like fashion,

there are political scientists who do not necessarily agree

on alternative theories, but who recognize that Newtonian

influenced political science is limited and that it is time

to explore new theories that enrich or challenge the

objective, rational, materialist world of Newtonian theory.

These include Glendon Schubert, Ben Barber, Martin Landau,

James Dator, and others who are breaking the grip of the

unquestioned Newtonian paradigm, exposing the flaws and

seeking alternatives.

For Landau, the object is to recognize the

metaphorical nature and value of natural science utilized

as a basis for models in political science, but to maintain

a critical perspective in the creation and utilization of

models. Models are extremely useful to help us create

political science theories, develop hypotheses, and design

---- _.. - -- - - ---------- _ .... - --
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research. However, once we take metaphors literally and

begin to uncritically accept the paradigms we have designed

(which he believes occurred with the use of the classical

physics paradigm in American constitutional design and

study), we start to blindly accept one way of thinking and

reject all alternatives.

As noted above, Barber is most concerned with the pre

theoretical component of classical physics (or any

paradigm). The adherents of Newtonian physics have gone

astray by starting with a premise (humans are material

beings) that is accepted as "truth" by all rational beings.

Since the premise is never questioned, the logical,

deductive nature of Newtonian physics rejects any theory or

hypotheses that is incompatible with the starting premise.

To emphasize his critique of the classical physics

paradigm and its flawed axiom, Barber states that an

alternative and plausible axiom is: "Humans are spiritual

or psychic beings. ,,25 It is important to point out that

Barber would not accept the absoluteness of this statement

any more than he accepts as "truth" that humans are

material beings. However, he points out that this starting

point can lead us to radically different corollaries from

those discussed earlier. For example: 26

Alternative Corollary 1: Divisibility--Human beings

are contradictory, diversified, and ambivalent. Persons

-----~-- ~ -~-- - -~-----------
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may have conflicts within themselves. They are best

defined by their environment and relations.

Alternative Corollary 2: Incommensurability-

Individual desires, intentions, talents are unequal. There

is no objective, or predictable, reality.

Alternative Corollary 3: Mutualism--We can share

common space with other beings without surrendering our

distinctive abilities and freedoms.

Alternative Corollary 4: Intentionalism--Behavior is

not merely determined by external stimuli, but is created

out of common discourse and action. There is inter

connectedness and interaction. While Barber maintains the

truth is not known in politics, he believes these

corollaries offer a better explanation for political

behavior than the Newtonian axiom and corollaries. He

admonishes us to abandon the Newtonian view that there is

objective reality to be discovered that will completely

legitimize and justify liberal democracy.

Schubert is far more critical than either Barber or

Landau of the current, prevailing paradigms in political

science. As a science, he states, "political science is

best characterized as a preclassical or antiquarian

discipline. ;;27 In addition, Schubert wishes to move

political science beyond the metaphorical stage that

Landau finds useful in order to develop an integrated

political science that recognizes the essential

-~ -- - ~- -~--------- -- -- - -
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interconnectedness of the natural and social sciences. As

an example, he states:

Brain science is of great potential
importance to politics because it deals
directly with what are rapidly becoming
operationalized--not merely metaphorical or
analogical--theories and processes of
consciousness, memory, and decision-making
in relation to both perception and
emotionality. Psychobiological politics
deals directly with the control of human
behavior, including political behavior.
But precisely because the relevant theories
are biophysical, their consideration
requires some understanding of modern
physics as well as modern biology. 28

Schubert maintains political science must move beyond

classical physics. Schubert argues (in accordance with

Barber) :

Classical physics defines and describes a
world that corresponds closely to the
sensory perceptions that human biological
evolution constrains us to accept as
natural •••Among the principles of classical
or antiquarian physics that political
science continues to take for granted are
those of irreversible causality, action by
contact, and absolute time. All of these
are incompatible with experimental
observations that led to Einstein's special
relativity theory. 29

It is not only Schubert's call for political

scientists to have an "understanding of modern physics and

modern biology" in order to create an integrated political

science that makes many political scientists balk, but his

evaluation:

our comprehension of human behavior lags by
an accelerating exponential factor behind
our understanding of the physical universe.
Consequently our theories of politics are

- ~- - - --------------
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going to have to be more--not less--complex
than the theories and methodologies that
modern physics utilizes. At the very least
we must seriously consider the possibility
that models of political behavior will be
better informed by an awareness of what
physical theory includes (and political
theory doesn't) that would bring our theory
closer to the facts of political life. 3o

At the same time he cautions that "the laws of physics

apply to humans, but the laws of human behavior do not

necessarily apply to physical interactions. ,,31

Schubert predicts that the paradigm of modern or

quantum physics will become more familiar to political

scientists and will gradually become a part of their

training, thinking, and explication. 32 A political

scientist and futurist who has been influenced by Schubert,

James Dator, argues that our Newtonian (and also

Aristotelian) worldview has determined the technology we

use and the social institutions we create. 33 For Dator,

the revolution in physics through quantum theory is a clear

signal that as a political scientist he needs "to

understand quantum in order to see how or if it can be made

an ontological basis for the design of new political

institutions and/or systems (or whatever they may

sUbsequently be more appropriately designated) . ,,34

Dator, who is at the forefront in the application of

quantum theory in political design, states:

normally political institutions and
behavior (and their rationale; and that of
the dominant institutions and behaviors in
society) are based upon a worldview which

--- - - ----------- --- -- ---
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is substantially understood and believed in
by members of that society. Technology
prevalent in the society is based upon that
worldview, and used to construct the
institutions of the society. This
connection generally existed in all
societies, from the earliest tribal and
hunting and gathering groups, through the
earliest civilizations, up to the late 19th
century. 35

He argues that there has been a "prolonged gap" in

this connection because contemporary social technologies

and political institutions have not caught up with quantum

theory and remain primarily stuck in Newtonian theory. He

believes that the American representative and legal systems

have never worked as designed and advertised. According to

Dator, any political system or analysis of political

systems focusing on rationality as the basis for decision-

making will inevitably come up short. Newtonian thought

overlooks the sUbjective, the "irrational," the emotional.

There is no room for such in choosing representatives, in

legislating, and in interpreting the positive law. The

Newtonian world ignores the SUbjective in its search for

the "truth," a complete explanation of the system, and the

capacity to predict the future precisely.

QUANTUM PHYSICS AND QUANTUM POLITICS

At this point it is useful to examine quantum physics

and how it differs from Newtonian physics in order to grasp

the differences between these two theories and worldviews
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and how they provide the foundation for radically different

political theories.

Major Principles of Quantum Physics

Physicist Fritjof Capra in his book The Turning Point

provides a very clear nonmathematical explanation of

quantum theory and how it came to be. 36 He explains that

as physicists in the twentieth century began atomic

experiments, they found that the laws (Newtonian) they were

following produced paradoxes. It eventually became clear

to them that "their basic concepts, their language, and

their whole way of thinking were inadequate to describe

atomic phenomena. ,,37 This led physicists from allover the

world, such as, Werner Heisenberg, Paul Dirac, Max Planck,

Albert Einstein, Louis De Broglie, Niels Bohr, Erwin

Schrodinger, and Wolfgang Pauli, to unite in developing

the mathematical formulas and conceptual framework of

modern day quantum theory. Four of the major quantum

principles developed will be discussed since they offer

such radically different interpretations and explanations

of the world than does Newtonian theory.

Uncertainty: Objects Defined By Their Environments And

Their Relationship To Others

One of the first principles established under quantum

theory was the uncertainty principle developed by Werner

- - ~- - -- ---------- - - - ~
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Heisenberg. 38 When scientists began their atomic

experiments, they found that electrons, which they believed

were particles, often took on the traits of waves. That

defied the classical definiton of electron. The scientists

discovered that Newtonian notions like particle, wave,

position, velocity were interrelated and could not be

defined precisely at the same time, as had been assumed.

The more precisely one dimension is fixed by the

physicist's observation, the more another becomes

uncertain. The exact relation between them is defined by

the uncertainty principle. This means that in the example

of the electron (or any atomic or subatomic lIobject ll ) the

electron has no inherent properties separate from its

environmental context.

Probability

The acceptance of the lIuncertainty principle, II led

scientists to question the livery foundation" of the

mechanistic worldview--i.e., the concept of the reality of

matter. As Capra explains:

At the subatomic level, matter does not
exist with certainty at definite times and
in definite ways, but rather show
'tendencies to exist,' and atomic events do
not occur with certainty at definite times
and in definite ways, but rather show
'tendencies to occur.' In the formulation
of quantum mechanics, these tendecies are
expressed as probabilities ••• we can never
predict an atomic event with certainty; we
can only predict the likihood of its
happening. 39

---------- ------- --------- ---_._-
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Seventeenth and eighteenth century Newtonian physics was

based on absolutist notions, laws that were immutable and

inexorable, twentieth century quantum physics is not.

Interconnection And Interaction

These two discoveries showed that particles have no

meaning as isolated entities, but can only be understood as

interconnections, or correlations, between various

processes of observation and measurement. In quantum

theory you never end up with "things"; you always deal with

interconnections, interactions, and processes. Capra says

"this is how modern physics reveals the basic oneness of

the universe. ,,40 We can no longer divide the world up into

independently existing smallest units. Things can no

longer be defined without considering their relations to

others.

This new information implied a new notion of

causality. Classical science was constructed by the

cartesian method of dissecting the world into parts that

were directed by causal laws. In addition, the universe

was understood in terms of a machine. But to twentieth

century atomic physics, such a deterministic picture is

inadequate. The principles of quantum theory demonstrated

that the world could no longer be analyzed as existing

isolated elements. The notion of separate parts "is an
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idealization with only approximate validity; these parts

are not connected by causal laws in the classical sense. ,,41

The result is that in quantum theory we cannot predict

when and how a phenomenum is going to happen. This does

not mean that events happen in an arbitrary fashion--only

that they are not brought about by proximate, direct

causes. In addition, we must understand that quantum

theory indicates that the behavior of the parts no longer

determine the behavior of the whole. contrariwise, the

behavior of the whole determines the behavior of the parts.

No Objective Reality

There is a major lesson derived from the discoveries

of quantum mechanics. Quantum physics not only invalidated

the classical ideal of an objective description of nature,

it also challenged the myth of a value-free science. The

patterns or processes that scientists see in nature are

intimately connected with the ideas, preconceptions, and

values of the scientist (in other words, things that have

no meaning by themselves). As mentioned earlier, things

are defined in relation to other things. If one electron

behaves as either a particle or a wave, depending on how we

experimentally measure it, the electron does not have

objective properties independent of our mind. We can no

longer pretend that our observations are totally objective

- -- - -- ._._---------~----
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because we are to a great extent determining our findings

by deciding what we choose to see.

Capra sums up the themes of quantum theory as such:

The concept of the universe as an
interconnected web of relations is one of
the two major themes that recur throughout
modern physics. The other theme is the
realization that the cosmic web is
intrinsically dynamic. The dynamic aspect
of matter arises in quantum theory as a
consequence of the wave nature of subatomic
particles, and is even more central in
relativity theory, which has shown us that
the being of matter cannot be separated
from its activity. The properties of its
basic patterns, the subatomic particles,
can be understood only in a dynamic
context, in terms of movement, interaction,
and transformation. 42

Application to Political Theory

How does one take the principles of quantum theory

that contradict or challenge Newtonian theory and apply

them to a political theory which has been significantly

influenced by Newtonian concepts?

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF METAPHORS AND WORLDVIEWS

Following in the footsteps of other social scientists,

one can develop metaphors to structure inquiry and to

provide an interpretive system. In doing so, it is

important to heed Landau's warning not to take the metaphor

too literally. Quantum metaphors can be useful in helping

design hypotheses to test what is unknown to us. Yet at
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all times it is necessary to keep the true nature of the

metaphor in mind in order to avoid the presumption of fact

that has yet to be proven.

There is more, however, to the application of quantum

theory to political theory than the mere use of metaphors.

Quantum theory offers a worldview, a view of the universe

that can be applied to political science. While Schubert

and Capra both point out that one must be careful not to

treat animate and inanimate objects as though there were no

difference, both are applying quantum physics in the study

and analysis of social phenomena. There is no fault in

using physical theory to develop a systems view that helps

one understand the similarities and interconnections of the

natural and social world. The failing of Newtonian

politics is not that the two worlds were combined under one

theory, but that Newtonian theory is too absolute, too

limiting, and too simplistic. It provided, however, a very

good starting point for scientific study that begins to

integrate the two worlds. Quantum theory begins the next

step in creating a more sophisticated, more complex, and

more modern political theory.

To begin, Dator, who advocates a quantum theory

worldview, states that one of the basic assumptions of

quantum theory is:

Things are not what they seem. If we
restrict our understanding of the world to
only that narrow band which our human
senses perceive, we will have only a

- -- - - ------------ ---- ---_. -- -- -- -
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shallow and misleading-notion of the
structures and processes of the world. The
assumptions, theories, and methods of
positivistic science are simply too
restrictive and limiting. 43

From that perspective, the impact of quantum theory on

political science is profound. How can there be any

discipline, any definitions, any causal explanations, any

predictions in politics if one cannot determine absolutely

from observation the realities of the situation? The

following principles based on the four quantum principles

discussed earlier will provide the guide to exploring some

of the political implications of quantum political theory.

uncertainty: Objects Defined By Their Environment and

Their Relationships To Others

Liberal democratic political theory in America (guided

by Newtonian theory) began with the assumption man had a

predictable nature. He was rational and as such could be

predictable. Theories abound in American politics that

attempt to predict and explain man's behavior on rational

grounds that man would always pursue his own self

interests. 44

When modern physicists began to see that the sub-

atomic world acted differently than Newton's Laws

predicted, they had to change their way of thinking. That

is where quantum politics comes in.

---- - ------------- --
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A better explanation of human nature is that we are

complex, contradictory creatures and we cannot be

classified or identified out of our environments. We are

at cross-purposes, self-promoting and self-destructive,

good and bad--in short: uncertain. People are fiscal

conservatives and liberal on foreign affairs. People can

be cooperative and self-effacing--even while having strong

egos. Individuals can be classified as more or less

democratic in relation to others in the same environment.

That definition changes as the environment and/or the

realtions change. A Quantum politics would be based on the

unpredictable nature of humans and would take into account

many recent findings about the human subconscious than does

Newtonian politics.

Probability

Cause-effect determinism and rational decision making

are not at the root of all human interaction, or ev~n

primary in human affairs. Instead, in quantum theory, as

Dator states, "probability, randomness, uncertainty, and

complementarity are 'normal. ,,,45 The role of political

science then, is to theorize and experiment with new

political structures and processes based on the principles

of uncertainty and probability.

Once political scientists move away from seeking

absolutes, patterns of probability can be studied and used
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as the basis for research and analysis. This methodology,

although at first glance appears more ambiguous, would

actually provide a better explanation for political

phenomena than cause-effect determinism. The baffling

exceptions to the rule, the apparent inconsistencies, and

the random deviances could be accounted for through

probability formulas, much like those used in public

opinion polling. Political scientists would certainly have

to be cautious not to explain too cavalierly the unexpected

occurring, but a scientific utilization of probability

theory could prove immensely useful in political analysis.

Interconnections And Interaction

The political system--indeed, the universal system-

cannot be divided into discrete units for analysis, a la

Newtonian politics. Instead political analysis focuses on

the effects of interactions and process. In the case of

IIdemocracy," it cannot be adequately defined in terms of

its branches of government, means for election, tenure of

office, and checks and balances. As Majid Tehranian points

out, democracy, above all, is a dynamic, moving process.~

In addition, the whole of the democratic system determines

its parts; the parts do not determine the whole. That

explains why tinkering with the American system and

altering various parts is not going to change the overall

character of the system and make it truly democratic. It

- -- - - - -------------~----
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also explains how political institutions, political

leaders, and even political scientists are the creations of

the political system and are supported by the system.

It may be argued that of course the present Newtonian

mechanistic system places an emphasis on interaction among

the three branches of government and that it has a

"process" orientation. After all, the Senate approves

treaties made by the President; the President can veto

legislation passed by the Congress; the Supreme Court

determines the constitutionality of laws, and so forth.

The point is that the major emphasis of the Founding

Fathers, a principle strongly adhered to even today, was

separation of powers--to use the branches of government as

checks and balances--to isolate power and function so that

no one part became all-powerful. Yet the reality of

application of the separation of powers doctrine proves

that the ideal cannot be implemented. Indeed,

controversies that have existed for quite some time focus

on the overlapping of powers. Is the Supreme Court really

legislating when it declares laws of Congress

unconstitutional? Can Congress force the President to

implement laws or to turn over presidential papers? Can

the President send armed troops into a country when

Congress has not declared war? A quantum approach to

assigning powers to branches of government would recognize

the essential need for interconnectedness and interaction

-- - - ----------- -- - --
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among the branches and would provide for that in

determining the powers of each branch. It is conceivable

that a system designed focusing on interconnection and

interaction rather than separation could provide a greater

check against the abuse of power.

In addition, quantum politics challenges the Newtonian

influenced liberal democracy concept of individualism, with

men and women pursuing their own self-interests, seeking

maximization of personal power, and striving for

privatization rather than community. This individualism

results in the development of interest groups which are

created to pursue special interests of members of the

group. All too often the interest groups, whether they are

unions, conservation groups, social welfare groups or

whatever, become individualized themselves--with the

leadership losing touch with the membership. The leaders-

not the members--begin defining the interests of the group,

which is done in a way that is very unconnected to the

overall membership.

Quantum politics sees us all connected in the system

and all affected by the decisions of that system. Rather

than designing institutions that encourage us to live in

private worlds pursuing narrow self interests, quantum

politics would provide mechanisms and institutions that

encourage interaction and broaden perspectives in how we

are all connected and affected by decisions made within the

-- - - - - - -------------
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system. Quantum politics attempts to maximize

participation, interaction, and a recognition that we are

inalterably connected in the system. To lose track of the

whole is to work against one's self-interest anyway.

No Objective Reality

The important lesson for the political scientist in

quantum theory is that there is no objective real world

apart from one's consciousness or as Dator states,

"different observer, different world. ,,47 Our observations

are limited to our perceptions and consciousness.

This is consistent with psychological research in the

20th century that demonstrates that "selective perception,"

e.g., that different people see and/or describe phenomenon

differently, is a normal phenomenon.~ It is essential to

keep in mind that our observations, no matter how precise

are determined by our own concepts, thoughts, and values

that vary with each individual and under varying

circumstances.

QUANTUM THEORY AND PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY

Political scientists operating in the late 20th

century should be willing to evaluate the degree to which

long held beliefs and theories are compatible or

incompatible with the scientific knOWledge derived over the

last century. They need to question whether political

.- - _. ---------- -- _. -
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institutions and procedures designed two hundred years ago

with a solid foundation in Newtonian thought are effective

within the context of the quantum world.

American political science has at least implicitly

accepted Newtonian theories as a valid basis for indigenous

American political theory, in other words, the prevailing

liberal democratic model. To be consistent and up-to-date,

it should develop political theories that have the

potential to further an understanding of the world by

constructing new theories based on modern knowledge.

Quantum theory may prove in time to have as many

limitations and errors as Newtonian theory. still it

offers fresh insights and plausible explanations where

Newtonian theory falters. Indeed, with current knowledge,

it is clear that it has much to offer in developing a

heuristic framework for a new political theory.

Explication of strong, Participatory Democracy

Barber takes a step in this direction by moving beyond

Newtonian politics. After liberal democracy, he proposes a

political alternative presently viewed as radical and

unworkable by most American political scientists and

political leaders. This alternative--participatory

democracy (or to use Barber's term, "strong democracy")-

is described by Barber as "dialectical, sustaining itself

- ------_._._----------,----
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while in motion, looking for conviction in the process as

an unfolding logic rather than its genesis. ,,49

Sidney Verba and Norman Nie also emphasize the

essential nature of citizen participation in democratic

theory:

Participation, when and if effective, has a
particularly crucial relationship to all
other social and political goals. It
represents a process by which goals are set
and means are chosen in relation to all
sorts of social issues. Indeed, this is
why it is crucial to democratic theory.50

Peter Bachrach adds that if there is not a revitalization

of a broad democratic participation, then political

decision-making is going to have less and less democratic

control. 51

Quantum Elements in an Emerging Participatory Theory

To date, political scientists who describe or favor

forms of participatory democracy rarely mention quantum

theory in their theoretical explorations. Yet their

hypotheses, axioms, and corollaries fit well into the

quantum theoretical framework and may well help develop a

more systematic, emerging theory of participatory

democracy.

Restating the quantum principles discussed earlier in

this essay {Uncertainty--Objects Defined by Their

Environments and Their Relationship to Others;

Probability; Interconnection and Interaction; and No

-~~~~ - - -~----- --- -_.. -~ ~ ~
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Objective Reality), one recognizes that participatory

democratic theory has these principles at its core. As a

matter of fact, definitions and descriptions of

participatory democracy have these principles essentially

interwoven so that the principles cannot be neatly

separated and examined independent of each other.

For example, Carole Pateman implicitly emphasizes the

quantum nature of democratic theory when she states:

a democratic theory ••• is a theory of
interrelationships between individuals,
their characteristics and forms of social
and political institutions, between
concepts and social life, between concepts
themselves, and between political theory
and political practice.5

Her criticism that liberal theory "tries to separate these

things"53 goes to the heart of the critique of Newtonian

theory. In discussing the necessity of more emphasis on

participation in democratic theory, Bachrach also

implicitly addresses quantum principles by discussing the

essential interconnectedness of ends and means in a

democracy. As he observes, "the interaction of means and

ends--of process and policy--stimulates and encourages the

self-development of a free people.,,54

Participatory democracy, activity, interaction,

transformation, uncertainty, consciousness, and perception

--all principles of quantum--come together in Peter

Manicas' statement:

democracy is a process, a process of
permanent revolution in which the forging

.-'.~- - _._--------_._._.
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of the self-determined individual goes hand
in hand with the transformation of
hierarchical institutions into democratic
and self-managed institutions. As so
conceived, the democratic community is not
merely an abstract but a mode of action, a
praxis, in which persons discover their
social selves as they struggle against the
consciousness which binds them to the
existing social order. 55

Elements of quantum theory appear throughout

descriptions of the democratic process. For example,

Barber's metaphor for political reasoning is "weaving" as

opposed to the Newtonian metaphor of connecting links in a

chain. 56 The corollaries discussed earlier--divisibility,

incommensurability, intentionalism, and mutualism--that he

derives from perceiving humans as psychic or spiritual

beings, rather than material, are compatible with quantum

theory and participatory democratic theory.

Barber does not attempt to replace the Newtonian

absolute of materialism with another absolute, i.e.,

spirituality. He believes these corollaries offer a more

accurate appraisal of political behavior than do the

Newtonian axiom and corollaries. Moreover, they provide an

alternative view readily reconciled with the scientific

revolution created by quantum physics.

Not believing in absolutes, cause-effect determinism,

and the "truth," Barber abandons liberal democracy

(Newtonian politics) in favor of "strong" or participatory

_. - - - -_._-------
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democracy. The dominant virtue in strong democracy is also

a key component of quantum theory--activity. Things are

defined and developed through interaction and reciprocity

with others. In terms of participatory democracy, this

involves dialogue--receiving and giving. This process of

interaction leads to transformation with others, a process

that helps to redefine who we are.

It is important to re-emphasize that advocates of

participatory democracy see democracy as a process--an

ongoing process. 57 Manicas calls democracy a process that

cannot be separated from its goal.58 John Dewey goes even

further by stating that society is a process designed to

maximize personal growth through interaction with others,

which evolves into the creation of the pUblic good. In his

words:

society is the process of associating in
such ways that experiences, ideas,
emotions, values are transmitted and made
common.•• Only in association with fellows
does (the individual) become a conscious
centre of experience. organization, which
is what traditional theory has generally
meant by the term Society or state,
is ••• subordinate because it becomes static,
rigid, institutionalized whenever it is not
employed to facilitate and enrich the
contacts of human beings with one
another. 59

strong, i.e., participatory, democracy requires an

interaction and interconnection that recognizes that there

is no objective reality for wise and virtuous

representatives to discover and promulgate for the

-- - -------------------,
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remainder of the citizenry. Every person, as a subjective

and objective individual, has her/his own perceptions of

reality and of what are correct paths to follow--based on

their own values, backgrounds, and shifting circumstances.

Barber maintains that the greatest good would be served if

the American ("thin" democratic) political system would

discard the Newtonian (Platonic and Burkean) ideas that

virtuos men know best and adopt a strong democratic system

that generates maximum support and development for and

responsiveness to all citizens of the system.

In other words, strong democracy's central virtues are

participation, citizenship, and political activity.

Participatory democracy "may be the political answer to the

question of moral uncertainty--the form of interaction for

people who cannot agree on absolutes. ,,60 Or, as Schuman

says, "Maybe we should consider more carefully the 'unreal

world. ' ,,61

Dator's political designs based on quantum account for

the sUbjective--the "unreal world"--with the acknowledge

ment that there is no single reality; that we are limited

or enriched by our perceptions; and that there are no

absolutes. The political institutions he proposes all

display the hallmark of participatory democracy.

He states that a "quantum approach to representation

might be simply to use random sampling. ,,62 The concept is

hardly new. The Greeks used a lottery system during the

--- - - ---------- - .- --
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"Golden Age" of Pericles in Athens. 63 Other political

analysts like Ted Becker, long an advocate of participatory

democracy and the "random house legislature," and more

recently Ernest Callenbach and Michael Phillips in the

Citizen Legislature, have also discussed the merits of such

a proposal. M However, none, from the Greeks to the modern

times, have discussed the formal connection to quantum

theory. Taking representative samples from a citizen

universe would maximize participation in a diverse, highly

populated society by increasing the chances of various

groups of citizens being able to participate in key

decision-making. Becker believes it is the best way to

ensure the presence of more women, minorities, and younger

citizens in congress. 65 The chances would be even more

increased by limiting the terms of office and rotating

people in and out on a regular basis. Of course

"representation," even of the random type limits the

absolute number of people who can have direct power in

policy-making--other than by participating in the pUblic

debate. A quantum system that maximizes citizen

participation would involve direct democracy, e.g., town

meetings and citizen initiatives.
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Televote: Quantum Theory In The study

Of citizen participation

Dator offers other political designs based on quantum

theory, but his vision of a random legislature is a quantum

type design that offers a means of increasing citizen

participation. This essay will examine various forms of

citizen participation in American democracy. It will

discuss how theories and research of citizen participation

are approached differently if one is guided by a belief in

objectivity and predictability (Newtonian) or guided by a

belief in randomness and no objective reality (quantum).

It will also explore the future of citizen participation

and pUblic input in decision-making in America. This study

is guided by the question: "If we are faced with radically

new scientific theories and technologies, what does that

mean for American democracy?"

Televote, a method of pUblic opinion polling designed

to be implemented in a participatory democratic society at

the threshold of the quantum age is a polling method that

is emerging in a space between the fading Newtonian

predominance and the increasing quantum thought. As a

result, it is a transitional tool that incorporates both

Newtonian and Quantum principles. It is designed not only

to measure public opinion, but unlike all conventional,

Newtonian-era public opinion polling, it also stimulates

--------- -- - - -
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citizen interaction and participation in the democratic

process.

Like all scientific polling done today, Televote

utilizes random sampling based on probability (quantum).

Its unique features are: (1) it provides information to

respondents--undisputed facts and pro and con arguments

(Newtonian); (2) it encourages respondents to discuss the

facts, opinions, and issues with others--interaction

(quantum); and (3) it allows time for deliberation before

respondents reply (Newtonian); (4) it is designed to be

used simultaneously with Electronic Town Meetings on the

same sUbject (quantum).

Although Televote may well be a transitional tool from

one worldview to another, it nevertheless has successfully

operated in a predominantly Newtonian world. The current

American political system is virtually the same as the

Founding Fathers created with their mechanistic worldview.

Although Televote seeks to transmit views of the public and

their representatives through two-way interaction of

knowledge and views, it is limited by a political system

that frequently holds pUblic opinion in low regard because

it believes that the citizenry will never be as

sufficiently informed or enlightened as their

representatives. Televote seeks to alter that perspective

but faces roadblocks from entrenched powers that derive

benefits from the current worldview.

-- ---- - -- ------ --------------------------
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In evaluating Televote's role in quantum politics, a

very important aspect of quantum theory must not be

overlooked. Televote is merely a compoment of the

political system within which it functions. Its role is

defined by the system--it does not define the system.

Thus, it is only within the quantum worldview and a

political system consistent with that whereby Televote can

reach its maximum potential for helping increase public

knowldege and discussion of issues, and directly linking

that into decision-making processes that create pUblic

policy and law.

If indeed a form of participatory democracy were to

become widespread or even predominant, Televote would only

be one part in a complex, dynamic, interactive environment.

In the media world, it could be an aspect of electronic

town meetings, begun prior to town meetings to create

public awareness, discussion, and interaction, and then

completing the Televote after the mUltiple-way

communication aspect of the town meetings in order to yield

a scientific sample of informed and duly deliberated public

opinion on the topic. In the legislative world, it could:

(a) help develop initiatives through a consensus building

process; or (b) help set legislative agendas or persuade

legislators to construct alternatives to be voted on in a

referendum (indirect initiative). It may even be that

Televote will be overtaken by the visual media rather than

- ---- -------------
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relying so heavily on the print media. In conclusion, its

nature (function) would be determined by the extent of the

democratic environment in which it exists.

CONCLUSION

Quantum theory and politics do not replace all that is

connected to Newtonian theory and politics. There are

occasions when cause-effect determinism exists; predictions

are appropriate; order exists; and deductive reasoning

prevails. Quantum politics does not aim to purge these

concepts from the political sphere. As Tehranian points

out:

Wew scientific metaphors do not replace,
and new theories do not refute, the old
ones but somehow remake them; even
scientific revolutions preserve some
continuity with the old order of things.
This is as true of theoretical speculations
about society as it is of the social system
itself. No social system can be born by a
fiat; the so-called revolutionary
developments in society are not more than
recreations of the past. M

Quantum politics may be a recreation of Jeffersonian

politics,67 but its quantum theoretical base enriches

political understanding and uncovers limitations of

Newtonian thought. It provides a seriously needed new

worldview that is based on 20th Century knowledge, not held

hostage by slavish devotion to 18th Century theoretical

thought.

- ---- - -- ------- ---- - - -
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As learned from quantum physics, we are limited in our

understanding by the way in which we define things. When

we define an object as a particle, we are stYmied in our

understanding when it demonstrates the characteristics of a

wave. We have to expand our concept. Quantum theory helps

us look at democracy as more than a mechanical system of

distinct components with neatly divided functions. Quantum

theory forces us to view democracy as a process--an

interactive process that evolves and transforms the system

and the citizens that create the system.

Rather than seeking absolutes, quantum theory finds

patterns that assist in understanding and future planning.

Abandoning the belief in absolutes does not necessarily

create chaos and confusion. Instead, it challenges us to

seek more alternatives--alternatives that may provide

answers where exclusive deductive thought would never take

us. Quantum theory allows us to consider the merits of

intuitive thought and to expand the realm of participatory

possibilities for citizens in a democracy.

The challenges for social scientists who wish to

utilize quantum theory in research are many. As Landau

warns, one must be forvever cautious against developing a

rigidity in the use of models based on the physical

sciences. We cannot assume we have found the "truth" and

proceed to explain all social phenomena based on

mathematical formulas provided us by quantum physics.

----- --- ---- --------------~------------
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Schubert understands the difficulties before us in his

insistence that social theories must be more complex than

physical theories since humans are more complex than

inanimate objects and the laws that apply to human

interactions do not necessarily apply to physical

interactions.

All social scientists utilizing quantum theory today

are novices. There are many questions being asked and

debated over the extent to which quantum physics can be

useful in political theory. While there is widespread

agreement among many of them regarding the limitations of

Newtonian theory, they are only beginning to crawl into the

quantum world. One must learn to crawl, however, before

one can walk or run.

The challenges and insecurities that lie ahead for the

quantum political theorists are matched by the conviction

that social science theory must address the radical changes

in physical theory in the last century.

The following chapters in this dissertation will

develop several themes in this first chapter. The next

chapter will investigate citizen participation in the

United States--with particular emphasis on pre- and post

revolutionary times •
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CHAPTER II

TRACING THE PATHS OF EXPANDING CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

IN AMERICA: THE EARLY SURGES

citizen participation in America has evolved over

time. Its pattern has not been linear--on a straight

trajectory towards greater and greater participation.

Neither has it been cyclical, which implies a continuing

return to a previous starting point.

Instead the pattern has the following characteristics.

First, there are waves--a pUlse--that surges and recedes.

Second, the intensity of each wave or pulse varies. Third,

the direction of the path is sometimes erratic. We can

trace its path, but not be certain of how far it will

travel or where it will extend its reach. Fourth, each

wave reaches a high point somewhere and then ebbs.

However, the ebb at its lowest never recedes beyond the

high point of the previous wave. Thus, the cumulative

effect is a decidedly advancing motion with constantly

expanding avenues for future movement.

Thus, Part II of this study will show how the history

of citizen participation in America illustrates this

wave-pulse pattern, and will survey the various eras which

sought to expand and broaden participation. It will also

provide an analysis of the theoretical and practical
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relationship between leaders and citizens and a systematic

evaluation of the extent to which political structures

limited or encouraged citizen participation.

In my view, there have been six major surges that

yielded significant advances in the cumulative degree and

forms of American political participation: the Pre

Europeanization Period; the Revolutionary and American

Confederation Period; the Constitutional Period; the

Jacksonian Period; the Progressive Period; and the 1960's

civil Rights Period. Chapter 2 will survey the paths of

the first three, or early periods, while chapter 3 will

trace developments in the more modern periods. These

chapters will lay the foundation for an examination of

current political science literature on citizen

participation. Recent writings on citizen involvement in

American democracy continue the debates that were

highlighted in the Federalist-Antifederlist debates more

than two centuries ago. What role should "We the People of

the United states" have in government, which is based upon

and legitimized by the consent of the people? As the

arguments are re-examined in the modern context, the new

scientific discoveries of quantum research will be added to

propel the debate into the next century.
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AMERICAN POLITICAL THINKING ON CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

In American Eurocentrist thought, most writings on the

roots of American political theory focus on the influence

of such philosophers as Locke, Rousseau, Montesquieu, and

Hume. For example, Forrest McDonald's book Novus Ordo

Seclorum: The Intellectual origins of the Constitution and

Kenneth Dolbeare's American Political Thought concentrate

almost exclusively on the influence of European

intellectuals, primarily British and Scottish with some

reference to ancient Greek philosophers.'

McDonald does broach the topic of non-European

political thinking in early times by referring to Locke's

political theories wherein the great English philosopher

mentions Indian life as a model of a society existing in a

state of nature, in other words, living in a society with

no organized political system or government. 2 On the other

hand, this very brief tidbit about Indians, coupled with

his acknowledgemnt that Thomas Jefferson concluded "that

the primitive stages [of the Indians] produced happier and

more virtuous men,,3, actually trivializes the substantial

knowledge gained from the political ideology and govern

mental practices of the American Indian and its profound

and deep influence on American political thought and the

building of political institutions. It has only been in
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recent years that scholars have begun to acknowldege the

influence of the native American Indian, particularly the

Iroquois tribes, on American thinking and political

design--particularly regarding the important role of

citizen participation and public opinion in governance. 4

What Indians added to the American diet--corn,

potatoes, pumpkins, tomatoes, avocados, peanuts, etc.--is

well known. It is the political contribution that is

usually unknown, overlooked, or suppressed. Bruce Johansen

sets the record straight in his book, Forgotten Founders.

While not attempting to denigrate the European influence,

he argues that "America has been a creation of all its

peoples," most assuredly inclUding the Iroquois.

During the fifteenth century (or earlier by some

estimates) the Iroquoian governmental system was founded,

which united five previously warring nations under a

constitution called "The Great Law of Peace. 1I Three

centuries later, an additional nation joined the alliance

to expand the Confederacy to the League of Six Nations. As

Johansen points out, the Iroquoian constitution:

rested on assumptions foreign to the
monarchs of Europe: it regarded leaders as
servants of the people, rather than their
masters, and made provisions for the
leaders' impeachment for errant behavior.
The Iroquois' law and customs upheld
freedom of expression in political and
religious matters, and it-forbade the
unauthorized entry of homes. It provided
for political participation by women and
the relatively equitable distribution of
wealth. These distinctly democratic
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tendencies sound familiar in light of
sUbsequent American political history--yet
few people today••• know that a republic
existed on our soil before anyone here had
ever heard of John Locke, or Cato, the
Magna Charter, Rousseau, Franklin, or
Jefferson. 5

Several other scholars have written about the

democratic and participatory aspects of the Iroquois

political system. Ruth Underhill, who writes extensively

about the Iroquois and other Indian tribes, described the

Iroquois Confederacy as an organization of nations "like

that of the modern united Nations. ,,6 The Confederacy

allowed tribes to handle internal matters as each saw fit,

but the tribes united in matters that affected them in

common.

Representatives or chiefs sent to the law-making body,

the Council, were chosen in two forms: (a) those nominated

by women of extended, titled families (the hereditary

chiefs) and (b) those elected outside of the hereditary

family structure on the basis of personal leadership

qualities (the pine tree chiefs). Policy discussion and

decision making were divided into two phases (the

equivalent of two houses), which acted as a check and

balance against hasty decision making. After two of the

tribes discussed and agreed on the matter before a third

tribe, the third tribe took the decision to the other two

tribes to accept or reject. All decisions in the
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Confederacy had to be unanimously agreed to by all Council

members.

There were mechanisms for removing chiefs who did not

truly represent their people or who abused their power by

enriching themselves. As noted above, Iroquois chiefs were

viewed as servants of the people, unlike the European kings

and queens of the time, and were "generally poorer than the

common people, for they affect to give away and distribute

all the Presents or Plunder they get in their Treaties or

War, so as to leave nothing for themselves. If they should

be once suspected of selfishness, they would grow mean in

the opinion of their Country-men, and would consequently

lose their authority.,,7

Describing the Iroquois League of Nations system of

proportional representation of tribes and its "two-house

legislature", Underhill acknowledges the similarity between

their system of government and that created under the

United states Constitution. 8 While stopping short of

making a direct connection herself, Underhill states that

many believe the Iroquois government, which was the "most

integrated and orderly north of Mexico," gave ideas to

writers of the American Constitution and to "Franklin,

Jefferson, and Washington [Who] were quite familiar with

the [Iroquois] League. ,,9 Johansen and Felix Cohen, who

also describes the system, make the connection between
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Indian political culture and its direct impact on European

and American political thinkers.

Cohen, who asserts that Thomas Jefferson freely

acknowledged the influence of the American Indians in

developing his concept of liberty, points out:

Universal suffrage for women as for men,
the pattern of states within a state we
call federalism, the habit of treating
chiefs as servants of the people instead of
their masters, ••• [and the] insistence that
the community must respect the diversity of
men and the diversity of their dreams--all
these things were part of the American way
of life before Columbus landed. 10

Johansen discusses several areas in which Benjamin

Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and Thomas Paine refer to

Indian society as a model that offers lessons for

Americans. Franklin, who originally became familiar with

Indian culture when his print shop published the treaties

between the Indians and the colonists, became a

Pennsylvania commissioner in 1753 to serve as a British

diplomat to the Iroquois nation. The British purpose was

to establish an Anglo-Indian alliance against the Spanish

and the French. However, the Iroquois required that the

colonists recognize they were in a foreign nation and had

to learn the native rituals in order to discuss diplomatic

initiatives. To be a successful diplomat, then, one had to

know and understand Indian culture. Not only did the

American colonists, who were official representatives for

the British with the Indians, make friendships and
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alliances, but they were exposed to and learned concepts of

freedom, property-ownership, liberty, and even democracy,

which had no parallel in the Kingdoms of Europe. Johansen

states: "These observations would help mold the political

life of the colonies, and much of the world, in the years

to come. ,,11

As an example, in 1744, nearly a decade before

Franklin began his diplomatic service to the Indian

nations, an Iroquois chief, Canassatego, urged the American

colonies to form an alliance, a confederacy as the Iroquois

had done three centuries earlier. He argued that an

American Colonial Confederation would make it easier for

the Indians in their dealings with the Colonists and would

strengthen the Colonies as long as they required all action

taken to be approved unanimously by Colonial

representatives to the Confederacy.

Ten years later, Franklin attended a special Congress

in Albany where he heard an "adopted" Iroquois, Tiyanoga,

explain the Iroquois Confederacy and political life to the

Colonial delegates. Franklin, who had been intrigued by

the idea of uniting the colonies, offered his own plan for

a Colonial Confederation at the Albany Congress, which

closely paralleled the Iroquois system. wnile his proposal

won support at Albany, it died in the various state

legislatures, which were unwilling to relinquish any powers

given them by the Crown.

~ -- - - ------------
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It was two decades later, after the stamp Act and

other oppressive British measures, that the Colonists

accepted a revised Franklin proposal and adopted the

Articles of Confederation. On August 25, 1775,

commissioners from the newly united colonies met with the

Iroquois chiefs at Philadelphia and smoked a peace pipe.

The commissioners told the Iroquois that they had finally

taken the wise advice given to them by Canassatego thirty

years earlier and had formed a federal union. In their

speech they praised the Iroquois:

The six Nations are a wise people, Let us
hearken to them, and take their counsel,
and teach our children to follow it ••• We
thank the great God that we are united,
that we have a strong confederacy, composed
of twelve provinces ••• These provinces have
lighted a great council fire at Phila
delphia and sent sixty-five counsellors to
speak and act in the name of the whole, and
to consult for the common good of the
people. 12

It was not merely the political structure of the

Iroquois that intrigued Franklin. As Johansen emphasizes,

Franklin drew on the whole of his experiences in developing

his political theories. While he was well-educated in

European and Greek philosophy, the American Indian's theory

and practice "affected Franklin's observations on the need

for appreciation of diverse cultures and religions, public

opinion as the basis for a polity, the nature of liberty

and happiness, and the social role of property.13
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For Jefferson, who was a student and admirer of Indian

culture, there were two major aspects of Indian society

that Americans could learn from. First, there was a lack

of poverty among the Indians and virtual equality among all

segments in the society. Second, there was a reliance the

Indian chiefs placed upon the pUblic opinion among their

people. Jefferson saw a greater degree of happiness and

contentment among the Indians based in part upon their

beliefs that (a) leaders were servants who simply

represented the people and (b) property should be shared

equally--since unequal distribution was wasteful,

frivolous, and destructive to peace and harmony •

..... [T]o Jefferson, pUblic opinion among the Indians was an

important reason for their lack of oppressive government,

as well as the egalitarian distribution of property on

which Franklin had earlier remarked ... 14

Jefferson believed that excess or uncontrolled power

in the hands of leaders led to corruption and that the best

means to prevent it was to retain ultimate power in the

hands of an educated people. In his famous letter to

Edward Carrington after Shays Rebellion, Jefferson

reaffirms his faith in the masses and indicates his belief

that:

the way to prevent these irregular
interpositions of the people is to give
them full information of their affairs
thro' the channel of the pUblic papers, &
to contrive that those papers would
penetrate the whole mass of the people.
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The basis of our governments being the
opinion of the people, the very first
object should be to keep that right; and
were it left to me to decide whether we
should have a government without newspapers
or newspapers without a government, I
should not hesitate a moment to prefer the
latter. But I should mean that every man
should receive those papers & and be
capable of reading them. I am convinced
that those societies (as the Indians) which
live without government enjoy in their
general mass an infinitely greater degree
of happiness than those who live under the
European governments. Among the former,
pUblic opinion is in the place of law, &
restrains morals as powerfully as laws ever
did anywhere. Among the latter, under
pretence of governing they have divided
their nations into two classes, wolves &
sheep. I do not exaggerate. This is a
true picture of Europe. Cherish therefore
the spirit of our people and keep alive
their attention. 15

The democratic nature of Indian society's influence on

American politics also became evident a few years later

when the debate took place over the current united states

constitution. "Agrippa," an Antifederalist from

Massachusettes, used Indian society as an example of a

natural and democratic system based on the principle that

all powers are derived from the people. He stated:

with [the Indian tribes in America] the
whole authority of government is vested in
the whole tribe. Individuals depend upon
their reputation of valour and wisdom to
give them influence. Their government is
genuinely democratical. This was probably
the first kind of government among mankind,
as we meet with no mention of anv other
kind, till royalty was introduced in the
person of Nimrod. Immediately after that
time, Asiatick nations seem to have
departed from the simple democracy, which

-~----------
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is still retained by their American
brethren••• 16

To most British sUbjects, such ideas on equality,

liberty, and pursuit of happiness that many colonists

became imbued with were heretical. Whether inspired by

Indians, European philosophers, or the ancient Greeks,

American colonists developed demands for input into

governing structures. "The United states founders may have

read about Greece, or the Roman Republic, the cantons of

the Alps, or the reputed democracy of the tribal Celts, but

in the Iroquois and other Indian confederacies they saw,

with their own eyes, the self-evidence of what they

regarded to be irrefutable truths. ,,17

THE CONFEDERATION PERIOD: EARLY AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

The years between the Declaration of Independence

(1776) and the ratification of the U.s. Constitution (1789)

were ones of violent revolution, temporarily unifying all

classes of society, followed by a clever, peaceful

political revolution, establishing a quasi- American

aristocracy that sucessfully deflected and then pushed back

the forward thrusts of increasing democracy and citizen

participation. During the period that Americans lived

under the Articles of Confederation, however, the powerful

surge in democratic ideals and institutions established a

firm hold on American soil that continues to contribute to
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the erosion of beachheads captured by opponents of

democracy.

There were a number of institutions that flourished in

the American Confederation Period--some involving the

greater democratization of the representative systero. some

being direct democratic forms of governance.

Virtual vs. Actual Representation

American colonists came to think quite differently

about political representation than the British. As Gordon

Wood points out, English political theory of the time was

almost entirely based on the theory of "virtual

representation. 11
18 This meant that elected representatives

to the English House of Commons represented all the

people--not particular districts, regions, or classes. All

citizens--no matter where they lived--were Englishmen and

were represented by those in the House of Commons. "None

are actually, all are virtually represented; for every

Member of Parliament sits in the House, not as a

Representative of his own constituents, but as one of the

august Assembly by which all the Commons of Great Britain

are represented." 19

So it was truly perplexing to the English when the

colonists became so inflamed by the Stamp Act in 1765 and

other measures the British took to force the colonies to

help pay the Crown's war debts. The colonists screamed "No

----_._- _.- --- - - - - -------------
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taxation without representation." They began to unite in

challenging the Crown and took actions as citizens, such as

the dumping of the tea in Boston Harbor in 1774 to protest

British economic imperialism.

The aUdacity of the colonists shocked the British, who

could not understand the colonists demands for consultation

and participation in decision-making. The British believed

that they already had a representative system of

government, a system that represented the interests of all

British sUbjects, including the colonists. Why, they

asked, did the colonists demand more rights in government

than British citizens who lived in Great Britain enjoyed?

After all, wrote one English pamphleteer:

Nine-tenths of the People of Britain did
not in fact choose any representatives to
the House of Commons, (yet) they were
undoubtedly a Part, and an important Part
of the Commons of Great Britain; they are
represented in parliament •. copyholders,
leaseholders, and all men possessed of
personal Property only, choose no
Representatives; Manchester, Birmingham,
and many more send no Members to
Parliament ••• ,yet are they not Englishmen?
Or are they not taxed?20

The British wondered why the colonists expected the

right to elect their own representatives to Parliament when

even most of those living in England did not have that

right.

Many Americans, however, setting the tone for demands

of responsiveness to pUblic opinion that has been a notable
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part of their own entire history, thought quite differently

about representation, so much so that they were willing to

oppose the British government violently if their views and

concerns continued to be ignored. In fact, "no political

conception was more important to Americans in the entire

Revolutionary era than representation.,,21 The American

idea of representation has been termed "actual

representation." John Adams stated his idea of a

representative assembly to be: "in miniature an exact

portrait of the people at large. It should think, feel,

reason, and act like them. ,,22

The colonists--and the early American, post

Europeanization citizenry--never accepted the idea that

"virtual representation" was true representation. Instead,

they advocated and waged war for "actual representation"

committed to "equal electoral districts, the particularity

of consent through broadened sUffrage, residence

requirements for both the elected and the electors, the

strict accountability of representatives to the local

electorate, indeed, the closest possible ties between

members and their particular constituents.,,23 In the years

after 1776, the concept of actual representation gained

more and more followers, with many Americans striving to

realize its goals.

- --- - - ------------
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"Instruction of Representatives"

Once the states began to establish their own

governments--free of British rule--the issue of the type

and role of representatives began to divide Americans. One

of the areas of increasing disagreement was over the degree

to which the people should "instruct" their delegates to

the legislature.

A nation formed after armed rebellion of a citizenry

that demanded more input, more decision-making powers of

the citizens, and more responsiveness of government

officials was not likely, however, to readily accept

aristocratic rule and the quashing of the democratic,

participatory zeal aroused and nourished during the bloody,

violent Revolutionary Period.

Actually, from the first years of the Massachusetts

settlement, the colonists had drafted clear instructions on

what they wanted their representatives to do. In other

words, citizens issued written mandates of their wishes to

their representatives to ensure that their local interests

were heard. Elected representatives in Orange County,

North Carolina were instructed by their constituents to

"speak our Sense in every case where we shall expressly

declare it, or when you can by any other means discover

it. ,,24 Wood points out that while even the most radical

citizens expressed some doubts about requiring legislators
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to obey every word in the instructions, "in the eyes of

most patriots the instructing of representatives have

become an undoubted right. And several of the states

explicitly provided for the right in their

constitutions. ,,25 (Emphasis mine.)

An anonymous writer from Charleston, South Carolina in

1783 summed up the argument for instructing delegates to

legislatures by stating:

••• if after election, the members are free
to act of their own accord, instead of
abiding by the direction of their
constituents, then election by districts
was meaningless, for it would be a matter
of indifference from what part of a
Republic the Legislative body was
taken••• What nation in their senses ever
sent ambassadors to another without
limiting them by instructions?26 (Emphasis
mine. )

During this time, many Americans believed their

representatives to be "mere agents or tools of the people

who could give binding directions whenever they please to

give them. ,,27 (Emphasis mine.)

This practice of instructing legislators became a very

divisive issue on the American political scene, after the

successful defeat of the British by the colonists in the

Revolutionary War. At that point, American "aristocrats"

became extremely uncomfortable with the growing democratic

fervor of the masses. The concept of instructing

legislators went right to the heart of one's faith and/or

confidence in the average citizen's ability to have valid
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opinions about what he wanted to become law. Spurred on by

the spirit of the Revolution, citizens from all walks of

life across the nation considered themselves competent to

make governmental decisions and rebelled at the arrogance

of representatives who did not adhere to their will.

It was this lack of "proper" respect for elected

officials--and the practice of some citizens to disobey or

nullify laws that were passed without adhering to

instructions--that distressed and revulsed some more

"conservative" Americans. They feared the demise of "true"

republicanism, which granted only elective power to the

citizenry and delegated deliberative power to the elected.

In addition, events leading up to the Revolutionary

War demonstrated that even many normally law-abiding and

morally upright citizens were ready to disobey laws they

considered unfair. Rioting and angry protests had been a

way of life for many colonists who felt oppressed and such

feelings did not vanish automatically with the end of the

Revolution.

Direct Democratic Organizations

Ordinary people had become accustomed to fighting for

what they felt was just, even in the form of protracted

armed conflict. citizens participated in town meetings,

grand juries, and conventions to handle all sorts of pUblic

matters, for example, to help regulate the economy, to
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supervise elections, to keep watch over legislators and

executives, and to make demands upon those in government.

Over time, these activities began to irritate those who

were elected to take care of public matters. After all

these citizens were making demands, insisting that

instructions be followed, and so forth. This "unsteadiness

of the people" finally led Benjamin Franklin to write that:

"We have been guarding against an evil that old states are

most liable to excess of power in the rUlers, but our

present danger seems to be defect of obedience in the

subjects. ,,28

Town Meetings

Town meetings, begun in the New England colonies in

the seventeenth century, have become one of the most

notable direct democratic features of American politics.

While participation in town meetings was often restricted

to adult males, property holders, and church members, the

attendants participated equally and usually sought

unanimity in their decisions rather than a mere majority.29

Jane J. Mansbridge describes the extensive activities

of town meetings in Dedham, Massachusettes:

The town meeting created principles to
regulate taxation and land distribution; it
bought land for town use and forbade the
use of it forever to those who could not
pay their share within a month; it decided
the number of pines each family could cut
from the swamp and which families could
cover their houses with clapboard. The men
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who went to that town meeting hammered out
the abstract principles under which they
would live and regulated the most minute
details of their lives; the decisions they
made then affected the lives of their
children and grandchildren. 30

Grand Juries

The grand jury system began in the American colonies

in Massachusettes in 1635. It had developed the reputation

in England as being the only buffer between the state and

the individual. Colonial grand juries performed several

functions: indicting for criminal offenses; making

presentments, which consisted of the grand jurors

themselves initiating an investigation and offering any

evidence they found; proposing legislation; and acting as a

watch dog over government officials, departments, and

agencies. In some colonies, such as New York, which had no

representative assembly, the grand jury "actually assumed

direct ordinance making powers ...31

Although the procedure for selection of grand jurors

varied--some colonies allowed sheriffs to appoint the

jurors and others elected the jurors at town

meetings--there was usually a requirement that the juror

own property and an exclusion of all women and slaves from

participating. Despite the fact that the selection process

for grand jurors could be manipulated by members of the

established government, during the pre-Revolutionary and
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Revolutionary Periods, the grand jury developed into an

institution with substantial independence and power--often

opposing jUdges.

After the creation of the national government, the

state grand juries took over the functions of the earlier

grand juries. In his book, People's Panel, Richard D.

Younger describes the importance of the state grand jury

and the significant responsibilities assumed by oitizens

serving on them. He states:

While the federal grand jury, intimately
involved as it was in the political and
constitutional battles of the 1790's had
yet to prove itself, the local grand jury
remained an accepted and essential part of
American government •• '.Juries in each of the
counties throughout the new nation
continued to hear the complaints and
protests of any and all persons, to
supervise law enforcement activities of the
sheriff and constables, and to keep a
watchful eye on all other pUblic officials.
Grand juries became thoroughly agitated
over the condition of pUblic highways in
their particular area, appeared shocked at
the alarming increase in disorderly houses
in towns, recommended laws for the consid
eration of the state legislature, and
publicly rebuked those pUblic officials
guilty of laxity or corruption. Grand
juries also served to educate those who
served upon them, giving the jurymen
valuable experience in the workings of
local government as well as an opportunity
to voice their own opinions. Most citizens
accepted the responsibility thrust upon
them by grand jury duty and rose to the
occasion. For many this service on the
grand inquest constituted the only active
part, save perhaps for voting, they would
ever take in their government. 32
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constitutional Conventions

The American Confederation Period was a tremendous

surge in the American tradition of democratic innovation.

In addition to those inventions already mentioned, the

American political mind also dreamed up the idea of a

"constitutional convention," another citizens' institution

that could supercede and/or dictate to legislatures. In

the emerging American style, constitutions could totally

change the structure of governance and were drafted by

delegates who were completely independent of and apart from

elected legislatures.

Once agreed to by the people, constitutional changes

controlled what legislators could or could not do.

Legislators had to act within the guidelines of the

constitution and could not change it at will. Of course,

constitutional conventions were extraordinary occasions and

opened the door for rapid, rather than slow, change.

citizens understood the importance of constitutional

conventions and--particularly in post-Revolutionary

America--organized a number of them on a regular basis to

reduce aristocratic control of their state governments.

Perhaps the most threatening constitution of the

time--to the more conservative element in American

society--was the Pennsylvania constitution of 1776. It

(1) formalized governmental accountability to citizens;
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(2) expanded their access to government leaders and

records; and (3) expanded citizen participation.

In drafting this radical, new instrument, one delegate

stated he "was determined not to pay the least regard to

the former Constitutions, in fact it was resolved to reject

everything ••• to clear away every part of the old rubbish

out of the way and to begin upon a clean foundation. ,,33

Wood describes the result as "the most radical constitution

of the Revolutionary Era, which everyone--supporters and

critics alike--regarded as a monumental experiment in

politics. ,,34

The radicals who controlled the pennsylvania

Constitutional Convention opposed the new American

aristocracy and blamed "mixed government" for the failures

of both the British and Roman Empires. "Had the Romans

been a true Democracy, without a Senate, a body different

from the Plebeians, they might have avoided those •••

contentions which continually subsisted between those two

bodies. ,,35

To avoid such perceived structural pitfalls to

successful government, a number of drastic changes were

made. First, the two-house legislature was abolished. In

its stead was the new, one-house (unicameral) legislative

body. Also, to help keep the representatives in check and

to remind them constantly that they were there to serve all
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the people, a broad series of "sunshine-type" laws were

installed.

For example, the doors of the Assembly were always to

be open, its votes were to be published weekly; the press

was free to examine its proceedings or those of any part of

the government. Every bill passed by the Assembly had to

be printed for the consideration of the people at large

before it could become law in the next legislative

sessions. As one supporter of these requirements said:

"You have the perusal, and the consequent approbation of

every law before it binds you, so that you may consent to

be slaves before you can be made such.,,36

Because the radical pro-democrats were skeptical of an

aristocratic class taking over the Assembly, the

constitution not only required annual elections, but also

included a four-year limit on the term of office of any

legislator. consistent with this democratic sentiment, the

constitution also provided for the broadest rights of

suffrage of the time. Also citizens were cautioned against

"acquiesing in the sentiment of placing implicit confidence

in their representatives. ,,37

The newly displaced political groups in Pennsylvania

joined together in opposition to the new constitution in

order to obstruct its implementation and to undermine this

"radical," new government in any way possible. These

--------- _ .. ,- --
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"anti-constitutionalists" or "the Gentry" (as the

pro-democrats called them), argued that:

••• too many ignorant persons •••were
meddling in business that was over their
heads ••• undertaking things beyond their
reach, and unsettling the social order by
advising people to avoid electing gentlemen
of the learned professions. The new men
being thrown up by the Revolution ••• (are)
like barbarians who overran Rome. 38

The anticonstitutionalists ultimately prevailed in

their fight against the new government of Pennsylvania.

But, in the process they added to the deep division in

political and social thinking that was developing in the

new American Confederation. This helped establish the

lines for the ultimate political confrontation between the

Federalists and Antifederalists over the constitution

drafted to replace the confederacy with a nation of states

unified under a strong central government.

The Articles of Confederation

The Articles of Confederation established a political

entity that was very favorable to the further development

of democracy in the United states. Under the Articles,

each state was equally represented in the national

government. At the same time the state governments were

superior to the central government whose powers were

limited by those specifically granted by the states. The

effect of thirteen independent governments uniting in a

- _. - - ------------
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league to deal only with matters that mutually concerned

them--very much like the Iroquois League of Nations--was to

allow the maximum diversity and uniqueness of each state to

develop. Differences in climate, geography, backgrounds of

inhabitants, and many other variables led to political

systems that varied significantly in the extent to which

democratic institutions and ideals could thrive.

The decentralized nature of the Confederation,

however, produced government and representatives that were

more closely a reflection of the values and interests of

the people of each state. Power closer to the people also

allowed the people to keep closer tabs on those vested with

the power to govern, thereby increasing the potential for

accountability. In a time when transportation and

communication technologies made democracy on a large scale

virtually impossible, the Articles of Confederation

provided a fertile period for the expansion of citizen

participation in America at the state and local level--as

described above.

Opposition to the Articles of Confederation came from

many quarters, but certainly included those who were

alarmed by the democratic penetrations allover the nation.

Many yearned for an ebbing of the democratic tide in order

to firmly establish a republic ruled by men of wealth,

education, and refinement. It is against this backdrop

. --_ .._._-----------~-
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that the United states Constitution was drafted covertly in

Philadelphia in the summer of 1787.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL PERIOD: RE-ESTABLISHING

ELITISM IN AMERICA

The Founding Fathers of the u.s. Constitution were men

"well above the average in wealth and education. ,,39 They

drafted the Constitution behind closed doors and operated

in secret without any pUblic input and without keeping an

official record of the proceedings. This was done despite

the fact that their legal mandate was limited to amending

the existing Articles of Confederation which states:

The Articles of this Confedration shall be
inviolably observed in every state, and the
union shall be perpetual; nor shall any
alteration at any time hereafter be made in
them, unless such alteration be agreed to
in a Congress of the United States, and be
afterwards confirmed by the legislatures of
every state. 40

The Founders, advocates of a strong central government

who adopted the misnomer Federalists, went significantly

beyond their role and created a radically new form of

government. Their critics, the Antifederalists, argued

that the Federalists were not federalists at all, but

consolidationists who created a constitution that would

eventually result in the states becoming mere administra

tive units, thereby diminishing republican liberty.41

- --- - - - ---------- - - --
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Like those who saw the distortion of republican

"virtue" overtaken by the overzealous democratic spirit of

the 1780's, the Federalists sought to restore a social and

political hierarchical system that would be based on

"merit" (wealth + formal education + experience in pUblic

affairs + social refinement). Wood states that "the

Federalists were filled with an enlightened zeal for energy

and efficiency of government set against the turbulence and

follies of democracy as expressed by the lower houses of

the state legislature, the democratic parts of (state)

constitutions. ,,42 As several scholars have also noted,

their economic interests also played an important role in

their desire for a lessening of democracy through a

strengthening and centralizing of the national

government. 43

Federalist Alexander Hamilton put forth strong

arguments for the necessity of "a fine union (that) will be

the utmost moment to the peace and liberty of the states as

a barrier against domestic faction and insurrection. ,,44 As

he saw it, the American Confederation was insufficient to

preserve the Union. The situation had "reached the last

stages of national humilation. ,,45 He saw the Confederation

paralyzed and degraded because huge debts were owed to

foreigners for their aid during the Revolutionary War;

foreign powers held valuable territories in America; Spain

excluded the American Confederation from freely navigating

- - - .-- --------------~--
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the Mississippi; the nation had no credit; commerce was at

an extremely low level; foreign governments did not respect

the united states; Confederation land values were

decreasing rapidly; and private credit was scarce because

of insecurity about the future (rather than a paucity of

money). These circumstances, he believed, were caused or

intensified because there were no national troops, national

treasury, nor government to enforce treaties, payoff

debts, or unite states in common cause.

Merrill Jensen and James E. Ferguson argue that an

assessment of the American Confederation Period does not

provide proof of Hamilton's view of a crisis. Indeed

problems with alternating inflation and depression during

war and immediately after war is a condition faced by

almost any nation, no matter what the political system.

Besides, the Confederation and the states had done a great

deal to stabilize the economy and handle the war debt.

Contrary to Hamilton's description of the times, Jensen

argues the Confederate Period was marked by extraordinary

economic growth. Ferguson points out also that the states

were willing to assume the war debt and had absorbed at

least one third of the debt through tax credits, sale of

land, outright payments, and so forth. The Nationalist

Congress, however, composed largely of nationalists, not

only clung to the debt, but enlarged it. 46
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Even though merchants and creditors made money during

this period, they desired a centralized system to regulate

trade, impose national tariffs and loosen the grip each

individual state had over economic policies. These

concerns paralleled those of military officers who

preferred treaties and alliances to be conducted on a

national scale and those in Congress (Federalists) who

feared the "tyranny of the masses," which seemed to be

increasing in the states. From the Federalists' point of

view, democratic and egalitarian principles accepted by the

masses of the time were placing "Demerit on a Footing with

Virtue. ,,47 They were appalled at the sort of people who

gained positions of authority in state governments. They

felt that many of the problems in the states were due to

the "large number of obscure, ignorant, and unruly men

occupying the state legislatures.,,48 The solution to

restore the stability of the government and thereby

perpetuate liberty, all agreed--merchants, creditors,

military officers, and other nationalists--was to replace

the loose-knit, locally oriented Confederation with a

strong, central government composed of men of "merit."

It was clear that the Federalists wished to discourage

the growing and active participation of ordinary citizens

in governance. The instruction of representatives was

totally unacceptable to Federalist thinking and

particularly, according to James Madison, when people feel

- - - - ---------------
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passionately about an issue. 49 Such inventions as citizens

committees and citizens conventions--formed to investigate

governmental matters and to press political demands, were

to be abolished, since from the Federalist perspective,

they weakened government and, therefore the nation. Indeed

citizens needed to be reminded that government was

deserving of "reverence.,,50 Madison was also opposed to

such democratic institutions because citizens will "lose

their awe of government. ,,51

Though most did not share the crisis analysis made by

the plutocratic minority voices, there was a near-consensus

that some changes needed to be made to the Articles of

Confederation in order to ensure its strength both from

within as well as outside the Confederation. Thus all the

states, except Rhode Island, sent delegates to the

Philadelphia Convention to revise the Articles. out of the

seventy-four delegate selected only fifty-five chose to

attend the Convention. It became immediately obvious,

though, that the delegates were actually a well-organized

minority with a shared vision because they "promptly

discarded their Congressional mandate and promptly

proceeded to the discussion of an entirely new

constitution. 52 Within a few weeks, they had designed a

totally new constitution, creating a central government

that "in principle .••was antithetical to liberty which most

Americans associated with self rule ...53 As Peter Manicas
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points out, and most writers on the subject agree, if a

Gallup poll had been taken at the time, it would have

indicated majority opposition to the new constitution.54

ENTER; THE ANTIFEDERALISTS

The relatively undemocratic nature of the new United

states constitution did not escape the attention of those

who opposed its ratification--the Antifederalists. The

charges most frequently and forcefully made against this

emergent Constitution were that it provided for an elite,

centralized government that would be a threat to democracy

and that it had no Bill of Rights to protect its citizenry

against a powerful and potentially oppressive government.

The awe of government and of its aristocratic leaders

which the Federalists wanted to inculcate in the citizenry

greatly outraged many of the Antifederalists. They were

keenly suspicious of the Federalists, who were willing to

place so much faith in the "virtue" and "honor" of the

"experienced," "educated," monied oligarchy. Had not the

Federalists learned that "the Spirit of '76 was not trust

in rUlers?,,55

It should be pointed out that the Antifederalists

themselves were often men of means and, according to some,

were "as socially and intellectually formidable as any

Federalist. ,,56 Yet, it was obvious that the Federalists,

as a group, considered themselves to be superior to the

- --- - - - --------- --- ---- -
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Antifederalists and even more to the masses. American

society had more subtle ways to distinguish its classes

than did European society--which was based on hereditary

distinctions. In America, one could rise in wealth, but

without the proper education or social sophistication, the

Federalists would consider such people (lithe nouveau

riche") as incapable of rUling. Many Antifederalists were

offended by a snobbery and conceit that oozed from the

Federalists, whose attitudes and behaviors the

Antifederalists found totally inconsistent with the spirit

of the American Revolution and with the root values of the

new nation itself.

Thus, it is not surprising to find a major, consistent

thread throughout Antifederalist writing to be total

opposition to the new governmental aristocracy that would

be created under the new constitution. Their primary,

stated position against the new, powerful central

government was their belief that: it would prevent

representatives from responding to the mUltiple interests

of the citizenry-at-Iarge and would, instead, respond more

quickly and most favorably to the narrow interests of the

few (the Gentry).

The Antifederalists, by and large, represented the

status quo, in other words, the pro-democratic. active

public participation, tenor of the time. Their belief was

in the common person--but it was not based on the
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infallibility of the public. It was, instead, deeply

nurtured in their distrust of the aritocratic rUling class.

"They were inclined to think, with Patrick Henry, that harm

is more often done by the tyranny of the rulers than by the

licentiousness of the people. ,,57 This was the true lesson

of the American Revolution, which seemed lost in, or

degraded by, the new Constitution.

Philadelphiensis, one of the few Antifederalists who

preferred direct democracy over representative

government,58 called the Framers of the Constitution the

"basest conspirators that ever disgraced a country.,,59 His

belief was that the leading Federalists had connived and

deceived the people while all the time they schemed to

establish a government that "would be a compound monarchy

and aristocracy" without a "tincture of democracy. ,,60

Particularly offensive to Philadelphiensis and many of

the other Antifederalists was the secretive manner in which

the new constitution had been drawn up by relatively young,

well-heeled men on the move. He said that the proceedings

of the convention, which took place in the "dark conclave"

in Philadelphia, were a betrayal of "unsuspecting freemen

of America [who] were blessing [the delegates], were

praying for them in their private families and in their

pub.LLc churches, and looking up to them for relief. ,,61 He

believed the covert activities of the convention delegates

and the pressures they exerted to rush ratification of the
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constitution only added weight to his arguments that the

Federalists had abandoned the democratic ideals of the new

nation. Philadelphiensis wondered:

If the proposed plan be a good one upon the
whole, why should its friends endeavor to
prevent investigating its merits or
defects? Why should they hurry it on us
before we have even read it? Does not this
look suspicious like? Is it not a proof
that it is the works of darkness and cannot
bear the light?62

While the Antifederalists attacked the aristocratic

backgrounds and anti-democratic ideology of the

Federalists, as well as the undemocratic means of designing

the Constitution, they also defined the various ways in

which the new "constitution was not SUfficiently demo-

cratic." For instance, the first House of Representatives

would consist of only sixty-five members. 63 George clinton

was indignant: " ••• the number of senators and representa-

tives proposed for this vast continent does not equal those

of the (state of New York)."64 How could the "middle or

lower orders" in society ever be a part of such a body--

with so few seats? They were certain that under such a

system, "nine times out of ten, men of the elevated classes

in the community only can be chose. ,,65

This Antifederalist position was entirely consistent

with the prevailing democratic sentiment that supported

lIactual" representation and instruction of representatives.

As Melancton Smith noted, "representatives should be a true
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pictue of the people; possess the knowledge of their

circumstances and their wants; sympathize in all their

distresses; and be disposed to seek their true

interests.,,66 Another Antifederalist wrote, "It is

deceiving a people to tell them they are electors, and can

choose their legislators, if they cannot, in the nature of

things, choose men from among themselves, and genuinely

like themselves. ,,67

Not only were the Antifederalists aware that different

classes existed and needed to be represented, but they

recognized that citizens from the thirteen states would

have a tendency to trample on the interests of those in

smaller states. It was their view that no large, central

government could fully and equally represent the people

"from all parts of the union" having "different opinions,

customs, and views" and "differences peCUliar to Eastern,

Middle, and southern states.,,68 Any system that sought to

"refine and enlarge the public views" by limiting the

number of views and interests that would be represented in

the legislative body--as the Federalists proposed--was

totally changing the nature of government in the new

nation. As James Lincoln charged at the South Carolina

ratification convention: "From a well-digested, well formed

democracy, you are at once rushing into an autocratic

government ••• First, a haughty, imperious aristocracy, and

ultimately, a tyrannical monarchy. ,,69

-------- - - --
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The new government, therefore, provided for very

little citizen participation in contrast to the expansion

of democratic structures developed in the American

Confederation Period. For example, the only federal

officials elected directly by the people were members of

the new House of Representatives and their terms of office

were made to be the shortest of all office holders.

Conversely, as the selection process became further removed

from the direct control of the American citizens, the term

of office became longer. By way of illustration, federal

judges were appointed by the President--who was elected by

electors selected by a process determined by the state

legislature, composed of office holders elected by the

people--and they held their positions for life.

The Antifederalists argued that even the single

political office--the House of Representatives--for which

the citizens voted did not allow much citizen

participation. The fact that each representative would

represent districts with populations of at least 30,000

people meant that most citizens would not know their

representatives and would not be able to elect one of their

own--one of the "middling class" (often farmers of modest

means).

Murray Dry states the Antifederalists lIemphasized

participation in government" by the citizens, either

through representation in the legislature or by

----- ---- - - -
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participation in local jury trials. ro Both activities,

they argued, provided citizens with familiarity with

government and its operations and a knowledge of the laws,

which would create more responsible citizens. In order to

have an active citizenry, however, one had to have a

decentralized system that maximized interaction between the

political office holders and the people.

It was also astonishing to the Antifederalists that

the proposed constitution, which provided for such

extensive elitist government failed to provide an expressed

Bill of Rights for individual citizens against potential

arbitrary and ruthless central governmental actions. They

argued if ever a Bill of Rights were needed, it was needed

under this new government, which replaced state and local

governmental supremacy. Its new powers to tax, to

establish an army, and to declare wars, made them all the

more concerned that precious political and civil freedoms

of individual citizens would be curtailed, if not lost.

Hamilton's defense of not including a Bill of Rights

in the new constitution made the Antifederalists even more

skeptical. His position was that a written, expressed Bill

of Rights was unnecessary under a form of government

"founded upon the power of the people and executed by their

Lmmedi.atie representatives and servants." 71

Moreover, according to Hamilton, such a Bill of Rights

as demanded by the Antifederalists would be "dangerous."

- - - - ------------------- --- --- - -
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Why? Because they "would contain various exceptions to

powers which are not granted; and, on this very account,

would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than were

granted."n Hamilton, putting his best civil libertarian

foot forward, observed that such a Bill of Rights would

actually provide a presumption that government had

unlimited powers in all areas not prohibited by that very

same Bill of Rights.

The Antifederalists saw these lines of argumentation

as being an insidious and contorted play on thoughts.

After all, this new document contained many extremely broad

generalities that could throw the door wide open for

governmental abuse. For example, the "necessary and proper

clause," which allowed Congress to make any law in

accordance with their powers to regulate commerce, declare

war, support an army, and so forth, could lead to

prohibiting freedom of the press or assembly and trample on

many personal rights of individual citizens. The

Antifederalists also pointed to the "supremacy clause" of

Article VI--in fearing it could undermine already existing

protections of individuals which they enjoyed under their

state consitutions--particularly if the two documents came

into conflict.~ Vagueness and ambiguity did not work in

favor of the people ••. and it was not something to be

ignored or embraced.
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John De witt maintained that history taught that if

people did not clearly define their rights and privileges,

there were always individuals with "that insatiable thirst

for unconditional control over our fellow creatures" who

will take the opportunity to distort the meaning of powers

granted them to grab as much power as they could. People

should not be misled by rulers into thinking all powers not

specifically granted to government would remain in their

hands. That was simply a slyly disguised tool of the

power-hungry to manipulate the more innocent and trusting

citizenry--it was "the favorite theme of every tyrant from

the origin of all governments to the present day. ,,74

Some Antifederalists recognized the problems of

"majority faction" detailed by James Madison, while some

Federalists believed that the inclusion of a Bill of Rights

could protect personal liberties from the "usurpation and

tyranny of the majority.,,75 The Bill of Rights, finally

passed as a compromise between the Federalists and

Antifederalists in 1791. It was through the guaranteeing

of personal freedoms, which were won by the more democratic

Antifederalists, that assured an environment in which

democracy could grow in the indefinite future.

SUMMARY

The struggle between the Federalists and

Antifederalists was intense and divisive. Yet the well-

------- - -
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organized and well-heeled minority with a collective vision

prevailed. It replaced a decentralized confederation of

governments with the strong, central government that moved

power away from the people and provided no opportunity for

citizen participation at the federal level except through

election of a very small number of representatives to

Congress, who had the least amount of power of any

government office holders at the time.

In terms of American-originated governance, the new

United states Constitution was a reversal, or backward

movement in the generally forward direction of democracy.

still there were gains. First, for a true, national

government, this was much more "democratic" than the

monarchies and hereditary aristocracies of Europe and Asia.

Also, the more democratic majority scored an important

victory for the future growth of democracy in America by

insisting on and gaining a written Bill of Rights as a

condition for acceptance of the Constitution. The Bill of

Rights, which includes such specifics as freedom of the

press, speech, and religion; the right to bear arms;

freedom from unreasonable searches and seizures; the right

to indictment by grand jury, and so forth, provided the

necessary conditions for some semblance of a democratic,

open governmental process at the national level.

Through the Bill of Rights, which has turned out to be more

than the sum of its parts, the rights and political

- -- - - _._---------
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freedoms of the people were established and at least some

part of the American spirit of 1776 was institutionalized.

The Bill of Rights kept open important channels for the

democratic fervor of many of American revolutionaries and

Antifederalists, which has pulsated and surged at various

periods throughout American history. Subsequent struggles

to make American government more accessible to the pUblic

and make it more responsive to the American people have

been most evident during the Jacksonian Period, the

Progressive Period, and the 1960's civil Rights and

Counterculture Movements. Mini-revolutions during these

periods carried on the legacy of the Antifederalists who

Gordon Wood points out, "Whatever else may be said about

the Antifederalists, their populism cannot be impugned.

They were the true champions of the extreme kind of

democratic and egalitarian politics expressed in the

Revolutionary Era. ,,76

- - --------------------
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CHAPTER III

TRACING THE PATHS OF EXPANDING CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

IN AMERICA: THE POST-CONSTITUTIONAL SURGES

The strong pro-democratic spirit of 1776 has ebbed and

flowed in American history and along with it the role of

citizens in the United States has gone through high and low

points. The Pre-Europeanization, Revolutionary, and

American Confederation Periods were times of expanding

citizen participation while the Constitutional Period

sharply curtailed the legitimacy of citizen activity that

challenged, checked or subverted government officials.

Adhering to the democratic principle that the people

are the sovereign and all power springs from them, the

Federalists prefaced their writings and proposals with "We

the People" slogans and sentiments. Yet their distrust of

the masses led them to make voting for representatives the

primary (if not exclusive) activity of citizens. There

would be no more legitimate citizens' conventions,

instructions to legislators, ignoring laws or taking laws

into the people's hands. The ballot box would select a few

capable men who would weed out the "fanatical" ideas,

particularly those that would expand social, economic, and

political democracy. Once the vote was over, elected

representatives took responsibility for decision-making
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from the citizens (who were presumed to be too uneducated,

uninformed, empassioned, or self-interested to know the

best course for society in general.) The Constitutional

Period was an ideological resistance to the expanding

democratic movements of the Revolutionary and American

Confederation Periods, one that blunted and diverted its

forward penetrations for the next few decades.

THE JACKSONIAN PERIOD: THE ERA OF THE "COMMON MAN"

The Jacksonian Period ushered in a new surge of the

irrepressible democratic energy. Like the similar-minded

Antifderalists who preceded them by half a century, the

Jacksonian Democrats were a diverse group who held no

single ideology. Where the Antifederalists failed to unite

against a government created by a minority, the Jacksonian

Democrats were unified in their opposition to the

government of privilege they believed to exist in America.

There were diverse reasons for opposing the favor and

monopolies enjoyed by those who had been running the

country, but the Jacksonians were able to pierce the

barrier of oligarchic control that the commercial and

financial elites shared with the descendants of the

!!Washington dynasty" sired by the Federalists •

. While solidly united in what they opposed (not what

they advocated or in their reasons for opposition), the

Jacksonians helped broaden democratic thinking and citizen

- - - ---------------
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participation in America at the national level. They were

men who believed it was important to end the aristocratic

control of the country and felt it was crucial to restore a

more democratic way of thought and a more democratic way of

life in the federal government.

Broadening the presidential Pool

The flow began to turn towards more democracy and

egalitarianism immediately prior to and during Andrew

Jackson's term of office. The mere election of Jackson as

President was a significant deviation from the narrowing of

political opportunity and the growth of American oligarchy,

which the Founding Fathers would have called the

"meritocracy." As Joseph L. Blau points out, every

President after George Washington until Jackson was

selected from the ranks of the Presidential Cabinet'--a

pedigreed insiders club. Both John Adams and Thomas

Jefferson served in Washington's Cabinet. Madison served

in Jefferson's. Monroe received his experience under

Madison and John Quincy Adams was elected after serving in

Monroe's Cabinet.

Jackson became the first President who was elected

from outside the inner Presidential circle to receive

support from all sections of the country. Former

Presidents had been preferred by Northern or Southern

sophisticated establishments that had developed a rivalry

-- - - - --------------
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which escalated over the years. Jackson was a Tennessean,

a frontiersman, who served as a rallying force for ideas

from all sections of the country and he was not tied to the

traditional factions that had molded and run the country

for the previous half century.

Another deviation from tradition in the election of

Jackson as President was the fact that he was not as

well-educated, or from one of the "best lt families, as had

been the previous Presidents. Jackson was better educated,

wealthier, and more aristocratic than his foes, or even his

friends, acknowledged at the time, but he was an Itoutsider lt

from the ItWest lt , not a practitoner of the social graces and

customs of the Northeast and Southeast. While his

predecessors, for the most part, had a distrust, fear, or

even scorn of the masses, Jackson embraced an

identification with the "common man. 1t He came to symbolize

for the first time for the American people the possibility

that any citizen (a restrictive term at the time, since

blacks and women and many non-property holders were not

classified as such) could become president. 2

The New ItSpoils" System: Bringing the Common Man

Into Other Governmental positions

Another important democratizing feature of the Jackson

Presidency was the implementation of the "spoils system."

Jackson's theory was that there was no particular education
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or experience necessary for government service, but that

"any citizen was competent to the performance of any duty

within government.,,3 To his critics, Jackson was simply

awarding government jobs to his friends and handing out

political payoffs: merit and competp-nce were ignored to

the detriment of the nation. As others have interpreted

Jackson's actions, he was not departing sUbstantially from

prior practice in rewarding political allies and discarding

political foes. All Presidents had the "spoils" mentality.

In actuality, however, Jackson's patronage system

represented a strong ideological deviation from his

predecessors that was a product of his times. It was a

period in American history in which there were greater

demands for universal sUffrage, abolition of imprisonment

for debt, and for representation of the working class in

government.

Jackson also viewed the spoils system as a necessary

"rotation in office" and a guarantee against bureaucratic

tyranny. He rejected the Whig arguments expounding

bureaucratic expertise derived from years of experience.

Instead, he argued that not only could all men serve the

pUblic, but it was essential to good pUblic service that

men not remain permanently in government jobs because the

longer they stayed in office the more apt they were "to

acquire a habit of looking with indifference upon the

pUblic interests and of tolerating conduct from which an

---------- ----- ._---
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unpracticed man would revolt.,,4 As Frank otto Gatell and

John M. McFaul point out, the Whig tirades against

Jackson's spoils system replacing expertise with

inexperince, did not dampen his egalitarian spirit. After

all, he had not forgotten that "the Adams forces had called

him a nonexpert in government, unfit to govern."S

The importance of Jackson's patronage system, as

concluded in an analysis conducted by Sidney H. Aronson,

was not that men from aristocratic backgrounds or

prestigious occupations were all dismissed from appointed

government positions in favor of uneducated and

inexperienced common people. As a matter of fact,

Jackson's attempt to democratize the elite fell far short

of his goal, since he frequently relied on criteria used by

his predecessors--education, family reputation, previous

postions of political leadership, eminence--to provide a

practical guide for determining talent and honesty.

Jackson's spoils legacy was actually a continuation of a

trend begun by Thomas Jefferson, which was to place a

greater significance on education than aristocratic

background in appointing government officials. Jackson was

able to bring more common men into the political arena

because the many egalitarian principles the Jacksonians

shared led to the expansion of the educational system

creating "free tax-supported schools for all Americans, and

thus [making] it possible for the newly enfranchised masses
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to pick up the training so essential for the performance of

high political roles.,,6

The Social. Economic and political Divisions

in the Jackson Era

The Jacksonian Movement, which dominated the second

quarter of the Nineteenth Century, "was a rising of the

masses in support of one who symbolized for them the

virtue, the essential 'rightness' of the common man. ,,7 By

the time Jackson was elected to office, it was "clear that

the American pUblic would not always cling to the political

guidance of an aristocratic clique ••• The Jacksonian

struggle for power was a class struggle, and this was never

far from the minds of its political and ideological

leaders."s (emphasis mine)

The class struggle that was fought during the

Jacksonian Period was actually between two levels of the

middle class: upper and lower middle class. The upper

middle class, composed of industrial and commercial

capitalists and financiers, benefited from the Hamiltonian

program of subsidy, protection, and monopoly that had

become the governmental economic policy. The Jacksonians

referred to it as the politics of "privilege." The program

for this group called for a high protective tariff, the

building of roads and canals at government expense, and a

strong central government.
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On the other side was the lower middle class, composed

of landowners, farmers, artisans, and mechanics, who were

taxed for roads and canals built by the government and for

subsidies that protected industries that they believed

benefited only the industrial and commercial interests.

They were joined by states rights advocates, who feared

such concentration of power in the Federal Government, and

those who preferred pure democracy. Their interests became

represented by the Jacksonian Democrats, who called for

lowered tariffs, removal of special privileges for

corporations, local control over local improvements,

maintenance of states rights, universal SUffrage, and

expanded participation of the lower middle classes in

government.

Interestingly the Jacksonians were led by a nucleus of

"well-educated and politically conscious group of lawyers,

journalists, and skilled mechanics, ,,9 who believed it

necessary to broaden the franchise in America if they

wanted to avoid another violent Revolution. Blau points

out that the Jacksonians were good politicians, more alert

to trouble brewing than the Whigs, and aware that "laborers

could not forever be excluded from representation in a

country whose revolution had been inaugurated with the

slogan 'No taxation without representation.' ,,10

The Jacksonians, and notably James Fenimore Cooper

(who came from an aristocratic, land-owning family),
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criticized the Whig "stake in society" principle that had

widespread support throughout the short American

constitutional history. This principle rested on the

theory that only property owners should have the right to

vote because only they had an interest or "stake" in

government. The Whig doctrine exemplified the hostility

towards the masses that Tocqueville found among wealthy

Americans. 11

In describing political life in America after

Jackson's "democratic party got the upper hand [and] took

exclusive possession of the conduct of affairs,"

Tocqueville argues the wealthy tried to hide their wealth

from the masses who had so much control in government and

whom they had to relate to as equals in pUblic matters.

However, "beneath this artificial enthusiasm and these

obsequious attention to the preponderating power, it is

easy to perceive that the rich have a hearty dislike of the

democratic institutions of their country. The people form

a power which they at once fear and despise.,,12 The Whigs,

therefore, repeatedly argued, as had the Federalists before

them, that self-government and popular sUffrage were not

natural rights, but privileges--privileges that should be

exercised only by those possesed of property and

intelligence.

According to Glyndon Van Deusen, many of the ~Vhigs

genuinely believed that the privileges enjoyed by
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commercial and industrial interests, centralized economic

planning, and exclusion of uneducated and propertyless

classes in society from participation in government were

all means to achieve the common weal. In order for

everyone to have prosperity and better opportunities, it

was necessary to have economic growth which appeared to

benefit only the upper class. Their desire to restrict

participation in government only to those citizens who were

well-educated and proven successes due to their ownership

of property (a plutocracy) was based on the view that other

segments of society were either incompetent to make good

decisions or too self-serving or emotional to make rational

and wise decisions for the nation as a whole. 13

The Jacksonian Democrats had a different view of

prosperity and how to achieve it. Many of the Jacksonian

Democrats (although not all) were truly interested "in

political democracy, in social justice, and in the

maintenance of a general condition of liberty and

equality••• They were more alive than were the Whigs to the

potential menace of privilege that existed in specially

chartered corporations. ,,14 Their move towards more

democracy was to attack privilege and to take up the causes

of the People's Party, the Workingmen1s Party, and other

political movements that gained momentum in reaction to the

increasing powers and abuses of the industrial and

commercial capitalists.
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Jacksonian Democracy: The Re-Establishment of

Antifederalist Thought and Action

Lee Benson calls the Jacksonian Period "the

Transformation of American society from the Aristocratic

Liberal Republic of the Late-Eighteenth Century to the

Populistic Egalitarian Democracy of the Mid-Nineteenth

Century. ,,15 Benson's ideas about a transformation or

transition may be overstated, but there can be no doubt

that the Jacksonian Period was indicative of a change from

the predominant ideology that had been established in

American government by the Federalists at the beginning of

the Constitutional Period. Antifederalist thought had not

died. It had laid dormant and re-emerged as a newly

respected and major political perspective. The populistic

and egalitarian views of the Jacksonians are frequently

compared to Jefferson's political theories and views

expressed by Tom Paine, Jeremy Bentham, and more radical

eighteenth century democrats. 16 Their ethical views had

their roots in the English Enlightenment of the "moral

sense" school in England and Scotland in the eighteenth

century. 17

ThUS, Jacksonian Democracy did not spring up

overnight. It was not designed by Jackson. It was a

product of the political tensions between elitist and

democratic thought that have always been present in
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American politics. There are periods in which different

sides prevail, but neither is ever completely successful or

totally quashed.

While most noted for its revival in the belief in the

common man, the Jacksonian Period saw substantial changes

in the political equality of American citizens. For

example, in many areas, sUffrage was extended to

propertyless white males and the "stake in society" theory

became an albatross around the necks of its advocates who

were defeated in election after election across the United

states.

The political liberalism of the Jacksonians embraced a

populism that fought not only to increase citizen

participation through expanding voting eligibility, but

also sought to give American voters more powers than they

had under Federalist-inspired government through: (a)

popular election of more government officials and (b) the

popular nomination of candidates by delegated party

conventions "fresh from the people.,,18 For example, in New

York, not only was there expanded suffrage, but for the

first time (in 1826) the President and justices of the

peace were popularly elected by the people and nominations

were no longer secured in private caucuses, but were chosen

by popularly-elected delegates who attended political

conventions. 19 More direct accountability to the people

was built into these reforms. While a far cry from
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citizen-initiated conventions called to establish public

policy or the instruction of representatives of the

Revolutionary and American Confedeferation Periods, these

reforms began to overcome the resistance of increased

aristocratic control over American government and to

regenerate the flow of the democratic wave that had been

dammed up for two score years.

New calls for pUblic education were made by Democrats

(as well as by their opponents). Concerns for the rights

of the "common man" received new attention. A more active,

aware, educated, and informed citizenry was created.

strengthening the foothold of democratic thought in

American politics built a firm foundation for the later

surges.

The civil War victory of the Union produced the next

major change in extending the voting franchise. The

Fourteenth Amendment, a product of Reconstruction in 1868,

allowed Blacks to vote in all states for the very first

time. It was a dramatic and drastic increase in the

potential for citizen participation. Except for a brief

period, however, in which Blacks held offices and

participated in politics--while many Whites were denied

these rights as punishment for trying to disband the

Union--the real political effects of this constitutional

change did not take place until a century later. It was

left to the Progressive Era to become the next period to
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produce the greatest permanent changes in citizen

participation in the united states.

THE PROGRESSIVE ERA:

RE-ESTABLISHING DEMOCRACY IN AMERICAN GOVERNMENT

The Progressive Era is one of the most controversial

periods in American history. Historians, political

scientists, and commentators hold radically different views

of the period. Was it primarily a democratic movement?

Was it activated and driven by economic concerns? Did it

seek to expand participation or re-establish displaced

powers? Was it primarily liberal or conservative? Did it

succeed or fail in its goals?

As David M. Kennedy and numerous other scholars have

pointed out, many thousands of individuals called

themselves Progressives during the first quarter of the

twentieth century.20 Can anyone interpretation of who

they were, what motivated them, what they sought to

achieve, and what they accomplished, speak for the

Progressives as a whole? What is clear, though, is that

there are elements of the Progressive Era that have been

present throughout American history at least since the

Declaration of Independence. The democratic spirit and

fervor that led to American independence has remained

active and influential. However, no period in American

constitutional history equals the Progressive Period in
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institutionalizing democracy and expanding citizen

participation in government. In their book, The Case

Against the constitution, John F. Manley and Kenneth M.

Dolbeare point out that many historians and political

scientists believe that democracy was established for the

first time in the Progressive Era since the expansion of

citizen participation possibilities ran counter the

Constitution as orginally designed--that is, to "permit

political participation but prevent democracy in the United

states. ,,21

While the Jacksonian Period ushered in a new respect

for the "common man," it was a period that focused on

elites and/or holders of power. It is not noted for its

emphasis on more citizen participation in government-

except as it related to expanding the voting franchise. It

is more renowned for its emphasis on providing the

opportunity for one to achieve power in the United states

(even the highest office in the nation) regardless of

background, status, education, or wealth and for providing

the necessary philosophical foundation for future

democratic changes. In the Progessive Era, however, the

American democratic wave pulsed in a totally new

direction--and it was an extremely intense, strong and new

course of democratic energy.
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The Progressive Movement: Elitist Reforms to

Maintain the status Quo Ante?

The Progressive Era, which focused much of its

attention on limiting the ever-expanding powers of the

corporations and the corporate elites in America also

generated the next level of democratic change in America by

increasing the means by which citizens exercised power in

the United states. The growth of the Progressive Movement

in the United states paralleled an era where tremendous

corporate expansion was accompanied by an increasing

popular awareness that government was getting further and

further away from the control of the people.

It is true that many Progressive leaders were men of

wealth--sometimes great wealth--and many of them sought to

regain their own special status in society.22 But the

periOd itself is celebrated for the dedication of other

leaders and many rank-and-file Progressives: "intelligent,

decent people who were giving their best to the (movement)

without self-interest, and solely in the hope of forging a

weapon with which they could fight for the things they

believed in.,,23 Many Progressives shared the views of

Progressive newspaper editor, William Allen White, who

argued that "as the state grew more powerfUl, it had to

become a more democratic institution, more accessible to

the people and more responsive to the popular wi11.,,24
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White's guiding ideology was the belief that the "remedy

for the ills of democracy was more democracy. ,,25

There are several insightful interpretations of the

Progressive Era that uncover the undemocratic and elitist

motives behind many of the changes that occurred. 26 For

example, it is viewed as a response to the challenges of

the Socialist Movement and the growing unrest of the

working class, immigrants, and powerless in America, who

were described by Louis Brandeis as living under conditions

"worse than that of the Negro under slavery. ,,27 Amos

Pinchot, a very wealthy Progressive, pointed out that the

working conditions of labor (the long hours, the low

salaries, the black-lisiting of those with unpopular views,

in other words, union organizers and socialists) were

inhumane and destructive. He noted that at least under

slavery," only owners of little foresight and of

exceptionally brutal nature treated their property so as to

destroy its value.,,28 In America, the large corporations

seemed to have no regard for the human condition of the

workers. They could easily be replaced with eager new

immigrants when they lost their usefulness.

Some argue, therefore, that the democratic changes

that took place during the Progressive Era were clearly

guided by the elites who wished to reform the ~~erican

economic system so as to maintain it. This actually

resulted in less equality and opportunity than a more
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radical change in the economic and political system would

have produced. Writings of Progressive politicians at the

time lend credence to this view. Theodore Roosevelt--a

paragon of patrician privilege--made careful distinctions

between Socialists and Progressives. To him the Socialists

promoted class-consciousness, which would certainly upset

the social order, while the Progressives promoted social

consciousness, which would not take away the powers of

businesses but would, instead, make them more responsive to

society's needs. 29 Roosevelt took the Progressive

view--rooted in Jeffersonian thought--that assumed the

"innate decency of man" and also applied it to the nature

of business. His conservative, reform approach to business

found him and other Progressive leaders often in

partnership with business, to the detriment of more

fundamental democratic change in America.

Nevertheless, as Rev. Jesse Jackson is fond of saying, lithe

people are usually ahead of the leaders." It may be

through politicians that Americans ultimately have to

effect change, but at times politicans find themselves

forced to respond to the strong demands of the people. The

Progressive politicians were much more conservative and far

less innovative than:

pUblic-spirited businessmen, farmers,
lawyers, college professors, instructors,
students, schoolteachers, social workers,
inconspicuous insurgent politicians,
editors, who had been carrying on losing
battles against corrupt local machines,
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radical thinkers who believed in old
fashioned American ideas and objected to
the inroads of plutocracy, socialists
impatient with the futile tactics of their
party, and a sprinkling of rash, liberal
minded clergymen on the verge of losing
their pulpits through disagreements with
rich parishoners. 30

Yet the attitudes and political climate that prevailed at

the time made it clear that the politicians had to respond,

not merely rhetorically, but in concrete ways.

The Progressive Movement, as the successor to the

previous Populist Movement,31 although used in many ways to

quash more radical changes, is still responsible for

opening the door to more meaningful citizen participation

in the united states. Citizens gained rights during the

Progressive Era that have not been rescinded in any way,

but have been expanded.

The Progressive's Democratic Legacy

Many of the economic reforms of the Progressive

Period are well known--the federal income tax amendment,

the modern national banking system, regulatory agenices to

exercise some measure of control over transportation and

manufacturing, and so on. Acknowledging the changes in tax

laws and business regUlation, however, progressive William

Allen White adds, "the important thing, the permanent

thing, manifest in our growth as a people is the growth of

democratic institutions - the broadening and deepening of
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the power of the people. ,,32 These democratic changes

ranged from democratizing elitist institutions to expanding

the voting franchise to allowing citizens to make laws

directly.

Democratizing Elitist Institutions

Tied to the economic reforms was the belief that

"money and aristocracy" had to be removed from controlling

politicians and power had to be given to the people. 33 A

number of reforms that democratized heavily elitist

political institutions can be attributed to the

Progressives. First, in limiting corporate power over and

money in the political system, the Progressives led the

successful move to establish the first mandatory record

keeping of campaign contributions (1907). Next they

achieved a prohibition on corporate contributions to

political campaigns for federal office. Then, in 1925,

Congress passed the Corrupt Practices Act which limited the

amount of money that could be spent on congressional

campaigns. These alterations in campaign financing not

only affected individual candidates, who had to devise

campaign strategies to appeal more to the people, but began

to change the relationship between political parties and

the people.

Prior to the restrictions on corporations, S.J.

Duncan-Clark, a particUlarly eloquent and insightfUl
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Progressive Party leader, argued that corporations had

established a particularly insidious plutocracy in America,

one that controlled both the Democratic and Republican

parties. The political parties had been used as a pretense

of democracy--allowing the people a voice while the

"moneyed few" controlled the leaders and therefore the

party platforms and practices. Duncan-Clark described how

cleverly the corporations controlled party politics in the

name of democracy:

[The Plutocracy] has controlled both the
dominant parties, and by keeping the people
divided on false issues, has achieved its
ends through the success of either. It
cares little who may be the nominee so long
as it is left in possession of the
machinery. Indeed, if it has any
preference in figure-heads, it prefers the
man who can appeal to the people, conscious
that it has always been able to appeal to
the bosses with certainty of hearing and
respectful reponse. 34

So, changing who controlled the political parties was

considered an important priority of the Progressives.

ThUS, Progressives began to implement changes in the actual

operation of the parties. For example, they believed it

essential to the integrity of democracy that voting within

party organizations be done by secret ballot. It was

believed that public voting was vulnerable to manipulation

by those bent on corrupting the democratic process through

threat, intimidation, and bribery. Secret ballot was the

best means to maximize free choice made by conscience.
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After the secret ballot was instituted in party

elections, the progressives moved to make the parties more

open and democratic. In many of the states, the direct

primary was instituted. Party candidates were no longer

selected by a tiny elite of party leaders in conventions,

but were nominated directly from the people. 35 Minnesota

became the first state to employ the direct primary, which

allows for the state to finance and to determine the method

for selection of party nominees for pUblic office rather

than leaving the decision to individual parties in the

states.

The Progressives challenged the theory that the party

convention system is necessary because there "is superior

wisdom in delegated assemblies." Instead, they argued that

the party convention system itself "has become the

convenient tool of bosses, machines and special

interests. ,,36 Their success, however, in establishing

direct primaries was sporadic, with many states retaining

the party convention system or instituting indirect or

closed primaries. Thus, it was a Progressive reform that

remained exclusively in the hands of the indivdual states

which has produced varying degrees of success in expanding

the ability of all citizens to participate in the process

of nominating candidates for office.

A more dramatic and comprehensive Progressive-led move

to democratize intitutionalized elitism in the American

.- ._--- - -------
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system occurred at the constitutional level with an

amendment to the U.S. constitution that required compliance

by all of the states. The 17th Amendment, adopted in 1913,

gave all United states citizens the right to elect United

States senators directly. Prior to this change, senators

were elected indirectly by being selected by the state

legislatures. Amendment Seventeen was the first and last

amendment that expanded the number of federal officials

elected by the people.

Expanding SUffrage

The greatest expansion of citizen voting participation

opportunities in American history came with the passage of

the 19th Amendment in 1920 giving women the right to vote.

The Progressive Movement and Party were among the leading

crusaders for women's rights. Even before women received

sUffrage in all the states, Duncan-Clark pointed out, women

were included as both auditors and speakers in flaIl

conventions, conferences and gatherings of those interested

in the Progressive programme ••• She has been into the party

councils, and has been given a position of leadership in no

degree less prominent than that of men. Moreover a

significant fact is that her presence and the promise of

her larger participation in the duties of citizenship and

of government have been greeted with greater enthusiasm

than any other phase of the Movement. ,,37 The Progressive
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Party professed quite strongly that it refused to recognize

sex distinction in the rights of citizenship.38

Innovative Direct Democracy

progressives, however, did not limit their vision of a

greater American democracy to trying only to make elitist

intitutions less elitist, or to get more citizens to

participate in a quasi-democratic, republican system. In

an historic move away from a reliance upon representative

democracy towards a system with more direct democracy, the

Progressives were successful in establishing reforms in

several states that allowed citizens to directly make laws

through initiative, approve or disapprove legislative

action through referendum, and directly recall elected

officials for not responding to the will of the people.

Even in the heyday of democratic activity in the

American Confederation Period, where citizens in some

states held their own conventions, instructed

representatives, and investigated government leaders, the

rights and opportunities of so many American citizens had

never been as broad. Although indirect initiative was

established in South Dakota as early as 1898, it was

considered inadequate by most Progressives since the

proposed law had to go to the state legislature first for

action. If the legislature did not pass the law or enact

it, it was required to refer the initiative to the people
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to vote on in the next general election. However, there

were no means by which to compel the legislature to observe

this constitutional requirement if they chose not to place

the initiative on the ballot.

The first successful direct initiative process was

established in Oregon in 1902. One Progressive called

Oregon's initiative and referendum laws "the very

foundation of progress in the state. ,,39 Not only does

Oregon's initiative process apply to statutory legislation,

but also it can be used to make amendments to the state

constitution. Progressives praised Oregon's initiative law

for the responsible way in which it involved the citizenry.

Its procedures included a way to inform the pUblic that

became a model copied by other states, including South

Dakota. A major aspect of this system was the voters'

pamphlet:

An excellent feature ••• is the prov1s10n for
pUblicity pamphlets containing the measures
to be voted upon by the people, and to be
mailed directly to each voter in the state
by the Secretary of State. Arguments for
and against the measure may be inserted by
private citizens or organizations upon
payment of the proportional cost per page
for the space occupied. This 'voter's text
book' is the chief reason why the
initiative and referendum have proved in
Oregon to be so useful an expression of
intelligent citizenship.4o (emphasis mine)

Benjamin Parke Dewitt, the first historian of the

Progressive Movement, saw:

"Progressivism as a successful episode in
the continuing development of American

--- - -- - --------- - -
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democracy. In the tradition of
democratic reform that stretched from
Jefferson through Jackson, the
abolitionists, and the popUlists,
Progressivism, to DeWitt, represented the
latest in a series of triumphs of the less
privileged over the powerful. 41

Describing the change that took place in the

Progressive Era and their impact on democracy in the United

states, White states: "Democracy is arming itself with the

full power of the ballot. It is vastly more important that

it shall have weapons and equipment for the fight than that

it shall have a programme. 11
42 In actuality, for many

Progressives the process became the program--the means as

important as the ends. liThe broadening and deepening of

the power of the people as shown by the adoption of the

secret ballot, the purification of the party system, the

spread of the direct primary, and the popular acceptance of

the initiative and referendum and the recall"43 contributed

to a society--in the eyes of most active American

citizens--which would result in more equality, fairness,

and justice for all.

THE 19605 AND BEYOND:

BURSTS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

The 1960's spawned perhaps the greatest and most

varied increase in citizen participation in American

history. Alienated, oppressed, underrepresented, ignored

groups in society inclUding blacks, women, and youth rose

_. --- - _. - ----------
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to challenge the status quo and to demand effective

participation in the political system of the united states.

It was a time when Americans began to examine the extent to

which the laws and practices of the land lived up to the

ideals expressed in the Declaration of Independence and the

Bill of Rights; a time when citizens sought not only more

democracy, but more equality and more justice; a time when

numerous citizens actively embraced civil disobedience and

confronted political leaders; a time when excluded groups

came to understand that rights in America were not granted

by enlightened leaders, but gained through struggle; a time

when freedom was lost by some in order to obtain greater

freedom for all.

The Black civil Rights Movement

A major component of the expansion of citizen

participation in the United states during the sixties was

the black Civil Rights Movement that demanded adherence to

the political and legal principles established, but long

ignored, in the Fourteenth Amendment of the constitution:

"No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge

the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United

States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life,

liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny

to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection

of the laws."
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Laws Alone Do Not Freedom Make

While the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments had

abolished slavery, granted black citizens equal protection

under state (as well as federal) laws, and prohibited the

denial of voting privileges due to one's race, black people

had made very little headway in obtaining equal political

opportunity in American society. Their second class

citizenship was perpetuated decades after the abolition of

slavery through Jim Crow laws that segregated the Black and

White races in virtually all areas of public life, through

stiff voting requirements, such as the poll tax and

literacy tests.

Although black Americans had struggled for parity even

as slaves, it took a civil War in America to terminate the

legal right of white Americans to treat them as private

property. Then, even though Congress passed the civil

Rights Act of 1875 to provide specifics for 14th Amendment

guarantees, and to forbid discrimination in pUblic

accommodations on the basis of race, the United states

Supreme Court in 1883 ruled such Civil Rights legislation

to be unconstitutional. Justice Bradley argued that the

14th Amendment only addressed deprivation of rights by

states and did not encompass private acts of

discrimination. He added ironically that black Americans

could no longer be the "special favorite of the law" but
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must take on the "rank of mere citizen.,,44 This decision,

plus the 1896 Plessy decision (which established the

doctrine that as long as facilities and/or accommodations

were equal, segregating blacks was compatible with the

Constitution) contributed to the denial of equal rights and

opportunities for black people in America for nearly a

century after such rights were constitutionally granted.

Although there were many illustrations of a continuing

black struggle for equality prior to the 1960's, the civil

Rights Movement did not become a cohesive force until the

1950's. Rosa Parks, a Black seamstress, is often credited

for bringing the black protest movement to national

attention in 1955 when she refused to give her seat to a

white man and move to the back of a bus. Actually a

lesser-known black woman, Linda Carol Brown, had earlier

been a party to a federal suit--Brown v. Board of Education

(1954)--that led to the Supreme Court's formal reversal of

the "separate but equal" doctrine established in Plessy and

declaration that separate educational facilities were

inherently unequal and therefore unconstitutional.

Modern political science literature is replete with

evidence that although the u.s. Supreme Court can declare a

decision, it cannot enforce it. 4s Except for a few notable

incidents--Dwight Eisep~ower sending troops to Little Rock,

Arkansas in 1957 to enforce the Brown decision; John

Kennedy sending federal marshals to Oxford, Mississippi in

--------- --- _.
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1962 to allow a black student's entrance into the state

university; and the nationalization of the Alabama National

Guard in 1963 to prohibit Governor George Wallace from

blocking integration in Alabama--the Supreme Court decision

remained unenforced for over a decade in the South until

federal legislation was passed to deny funding to any state

that ignored the civil rights acts of the Congress.

Emphasis on Non-Traditional Forms of Participation

Blacks did not sit idly by accepting unjust laws once

Rosa Parks initiated the nonviolent act of civil

disobedience to openly defy the segregation of buses in

Montgomery, Alabama. The bus boycotts in Alabama spread

and expanded into other forms of citizen defiance such as:

"freedom riders" ignoring the segregation regulations on

buses allover the South; sit-ins at lunch counters; and

demonstrations in protest of various types of segregation

in cities across the South. Various political groups,

impatient with the slow progess made in Congress and the

courts, formed to advance civil rights and to fight

injustice--the Southern Christian Leadership Conference

(SCLC) headed by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; the Congress

of Racial Equality (CORE) led by James Farmer; and the

Student Non-Violent coordinating Committee (SNCC) led by

John Lewis and later by Stokely Carmichael and H. Rap

Brown. 46

- - - - _. _._-----------
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The work of these groups were nonviolent forms of

citizen participation, in other words, protest, that often

led to deliberate violation of laws (civil disobedience)

that discriminated against and repressed and humiliated

black Americans. Martin Luther King, Jr., who was arrested

in Birmingham in 1963 for parading without a permit, echoed

themes rich in American history beginning with American

revolutionaries fighting oppressive British laws when he

responded to critics who asked, "How can you advocate

breaking some laws and obeying others?" He stated:

one has a moral responsibility to disobey
unjust laws. I would agree with Saint
Augustine that 'an unjust law is no law at
all. '
••• An unjust law is a code inflicted upon a
minority which that minority had no part in
enacting or creating because they did not
have the unhampered right to vote. Who can
say the legislature of Alabama which set up
the segregation laws were democratically
elected? Throughout the state of Alabama
all types of conniving methods are used to
prevent Negroes from becoming registered to
vote despite the fact that the Negro
constitutes a majority of the population.
Can any law set up in such a state be
considered democratically structured?47

In August 1963, nearly a decade after the Brown

decision, black leaders organized a "March on washington"

to protest the lack of federal support of civil rights.

Over two hundred thousand people--both black and

white--participated in the march that was highlighted by

King's "I Have a Dream" speech which spoke of his vision of

blacks in America being "free at last. 1I President John F.

-- - - ----------- --~ - -
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Kennedy sought civil Rights legislation that same year that

would provide more federal support for black equality, but

Congress showed no willingness to act on the extensive

Kennedy package.

Less than a year after Kennedy's assasination,

however, President Lyndon B. Johnson was able to get the

legislation through Congress and to sign the civil Rights

Act into law in 1964. The law prohibited: racial or

religious discrimination in public accommodations; unions

and employers from discriminating on the basis of race,

color, sex, or religion; and, most importantly for

political participation, the use of different standards for

blacks and whites who attempted to register to vote.

commissions were created to ensure the law was enforced and

authorization was given to the government to cut off

federal funds for institutions and organizations that

violated its provisions.~

In 1965, Congress dramatically aided the black

struggle for the right to participate in American politics

by passing the voting Rights Act. Federal examiners were

appointed to stop discrimination in voter registration in

the South. Voter registration drives were enacted and

became extremely successful among blacks.

Charles Hamilton, a noted black political scientist at

Columbia University, analyzed data from a 1973 Voter

Education Project and concluded that black participation in

--- -- -- ---------- -----_.-
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voting had more than doubled since the Voting Rights Act. 49

Hamilton also noted that the increased number of black

voters in Southern states "elected many of their own race

to public offices at all levels of government-

congressional, state, county, and municipal. ,,50 Presently

there are many black mayors throughout the country,

including some of the nation's largest cities, such as,

Atlanta, Los Angeles, chicago, New York, Cleveland,

Detroit, and so forth.

While studies indicate that the civil Rights

legislation led to increased voter registration among

blacks and a significant increase in the number of black

elected officials,51 political scientists such as Benjamin

Ginsberg and Edward s. Greenberg, point out that mere

participation in electoral politics is not sufficient to

provide greater opportunity for blacks or more economic

equality for them. Indeed, Ginsberg provides data to

demonstrate that as black registration increased and more

black leaders were elected, the number of civil rights

demonstrations, pieces of legislation particularly

favorable to blacks, and black income ratio to white income

decreased. 52 other data indicates that since 1969 when the

black unemployment rate at 7% was double the white

unemployment rate, in 1985, the black unemployment rate at

over 15% had nearly tripled the white unemployment rate. 53

The conclusion that both Ginsberg and Greenberg derive from

-- - - ------------- ----
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black participation data is that other forms of political

activity, such as boycotts, marchs, demonstrations, sit

ins, and civil disobedience can be--and certainly in the

black struggle were--more effective than voting. 54

Although the current participation data tends to

support the view that the expansion of suffrage often paves

the way for "political quiescence," it has become a

necessary first step for citizens to build upon in

expanding democratic participation within the system. The

gains of the civil Rights Movement were limited, as

Greenberg points out, because the goals were limited--in

other words, to expand civil rights and liberties. Black

leaders such as King felt expanded sUffrage had to be

achieved before other conditions of blacks could be

addressed.

The legitimacy that blacks have achieved within the

system has provided the basis for Rev. Jesse Jackson, a

student of King's, to carry the struggles for equal

opportuni.ty beyond the very narrow focus of voting rights.

He gained prominence through founding and developing PUSH,

an organization devoted to encouraging education among

urban blacks. His efforts have aided in the dramatic

increase in the number of blacks obtaining a high school

education--nearly triple the number who reached such levels

in 1960. 55 In just two decades after the King

assasination, Jackson, a black Democratic candidate for the

- - ----------------------
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American presidency forming a "rainbow" coalition of all

races and stressing economic equality, outran five white

opponents and came in second for the 1988 Democratic

Party's nomination for President behind a Northeastern

Greek-American liberal with financial backing more than

four times greater than Jackson's. In addition, Jackson

won or finished second in state primaries that were almost

exclusively white.

The connection between the blacks' ability to fUlly

participate in the American system and their ability to win

positions of power that represent black (and other)

citizens in governmental decision making has been dramatic.

Given the opportunity to participate, they have

demonstrated their eagerness, commitment, and understanding

of how to convert votes into political power. Moreover,

the mid-1960'S ushered in a new era of citizen

participation with blacks as the spearhead of a "civil

rights movement" that also impacted upon and inspired other

ethnic minorities and women and clearly established the

effectiveness of nontraditional forms of political

participation in America.

The Women's Liberation Movement

Even as the Declaration of Independence in 1776 was

being drafted declaring all men to be equal, Abigail Adams

wrote to her husband to remind him and other American

--- - ----------------- ---------
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revolutionaries that they should not forget the women. She

wrote: "If particular care and attention is not paid to

the Ladies, we are determined to foment a Rebellion, and

will not hold ourselves bound by any laws in which we have

no voice, or Representation. ,,56 Not only did John Adams

ignore what his wife said, but so did the Constitution and

the Bill of Rights--which did not recognize women as free

and equal.

During the struggle for the abolition of slavery,

women involved in the freedom movement began to draw

attention to their own lack of equality and denial of

citizenship. It dismayed many that the 15th Amendment of

1870 granted the right to vote to black men and continued

the denial of women's suffrage. A few years later, during

the centennial celebration of the signing of the

Declaration of Independence, Susan B. Anthony, one of the

leading sUffragists, pointed out that " ••• the women of this

nation, in 1876, have greater cause for discontent,

rebellion, and revolution than the men in 1776.,,57

The first state to grant women voting privileges was

Wyoming in 1890. It was not until 1920, though, that women

ultimately got the right to vote at the national level.

Most women came to realize, as black males had discovered a

half century before, that the mere privilege of voting fell

far short of granting equality or full citizenship in

America. It took the Women's Liberation Movement of the

--- - - -~--------~_ .._--- --~ ._~. - ~- -
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1960's and 1970's, to pursue that equality in reality, the

one that had been verbally granted in the 19th Amendment.

In the same manner that blacks had to win federal

legislation to enhance and ensure a constitutionally

granted equality, women needed other avenues, besides

voting, to gain equal political--and economic-

participation. As long as the female gender is

discriminated against in hiring practices, wage scales,

business and property privileges, and other areas of public

and private life, the right to vote does little to enhance

their citizenship potential.

Under pressure from women activists, who organized

protest demonstrations and political action groups,

President John F. Kennedy created a Commission on the

status of Women in 1961. The findings of the Commission

indicated that women were "second-class citizens" in

America and led to the establishment of similar commissions

at the state level and a national advisory council to

advance the equality of American women. Legislation that

followed included the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the

amendment of the 1964 civil Rights Act to prohibit sex

discrimination in private emploYment.

~wo very important feminist political groups were

formed during this period in order to mobilize women in the

struggle for equality. In 1966, the National Organization

for Women (NOW) was organized; its aim, to pressure

- - -- _._--------------
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political leaders to recognize and respond to the views and

concerns of women. Not content to allow the political

power to legislate, enforce, and interpret laws to remain

in the hands of men, the National Women's Political Caucus

was founded in 1972. Its objective was to elect more women

to public office, to lobby political parties and the

government for action on issues important to women; and to

press for ratification of an Equal Rights Amendment to the

United states Constitution assuring equality of women in

all aspects of society.

Opportunities for citizen participation of women in

American politics have had to be won through collective

struggle--as they have been for blacks, as well as for the

original founders of the nation. The fact that the Equal

Rights Amendment failed to gain sufficient support for

passage is an indication that women still have a long way

to go in American society. While there are growing numbers

of women mayors and representatives, and an occasional

elected female governor or senator, none has ever been

seriously considered by the American pUblic for the United

states presidency. The only female vice-presidential

candidate, Geraldine Ferraro, concluded that the intense

scrutiny she and her family received when she ran for the

second highest office in the land had a lot to do with the

fact that she was a woman being sUbjected to higher

standards than her male peers.

-- - - - -------_.__._---- --_.---- -- - -
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The gains for women trail those achieved by blacks.

As an example, the 100th Congress (1986-88) is illustrative

of the American patriarchal political system. It is

composed of 91% Caucasian males, 5% women and 4% blacks.

Considering that women comprise over half of the united

states population and blacks around 12%, women are

underrepresented by 91% and blacks by 64%. Meanwhile,

males are overrepresented by 91%. Of course, women

obtained voting privileges fifty years after black males.

This could be a contributing factor to the slower progress

in other areas. In addition, the number and size of the

civil rights sit-ins, demonstrations, and boycotts

overshadow the efforts of women. Also, the pUblic and

private violence that characterized some of the black civil

rights movement may have catalyzed changes more rapidly.

The task for women has also been complicated by the need to

unite more diverse and dispersed groups--crossing economic

and racial lines in every corner of society.

Nevertheless, the tide has turned for women in the United

states. In just two generations polls show that the

American public has gone from a 22% approval rating of

women in business in 1937 to 89% in 1986. Also, in 1937,

32% said they were willing to vote for a qualified woman

for President but in 1986 88% stated a willingness to vote

for a qualified woman for president. 58 While women have

actually not advanced much beyond tokenism in the higher

- ~ - - ----------
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echelons of government and business, the percentage of

their entries into professional schools and male-dominated

occupations continue to rise. other political changes

abound--such as the Hawaii Democratic Party's rules that

require half the delegates to its political conventions to

be female.

The continuing struggle for Equal Participation

The movement towards expanding rights and

opportunities for women and blacks has been joined by other

ethnic minorities and young people demanding their own

input into and active participation in the political

system. During the vietnam War, young people protested

vehemently that a significant portion of those dying in a

battle waged by this country were not even allowed to

vote--due to age restrictions--for the representatives who

sent them off to war. Less than two years after the

eighteen-year-olds received the right to vote by way of the

26th (and last) Amendment to the constitution in 1971, the

vietnam War, which had lasted under four u.s. presidents

ended.

Fred Harris, a former U.S. Senator from Oklahoma,

writes:

Equal rights and full political equality,
promised in the Declaration of
Independence, are still not realities, but
unmistakable advances have been made in
modern times. These advances have come
largely because people have organized

-- - - - ----------------- --- --- --- - -
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themselves to demand equal treatment, not
as charity or as a gift, but because that
is what they deserve. 59

The democratic spirit born in the American Revolution

has thrived in the united states. Disenfranchised,

excluded, or oppressed segments of society have taken turns

keeping the spirit alive through continuing demands for

participation--meaningful participation, which includes

more than mere voting rights. Each new manifestation of

that spirit seems to bring renewed vigor to the democratic

energy and provides more advanced positions for an even

more inclusive and active democracy.

EXPANDING THE POSSIBILITIES OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

BEYOND VOTING FOR REPRESENTATIVES

Since voting for legislators is basic to the concept

of representative democracy, it is not surprising that it

has been an important right fought for vigorously by those

disenfranchised. Thus, American political history in the

last two centuries has been characterized, in large part,

by the struggle for the right to vote for governmental

officials. However, while sUffrage is a right fundamental

to democracy, it is not necessarily the most important form

of citizen participation in a democracy or sufficient to

ensure that "representatives" truly "represent" the voters

or the general citizenry (in other words, the public

interest) .

--- - -- - ----------
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From the American Confederation Period, united states

citizens have demanded more than mere voting prb.r:i.leges.

As various disenfranchised groups in society have received

the right to vote, they have also come to realize or

conclude that voting alone, or the participation in other

forms of electoral politics (such as contributing to a

campaign, working in a campaign, attending candidate

forums, and so forth), is inadequate in a nation that has

long claimed its international mission is to "Make the

world safe for democracy."

It seems that in the history of citizen participation

in America, each movement or period builds on the former

and the result is that democratic trends rarely lose the

totality of gains made, although the net gains may be small

indeed. For example, once the voting franchise is

"extended, and once powers of citizens are increased under

our Constitution, citizens do not yield those gains. They

(or succeeding generations) want more, demand more, and

move towards obtaining more. There are periods of more or

less activity of citizens, more or less rebellion against

injustice and inequality, more or less energy to struggle

or hope for success, but there is rarely a retrenchment to

remove the legally increased powers of citizens •

. -- - - ----------
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SUMMARY

I believe that this "survey" of citizen participation

on American soil over the past four hundred years or so

demonstrates what I state at the outset of chapter 2.

There have been waves or surges of the democratic energy,

with a generally forward motion that eventually gets

stunted, diverted and occasionally reversed.

still, one is struck while tracing this phenomenon by

the strong quantum characteristics of an often unpredict

able pattern. As with the unpredictability of the stock

market or the national economy, one finds it difficult, if

not impossible, to find a precise cause-effect relationship

as to when a burst of democratization will appear or what

form it will take. A review of the past can help one

develop probabilities of the next surge or to discover

similar patterns, yet the randomness that crops up in our

natural environment (volcanic eruptions, tornados,

hurricanes) also occurs in our socio-political environment.

It is with this understanding that I use the historical

information to study citizen participation in the United

states today and move to help design new forms of citizen

participation that can continue the forward push towards a

more democratic society.

Chapter 4 will examine how political scientists,

theorists, and activists have defined, studied, and helped

- - - - -----------~----
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expand citizen participation in America. As one moves from

a predominantly Newtonian-influenced worldview to one that

incorporates principles defined in Quantum physics, the way

in which one studies, analyzes, and values citizen

participation also changes. The emphasis focuses less on

cause and effect than on interaction and interconnection.

Thus, voting for representatives can no longer be the

primary or exclusive focus of empirical study, either as

the independent or dependent variable. Instead, the

analysis should include a study of the various means by

which citizens interact and the ways in which the

environment (broadly defined) interfaces participation.

The following chapters on citizen participation will place

the emphasis on examining process and mechanisms designed

to maximize the democratic process in a world of

uncertainty.

Thus, a quantum approach expands the analysis and

possibilities. It may also ask more questions, at this

stage of our knowledge, than can be answered. Whatever its

limitations, however, its analysis moves us beyond the

limitations of a Newtonian approach and may offer new paths

for blacks, women, and other minorities to follow in

expanding their participation and influence in a Caucasion

male-dominated society that has previously made the rules

and set the agendas.

_.- - --------- - -- .
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CHAPTER IV

TOWARDS THE REPRESENTATIVE PARTICIPATORY STATE:

A QUANTUM STEP IN IDEOLOGY AND THEORY

As we have seen in the history of democracy on the

North American continent, there has been protracted

ideological struggle, theoretical disagreement and

political hostility between those who favor minimizing the

extent of citizen participation in government and those who

favor maximizing it. As we have also noted, to some

degree, whether they were aware of it or not, their views

have been influenced by a deep set of beliefs about the way

the universe works.

FROM LIMITED REPRESENTATION TO FULL PARTICIPATION:

ANALYTIC MODELS

In the former camp are those who share the ideology

of the "Founding Fathers" of the U.S. constitution, who

established a Limited Representative State, one that placed

heavy restrictions on the nature of the roles citizens

could play--limiting activities to indirect means of

policy-making such as voting for representatives, lobbying

them, campaigning for them, and so forth.

Furthermore, as we noted in chapter 1, there is a

strong attraction towards Newtonian thinking among those

-- - - - ------------
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who laud the Limited Representative state. Notions of

mechanistic law-making lace their political thought. They

think in terms of laws being made on the basis of fact

through applied logic. They conjure up notions of

legislators as wise men, experts in fields of knowledge who

know the "objective" way to proceed towards the public

good. They set up systems designed to insulate this

"rational" process against the passions of the general

pUblic, for example, bicameralism.

As we have also observed, since the ratification of

the u.s. constitution in 1789, there has been a general

trend towards greater participation in the American polity

by more citizens (The Bill of Rights; The Civil War

Amendments, Women's SUffrage, The voting Rights Act). Now

women and blacks can participate to some degree in this

representative system and there are no property

qualifications for voting. In addition, major improvements

have been made in the quality of citizen participation in

the representative system (direct election of u.S.

Senators; initiative, referendum, and recall at some state

and local levels.)

Even though these expansions of the Limited

Representative state have cost much in blood, time, life

and energy, there are few who currently advocate repealing

them. The mainstream of American political science accepts

(and generally applauds) this past progress in the

- - - ---------- ---_.- -- --- -- _.. - -
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direction of a more participatory representative political

system as being desirable and useful. The result is a

present day general acceptance of what might well be called

the Expanded Representative state that exists in the united

states today. And, as I argued in chapter 1, the general

underlying worldview of those who favor the maintenance of

this type of state is also decidedly Newtonian in character

and context.

This does not mean, however, that the ideological

battles, theoretical infighting and political warfare have

ceased in the political or academic arenas. There are

still wide discrepancies in the thought of the two camps.

As we have just noted, there are those who presently

believe that the present contours of the expanded, yet

still limited, representative polity are fundamentally

sound and that only some occasional fine tuning of today's

constitutional structure may still be necessary. An

example of this is ex-President Ronald Reagan, who intends

to spend the 1990s campaigning for constitutional

amendments to eliminate the two-term limitation on

Presidents, compel Congress to balance the bUdget, and

provide the President with a "line item veto." Moreover,

most American political scientists (whether liberal or

conservative or Democrat or Republican) fit into this

category. They have developed theories and conducted

extensive studies to defend the rectitude and propriety and

- _. - - -------------
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prove the relative efficiency of the present expanded

version of the Limited Representative state. occasionally

they, too, agree that a constitutional amendment or two

might be warranted.

On the other side is a group of political theorists,

researchers and activists who generally believe that the

quality of the vote in the Limited and Expanded

Representative state is not as meaningful as it is

purported to be, and that the other kinds of roles that

citizens are allowed to play in such a system remain much

too narrow, constrained and unrewarding. Those in this

group have different theoretical imperatives, often with

ideological ties to the Antifederalists, and therefore a

much different research and political agenda. They see a

need for more fundamental changes in the system itself,

ones that would make the state far more paticipatory and

much more representative of the entire popUlation.

Among the advocates of a more participatory democracy,

albeit within a representative context, are those who place

primary emphasis on more purposeful and more direct

participation and those who place primary emphasis on true,

exact representation. Those who favor an improved system

of citizen participation, but one that simply evolves out

of the present Expanded Representative state, can be called

advocates of a participatory Representative state. The

- _.- _._---------
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advocates of a more drastic shift, switch the adverbs and

adjectives, and favor a Representative Participatory state.

Both of these states are based on thinking more

consistent with quantum theory than the Limited and

Expanded Representative states, which are more compatible

with Newtonian theory. At this point, as stated in

chapter 1, the quantum principles of uncertainty,

probability, interconnection and interaction, and no

objective reality become important considerations of

participatory democrats. A few illustrations will help

illuminate this point.

In a Participatory Representative state advocated by

many contemporary participatory democrats, the relationship

between citizens and their representatives must be stronger

than it is in the Limited or Expanded Representative state

of the United states. A greater proportion of citizens

would be kept more and better informed and more directly

involved in politics. More effective forms of

participation would have to be encouraged and devised.

Government officials would have to be held more strictly

accountable for their behavior, which would compel them to

be more responsive to the citizenry. In other words,

citizen influence and/or control over representatives would

be greatly strengthened in the Participatory Representative

state. The emphasis, however, would remain in a system

--- - -~-------------- ---_ .. _~-----
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based on elected representatives as the major

policy-makers.

There are a number of factors that make increased

citizen participation desirable from the point of view of

most contemporary participatory democrats. In the first

place, they believe that citizens know best their own

needs--not representatives who are frequently far removed

socially, economically, and geographically from those they

represent. After all, quantum theory posits that there is

no objective reality. Therefore, to apply that concept to

a political theory, one might hypothesize that there is no

"objective good" for representatives to discover that would

provide absolute guides for the best society for all.

These decisions ultimately rest on our values and varying

perceptions, not objective reality. In addition, increased

and improved participation should also lead to better

representation of traditionally underrepresented groups in

society.

Another argument of participatory democrats is that

citizens generally become more self-actualized through

increased participation. This increased enhancement of

each participating citizen's life in turn contributes to a

more advanced society through some sort of synergy, in

other words, that the sum of the parts is somehow greater

than the mere number of its components. In the discussion

of the quantum principle of interconnectedness and

- - - - -------------- ------- ---- - -
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interaction in chapter 1, it was pointed out that an

analysis which focuses on individual action without

consideration of the interconnected and interactive

components related to that action causes one to lose sight

of the total picture. In quantum thought, the whole cannot

be separated from its parts for evaluative purposes. From

a political analytical perspective utilizing this quantum

principle, one sees the political system as defining and

influencing political behavior, not individual citizen

behavior having much effect on influencing, changing, or

altering the system. Participatory democratic theory is

consistent with quantum in that it encourages, energizes,

facilitates and allows the greater political activity and

interacting that is already a tendency of the human social

animal to reach its fullest potential.

Important also from the perspective of the

participatory democrat, is the development of political

community. Through increased interaction and a recognition

of interdependency (the quantum principle of

interconnection), citizens develop a nurturing behavior

towards society and other citizens. Sharing in problem

solving for society-at-large replaces isolated citizens

simply pursuing self interests (which are defined in very

narrow and short-sighted ways) with a more cooperative,

socially-minded citizen who begins to place collective,

pUblic interests in a higher echelon of priorities.
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Although participatory democrats who favor the

Participatory Representative state stress the importance of

increased opportunities for involvement, greater access to

information, and better communication between citizens and

representatives they, too, often offer only tinkerings with

the representative system to make it more reponsive to

citizens. Examples of this include calls for easing voter

registration requirements, expansion of open hearings

through sunshine laws, and more civic education on how to

operate within the present system.

However, according to another group of participatory

democrats, who are even closer to implicit expression of

quantum principles in their political thought, entreaties

for greater involvement in and stronger controls of

representatives by a broader band of the entire citizenry

are not enough. Their view is that one must also look at

the possibility of inherent design problems in all elected

representative systems, in other words, social and economic

inequalities of opportunity and distribution that are

fostered and reinforced by the elected representative

system itself. What good is more opportunity for

participation and control of the legislative process if

that participation and control requires time, money, and

resources that disadvantaged groups in society do not have

and can never achieve because of the genetic, structural

bias built into the system itself?

- - - - ----------
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Thus, some more radical participatory democrats try to

address the questions of structural inequalities in society

by proposing fundamental changes in the governmental system

itself. Their state, which may best be called the

Representative Participatory state, goes beyond simple

improvements in the representative state. In their view,

what is needed are resources, incentives, and training for

all segments of society in new methods of easy, effective,

direct participation in political agenda-setting, planning,

problem solving, issue formulation, and in the processes of

lawmaking and administration.

There is no past model for this state, which requires

revolutionary changes in the liberal democratic model of

government that we have termed the Expanded Representative

state or even the Participatory Representative state. In

such a polity, the overriding emphasis would be on citizen

participation. Representation would still exist, but it

would be determined in large part by random selection,

which would leave room for some forms of election.

Clearly, adding the concepts of randomness and probability

to the structures of agenda-setting and policy making are

quite consistent with the quantum emphasis of randomness

and probability factors in our physical universe.

A working model for the Representative Participatory

state might integrate a number of proposals advocated by a

diverse group of radical participatory democratic thinkers.
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First, all or most citizens should be educated and trained

in civic responsibility and pUblic service. Public service

might be required of all, most or randomly selected groups

of citizens along the lines of military service or extended

jury duty.

Rather than electing representatives, astronomical

expense could be spared the taxpayer, yet representation

made truly representative (of all segments of society

including those based on gender, age, region, class, race,

and so forth) by applying the quantum theory of randomness

and selecting representatives by lot from the total citizen

population. In addition to providing a means to truly

attain representation of the entire citizenry, this model

allows for responsible citizen behavior without requiring

all citizens to become full-time actors for all

policy-making on a permanent basis.

The rationale behind the model of the Representative

Participatory state is that it is not practical or fair to

require every citizen to keep informed and stay involved in

all aspects of politics all the time. There are other

personal, family, and economic activities and demands

required of individuals in society. Regular rotation of

all randomly selected legislators would help insure an

accurate system of true representation of all interests in

society (inclUding those of blue collar workers,

housewives, the unemployed, retirees, and so forth) without
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requiring all of these citizens to participate in

policy-making on a regular and/or daily basis. This is

consistent with the ideology and practice of the German

Green Party, which requires rotation for all leadership

positions.

Another major aspect of a Representative Participatory

state would be to require substantial direct legislative

power for the entire citizenry at all levels of governance,

that is initiative and referendum at the national, state

and local levels. If anyone advocated a system like

this--with no elected representative aspects

whatsoever--she/he would be favoring what might be called

the Full Participation state.

No such type of complex national polity such as the

Full Participation state has ever existed on this planet.

Moreover, there appear to be no advocates for such a

national system of government. There have been small,

utopian communities to practice such an ideology in the

united states and elsewhere, such as some early European

and American communes and Israeli kibbutzim. But economies

of scale and function would make such a system at a

national, state or provincial level a virtual impossiblity.

A Representative Participatory state, however, would

include a high degree of such direct democracy at all

levels and for many, if not most, of the major issues

confronting the citizenry. Many contemporary nation-states

-- - - - -----
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already have national referenda (England, Italy, Korea);

state and local initiative (USA, Switzerland); and other

methods of direct democratic decision making, like the lay

jury system (USA, England) or the lay jUdge (England,

Sweden). And the Representative Participatory State would

also have elements of the elective representative system in

it, more than less in its transformational phases.

Thus, as stated above, it appears that the theories of

those interested in developing any of the more

participatory democratic systems are more in line with a

quantum worldview than are those whose preference is

towards elected representative systems.

As one moves from a firm and exclusive belief in

certainty, predictability, rationality, and

cause-and-effect determinism into a willingness to think as

well in terms of uncertainty, probability, randomness,

interdependency, there is less reason to rely completely on

experts and assorted sages to deduce what is in the best

pUblic interest. Whereas a Newtonian view puts great stock

in political expertise because of notions of the key role

of "objectivity" and pure logic as major factors in

establishing rational policies, the quantum view does not.

From a quantum perspective, there is evidence and

reason to rely more on the political proactivity,

reactivity and interaction of the general public to attain

that which is probably closest to the general pUblic

- - - - ---------
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interest. Participatory democrats stress activity and

interaction. Their view of politics and citizen

participation is broader than that of the typical liberal

democrat. Their expansive universe requires more attention

to nontraditional forms of behavior, of patterns, and of

interactions that can offer understanding if not absolute

predictability. Their theories require attention beyond

the individual decision maker and must include the effects

and the results of the political community on the actor.

There is often less certainty stated in the theories of the

participatory democrats, who emphasize that the process

cannot be separated from the end goal in political

decision-making, also a principle that seems closer to

quantum physics than Newtonian.

Chart 1

continuum of Citizen Participation in
Representative states*

Limited
Representative
state

Minimum
Participation

Expanded
Representative
State

Participatory
Representative
state

Representative
Participatory
State

Maximum
Participation

As one moves through the continuum, each state reduces restrictions on
citizen participation and increases the variety of roles for citizens
to participate.

* The chart is not intended to be definitive, but to establish basic
parameters that distinguish the various forms of representative states
as defined in this thesis. Also there may be overlap between the
various states.
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Chart 1 (Can't)

Limited Representative State
(1) Voting for representatives is primary act of citizenship
(2) Restrictions on participation by adult citizens, such as:

(a) Property qualifications
(b) Sex
(C) RaC9
(d) Literacy tests
(e) Poll taxes

(3) Representative role frequently defined as trustee role
(4) Political leaders selected primarily through indirect means or

appointed

Expanded Representative State
(1) Voting for representatives is primary act of citizenship
(2) Fewer restrictions on participation by adult citizens
(3) Representative role also seen as delegate role
(4) More direct election of political leaders
(5) More democratization in political parties
(6) Sunshine laws
(7) Broadcasts of public officials' speeches, debates, etc.

Participatory Representative state
(1) Voting for representative an important act of citizenship
(2) Voting on issues through initiative and referendum accompanies

voting for representatives
(3) Recall power keeps public officials more accountable to the public
(4) Direct election of political leaders
(5) Fewer barriers to political party participation--open primaries,

presidential primaries, etc.
(6) Sunshine laws
(7) Use of two-way media communication between representatives and

public

Representative Participatory State
(1) Citizen participation is primary act of citizenship
(2) Random selection of representatives from the total adult citizenry
(3) Randomly selected citizens increasing roles in the legal system as

well as the legislative system
(4) Increased use of initiative and referendum
(5) Sunshine laws
(6) Mandatory rotation of office holders
(7) Increased use of communication media to promote interaction among

and between representatives and the public
(8) Public education in the functions of goverr~ent, civic role, and

responsibilities
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This chapter will not attempt to prove one camp

correct and the other incorrect either ideologically,

theoretically or empirically. Indeed, applying a mode of

analysis with a quantum perspective, I hold that there is

no objective reality which allows our observations to be

totally neutral because our observations, which we use to

test our theories, are limited to our own perceptions and

consciousness. My analysis, however, attempts to emphasize

Dator's statement--"different observer, different

world"--throughout the presentation of the theories and

research of citizen participation. Therefore the model of

democratic states developed above is simply an analytic

tool that will help further develop and analyze the

following statements:

First, there is a readily detectable ideological bias

in mainstream American political science that favors a

predominantly representative system along the lines of what

we have called the Expanded Representative state.

Furthermore, there is also a strong sentiment against any

further movement towards a more participatory polity, not

even along the lines of the participatory Representative

state.

Second, there has been and is currently an active

group of ~merican political scientists and theorists who

strongly favor the development and institution of a greater

participatory polity in the united states, either along the

- -- - _. _ .._---------_._--- -_.- _.
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lines of the Participatory Representative state or the

Representative Participatory state. They have constructed

a number of theoretical hypotheses and/or propositions,

many of which are consistent with quantum theory.

Third, there has been some applied research and

political action projects by those seeking to advance the

cause of more participatory states. This research is

innovative and future-oriented and has produced a large

volume of work experimenting with new methods, technologies

and techniques to assist the pUblic in its roles of

communicating with its representatives, with itself, and in

making informed and deliberated opinions and decisions on

major and complex pUblic conondroms and issues. Many of

these experimental techniques and methods are also

consistent with quantum theory.

MAINSTREAM AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE AND THE

IDEOLOGY OF THE EXPANDED REPRESENTATIVE STATE

It is neither original nor radical to say that

political ideologies permeate the study, research, writing

and teaching of political science, in general, or the

American version thereof. Indeed, as recently as 1988,

Stanford university's Gabriel Almond, an extremely well

known and highly respected former president of the American

Political Science Association, writing in an official organ

of that organization, calmly divided all of American

- --- - _._---------- --
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political science into four warring political philosophical

and methodological factions, what he calls "schools" and

"sects." According to his way of thinking, they are the

"hard right," "soft right," "hard left," and "soft left". 1

Words like "Marxist," "liberal," "liberal pluralist,"

"conservative," "neo-conservative," and "humanist moderate

left" color his analysis, concepts with a decided political

ideological loading.

While Almond's political analysis squares well with

what most Americans and most political scientists believe

to be the outer borders of the ideological factionalism in

American political and political scientific life, it does

not help much in our analysis. There appears to be a major

ideological conflict in American politics and political

science between those who favor system maintenance in

American government and those who desire and strive towards

substantial to radical change in that system. As has been

pointed out, both sides have strongly opposed ideological

positions rooted deeply in a complex belief system that

links the natures of the universe and of human behavior.

Regardless of their specific content, all ideologies

have a conscious and subconscious impact on how people see

and interpret the world in which they live. Ideologies

blot out certain aspects of reality and sharpen others from

the minds and eyes of their believers. Ideologies slant

perceptions and shade interpretations. And researchers,
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theorists and academicians are hardly immune from this

relationship, no matter how aware of it they may be, how

hard they try to overcome it, or how open they are about

it.

Being aware of, attempting to overcome, and conceding

one's ideological prejudice(s) may help temper its effects

on theoretical, research and interpretative agendas. It

will also help the audience and/or consumer evaluate it

more effectively. On the other hand, being unaware, not

attempting to overcome, and consciously or unconsciously

ignoring such creates a hidden agenda and makes it hard for

the audience and/or consumer to evaluate it effectively at

all.

Most mainstream American political scientists,

whatever their Almondian school or sect, are grounded, to

one degree or another, into the Federalist values and

ideology built into the American constitutional system.

This helps account for why they tend to rank voting for

representatives or officials as the pinnacle of citizen

participation in America--sometimes even ignoring or

mentioning other forms of citizen activity only as a

marginal activity. As a matter of fact, this even holds

true among those American political scientists who

emphasize "citizen participation" as their primary area of

study.

--- - - -~ --------- - -
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A prominent example is Margaret conway's Political

Participation in the united states (1985). Despite what

the title of the book might lead one to believe it

contains, her attention centers almost exclusively on

voting for candidates for pUblic office. Her only

reference to other forms of citizen participation appears

in a three-page discussion of a 1974 study of

"unconventional" political action. The "unconventional"

forms of behavior she cites include signing petitions,

engaging in lawful demonstrations, and participating in

boycotts. 2 At no time in the entire book does she mention

initiative, referendum, or recall--where citizens

themselves pass laws--occasional processes that occur (in

conjunction with elected legislatures) even in the Expanded

Representative state of contemporary America.

Even when she discusses ways to influence policy and

law through citizen participation, no word is uttered about

the initiative process, either indirect or direct,

processes that are the essence of participatory democracy.

Since there is every reason to believe that Professor

Conway is aware of these important American processes, it

seems reasonable to conclude that an ideological filter

prevents her--knowingly or unwittingly--from including such

in a treatise devoted ~lholly to "citizen participation in

the united states."

-- - - - --------
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Through her narrow treatment of political

participation, which focuses almost exclusively on voting,

Conway reveals an ideological bias in favor of the Limited

Representative state and against participatory democracy.

For instance even though she cites National Election

Studies survey data that indicate the following general

trends in the United states since 1964: (1) increased

perception of the present form of government as not

responsive to citizens' views; (2) perception that

government in general and Congress are not attentive to

citizens' preferences; (3) perception that the present two

major political party system is not an effective mechanism

to force government attentiveness to citizens' views; and

(4) perception that parties are only interested in

obtaining votes, not reflecting citizens' opinions,3 she

does not interpret this data as an indication that there is

growing dissatisfaction with the overall system.

When one combines this data with such facts that: only

53% of eligible American voters actually voted in the 1984

Presidential election,4 and only 50% in the 1988 electionS

and that the United states ranks 20th among the world's

democracies in voter turnout,6 one who is not ideologically

inclined to support the Limited Representative state might

mention that a majority or near-majority fuuericans do not

place the premium on voting for candidates that mainstream

American political science does.

~._~ - ----------~--- - .- -
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It is understandable, however, that political

scientists place such emphasis on voting. As one study on

political parties in theunited states points out, "voting

is the political activity in which the greatest proportion

of the electorate participates. n7 Furthermore, voting for

candidates is the quintessential act for a citizen in the

representative state.

Moreover, since it is the representatives who actually

have the major power of citizenship, in other words,

establishing the legislative agenda and/or passing laws, it

is understandable that people who buy into the ideology of

the supremacy of the representative state think that the

only other major acts of citizenship must be related either

to the election of the representatives or the influencing

of their legislative activity and, ultimately, their votes.

This helps explain why increasing attention is being

paid to the activities of lobbyists, political action

committees, and special interest groups by American

political scientists. These groups operate in an arena

with the representative vote as their major target, and

resources such as money, time, skills, and energy are

utilized to influence elected representatives mostly in the

way they vote. The fundamental goal of these groups is to

pressure representatives to respond to their interests or

to replace them with others who will.

~- - -----------------------.----
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Whether one applies David Truman's "group theory,"

which holds that government acts as a referee among the

various and sundry competing groups in this struggle for a

majority of representatives'votes (plus agreement or

non-hostile action by the executive and jUdicial branches)8

or Robert Dahl's "polyarchy theory" that views citizens as

being virtually represented by and in a multitude of

well-organized groups that participate for them in the

representative process,9 the focus remains almost

exclusively within the indirect democratic governmental

frameworks of the Limited Representative state established

by the Founding Fathers, and the Expanded Representative

state that exists at the present time.

Underlying all this description and analysis of the

contemporary American governmental process is a generally

accepted belief that its nature, and the content of the

many problems that face government today, are too

complicated, and take too much time, energy, and expertise

for the average, everyday citizen to understand or

appreciate. Thus, their participation must be confined to

voting for their representatives, helping them obtain

office, or letting them know their opinions (by mail,

telephone, office visits, etc.) But as chapter 2 points

out, these limited roles for ~~erican citizens were

established by design and that ideological imprint has

worked well, maintaining many adherents and true believers
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in American politics, political science, and the general

population to the present day.

Indeed, these ideologically based notions of the

limitations of ordinary citizens also permeate the research

and interpretations of political scientists who choose to

focus their work directly on citizen participation. For

example, Lester Milbrath, in his book Political

Participation, appears to be friendly to a more

participatory polity when he supports equal opportunity for

all citizens to participate, but he contends that there

will be varying degrees of citizen participation because

the nature of the system requires role specialization--in

other words, "only a few can lead while others must

follow. ,,10

Milbrath's view is that this role specialization,

which some would consider anti-democratic, is desirable

because it produces better ends. He warns that one should

"not be trapped by the traditional exhortations of

democratic theory. The only value that matters ••• for

evaluating political systems is the quality of life of the

people living in them. ,,11 Equality and citizen influence

over government officials are not ends in themselves, but

only means to a "happy society." If it does not produce

the "happy society", then other means should be used.

Even though Milbrath advocates the removal of barriers

to participation and opposes the system favoring

- - --- -------------~--
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participation of certain groups over others, he also

rejects the notion that society is better off with more

participation. Indeed, he argues that for the system to be

truly democratic, it must allow citizens to be uninvolved.

In the debate between pluralists and participatory

democrats, he sides with the pluralists and rejects the

view that democracy must be highly valued as an end in

itself. 12

To take the ideological belief in, and advocacy of,

limited citizen involvement a step further, another former

President of the American Political Science Association,

Samuel Huntington, argues that the United States is

currently SUffering from too much citizen participation or,

as he calls it, an lIexcess of democracy ...13 When the 1960s

brought an upsurge in the degree and intensity of political

participation by youth, ethnic minorities, and women, the

increased demands created an overload on the Expanded

Representative State. In Huntington's view, political

leaders were faced with the pUblic expectation that

representatives were to respond to their desires or else

lose legitimacy and authority. Huntington's analysis is

that the attempts by political leaders to please the public

led to increased government involvement in trying to solve

society's problems, runaway inflation, and a severe

economic and political crisis born out of too much citizen

. - - - _._-----------
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participation in a representative system that was not

designed to respond to such volume.

His solution for the survival of democracy (in other

words, survival of The Expanded Representative state) rests

on the belief that "the effective operation of a democratic

political system usually requires some measure of apathy

and noninvolvement on the part of some individuals and

groups. ,,14 Recalling John Adams statement, "There never

was a democracy yet that did not commit suicide,"

Huntington says:

That suicide is more likely to be the
product of over-indulgence than of any
other cause. A value which is normally
good in itself is not necessarily optimized
when it is maximized ••• There are
potentially desirable limits to the
indefinite extension of political
democracy. 15

Thomas Dye and Harmon Zeigler are very clear about who

should be the active participants and who should not.

Their claim is that "the irony of democracy is that elites

[those with high educational levels, prestigious

occupations, and high social status], not masses, are most

committed to democratic values. ,,16 They believe that

social science research backs their view that the American

people are not committed to liberty and equality. Instead

it is the elites in society who support free speech, free

press, and "equality of opportunity." Therefore, they

write, "If elites are to fulfill their role as guardians of

---- - ----------
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liberty and property, they must be insulated from the

antidemocratic tendencies of the masses. Too much mass

influence over elites threatens democratic values. ,,17 The

answer for the survival of democracy then is for the masses

to be:

absorbed in the problems of everyday life
and ••• involved in groups that distract
their attention from mass politics. The
masses are stable when they are absorbed in
their work, family, neighborhood, trade
union, hobby, church, recreational group,
and other activities. 18 (Emphasis mine)

There are other political scientists, who study

citizen participation in America, however, who do not

narrowly define participation, who recognize the

overemphasis often placed on the mere act of voting, and

who do not demonstrate a clear bias against increased

citizen participation. For instance, Sidney Verba and

Norman H. Nie criticize "most studies of participation" for

paying "little attention to the questions of the

alternative ways in which citizens can participate" and for

restricting their studies to representative-electoral

politics. 19 To focus on elections, they argue, "which

simplify the participatory influence of the citizenry into

a choice among candidates rather than a choice among

pOlicies:: is to consider participation as a nunidimensional

phenomena. 20

Verba and Nie's analysis of contemporary American

citizen participation identifies six different categories
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of citizens based on different levels of participation.

Their studies indicate the following categories:

(1) The Inactives (22%) are citizens who take no part

in political life. Not only do they not vote, but they do

not take part in the communal activities of their

neighborhoods.

(2) The Voting Specialists (21%) are citizens who vote

regularly but participate in no other political activity,

either in their community or in political campaigns. They

make no attempt to contact or influence government

officials once they are elected. Verba and Nie point out

that this group is not as large as many analyses of

American politics leads one to suspect. 21 In other words,

most citizens are involved in activities that frequently

get ignored in studies of citizen participation that focus

exclusively on voting.

(3) The Parochial Participants (4%) are citizens who

vote regularly but do not get involved in communal or

campaign activities. They differ from the Voting

Specialists in that they initiate contact with political

leaders on matters that affect their personal lives.

(4) The Communalists (20%) are citizens with a high

level of community activity but low level of campaign

activity.

- - -- --- -----------------------
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(5) The Campaigners (15%) are citizens who engage in

almost no communal activity, but are very active in

political campaigns.

(6) The Complete Activists (11%) are citizens who

engage in all types of activity with great frequency.22

For political scientists who limit their studies to

voting, the activities of one third of the American pUblic,

according to Verba and Niels classification, is being

overlooked. In addition, the labeling of nonvoters as

being either apathetic or immobilized by contentment

ignores the increasing number of educated citizens who feel

that the current contours of the American representative

system do not truly represent them. As one non-voting

American political scientist, Lester J. Mazor of Hampshire

College, has put it:

I am not apathetic. I do not believe that
people who do not vote should be labeled
apathetic. Many of us, at least, do not
want any of those who are elected ever to
be able to say that they speak for us, that
the things they do are what we
authorized. 23

But voting for representatives, and centering one's

participation around the election of or influencing of

them, remains the official ideology of the current American

polity, an ideology that is spoken, written, and ardently

defended by many of its articulate citizens; almost all of

its practicing politicians at all levels of government; the

overwhelming majority of reporters, anchorpersons, and

- _. - - -----------~-
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commentators occupying key positions in the mass media; and

most of its practicing political scientists. The Expanded

Representative state is alive and well in its original, but

modified, form. Those who speak out against it are far

from legion, and those who theorize and research in the

direction of greater citizen participation within its

present structure, or who see and work towards a new kind

of state in which citizen participation takes on new

directions and new dimensions are small in number. But

their ideas and ideals have a long history in the United

states and their ranks seem to be swelling.

As the earlier chapters indicate, there have always

been those in America who have attempted to make

representatives more accountable and citizens more

responsible for important governmental decision-making.

The democratic fervor that flourished in the Revolutionary

Period has never disappeared and there has always been a

dream and action for more democratic citizen participation

which has manifested itself in occasional movements and

spurts of oratory and writing. Furthermore, there have

always existed some direct democratic forms of

participation in the United states to keep the passion for

even more alive. The remaining sections of this chapter,

therefore, will examine current theories and studies of

citizen activity that promote more participatory democracy

in America and offer a broad participatory civic role for
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all citizens rather than the narrowly defined Hamiltonian

or Madisonian roles still in vogue.

POLITICAL SCIENTIFIC THEORIES OF THE PARTICIPATORY STATE

The analytic models of types of democratic states that

I constructed in this chapter are original and, as far as I

know, unique. I find them useful in helping explain the

ideological, theoretical and political struggles that have

characterized North American politics through the

centuries, to the present day, and probably into the

future.

There was no problem in attempting to demarcate

political science theorists who favored the Limited

Representative State from those who preferred the Expanded

Representative State because in this day and age, as we

noted earlier, almost no one advocates a return to the

original state of the Constitution and a revocation of all

of the constitutional amendments that have led to the

Expanded Representative State. What has been done is done

and there is no call for a retreat to the past. In other

words, those who favor representative government are in

substantial agreement. Ideas and actions for "major"

reform among them are limited to the goal of improving the

representative function itself.

--------- ---- -~-
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Trying to classify theorists, researchers and

practitioners who favor greater participatory democracy in

America, however, is a more challenging task.

The first key reason for this is that instead of two

categories, there are three, in other words, those who

favor: (a) the Participatory Representative state--who

seek significant participatory reform, what could be called

a major overhaul, of the Expanded Representative state; (b)

the Representative participatory state--who see a need for

radical restructuring of the representative polity, what

could be called revolutionary changes, that would make the

system have much truer representation and increase the

direct participation function; (c) the Full Participation

state--who desire a complete abolition of the

representative polity in all forms and degree and its

replacement by a total participatory citizenry.

The second key reason is that theorists of

participatory democracy do not make the distinctions I

have. Most of them simply discuss the deficiencies of

representative theory and the positive aspects of

participatory democratic theory. The only way one can

detect whether they are leaning more towards the

Representative Participatory state or the Participatory

Representative state is if and when and to what degree they

favor particular methods of increasing and improving

citizen participation in the process. This problem is even

-- - - - ------------ --- - -- -
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more pronounced when one deals with researchers and those

who invent and implement new methods of participatory

democracy. They rarely engage in theoretical discourse.

Their goal is simply to improve citizen participation

regardless of ~he type of democratic state in which it may

be applied.

The next part of this chapter, then, will deal with

some major political theorists who advocate a more

participatory state and discuss why. The first group of

them, who will be called the general participatory

theorists, are notable for their theoretical discourse on

the inherent inadequacies of the representative state and

why a more participatory state is necessary, that is, its

individual, social and political benefits. The second

group, who will be called the institutional participatory

theorists, are notable for their attempts at constructing

or reconstructing governmental structures that would

promote direct participation in governance.

The General Participatory Theorists

To a minority of American political scientists, voting

for representatives as a form of citizen participation is,

as Ben Barber describes, "the least significant act of

citizenship in a democracy. ,,24 To Peter Manicas, voting in

the American representative process is not only

- - - - - --------------
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insignificant, but is deceptive in that it "deludes the

powerless into thinking they had their say. ,,25

In addition, if one examines the high percentage of

current members of the U.s. House of Representatives who

are re-elected each voting period (over 90% since watergate

and 98% in 1988),26 one is inclined to give credence to

David Schuman's assertion that voting in the United states

"is not action, it is not politics; it is merely reaction,

simply endorsement. ,,27 Meaningful citizen participation,

in the minds of participatory democratic theorists,

includes at the very least the following kind of political

action described by Schuman:

one must help frame the issues; one works
for those issues; and finally one must
help carry out the results of those issues.
Ideally, this is done openly and with
others. The argument, stated most simply,
is that we make something legitimate, make
something moral, by actively participating
in it. By being political, we give meaning
to what goes on. It is not a simple
process of acquiescing; it is action. 28

A number of other important American participatory

democratic theorists in the twentieth century have urged a

form of politics in America that provides for the level and

type of political participation advocated by Aristotle in

which the individual is encouraged and supported to develop

his or her capabilities to the fullest.

John Dewey was a democratic theorist who believed the

primary challenge of democracy was how to maximize the

~ ------ - ~--
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common good and personal liberty at the same time. 29 But

he also believed that it was imperative for a democratic

state to seek ways to give each individual the opportunity

for release, expression and fulfillment of his/her

distinctive capacities.

Through maximization of individual opportunity and

growth, Dewey was convinced there would mOre likely develop

a fund of shared values. Consistent with participatory

democratic thought, Dewey viewed society as a process, with

the state's role being a facilitator and enricher of the

contacts human beings (citizens) have with one another. 30

He realized that he presented an ideal that had not been

achieved at that point in American political history. Yet

he sought new paths and exhorted experimentation with ways

that would help achieve individual and societal political

growth and fulfillment.

Carl Friedrich, a prominent American political

scientist and a one time President of the American

Political Science Association, maintained that the pUblic

good for society cannot be attained by disregarding the

public. His advocacy of citizen participation went well

beyond the voting stage and insisted on plugging citizens

directly into the policy making process, not only of

elected politicians but also career bureaucrats. He states

that, "Democratic planning, dedicated as it must be to

achieving the greatest satisfaction for as many as

--- - ----------------- ---
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possible, cannot neglect the reactions of all those whom a

given policy affects. ,,31 (Emphasis mine) What often

happens, according to Friedrich, is that distrust of public

opinion has resulted in putting "the experts on top, rather

than on tap. ,,32

Rather than arguing for citizen participation as an

essential aspect of self-actualization, Friedrich's

position is that the "common man collectively is a better

judge as to what is good for him than any self-appointed

elite. ,,33 Indeed, his brief is that the average person is

much more likely than the political partisan to recognize

and adhere to "a working scheme of cooperation among men of

different views" and that the pursuit of interests "calls

for a sense of mutual obligation. ,,34

Peter Bachrach, whose advocacy of participatory

democracy is consistent with Dewey's view that active

participation in politics by individual citizens

contributes to the individual and collective self

development among the citizenry, is also concerned with the

survivabilty of the democratic components of the present

American system. He insists that if there is not a

revitalization of democratic participation, then one must

accept the grim fact that future political decision-making

will have even less democratic control than it has now. 35

--- -- ------------------
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Also concerned with means as well as ends, Bachrach

defines political participation as:

a process in which persons formulate,
discuss, and decide pUblic issues that are
important to them and directly affect their
lives. It is a process that is more or
less continuous, conducted on a face-to
face basis in which participants have
roughly an equal say in all stages, from
formulation of issues to the determination
of policies. 36

Bachrach's criticism of the present-day American

political system, i.e., the Expanded Representative state,

is that it has "failed to construct channels and

institutions to facilitate and encourage people from the

lower strata to articulate their interests. Further, it

has failed to provide participatorial structures to afford

working men and women opportunity to determine who they are

and what it is they really want.,,37 (Emphasis mine) The

way in which the system has functioned has resulted in

dominance by elites rather than guidance by them. 38

At the center of the arguments made by many proponents

of participatory democracy is the fundamental belief that

most, if not all, decision-making ultimately rests on one's

value system, not on any knowledge of absolute right and

wrong or on any particular set of facts or data. In this

view, the role of elites should be to provide information,

a variety of viewpoints, and perhaps recommendations on

alternative policies, processes, and so forth. The

decision-making, however, should not be reserved to elites

~- - -~-------------
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because their own sUbjective (and perhaps class) values

ultimately guide their decision-making.

Advocates of participatory democracy do not believe

that "experts" or elites deserve any elevated rank in a

hierarchy of decision-making based on values. In fact,

Thomas Jefferson, Jeremy Bentham, Carl Friedrich, and many

other advocates of a more participatory democracy were more

leary of decisions made by an unchecked elite than of

decisions made by the average person. Jefferson stated, "I

am not among those who fear the people. They, and not the

rich, are our dependence for continued freedom. ,,39 To him,

"the good sense of the people will always be found to be

the best army" against "tumults" in America. 40

The Institutional Participatory Theorists

Robert Dahl, whose description of the dynamics of the

current processes in the Expanded Representative state is

generally accepted as a potent defense of it, also has a

body of work which appreciates the desirability of a more

participatory polity. For example, according to Dahl, Jean

Jacques Rousseau "was the last great democratic philosopher

to advocate (What Dahl calls) primary democracy in a

literal sense. ,,41 Indeed, Rousseau wrote that "as soon as

a people gives itself representation, it is no longer

free. ,,42 While Rousseau thought it appropriate that the

citizens allow a small group to administer the laws they

---------------
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made, it would be death to democracy and freedom to

delegate lawmaking powers to any smaller group.

Dahl believes that Rousseau's vision of primary

democracy is "one of the most beguiling utopias since

PIato's republic. ,,43 WhiLe Rousseau's plan, according to

Dahl, is completely impractical and totally unachievable,

Dahl admits to being captivated by the vision of friends

and neighbors settling their common affairs together.

Guided by concerns of "Competence, Economy and Personal

Choice," Dahl rejects Rousseau's primary democracy, yet

seriously recommends the reinstitution of the lottery

system in modern democracy. 44

Under this system, citizens would be randomly selected

to serve as representatives on advisory councils to every

elected official of the "giant polyarchy"--from mayors of

large cities to governors, members of Congress as well as

the President. Believing that making national decisions on

complex issues on appropriations, revenues, foreign

affairs, etc., requires much more thought and time than

most Americans could or would apply, Dahl argues against

making the randomly selected bodies more than advisory. He

does not argue that elected officials are more capable to

do the research or the necessary deliberations. But he

does believe they are definitely more motivated. vfuat they

need, however, is much more guidance by a much more

representative citizenry.

- - - -- -------_._--
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Subsequently, in 1972, three Cornell University

professors (Dennis C. Mueller, Robert D. Tollison, and

Thomas D. Willett) offered a design for the Representative

Participatory State that also addressed Dahl's concerns

about "Competence, Economy and Personal Choice ...45 They

proposed a combination of an elected legislative body and a

randomly selected legislative body. Under their scheme,

one house would be composed of around twenty senators

elected at large throughout the country. This house would

only initiate legislation, which would then be passed on to

the random house, chosen from the adult citizenry, to enact

the legislation if it saw fit to do so.

The Mueller-Tollison-Willett system serves somewhat to

institutionalize national referenda since it permits laws

to be enacted from a body of citizens that truly represent

all demographic and political groups in the country,

because that would roughly be the consequence of a

nationwide random selection process for a lawmaking body.

The three professors do not choose to abolish election

altogether because they wish to allow some degree of

"political entrepeneurship" to flourish in the United

States. Elections encourage the development of some

leadership qualities, which is seen by them as having

substantial value to the political system.

This dual legislative system, one house elected by the

people and one selected at random from the people, was

. - - .-- --------------~-
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endorsed in 1976 by Theodore L. Becker46 and in 1985 by

Ernest Callenbach and Michael Phillips.47 Political

scientist andfuturist, Jim Dator, goes even further and

states he believes "all political figures should be chosen

by lot, as jurors are.,,48 Those advocating random

legislatures all agree that no other way can possibly

produce a truly "representative" legislature. They take

literally our second President John Adams's definition of a

representative assembly, which is described in chapter 2.

It "should be an exact portrait, in miniature, of the

people at large, as it should think, feel, reason, and act

like them. ,,49

Becker wonders why there is such popular acceptance of

the fact that life and death decisions can be made by

randomly selected juries, yet there is such widespread

incredulity over a system that would also trust citizens

with legislative matters? Using 1976 data, he pointed out

that 50-60% of Congressmen were lawyers, 20% were

millionaires, 96% were white, and 97% were male. There is

no way he believes this very homogeneous body can ever

truly reflect the viewpoints of the citizenry at large or

share the same values and interests. 5o

Callenbach and Phillips also note that a lottery

system existed for almost 200 years in Athens. Some 500

randomly selected legislators served one year terms in an

-~- - - - --------- --- ------ ----
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institution called the "boule." This lawmaking body also

performed some jUdicial functions as well.

Of course, advocating a randomly selected legislature,

even at all levels of government, in every state and in

every city and town in the nation, is still a vote in favor

of a representative polity. Yet, its goal is broader.

Such an institution would emphasize participation by all

segments of society in the lawmaking process, albeit

through representative bodies. Advocates of random

legislature, then, are moving in the direction of a

Representative Participatory State because they emphasize

the legislative capacity of the ordinary citizen and want

new institutions that foster such.

While the actual number of citizens who would be

serving as Congressmen, state legislators and city

councilpersons under the random system of selection would

still be only a small minority of the entire population,

larger and larger numbers of citizens would become involved

in these roles over the years. The level of education and

awareness developed through such service would likely

enhance and increase other citizen interest and

involvement. Moreover, the government process would no

longer appear to be so removed and alien from their own

experience. ~_~d finally, the representatives of the people

would more accurately reflect the people in their values

and attitudes, for example, the broadest base of the

- -------~------------
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population's value system would actually be participating

in the political system.

Seeking to address the dilemmas discussed earlier of a

totally involved citizenry on all issues at all times,

these proposals place participation of the citizenry at the

center, but allow that participation to be on a rotating

basis through the representative system. Hence, these

proposals fit within the ideological framework of the

Representative Participatory State.

National initiative, referendum and recall, or a

nationwide form of the traditional American town meeting,

are institutional changes that would maximize citizen

participation in lawmaking throughout the nation. This

concept has had several important advocates in recent

years. These structural alterations would also be key

components in any move towards the Representative

Participatory State. Taken together they would embody a

strong participatory polity with some elements of the

representative state. The crucial instrumentation that

would facilitate such a major structural change in this day

and age is modern communications and information processing

technologies.

An early advocate of such a nationwide system of

direct democracy was the famous psychologist, Erich Fromm.

In his book, The Sane Society, he discussed the many ills

of modern industrialized society, social maladies that most

.. - --_ ... - ----------_._----
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definitely included a sense of alienation and helplessness

in persons about how they could control important events in

their lives, including their economic and political

welfare. 51 This psychological malaise permeating society

created, in Fromm's view, a relatively insane societal

situation. Among the many methods Fromm devised to help

remedy some of the sense of political alienation that

characterized modern society was national electronic

voting.

According to Fromm, the whole population should be

divided into small groups of five hundred or so according

to residence or place of work. These groups would meet

regularly, such as once a month, to discuss political

issues of national and local concern. In order to have

meaningful discussion, Fromm argues that citizens would

need to be informed. He proposes a cultural committee of

outstanding individuals noted for their integrity in the

fields of art, science, religion, business, and politics to

provide factual information to the citizens. After the

groups discussed the issues in their face to face meetings,

they would vote "with the help of the technical devices we

have today ...52 Fromm states these groups would constitute

"the true 'House of commons,' which would share power with

the house of universally elected representatives and a

universally elected executive. ,,53
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R. Buckminster Fuller, a noted thinker and inventer,

agrees with Fromm that "Democracy must be structurally

modernized ••• to give it a one-individual-to-another speed

and spontaniety of reaction commensurate with the speed and

scope of broadcast news .....54 Fuller argues that America

is now ready to try democracy for the first time. What

makes the time right for America is not only her experience

and intellectual development, but also modern technology.

Fuller calls for daily nation-wide voting on issues

through the use of television, computers, and other

available technology that could record votes

instantaneously. He believes there are several advantages

to this system, which is the product of centuries of human

progress and development. Included in his list of

advantages are efficiency in decision-making; popular

co-operation in carrying out decisions of the public;

allows for continuous correction if expenses indicate the

need; makes the United states more united against foreign

forces because all citizens have been allowed to take

responsibility for acts of the United states; other

countries will be envious of the United states democracy;

and it is an evolutionary process of reform that guards

against revolution. In terms of voter fraud or cheating,

Fuller maintains that technology is so advanced that a

system can be devised to make the "effective abuse through

cheating" to be virtually nil. If this modern electronic

- - - - . - -----------~-
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democracy he advocates is tried and proves to be inferior

as a survival means to other methods, then citizens will

learn and can turn to superior methods. However, he

argues, if direct democracy is not tried now, future

generations will champion it again and again and wars will

be fought until it is finally given an "adequate trial. ,,55

Becker also advocates a national initiative and

referendum process. For "highly critical and very

important legislation" that deal with "society-wide

problems" he calls for the use of national home-TV

referendum to bring the entire population into an

electronic town meeting discussion and deliberation of

national issues. Becker not only addresses broadening

citizen participation within the legislative branch, but

also within the jUdicial branch. Pointing out that such

disparate countries as England, Denmark, Cuba, and the

Soviet Union have found ways to use nonlawyers as jUdges in

their legal systems, Becker calls for a system of lay

assessors to supplement the legally trained jUdges. The

argument he makes is that lay persons should not be limited

to finders of fact (as the jury in America is), but also

should be involved as deliberators on how the facts should

be interpreted according to the law. The rationale for

this is his view that jUdges interpret the law not

according to some universal standard or truth, but

according to their personal view of what the law means. In

---------~----- --------~--
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addition, these personal views are certainly influenced by

one's class, education, and status in society. Although

Becker does not advocate abolishing the requirement of a

legal education for jUdges, he believes all trials in which

juries are not involved should be presided by a tribunal of

three jUdges and supplemented by two lay assessors. This

system would also apply at the appellate level. 56

Alvin Toffler addresses Becker's Random Legislature

plan and arguments in his book The Third Wave and offers a

proposal for consideration that combines both Becker and

Fuller's views. Rather than transporting the randomly

selected branch of the legislature off to Washington,

Toffler suggests using computers, advanced

telecommunications, and polling methods to allow the Random

House to operate out of their homes. This dispersal of the

legislators would, he argues, "strike a devastating blow at

the special interest groups and lobbies who infest the

corridors of most parliaments. Such groups would have to

lobby the people--not just a few elected officials ...57

From Theoretical Discourse To Theory-Testing

Thus the struggle of words, ideas, concepts, theories,

philosophies and ideologies perserveres to L~is very

day--and promises to continue into the indefinite future.

As I have tried to demonstrate in this chapter, beneath the

ostensibly objective theoretical position of those

-- - - - ----------
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antagonistic towards or in favor of a participatory-based

state are beliefs about human nature. Sometimes, too,

there are beliefs about the physical universe and the

relationship that exists between the humans and their

universe that provide a theoretical guide for political

theory. Different theoretical approaches, guided by

different value systems, produce different types of

studies, and different answers to similar questions.

For many of the theoreticians, however, at least

partial answers to many seemingly intractable social,

economic, and political problems in the world and in the

United states lie in the further "democratization" of

political structures (towards more participatory systems).

Some of them have devoted their research activities towards

experimentation with and development of novel devices and

approaches that are capable of promoting, stimulating,

inducing--and measuring--citizen participation.

Although many of these researchers and coordinators of

improved citizen participation action projects do not

identify themselves as partisans of the Representative

Participatory State, they are allies of those who do. For

their works, whether successful or not, provide important

knowledge as to what does or does not provide a greater

degree or higher quality of interactive feedback among

citizens and between citizens and those occupying

policy-making, planning, or administrative positions.

~- - - - ----------
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The next chapter will select several major studies of

the past few decades that have integrated modern

communication and information technolgies and techniques in

a quest to provide the technical infrastructure of either

the Participatory Representative state or the

Representative participatory state. These works were all

instrumental in the development of the Televote method,

which I consider to be a major, central component of a

political system that successfully blends representation

and participation, Newtonian theory and quantum theory.

- - - - ------------
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CHAPTER V

TOWARDS THE REPRESENTATIVE PARTICIPATORY STATE:

RESEARCH AND ACTION PROJECTS

As with American political theorists, the agendas of

American political scientists who engage in empirical

research or research- action projects is driven, to a large

degree, by their own political values and ideologies. So

it is not surprising to discover that most of the American

political science empirical research--is founded on a deep

seated belief in, or adherence to, the values inherent in

the Expanded Representative State. As goes the

overwhelming majority of American political theorists, so

goes the overwhelming majority of American political

researchers.

Political scientists have been concerned for quite

some time about the legitimacy or efficacy of American

representative democracy when large numbers of American

citizens choose not to vote. So it is quite understandable

that one of the first modern political scientific

experiment-action projects was avowedly undertaken to help

improve the American representative system. A research

team from the University of Chicago had an idea about how

to generate greater voter turnout. Led by Professor Harold

Gosnell, a field experiment was conducted whereby an
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experimental group of citizens was given leaflets

containing information on voter registration and a similar

control group was not. The object was to see to what

degree information provided in the leaflet would induce

citizens to register to vote. The experiment was

"successful" insofar as 9% more citizens in the

experimental group registered to vote than in the control

group.'

Political scientists partial to a well-functioning,

legitimate representative system have an abiding interest

and concern with high voter registration and turnout. This

is also consistent with the rhetoric of most government

officials and many political party officials in the United

states. Therefore, a great deal of study is made of who

registers to vote and who does not, and who votes and who

does not. Well within that tradition is the work of the

Survey Reseach Center at the University of Michigan and its

finding that "one of the greatest limitations of civic

participation (voting) is imposed by sheer ignorance of the

existence of major social and economic problems. From the

viewpoint of social action (getting out the vote) the

problem of creating familiarity with issues is the first

task ...2

A very recent American political scientific

examination into why there is such a low voting turnout in

the election process of the United states was also aimed at

- - - - - -------------
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devising a strategy to increase the number of citizens

selecting representatives. Francis Fox Piven and Richard

A. Cloward, in their Why Americans Don't vote,3 came to the

conclusion that the major factor in non-voting was

impediments to registration. Looking at past American

standards for registration, as well as those in current

European systems, they concluded that the contemporary

American process was consciously designed to discourage

registration, and thus voting. Their solution: to seek

political reform that makes voter registration an important

public policy to be implemented by government through a

variety of ways that facilitate the registration process,

and to see that voter registration drives are conducted

where poor people do their business so that registration

efforts reach those that are the traditional nonvoters.

Recommendations for registration reform in America

have been advocated for quite some time and are intended to

swell the percentage of voter participation in an electoral

system that falls far short of the pUblic involvement of

almost all other Western representative systems.

Suspicions exist among participatory democratic theorists,

however, that reforms aimed at increased citizen voting

without opening other avenues for citizen involvement in

decision-making are merely techniques to obfuscate the fact

that the American system of representation has been

-- - - -- --------
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designed and redesigned to discourage participation, and

has always accomplished that purpose sUbstantially.

Therefore, over time, there has been a growing number of

empirical researchers who have been developing and testing

ways to improve the quality of citizen participation, in

general, consistent with a wide variety of political

structures. Some of the research has been designed merely

to strengthen the Expanded Representative State. Other

research has constructed means to provide a new level

and/or new types of citizen participation consistent with

developing a new form or level of representative government

as well, in other words, the Participatory Representative

State. In a few cases, the research and the ideas are

consistent with the more revolutionary concept of the

Representative participatory State. In the latter two

instances, the citizen participation projects are aimed at

making the system more representative of excluded or

traditionally underrepresented groups. They also are

characterized by developing new ways by which citizens

become more and better informed and interact more freely

and comfortably with one another. In these projects, the

nature of the citizen involvement is richer than a simple,

silent vote for representatives and other political figures

who reign rather than serve.

Defenders of the status quo, and various skeptics,

belittle such efforts as being either something that the

------ - --------------- ---
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Founding Fathers correctly dismissed (an appeal to the

authority of American tradition and the tradition of

American authority) or something that can not work in a

nation even the size of the original thirteen states, much

less the size of modern America. Today's participatory

democratic researchers, however, are impressed by the

potential inherent in advanced communications technology to

overcome great physical distances and facilitate

interaction between huge masses of people that make

possible forms of participation that the Founders never

could imagine. Futhermore, they are more impressed by the

dynamic process of revolutionary and inventive thinking of

the Founding Fathers than they are by the static,

historical substance of it. For example, an ardent

advocate of political innovation and change, James Madison

once wrote:

Hearken not to the voice which petulantly
tells you that the form of government
recommended for your adoption is a novelty
in the political world; that it has never
yet had a place in the theories of the
wildest projectors; that it rashly attempts
what is impossible to accomplish. No, my
countrymen, shut your ears to this
unhallowed language ••• rs it not the glory
of the people of America that, whilst they
have paid a decent regard to the opinions
of former times and other nations, they
have not suffered a blind veneration for
antiquity, for custom, or for names, to
overrule the suggestions of their own good
sense, the knowledge of their own
situation, and the lessons of their own
experience? To this manly spirit posterity
will be indebted for the possession and the
world for the example of the numerous

-- - - ---------------
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innovations displayed on the American
theater in favor of private rights and
pUblic happiness. 4

This chapter will center its attention on the

inventive tradition established by the Founding Fathers of

the United states Constitution and examine and analyze a

number of research and action projects that have tested

some technologies and techniques that could prove useful in

the functioning of a Representative Participatory state.

Some of them sparked and informed the development of the

Televote method of public opinion polling and improved

citizen participation, the major focus and final section of

this volume. The first part of this chapter will analyze

some "small scale" experiments that delve into the micro

dynamics of citizen participation, specifically, how to

develop more informed and higher quality interaction among

citizens as they learn about and deliberate issues.

SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENTS:

THE MICRO DYNAMICS OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

James Dator, who has written extensively on the anti-

quated American political system, observes that it was

created in a period devoid of "the railroad, the telegraph,

the telephone, automobile, airplane, television,

satellite,"S and that it gave little power to ordinary

citizens who were considered to be "illiterate, isolated,

and provincial ll by the Founding Fathers. 6 The surge into
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the post-industrial society, the Information Age, the Third

Wave, or the New Age has intensified the need for and

constructed the instruments for an informed and involved

pUblic. Jerome Glenn voices the view of democrats through

the centuries who emphasize, "the keystone of a democracy's

survival is an educated public. u 7 The communication and

information technologies of the twentieth century have

created the possibilities for the blossoming of a "strong

democracy. II

Along with the quantum leaps in scientific knowledge

and inventions have come a dramatic increase in

alternatives available. For many of those concerned with

more participatory democracy there is the concern to create

"a more conscious awareness of the range of alternative

futures and their implications (so) citizens (can) make

better informed decisions."8 Glenn, whose work focuses on

involving citizens in pOlicy planning for the future, has

studied a number of techniques designed to inform citizens,

encourage interaction, and promote participation. Most of

them are versions, or include aspects, of the twentieth

century art and science of public opinion polling.

Delphi

One such techni~~e is Delphi, a series of question

naires sent to individuals in an effort to develop

consensus. After each round of questioning, each
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participant in Delphi is provided the results and is

allowed the opportunity to change her/his opinion. A

distinctive feature of Delphi is that it intentionally

keeps the form of communication in a written medium in an

effort to keep the focus on ideas rather than on the

personalities of the participants. It is a relatively

inexpensive and flexible method. It can, however, be

tedious and monotonous to individuals who prefer

person-to-person contact rather than the isolation inherent

in the Delphi method. It has also been used primarily

among those with a great deal of education and/or expertise

in some field, which has apparently limited its

contribution to more inclusive participatory democracy

systems. However, the idea of a series, or rounds, of

votes and/or opinions, as a method of developing consensus

would seem to have a more general applicability than simply

among experts.

Charrette

Another technique, Charrette,9 was created to bring

people from various segments of society--the general

pUblic, government agencies, universities--to participate

together in a series of discussions in an effort to reach a

consensus. Small groups, including a wide variety of

participants, talk about various aspects of a problem and

then report periodically to the whole group which responds

-~- - - - -------_.
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to their ideas. The process moves back and forth from

small group discussions to meetings of the entire group

until a deadline is reached.

Charettes come in all sizes with the average

consisting of approximately five hundred members broken up

into five groups. The goal of the charrette is to

eliminate distinctions between so-called experts and

members of the pUblic. What is made clear is that

participation means representing oneself and that

hierarchies are not to be established.

Syncon

Another technique aimed at consensus-building is the

Syncon (synergistic convergence) created in 1971 by John

Whiteside and Barbara Marx Hubbard. Its goal is to bring

together people from all walks of life and professional

backgrounds to discuss global policies for the future--25

to 100 years ahead. Syncon, which usually consists of

about 250 persons, begins with small groups which then

merge into groups of intermediate size and then into one

large group. The smaller groups discuss functional areas

of a culture, while the larger groups discuss areas of new

potential (in other words, a merging of functional areas in

new patterns).

The Syncon process is intended to be made available on

television, allowing home viewers to participate by

- - - ---------------
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telephone. PBS broadcasted the Los Angeles Syncon in 1971.

This increased its value as an educational device for the

general pUblic, but it did not result in any legislative or

policy impact. Because Syncons have not been directly

related to state or local policy processes their

conclusions are rarely implemented.

Problem/possibility Focuser

One process that does not strive for consensus, but

instead seeks to clarify the agreements and disagreemnts

surrounding a specific issue, is the problem/possibility

focuser created by Robert Theobald. This begins with a

group delineating all the areas of agreement, and then all

the areas of disagreement, on the issue at hand. The next

step is to develop ideas to settle disagreements. The last

step before preparing a report on the process is to list

the resources that may help to clarify the nature of the

disagreements listed. Theobald states:

the object of a problem/possibility focuser
is to increase the agreements and to limit
the disagreements surrounding an issue so
that those who make policy have the best
possible guides to understanding the world
within which they must act. 10

He views this method as a continual process, one to keep

the pUblic and policy-makers informed about new

developments relating to the issue.

-~- - ~ - - -------------
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Computer conferencing

Computer conferencing is a technique which allows

instantaneous communication between a large number of

participants allover the country. Messages are typed into

a computer, which allows them to be stored and retrieved by

participants at their own convenience. It provides a

relatively inexpensive means of organizing a conference to

discuss a topic without individuals having to travel to a

meeting place from various parts of the country. As

computer terminals (PCs, laptops, and so forth) become more

available and accessible to the general pUblic, computer

conferencing can develop into an important component of

what Ted Becker has termed the "Electronic Town Meeting. ,,11

Citizens would have rapid access to substantial data bases

and could, in turn, communicate their ideas in an efficient

and convenient manner, utilize Delphis and all other

techniques of informed consensus building, via computer

networks.

Projects designed to involve citizens in ways to

improve the quality of political agenda setting and/or

policy making processes, which use the techniques described

above or similar activities, have been experimented with

repeatedly allover the United states. The results of

these studies have been overwhelmingly positive, that is,

new techniques constructed to encourage informed
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interactions between citizens with varying degrees of

knowledge and from diverse backgrounds produce deliberative

and informed jUdgments and occasional consensuses on

important and complex pUblic agendas and policies.

In addition, over the last two decades or so,

experiments or projects involving large scale citizen

participation in, with, and/or adjacent to government have

been plentiful and varied. Some have been shoestring

operations and privately sponsored, while others have been

major undertakings with significant financial resources and

governmental backing aimed at increasing the participation

of citizens in a wide variety of governmental functions at

all levels of governance. In all cases, the new systems

have increased and improved citizen participation from what

could have been expected without the use of these

techniques and technologies.

LARGE SCALE EXPERIMENTS:

LINKING CITIZENS TO GOVERNMENT

Although the research being conducted on a small-scale

is important and essential to an understanding of the

factors leading to increased and improved citizen

participation, as well as the impact of citizen

participation, the emphasis of this thesis is on relatively

large scale projects that have either a formal or informal

relationship with governmental officials in an effort to
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involve citizens in actual agenda-setting, planning and/or

policy-making. The components of each of these

participatory democratic projects i~clude: (1) an initial

openess to all adult citizens in the area; (2) methods to

educate citizens; (3) procedures to obtain citizen views;

(4) encouragement and provision of ways to interact among

citizens; and (5) means to link the citizen participation

to planners, policy makers, administrators, and so forth.

Since the projects I am focusing on in this work are

all efforts that had direct support from and linkage to

either a national, state or local government, they all have

as a goal, either expressed or implied, the desire to

strengthen citizen participation in an actual

representative system and thus are clearly supportive of

the Expanded Representative State and/or the Participatory

Representative State. However, many of their techniques,

technologies, and theories are compatible with the

development of a Representative Participatory State, as are

their findings. For example, all of them utilize

interactive communications techniques and all but one

(Berks County Television) utilize random methods. Finally,

all try to develop new techniques to develop substantial

factual and balanced information and opinion to be

presented to the public.

- - - - ---------
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Alternatives for Washington

One of the first and most extensive projects aimed at

involving citizens in major public planning is Alternatives

for Washington (AFW), which ran for two years. 12 Not only

did this pioneering effort link citizens with government,

but it was sponsored and funded by the Washington

Governor's Office during Governor Dan Evan's tenure. Its

goal was to involve as many Washington citizens as possible

in a process of identifying the major problems the state

needed to address and determining the preferred alternative

futures to guide state policy. strong support for

participatory democracy came from the state's top official

when Governor Evans initiated the program with the

statement:

Our future need be imposed neither by the
personal interests of an elite nor the
impersonal force of history. It can be
determined by all of the people of the
state if they are willing to•.• devote the
effort to the task ••• I believe the citizens
of this state can, in an orderly and
rational manner, determine their future and
assure such a privilege will also be
available to generations to come. 13

The project was separated into two phases. The first

year's processes sought to portray various future scenarios

for the state of Washington and the preferred policies of

each of those futures. The second year's processes

evaluated the pros and cons of the various pOlicies

selected in the first phase.
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There were many ways that this project recruited

citizens from all walks of life to participate in it, to

educate those involved, and to generate and expedite

interaction between them. For example, the project

included contributions from the state's major newspapers

and pUblic television. Activities ranged from small

face-to-face group discussions to thousands of individuals

responding to a questionnaire from the privacy of their own

homes.

Components of the project, which were tightly

coordinated and well integrated, included: (1) A statewide

task force of one hundred fifty individuals, selected from

four thousand nominees, to oversee the project and to

identify the alternatives from the information obtained

from the pUblic. A strong emphasis was placed on choosing

members of the task force who would be closely "repre

sentative" of the population in socio-economic status,

geographic distribution, race, and profession; (2) A Delphi

questionnaire was conducted in a three part series with

twenty-five hundred citizens participating to determine

trends within and outside of Washington and to judge their

effects on the state; (3) Area-wide conferences took place

in ten areas of the state comprised of one hundred fifty to

two hundred citizens (selected by the governor) to

supervise the work of the task force so as to prevent it

from becoming too centralized and removed from those they

----------- - --
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supposedly represented; (4) Television programming sought

to educate the public on the evolution of the process and

to obtain substantive feedback through call-ins; (5)

Newspapers statewide featured lengthy mail-in

questionnaires that described eleven futures and asked

citzens to respond with their own preferences. Over 26,000

responses were received; (6) Random sample telephone and

mail surveys were sent to 6,000 citizens to gain a

representative sample of the population's views to the

questionnaire published in the newspapers. Two thirds of

those surveyed responded.

While there were many problems in the AFW project,

including financial limitations, lack of involvement and

support by the state legislature, and tensions between the

governor and the legislature, the designers and organizers

were able to directly involve over 60,000 citizens of the

state of Washington in the various activities. They

concluded the program demonstrated that the people have the

capacity to participate in the development of policy

whether at the local, state, or national level. 14

criticisms can be and have been made of the failure of the

project to prove that all or most citizens are eager to

participate or express views when given the opportunity to

do so. After all, the newspaper distribution was over a

million, why did only 26,000 respond? At the same time one

could ask a different question: When is the last time over
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60,000 citizens in any state responded to calls for

participation in setting the future agenda for their

state--whether the participation involves thinking through

philosophical visions of one's future or responding to

intensely debated questions of future pUblic policy?

Actually, the results of AFW are quite impressive when

one examines the National Election Studies survey data

cited in the previous chapter that indicates that Americans

are increasingly feeling as though government, politicians,

and political parties are unresponsive to them. Why bother

to spend your time and give your views to those who do not

listen? It was particularly interesting that in Washington

so much participation could be aroused even though the

legislators were obviously ignoring the project. After

all, if a citizen is merely using a cost-benefit analysis,

what is the likely benefit of participation in a project in

which his/her "representatives" are either openly hostile

or noticeably aloof?

There are no scientifically determined answers to

these questions about the Washington experience. However,

the AFW results raise other questions. What would have

been the participation rate if: (1) the legislature

embraced the project; (2) the results of the two year

project determined public policy; and (3) resources and

means were available to all those who desired to

participate?

-- - - - - - -------------
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The importance of AFW is not merely its demonstration

that large segments of the population would participate in

expressing their views, but that participating citizens

were able to act responsibly. They listened and

participated in evaluating options. There was give and

take. There was attention to planning a vision for the

future--an activity not often exercised in everyday

politics--rather than merely reacting to an immediate

crisis. It whetted the appetite of many for opportunities

for more involvement, only to meet with a disinterested

legislature and new govenor (when the sponsoring governor

declined to seek a fourth term) who turned their backs on

the entire project. What comes first--apathy or being

ignored?

F. Christopher Arterton, who studied thirteen "policy

neutral," "teledemocracy" projects,15 criticized the AFW

project for its unrepresentative samples and maintains that

the participants did not necessarily reflect the views of

the population at large. 16 He cites the selection process

for many of the groups as choosing those who are already

politically active and aware and thus not including the

views of the traditional nonparticipants. And even though

much energy was spent on composing the Task Force group

with emphasis on nonpartisanship and balance according to

sex, age, race, and geographic areas, Arterton says the
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average income of the members was well above the median

income of Washington residents. 17

In spite of these criticisms, Arterton concedes that

"involving 65,000 citizens in the pUblic policy process is

quite an accomplishment. 1l1a In fact, it is estimated that

a third of the state's 3.5 million residents were contacted

in some way to discuss planning goals for the state. 19

Such extensive citizen awareness and participation also had

long-term impact. Many of those who got involved,

Arterton's study concludes:

went on to further involvement with
planning, state government, and citizen
activism. Liaisons that developed among
citizens, community leaders, and government
officials lasted well beyond the life of
AFW. And the value of pUblic input was
made apparent to both citizens and the
government. 20 (Emphasis mine)

Some other impacts of the AFW project include: 21

(1) AFW was viewed as conveying the importance of

controlled growth and conservation to citizens who were not

sensitive to these issues before the project. Several

conservation measures passed after the discussion of them

in AFW. (2) There was a realization that the media was

willing to cooperate in providing substantive information

to the citizens and government on controversial issues.

Many activists developed very good relations with the media

during and after AFW. (3) The local NBC affiliate began to

provide several programs dealing with local and national

-- - - - - - ----------------
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issues and worked with the League of Women Voters and

newspapers to publicize the programs. (4) The

transportation authority in Seattle began a cable

television program to provide information and seek call-ins

from citizens. (5) Even though the legislature was

unfriendly and unreceptive to the project, Arterton's study

found "many of its recommendations subsequently worked

their way into state pOlicy and the project legitimized

innovative ways of gauging citizen opinion to inform the

poLf.cy process. ,,22

Berks Community Television

A project which began at the same time AFW was ending

provides an excellent indication of the results that can be

obtained when the "representative" body is responsive to

pUblic input. In 1976 the New York university Media Center

received support from the National Science Foundation to

develop a video communications network in Reading,

Pennsylvania in order to promote the social welfare of

senior citizens and shut-ins.~ The system, called Berks

(County) Community Television, began as a program that

allowed senior citizens to communicate via video with city

officials since they were unable to attend pUblic hearings.

The participation of these citizens in the program was

so much better than expected that the city government

decided to try to increase general citizen participation in

- _. - - ----------------
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government by expanding the program. All budget hearings

and Community Development Block Grants hearings were then

aired "live" over two-way cable television. All citizens

were then able to participate on-camera by visiting

neighborhood centers equipped with interactive video that

utilizes a "split-screen" technique. Or citizens can

simply telephone in from their homes while watching the

hearings on television.

When the expansion of the project first began, the

average number of citizens who attended bUdget hearings in

Berks County was two or three. 24 At the first interactive

television bUdget hearing more than fifty citizens

participated in providing input either from their homes or

via the video equipped neighborhood centers. The process

allows citizens to propose alternatives, disagree with

city-sponsored proposals, or simply to ask questions for

more information.

Currently there is a weekly dialog among the mayor,

one or more city councilpersons, and the pUblic. In

addition, if a major community crisis arises, electronic

town meetings are established to bring citizens into the

discussion of the problem and determination of how to solve

it. Rather than turn their backs on the eagerness of many

citizens to participate, the city officials in Reading,

Pennsylvania have acknowledged its value and expanded the

opportunities. Ben Barber argues that the project's

--- - - - ---------
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success in providing access to information and stimulating

participatory debate "suggests ways to overcome the problem

of scale and to defeat technological complexity by putting

technology to work for democratic ends. ,,25 The results of

the ongoing project are highlighted by a dramatic increase

in citizen participation. u

Not only did citizen participation dramatically

increase in Reading, but Arterton's study reveals

qualitative improvements in the participation for both

citizens as well as government leaders. 27 As time went by,

the citizens began to show a much better understanding of

how city government operated. When the project first

began, citizens asked questions about services the city did

not provide and showed a confusion about which functions

were performed by various departments. They not only began

to understand more about the functions of their government

as programming continued, but also began to ask follow-up

questions, which demonstrated an analytical approach to the

issues being discussed. The mayor and city council members

also became more sophisticated in interacting with the

pUblic. Some of them showed their own lack of knowledge or

understanding of political problems. Through increased

interaction with citizens, they began to be less ignorant

of issues and functions and more responsive to citizen

concerns.

-- - --------------------.
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Arterton's conclusion is that "BCTV has improved the

accountability of local officials to those whom they

serve••• BCTV has exposed city government to the real

concerns of the people. ,,28 The mayor of Reading, who came

to power as a strong supporter of BCTV, believes th<::.t "as

citizens become better acquainted with how local government

works and what it can accomplish, they have also become

less cynical about local politics."~

Alaska Legislative Teleconference Network

An example of obtaining input from citizens on an even

larger scale than Reading, Pennsylvania, is how the Alaska

legislature designed a system to allow the citizens in the

nation's geographically largest state to obtain information

on legislation from the government and then to communicate

their ideas and views in legislative committee hearings. 30

Their system began in 1977 in response to the repeated

complaints that Juneau, the state capital, was too

isolated, which made it extremely difficult for Alaskan

citizens to appear in person to speak at pUblic hearings.

An experimental statewide public hearing was broadcast live

by the state's pUblic television and radio stations, as

well as by some commercial broadcasters. citizens were

given toll free numbers so they could call in with comments

and questions.

- - - - ._-----------
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steve Smith maintains that "the success of this

experiment, fear of a capital move by Southeast

legislators, interest by rural legislators in connecting

their constituents with the rest of Alaska, and a bUlging

state pocketbook (due to oil revenues) led to the formation

of the legislative teleconference network (LTN) .,,31 It

originally began with teleconferencing centers that

connected citizens to legislative hearings. Since that

time the number of teleconference sites have expanded to

over sixty operating in several Alaskan cities. The LTNs

are available for use 24 hours a day and not only serve

citizens through increased access, but facilitate research

by legislators and other government officials who can

communicate more easily without having to travel as

frequently to obtain information from experts and citizens.

While the LTN has been met with enthusiasm by

citizens, not all legislators have been pleased with it.

Prior to its existence, there was little news from remote

Juneau during the legislative sessions. After a few years

of the LTN and increased awareness of state functions,

there were reporters from the major newspapers, television

stations, and radio stations covering events allover the

state capital. The watchful eyes of the media hawks made

many legislators anxious. Thus at one point the State

House of Representatives suspended its coverage of hearings

but resumed when the senate failed to follow suit. smith

-- - ----------_._------_ .... _---
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also points out that there has been no research conducted

to determine the impact of the increased citizen

involvement on legislative po1icy-making. 32

Arterton's study demonstrates the increasing local

popularity and citizen interest in the LTN of Alaska. His

data shows that from 1981 to 1984 the number of

teleconferences increased from 412 to 715 and the number of

citizens attending the teleconferences increased from 8,745

to 17,661. 33 The LTN has become so popular that the

network usage reached saturation levels during the 1984

legislative sessions, forcing the system operator to

establish priorities by which to choose between competing

users for the valued air time. 34

While many of the legislators were originally worried

that the system was somehow an attempt to erode their

power, most have become users of the system. They

discovered in a very short period of time that "Alaskans

wanted a greater voice in government and were willing to

use the network. ,,35 Even though some legislators see its

value as an informational tool for themselves as well as

the citizens, they also recognize the political wisdom of

continuing the LTV. As research indicates, the citizens

want to participate and legislators fear the reaction of

citizens if they are no longer included in this process. 36

As in Reading, Pennsylvania, Arterton's study

concludes that the LTN "has exerted an important influence

_.- - - - ----------
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on government accountability of Alaskan politics. ,,37 It

has also increased the sophistication of citizens and

produced the same understanding of government and

complexity of issues that the BCTV programming has produced

over time. 38 As a result, lawmakers in Alaska are now

seeking opinions from a cross-section of the Alaska

population. 39

Alaska Television Town Meeting

Another impressive citizen participation innovation in

Alaska was the 1980 Alaska Television Town Meeting (ATTM).

It was a series of modern day electronic town meetings

sponsored by the Alaska Department of Transportation in

order to determine how Alaskans wished to spend

transportation tax dollars and to obtain their ideas on

long-range planning and other general fiscal matters.

The ATTM was conducted over a ten-day period in seven

urban centers around the state. Prior to the start of the

programming, a baseline survey was conducted to provide a

framework of issues for each television town meeting. The

questionnaire was developed in consultation with state

officials and was utilized in a survey of randomly selected

homes. The purpose was to obtain data on the trends in the

use of transportation and communication facilities. In

addition, extensive advertising took place in order to spur

interest and participation in the shows. Thirty-second

- - - _._---------------_._._- - -
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pUblic service announcements (PSAs) were broadcast on local

television stations, radio commercials were aired, and

newspaper advertisements were run in local newspapers.

In order to increase participation, experiment with

new forms of technology, and expand pUblic opinion

gathering capacity, the organizers felt they could also

create a dynamic pUblic hearing by designing three

different groups of participants from the viewers in each

urban area. The first group was a telephone group, which

was randomly selected, that called certain numbers to

record their vote where a computer automatically tallied

the votes in two to four minutes. The second group was the

consensor group, which met at a central location in each

community. This group was also randomly selected from

telephone listings or random digit dialing. Each

participant was given a consensor, a hand-held electronic

device rigged to a computer, and could respond to questions

by turning to a numbered dial on the consensor. The

results were tabulated by the computer in three to four

seconds. Finally, the rest of the audience was encouraged

to respond as individual callers to ask questions or make

comments live on the air. For those whose calls were not

aired live, they would receive a written reponse, if

requested, from the appropriate state or local agency.

An evaluation survey conducted the day after each show

in each community indicated around 95,000 people watched

---- -- ---------------- --------
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the programs (attended the hearings) and over 4,000 of them

participated as part of one of the three groups. Public

response to the program was quite favorable. The more

involved the participants were, the more they rated the

experience superior to the conventional pUblic hearings.

The viewing audience preferred the television town meeting

with a 66% majority and the consensor group with a 71%

majority.

One of the major drawbacks of the ATTM experiment from

the perspective of representative participatory democracy,

however, is the overrepresentation of college-educated

participants. In all cities, well over a majority of

participants had some college education. In Juneau it was

87% and Anchorage had 80%. A full 59% of the participants

in Juneau had college degrees. 4o It is clear that large

segments of the population--the ones traditionally left out

of the political process--did not get involved.

Nevertheless, of those who viewed, nearly half had never

attended a pUblic hearing so this process afforded them an

opportunity for involvement that increased the likelihood

of their participation. The organizers of the project

concluded:

The main discovery of the Television Town
Meeting Project was that a new form of
pUblic participation could be produced. New
technological tools were combined with
television to enable more people to take
part in a town meeting .•• The project
resulted in a design for low-cost, high
efficiency pUblic participation. The

--- - - - --------~~_._--- ~-- ~.~~_._- -
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design can now be used to procure large
scale pUblic participation in appropriate
projects. 41

These participatory democratic government affiliated

projects have demonstrated the following: (1) Large

segments of the population are willing to participate in

ways they never have before. (2) Attempts to educate the

pUblic on issues, processes, and functions of government

are successful. (3) citizens not only become better

informed through attempts to involve them in public

discussion and interaction, but begin to understand

complexities and approach issues more analytically.

(4) When legislators are involved, they become better

informed on problems and issues. (5) Legislators become

more accountable as pUblic awareness and sophistication

grows. (6) Citizens want more, not less, access and

responsibility.

As Arterton points out, however, each project failed

to significantly include the poor and uneducated. None of

them came close to approaching universal participation.

While the lack of participation by those who regularly are

excluded or not represented in the system is a dilemma

participatory democrats must face, they also have to work

within a system with a structural bias against, distrust

for and contempt of massive political participation. There

are many obstacles participatory democrats face in

demonstrating the capacities of the people and the

~~- - -~---------
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technology for a more representative and participatory

democracy. These projects produce results that challenge

the view that citizens are unable and unwilling to play a

greater and more responsible role in government and provide

a foundation for extending their research and designs to

include even greater diversity in citizen participation.

While Arterton maintains that he uses the term

"teledemocracy to refer, not to a politics that would

undercut our established representative machinery, but to

the use of communications technology to facilitate the

transmission of political information and opinion between

citizens and their public leaders,"42 (emphasis mine) he

jUdges all the projects he studies by a totally different

standard--in other words, the extent to which they obtain

universal participation and how that participation is

directly transformed into pUblic policy. For those

projects that use representative sampling, he criticizes

them for not allowing everyone to participate. For those

that allow anyone to participate, he criticizes them for

not being representative of the population.

Arterton's apparent commitment to the Expanded

Representative state appears to blind him to the intent and

objectives of those who favor a Participatory

Representative state or a Representative participatory

state. In no case of examination on participatory

democracy is the goal of the researcher stated to be the

- - -- -----------------
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development of the Full Participatory state, with universal

participation on all issues at all times. None of the

projects Arterton studied sought to replace a

representative system with a full participatory system. To

judge them, as Arterton does, by that standard is to create

a straw man that can easily be demolished and to portray

the project designers as starry-eyed dreamers not grounded

in reality. 43

This thesis, although very concerned with the

variables studied by Arterton--access, reach,

effectiveness, agenda setting, diversity of access paths,

duration, initiative, individual act or group process,

costs, educative value, and political competence--does not

evaluate citizen participation projects by an unattainable

(and probably undesirable) pure democratic utopia, but by

the extent that the projects demonstrate the potential for

a Representative Participatory state--a state composed of

citizens who are trained and supported in substantial civic

participation and governed by a representative body

accurately reflecting the diversity in the society. The

final parts of this chapter present a model, designed by

Canadian researchers, that offers a view of how such a

system might function, and introduce the Televote system,

which has been designed as a tool to be utilized in a more

participatory and more representative state.

--- - - _.----------
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A MODEL FOR CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

IN A REPRESENTATIVE AND PARTICIPATORY STATE

In 1981, a few years before Arterton conducted his

study of teledemocracy projects in the United States for

the Roosevelt Center for American Policy Studies, a group

of researchers from Montreal, called the Gamma Group, was

commissioned by UNESCO to conduct an international study of

citizen participation projects. Their stated purpose was:

to develop a theoretical model of
democratic and horizontal communication on
the basis of maximum public participation
in the decision making process. In effect
it provides a conceptual and logical
framework concerning the hypothesis that
modern communication technology may lead to
"telecommunitary democracy" where inter
active devices will allow both intra
community and intercommunity involvement in
the political process. 44 (Emphasis mine)

The Gamma Group's approach to the study and evaluation

of citizen participation projects was quite different from

Arterton's approach to the study of teledemocracy projects.

Whereas Arterton sought to discover whether communications

technology itself can encourage "more frequent, intensive,

and effective citizen involvement, ,,45 and evaluated that

involvement against a Full Participatory State ideal, the

Gamma Group began their research with a theory of political

alienation and why citizens are participating less. They

then evaluated projects on the basis of how well each

addressed the problems of political alienation by designs
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which encourage and increase citizen participation within

the present confines of the representative state.

Arterton's empirical study, which attempted scientific

rigor in defining a number of variables to determine levels

of participation, measured the output without presenting a

theory considering the variables that may have created and

fostered nonparticipation.

The theory behind the design of the Gamma Group,

however, is that as institutions become larger and more

powerful, they also become more impersonal, which makes

citizens feel smaller and less useful. This in turn leads

to massive frustration and alienation. At the same time

citizens are developing this "inferiority complex" they

begin to pull away from accepting responsibility for human

action. Big government then steps in and becomes more

involved in social activities and increases its impact on

the lives of citizens. The danger of this disengagement of

the eitzen from pUblic affairs combined with the

interference of the state in social life is the

establishment of totalitarian elitism where a small

minority governs all aspects of society. In addition,

"advances in science and technology make it easier to

centralize control and manipulate people. ,,46

The solution advocated by the Gamma Group is to build

confidence in the individual and to promote citizen

responsibility in politics. Their hypothesis is that

-- - - -------------------------- - .
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"increased politicization of people decreases alienation

and makes far more responsible and legitimate

government. ,,47 Rather than being ruled or controlled by

modern technology, the goal is to use information and

communication technologies to enhance the power of

citizens. Their pursuit is what they term "Telecommunitary

Democracy" (TCD), a participatory alternative to the

technocracy of modern society.

Telecommunitary Democracy is seen a a prescription for

the ills of modern governments--political underdevelopment.

The following chart indicates the problems that may occur

within governmental systems and solutions sought by TCD.~

Chart 2

Political Underdevelopment

pOlitical Underdevelopment
Svmptoms

Colonialism

Elitism

Irresponsibility

oppression

Violence

Anomie

Alienation

Apathy

Atomism

Secrecy

~-.- - - - --------- -- - -- .

political Development
Cure

sovereignty

Equality

Accountability

Free Speech

Peace

Rule of Law

Legitimacy

Participation

civic spirit

Knowledge
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The formula for Telecommunitary Democracy is:

Political Development + Information Technology. In TCD

there are three kinds of actors: (1) government officials,

(2) citizens, and (3) mediators. The mediators are those

individuals or groups who facilitate contact among the

other actors and who produce and distribute information.

Traditional mediators in society have included experts who

produce or transform knowledge, such as researchers,

inventors, scientists, consultants or the media

communicators of information, such as journalists,

pUblishers, broadcasters.

The crucial role of the mediators, who are labeled

"technics" in the TCD policy-making flow model, is simply

to distribute knowledge and information and facilitate

communication between the citizens and government

officials. The technics are not to make jUdgments. Their

knowledge will be available by all to use in their own

evaluations and decision-making. In the participatory

democratic mode, the technics will place the experts where

Friedrich says they should be--on tap, not on top.

The political process as envisioned by the Gamma Group is

laid out in their policy-making flow model. Activities of

the three groups in the society go through three states:

inputs, throughputs, and outputs. The Gamma Group

describes the political process generally as a process in

which disagreements turn into agreements. The model

- - ------------------
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provides for interaction between citizens and government

officials at every stage. The technics are reponsible for

the flow of information not only between groups, but also

as the process moves from one stage to another. In the

process of each stage, the technics present information,

which not only includes facts that are undisputed, but also

pro and con arguments. They promote debate as well as

consensus building. The debate is not a means to polarize

in this process, but a means used in evaluation that can

lead to informed and deliberated decision-making in a

participatory democratic system.

- - - _. - --------
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The TCD model is not reliant upon a highly

industrialized, economically-developed nation. Case

studies included in the Gamma Group study include those

originating in such diverse countries as Mexico,

Yugoslavia, India, and Ecuador and they indicate how the

educational system or elementary media devices such as

newspapers or radios can function to promote participation

by citizens. The model, however, is reliant upon

independent mediators. If information is owned, screened,

withheld, or distorted for the benefit of any group in

society, this taints the entire process. The Gamma Group

researchers do not provide concrete panaceas as to how

mediator independence is achieved, it basically provides an

ideal to be pursued and offers brief evaluations of the

successes and failures of twenty TCD case studies from

various nations that to some degree work towards the ideal.

The two projects, which the researcher found to most

closely fit the TCD model, were Televotes conducted in

Hawaii and New Zealand. 49

In answering their question "Is telecommunitary

democracy a utopian vision or probable future?," the Gamma

Group concludes from their research that it is both

possible and desirable. 50 Their study of twenty projects

across the globe convinces them that the use of technology

to promote democracy is already being demonstrated. They

add to that the fact that the international community
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through the united Nations has "implicitly or explicitly

called for increased popular participation in policy-making

as a fundamental aspect of the development process. ,,51

While vested interests of powerful groups will resist

efforts to increase democracy, the Gamma Group believes

that the "consciousness-raising and rising expectations of

people everywhere increases social demands and political

pressures which cannot be ignored indefinitely • ,,52 Given

the demand for more participation and the technological

capacities now available to facilitate it, the Canadian

researchers call for serious thought about the implications

and the implementation of more citizen participation,

Their TCD model is their effort to address this next step.

The research conducted by the Televote designers continues

the research process.

TELEVOTE: INCREASING CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

THROUGH EDUCATIONAL PUBLIC OPINION POLLING

Televote is a phrase coined by Vincent Campbell, a

psychologist, who places himself in the category of a

"democratist" who seeks to maximize direct pUblic control.

The purpose of the Televote design was to create an

innovative system of "civic communication li that could lead

to the implementation of effective methods of citizen

participation. Campbell received a National Science

Foundation grant in 1973 to provide a means for involving

-------- ----
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parents and students in the determination of public school

policy in San Jose, California. 53

From the beginning stages, parents, students, and

pUblic officials participated in working with the Televote

researchers to decide the issues that would be the sUbject

of Televote questionnaires. After the key issues were

determined, the Televote staff conducted research on them

to obtain factual information as well as arguments for and

against various alternatives in dealing with them. All the

material was refined to be included as a part of each

questionnaire. Campbell stresses that "the most critical

function of the (Televote staff) is to insure that all

sides of each issue are stated well and fairly, so that

citizens' jUdgments are informed from all major

perspectives. ,,54 The Televote staff was so conscientious

in its task of providing unbiased information to

questionnaire respondents-(Televoters) that "complaints of

bias in the final issue statements were almost

nonexistent. ,,55 This is the sort of role definition that

fits well within the requirement of successful "technics"

in the Gamma Group model. The original Televote experiment

showed that it could and did work well.

However, the major emphasis was placed on maximizing

citizen participation in the project, particularly reaching

out to those who traditionally were less likely to

participate. For instance, Mexican-Americans were sent

-- - -- - ----------_._--- . ---- - - -- --
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Televote information in both English and Spanish. An

extensive outreach campaign took place through newspapers,

cable television programming, commercial television spots,

and radio announcements in an effort to get citizens to

become Televoters.

The process worked as follows. After citizens learned

of the project through the media, which also distributed

the list of issues to be voted on, anyone interested in

participating--students included--registered as an official

Televoter by mailing in his or her name and some personal

information, sending it through the San Jose inter-school

delivery system, or phoning it in.

Once registered, each Televoter received a

personalized registration number and detailed information

on each issue, which included the relevant undisputed facts

and pro and con arguments. Televoters were given several

days to think about the responses before casting their

tele-ballots. The actual voting process, was a

technologically sophisticated system designed to minimize

the inconvenience and maximize the time efficiency for both

the Televoters and Televote staff.

Televoters had two options for voting. One option was

to call during an eight-hour period on weekdays and record

their vote with an operator, who answered the Televote

"hotline." In placing his or her vote, the Televoter

provided the personalized registration number and then

- - --.- -------------_.
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reponded by stating the number of the preferred choice.

(Each alternative had been assigned a number on the

questionnaire that allowed for instantaneous recording of

responses.) The other option made full use of the advanced

technology. Citizens could place calls to the central

office where an answering machine allowed them to dial

their Televote registration number and then their answer

numbers. A computer program was attached to the answering

equipment that tallied the results automatically. Within a

few days of the televoting, the results of the Televotes

were mailed to the school officials, the media, and the

school-parent associations. During the 1973-74 school

year, nine Televotes were conducted.

In evaluating the project, Campbell examined level of

participation, impact on policy-making, attitudes regarding

communication, and user satisfaction with the process.

While impressed with the 5,500 individuals registering to

participate in the demonstration project, the actual

participation in any given Televote was only about 15% of

those registered. There are a number of factors that

Campbell feels contributed to this low turnout, including

the requirement that Televoters register and the fact that

participation did not guarantee results. In other words,

the vote did not carry the weight of law. Also the self

selection resulted in a demographic disparity with ethnic

minorities greatly underrepresented.

- - ~ - ~_.~------------
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Did the Televotes have an impact on policy making?

The results indicated if the the issue was already on the

policy-agenda of the San Jose school district officials, it

had a much greater chance of being dealt with. It was

determined that out of seven issues already on the agenda,

four apparently had some impact. However, if the issue was

one initiated by students, parents, or the Televote staff,

Campbell concluded there was no "tangible impact on

district policy or decisions as a result of those

Televotes. ,,56 Follow-up surveys indicated that the level

of pUblic awareness could be increased by Televote. They

found that the pUblic awareness of school issues tended to

increase during the Televote period. However, level of

awareness was highly correlated along ethnic and

socio-economic lines. The Televote was not sufficient to

overcome the feelings of approximately half the follow-up

survey respondents that either government officials don't

care what people think or that government is too

complicated for them to understand. 57 But it did encourage

5,000 people to participate in a process of thinking about

and acting on major educational issues--which is radically

more than would have participated without the Televote

system.

An important finding of the Televote experiment for

those interested in participatory democracy is the

post-test survey results that indicated 95% of the

--- - - ----------
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Televoters would be interested in participating again and

expanding the project to include other governmental bodies

as well as the school district. In addition, a random

survey of the registered Televoters found that 73% were

willing to ~ for the system of participation. 58

Televote is a political design that fits well within

the TCD model. It offers an unbiased, independent

mediating role between government and the citizens in order

to produce an interactive decision-making process that

offers great potential for a truly representative

participatory democracy. Campbell created the design and

provided essential information for those promoters of

expanded citizen participation. He demonstrated: (1)

citizen awareness and knowledge can be increased through

the use of modern communications; (2) many citizens are

willing and eager to take on more responsibility; and (3)

participation can be increased. His research provided a

foundation for others who adapted the Televote system to

create even greater potential for citizen involvement in

the United states. The next chapter will examine a series

of Televotes conducted in Hawaii, Los Angeles, and New

Zealand to see how Televote has been revised to expand

citizen participation in a representative participatory

democracy •

.._- - --------------
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CHAPTER VI

THE HAWAII TELEVOTE MODEL: APPLYING TECHNIQUES,

LEARNING LESSONS, REALIZING THE FUTURE

The success of Campbell's innovative Televote system

came to the attention of researchers at the University of

Hawaii who were pondering how to get the citizens of the

state involved in a statewide constitutional convention to

be convened in the Summer of 1978. Constitutional

conventions, despite their significance and revolutionary

potential, are not known to stimulate much excitement--or

participation--among the citizens of any polity. Ordinary

exhortations and normal methods of pUblicity usually fail

to alleviate citizen apathy towards such events.

Extraordinary and novel means were needed--and Televote

seemed an excellent way to go. In addition, it seemed to

be an excellent prototype of technology and technique for a

much more participatory government.

There were problems and/or questions we had, however,

about Televote's usefulness as a technique to generate

quality participation (among all segments of the state) and

to deliver informed input on the pUblic's views to the

delegates of the Constitutional Convention (CONCON).

First, there was the big question about how a more

representative group of citizens could be induced to become
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Televoters and actually participate in the whole process.

Second, there was the problem of how an independent

organization could be formed, trained and run without large

sums of money (not easy to come by and always a problem

remaining free of its influence). Third, what kind of

system could be developed, with what democratically

sensitive roles, that would minimize bias in the

information dispensed to the pUblic? Fourth, would this

system work? Would the provision of data and opinion

actually educate the respondents and help them decide

questions that were previously beyond their interest and/or

understanding? Fifth, how could the information on the

pUblic's views be best distributed to the CONCON delegates,

or any representative government officials, and to what

extent, if any, would that information be used? And

finally, how sustainable was this new system? Would the

pUblic find it satisfying enough to want to use it,

participate in it, more than once?

THE HAWAII TELEVOTE MODEL

After discussing the situation, and the pros and cons

of Campbell's Televote system, Ted Becker, Richard

Chadwick, and myself devised a new model of Televote, which

we called Hawaii Televote, and invited Campbell to Honolulu

as a consultant on the project. He came and helped us

revise his system.
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How to Recruit Representative Samples of Televoters

Rather than rely on a self-selected group of citizens

to participate in the system, as Campbell did, we chose to

seek a representative sample of the population by using the

conventional telephone survey method called "random digit

dialing" (ROD). In addition, we applied other scientific

survey methods so that our results could reflect the

general population's views within a given margin of error.

By doing this, we could help avoid the heavy demographic

skews that characterized Campbell's Televotes.

However, even though this ROD methodology reaches a

random and representative portion of the population

(including those with unlisted telephone numbers), we were

concerned about how to convince the people who answered the

phone (or those whom we sought) to spend their time on such

a lengthy and complex (Televote) process and how to

increase the chances that a representative sample would

complete the process. Also, how could we best ensure that

citizens would actually read the material and not discard

it upon reception?

It was decided that a necessary requirement was to

make the Televote brochure visually attractive. We did

this by using quality paper, mUltiple colors, an attractive

logo with a catchy slogan, and artistic illustrations. We

also stamped our envelopes with the slogan "Televote: Your

~~-~ - - - ----------
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Hotline to Government." Another necessary component was

the use of a combination of telephone and mail survey

techniques in the Hawaii Televote model.

From the start, we planned to use the telephone to

recruit Televoters for a number of reasons. First, with

over 95% of Hawaii households having telephones it was

believed that random digit dialing would offer an excellent

chance of attracting a representative sample of the

population without the added costs and difficulties

associated with door-to-door interviews. Second, the

telephone contact would offer more personal contact and

better opportunity to recruit Televoters than a simple mail

survey. In addition, we were aware of the advanced

technology and potential of instantaneous recording of

votes if one were to use the telephone, rather than mail-in

questionnaires, to respond. Although the Hawaii Televote

project did not have the funds or technology available to

Campbell, we felt his model could be applied at basic

(person-to-person), as well as sophisticated,

(person-to-computer) levels.

From a computer generated list of random numbers we

called to enroll Televoters. All businesses and foreign

speakers were weeded out. ~fuen we found an eligible

respondent, we explained who we were and what we were

trying to do and asked for their help. If the individual

was reluctant, we stressed the importance of his/her
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participation in order to lend scientific validilty to our

system. Some of our efforts to solicit respondents were

hindered--though not significantly--when we asked the

respondents for their names and addresses in order to mail

the Televote brochures to them. Most of those who objected

to this request expressed suspicion that we were trying to

sell them something or that we were part of a commercial

gimmick.

During our initial introduction, however, we

emphasized that we were university-based. Rarely, when

suspicions arose, we gave our university telephone number

and, if requested, the names of professors in charge. A

few individuals were fearful that their responses would

somehow be used against them. In those cases, if our

assurances of confidentiality were not enough, we were

willing to send the questionnaire to Mr., Ms., or Mrs.

Resident at the designated address.

Willingness to participate varied somewhat from survey

to survey. Generally, approximately 50-65% of those

eligible to participate agreed to do so.' For most polls

we sought 550 participants, expecting to "lose"

approximately 25%, leaving us with around 400 who actually

responded.

The instructions we gave the participants at the time

of recruitment included requests to read the information we

senti talk to their friends, relatives, and others about
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the issue; and to think about it before making up their

minds. In our early Televotes, we told them to call our

Hotline number to convey their results. We were open seven

days a week for several hours a day. Those who did not

call us within a week of receipt of the Televote were

recalled by our office--sometimes several times--to record

the responses. Only 10-15% of the Televoters actually

initiated calls to our office. This small percentage is

quite consistent with the initial response rate to most

mail questionnaires. In later Televotes, rather than

keeping the office staffed for many hours a week only to

handle a few calls, we began to make appointments with our

Televoters at the time we recruited them for a time to call

them back for their answers that was convenient to them.

utilizing this method, we would note on the first page of

their Televote the day and time we would be calling them

back for their responses.

Our call back process lasted two to three weeks,

resulting in an average response rate from those who had

received the materials of approximately 75-80% (although we

often stopped calling soon after reaching our baseline

number). There were problems of incorrect addresses and

questionnaires not being received or being misplaced which

prevented some of the respondents from being prepared when

we called. Every day of the data collection we re-mailed

several questionnaires to Televoters. In each of our
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Televotes, we were able to obtain the minimum number of

Televoters we needed.

How to Support and sustain Political

Independence and Neutrality

Campbell's design established a neutral, independent

organization whose role was to serve as an impartial

intermediary between the pUblic and the government. The

money to pay the staff to do this came from the National

Science Foundation in the form of financing a pilot or

demonstration project. It worked. But it was not an

organization that was to continue. It had a limited time

with limited funding.

So a big question remained: how can one establish an

ongoing organization that would be (relatively) free of a

structural bias or manipulation of the data and/or

process? The Gamma Group in Montreal did an excellent job

of describing the role of the "technics" in facilitating

IITelecommunitarian Democracy," but they failed to explain

how such an entity can be born and live in the real world

of powerful competing and co-opting interests.

The Hawaii Televote group came up with a design, not a

perfect one, but a design that seemed to hold substantial

promise. The American-style university is, itself, one of

the most independent institutions in the society--but only

at the curricular level. Administratively, it is dependent
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on (and strongly influenceable by) a wide variety of

economic and political power sources. Due to the long

tradition of "academic freedom" that pervades the American

higher education establishment, professors and researchers

have substantial degrees of freedom to say and do what they

desire in the classroom and laboratories of the American

university system.

While, admittedly, professors can be just as biased as

any other individuals in society and they can feel the

subtle (and sometimes not so sUbtle) pressures to comply

with powerful political or funding interests, their

training has conditioned them to a self critical approach

in developing their theories and conducting their research.

And if a professor should fail in seeing his or her bias or

error, or neglect the standards demanded by the academic

profession, it is likely that the professor's colleagues

would provide the criticism to reveal the flaws.

university research is usually sUbject to review,

evaluation, and critique by skilled professionals utilizing

a variety of approaches and perspectives. Trade secrets

and undisclosed methodologies that may exist in private

laboratories and institutes, or even some governmental

institutions, are not tolerated in academia (except when

research is "classified").

Of course, critiques of academic work do not end all

problems of bias or misuse of information. In fact, the
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critics of research may themselves be guilty of prejudices

or sloppy research. The value of work that is sUbject to

the examination of other trained professionals, however, is

that information distortion and manipulation are much less

likely to occur successfully than under conditions that do

not lend themselves to such exposure and review.

Another advantage of the university-based Televote is

the low overhead of operation if existing resources at the

university are maximized. In our case, the Televotes were

conducted in methodology classes that allowed students

hands-on experience in all aspects of the Televote process

as they learned the rigors of scientific polling

methodology. 2 Salary costs for directors, coordinators,

and staff can be greatly reduced if the Televote process is

employed as an educational tool while serving an

intermediary function between the pUblic and the

government. In addition, support services, such as,

telephones, xeroxing, office equipment, and stationery, can

be funded out of the academic instructional bUdget (with

the cooperation of the department chair or head).

Educational benefits for students are also enhanced as they

interact with government officials in the designing of the

Televote brochure and in distributing the results to

elected representatives.

The Hawaii Televote research project did need some

start-up funding in addition to regular university
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resources. The Vice President for Academic Affairs at the

University of Hawaii provided a small grant to cover the

costs of some computers, designing and printing the

Televotes, consultants (Campbell), and so forth. He was

excited about the project as an innovative teaching tool.

As will be discussed in greater detail later, our

experiences taught us that the university is not an

impermeable membrane against pressures that try to

interfere with political impartiality and the

sustainability of the operations. Yet after many years of

experimenting with Televote, we believe that procedures can

be designed and safeguards implemented that allow the

university to successfully house "technics" in a

Telecommunitarian Democracy.

How to Minimize Bias in Information

Gathering and Distribution

As noted in chapter 5, one of the greatest dangers in

all forms of polling is the tainting effect of bias. We

realized that this was something we had to take great pains

to minimize and, if possible, avoid. At every stage of our

process through research, design, execution, and analysis,

we had to question our motives and actions, seek impartial

sources of data, and obtain outside input to guard against

personal views affecting the entire Televote process.
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In our research stage, after an issue had been chosen,

we decided to seek three kinds of information. The first

was undisputed. objective information. For instance, if

the issue were tenure of office for the governor, we would

find out the present constitutional provision (unarguable

legal data). We would also get historical facts on how

long the provision existed and if it had ever been

otherwise. Then we would seek comparative data from other

states: How many states had the same tenure for governor?

What other options were practiced in different states?

The next step would be to offer several alternatives

to the current system. Finally, we would seek arguments

for and against the various alternatives. In conducting

the research in the last two phases we decided to be as

broad based as possible. We would read social science

literature, editorials, letters to the editor, and campaign

materials. We would solicit ideas from politicans,

organized groups, professors, and interested citizens.

Ideas were to be sought from diverse political

perspectives. It was not assumed that the two major

political parties, Democrat and RepUblican, fully

represented the preferred choices of the pUblic at large.

Indeed, these two parties' differences are actually the

boundaries of the &~erican political center and more

innovative and/or extreme positions and alternatives must

be sought out and expressed in order to minimize the
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status-quo bias in any and all participatory democratic

methods, including Televote.

In addition, because we were providing respondents

education on the issue, we had to be extra careful that the

material we chose to include did not show a prejudice in

favor of one viewpoint over another. After going through

our information and questions several times to correct for

bias and errors, we took our draft to individuals who were

advocates for various alternatives to be sure we had

accurately conveyed their positions and that they also

agreed that the data we included in the Televote was

indisputable. We even went so far to insure that the pro

and con arguments on any alternative were almost the exact

size in the number of words used and appeared to be the

same size and contour in the Televote brochure.

Next, our students conducted pre-tests with relatives

and friends in an attempt to try to find any overlooked

problems with confusing or overly complex verbiage or

questions. Once we satisfied ourselves and our opinion

contributors, we took the questionnaire to a respected

professional polling firm, Survey Marketing Services, for a

final check. We believe that this mUlti-stage process

helped minimize the problems of providing exhaustive (but

mutually exclusive) alternatives, avoiding double-barreled

questions, using double negatives or confusing sentence

structure, employing overly sophisticated wording;
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determining appropriate question order; and making

instructions clear. Eliminating these errors in

questionnaire construction is closely related to minimizing

bias, since it can be cloaked behind these flaws in

questionnaire design.

How to Increase Televoter Interactivity

citizen participation can be a lonely business, for

example: voting in solitude; writing a letter to a

Congresswoman; and reading a newsmagazine. It can also

involve a great deal of interaction with others, for

example: taking part in a demonstration; testifying at a

hearing; and campaigning door-to-door. In the Campbell

model, there was little interactivity between the

Televoters and/or with any other citizens. The only

interaction in the design came in the staff's distribution

of the cumulative results to the San Jose school board. And

that is not much interaction at the individual citizen

level. We felt that we wanted to increase Televoter

interactivity at least to some degree.

One of our ideas to increase citizen interaction in

the Televote process was to encourage the Televoter, not

only to read and think about the material in the brochure

before deciding her/his opinions, but to discuss the

material and the issues with others. We described this

aspect of the Televote process when we recruited
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participants over the phone. We also included this as an

instruction in all our Televote pamphlets. The idea was to

spark interaction between the Televoter and her/his family,

friends, co-workers, neighbors, and so forth. It was our

view that the Televoter should not only be a demographic

representative, but should also enrich her/his views

through interaction with others and, in a sense, represent

an opinion even wider than his/her own personal

perspective. We also decided to encourage Televoter

interaction among other Televoters by sending the final

results of the Televote to each Televoter. That would

inform them of their relative position in the Televote

sample and would be a necessary interactive step if we ever

did a "Televote Delphi. 1t

Another way that we decided to increase Televoter

interactivity was to utilize this technique as a

centerpiece in a larger, more expansive type of citizen

partlcipation--"Electronic Town Meetings" or ETMs. These

projects will be described in greater detail later in the

chapter. Not only did the Televote provide a scientific

baseline of informed and deliberated opinion on the issues

involved in the ETMs, but it also utilized the ETM as a

method of involving Televoters and other citizens in a

lateral information exchange, functionally equivalent to

what occurs in face-to-face town meetings.
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Finally, as Campbell had done before us, we conceived

of a number of ways to link the information gleaned from

our Televoters to government officials. A major part of

that linkage was the mass media, who always published the

results of the Televotes within the confines of a major

news article and, also, on several occasions published the

entire Televote in the newspaper and once simUltaneously

solicited their readers' response to the Televote.

Television and radio were also very intrigued by Televote

and cooperated in airing information about the ongoing

Televotes (on occasion) and often aired Televote results as

a major news story.

Finally, since our project, from the outset, had not

been developed in collaboration with any government

officials as had Campbell's, we had to think of direct ways

(in addition to their learning the results from television,

radio, and the newspaper) to convey Televote information to

specific officials concerned about whatever issues the

Televoted treated.

For our demonstration project, we discussed with a

number of the newly elected CONCaN delegates, the

possibilities of setting up a "Televote Room" in the

building housing the state constitutional convention.

Fortunately, enough of them were interested and the

officials in charge of the day-to-day operation of the

convention provided us a Televote Room where our staff
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could collate the data and route it on a regular basis to

the delegates. The state legislature was not as

cooperative sUbsequently. No such cooperation was extended

to us. So, in all other Televotes done in Hawaii, we

simply took the results from the Televote office at the

University to the state legislature and dropped off the

information in each representative or senator's office (if

they were not available when we hand delivered the

results). In the two Televotes that were sponsored by

quasi-governmental agencies, New Zealand Televote and Los

Angeles Televote, the information was relayed to

responsible government officials by the agency itself.

This, then, was the Hawaii Televote model, one

conceived to improve upon the pioneering work done by

Campbell. The remainder of this chapter will trace the

history and describe the substantive content of what each

Televote experiment was about, what we learned about our

process from each Televote, how we refined the instruments

and model over time, and most importantly, what new

questions popped up after each Televote and led us to try

something new each time. This is the essence of the

Televote Odyssey: techniques applied, lessons learned, and

the slow but steady realization of a future feature of the

participatory system I call the Representative

Participatory State.
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HAWAII TELEVOTES 1 & 2: INVOLVING CITIZENS IN

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

Getting a feel for the pUblic pulse on issues related

to the Constitutional Convention in Hawaii began several

months prior to the election of delegates to the

convention. As indicated earlier, there was some confusion

on the part of voters about the nature and function of a

constitutional convention. One poll conducted for a major

Hawaii newspaper, The Honolulu Advertiser, found that only

39% of the respondents felt the major purpose of the CONCON

was to make changes in the basic structure of government,

while 29% said its job was to solve major issues such as

unemployment and crime. 3 Nevertheless, as early as January

1978, the media and pollsters began to raise some major

structural issues that might well be dealt with at the

CONCON. citizens were asked about their views on issues

such as unicameralism; an elected attorney general;

initiative, recall, and referendum; and so forth.

For many months leading up to the CONCON, issues such

as these were presented and discussed in the news media; at

neighborhood boards (bodies of elected citizens at the

neighborhood level, who acted as advisors to city

government); in pUblic debates; in university seminars,

symposia, simulations; and so forth. The low starting

level of citizen awareness and the cumulative effect of
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pUblic discussion are apparent when one looks at the

results of polls on two constitutional issues that were

conducted in January, April, and July/August.

Issue 1: Initiative and Referendum

six months prior to the convention, a CONCaN poll was

conducted by a Hawaii polling firm for The Honolulu

Advertiser. It asked the respondents simply: "Should

initiative and referendum be included in the Hawaii

Constitution?" 39% said "yes" and only 7% were opposed.

But a clear majority (54%) were uncertain or had no reply!

In the newspaper analysis of the poll, which was

highlighted on the front page of the paper, definitions

were provided as well as some historical background on

these citizen law-making processes. 4

Three months later, after increased pUblic discussion

and political campaigning on issues to be addressed at the

convention, the CONCON poll was conducted again for the

same newspaper. This time, however, the pollsters provided

simple explanations of initiative and referendum to the

respondents over the telephone. On the question regarding

initiative, the respondents were told: "Initiative is a

system whereby voters, by petition, can have a proposed law

placed on the ballot. Some people favor this. Others say

that it bypasses the Legislature and requires voters to say

'yes' or 'no' to complex issues. How do you feel?" In
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spite of the clear negative weighting in the information

provided, which gives an argument against initiative but

does not provide an argument in favor of it, this time 53%

of the respondents favored initiative. The "uncertain" or

"no reply" group decreased by almost half, down to 28.5%.

The "opposed" group increased to 18.5%.

On referendum, the respondents received the following

information: "Referendum is a system which permits voters,

at a General Election, to approve or disapprove laws

proposed by the Legislature. Some people favor this.

Others say this is why we elect legislators. How do you

feel?" Again, with a similar negative slant evident in the

question, the respondents overwhelmingly (61%) favored

referendum. 16% were opposed. The "uncertain" and "no

reply" group shrunk by over 50% down to 23% of the total.

As is plain to see, the second CONCaN poll allowed for

more informed and discriminating choices for the

respondents. In his analysis, the City Editor of the

Honolulu Advertiser at the time, pointed out that the

results of the first poll (showing 54% uncertain or not

replying), presented a picture that the pUblic was "either

confused or ignorant about the two 'populist' concepts

invented early in this century. ,,5 Therefore, the pollsters

chose to explain the concepts and provide useful

information and this probably had a marked influence on the

results in the second poll. In addition, in the first
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poll, initiative and referendum were lumped together into

one question, allowing no distinctions to be made by the

respondents. When distinctions were allowed, referendum

was preferred by 8% more of the citizens than initiative.

Already a picture of a more enlightened public began to

emerge, their views being illuminated in part by the

continuous pUblic debate but probably moreso by the data,

opinions, and greater sophistication of the polling

instrument itself.

When we conducted our first Televote in July, the

constitutional issues had already been a part of the pUblic

debate for six months. The delegates had already been

selected and most had taken pUblic positions on the various

issues, with initiative and referendum emerging as one of

the, if not the, key issue to be decided at CONCON. It had

been a genuine grassroots campaign with hundreds running

for office for the first time. Only one then-current

legislator was elected as a delegate while several

students, some retirees, and a number of community

activists were elected. Although mostly political unknowns

prevailed in the election, many of them were backed by

labor unions or were aides to legislators or other

political leaders. The perception of the pUblic, who had

favored a CONCaN controlled by "ordinary ~lorking people" in

an earlier poll,6 that they had achieved their ends was

quickly altered as the political establishment rapidly

- -_.-------------------
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lined up a solid voting bloc among the "unknowns."

Nevertheless, pUblic interest remained strong with

discussion groups being organized allover the state.

Committee hearings at the convention were heavily attended

by citizens and received extensive coverage by the news

media.

So shortly after the CONCON began, we ran our first

Televote--the first experimentation of the Hawaii Televote

model. We were particularly interested in the degree to

which all our information and opinions on initiative and

referendum, plus the sophisticated discussion on the

differences between direct and indirect initiative, would

actually educate our Televoters. Much to our surprise, the

final results of our sample of over 400 Televoters was 86%

in favor of initiative and 14% opposed. However, in our

analysis of the survey results, we discovered a major flaw

in the questionnaire design. We had not put in an

"Undecided" or "Unsure" box. Thus we had forced the

Televoters into an actual decision and not built in an

indicator of indecision. still, with all the direct and

prolonged telephone contact we had with our Televoters, we

were confident that the number of "undecideds" would have

been negligible. We received no complaints about our

oversight from any Televoter, but we realized that we

lacked scientific confirmation of our hypothesis and knew

- -- - - -- --------- -- - - -
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we had to develop a better experimental design to test the

actual impact of the Televote brochure in the future.

Even in this environment of widespread pUblic

interest, the most important question we sought to answer

in our first two Televotes polls was: Could the Hawaii

Televote method be successful in getting a representative

sample of the population to participate in the process? It

is one thing to call someone and ask for a response "off

the top of the head." It is quite another to use the

Hawaii Televote method and ask people to give us their

names and addresses, to read material on an issue, to talk

about it with others, to think about it before responding,

and to get them to respond.

We were quite concerned as we planned our first

Televote experiment that we might not be able to get

certain segments of the population in Hawaii to partake in

such a complicated process on an issue that was to most

citizens, legalistic and remote. Would low income, not

well educated citizens who agreed to participate actually

complete their Televotes? Would the Japanese American

citizens, frequently underrepresented in conventional polls

(without "weighting"), feel even less like signing up for

such an exercise?

To add to our concern, almost halfway through the

first Hawaii Televote, Professor Chadwick printed out the

results on the first 150 Televotes. Much to our dismay,
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the sample was heavily skewed towards white males with high

incomes and substantial educational levels--the worst

possible scenario. What followed was a staff meeting where

we decided to not panic. The sample of 150 was too small

to draw any definitive conclusion, plus nearly half of the

early respondents were the people who had actually called

in their responses to our "Hotline"--a "self-selected"

sample of our random sample. We decided to continue to

call back our sample--over and over--until we got at least

400 of the Televotes completed, and then to see if we

reached a fair level of representativeness.

After reaching our goal of 400 respondents, we

examined our demographics again. They indicated a fairly

representative sample of Hawaii's population and were as

close to reflecting the citizenry as other traditional

polls being conducted by political pollsters during the

same period. (See Table 1 on Comparative Demographics.)

It appeared that our first effort to bring a cross-section

of the pUblic into a discussion of constitutional issues

proved to offer great potential for representatives wishing

to have better communication with a broad base of citizens,

for those concerned with ways to educate the general

pUblic, and for those looking for means to increase citizen

interest and participation in all segments of the

community.

- - - - - ------------
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Having that major question answered, we were next

struck by a serendipitous finding that would please

participatory democratic theorists. What we noticed was

that the reponse of the 86% of the Televoters who favored

inititative and referendum indicated palpably reponsible

and sophisticated answers--not the sort of mindless massive

support for "power to the people" with no restraints on

majority rule, and with no concern for the minority that

many who fear greater democracy cite as problems with

increased citizen involvement.

In the first place, the Televote poll on initiative

and referendum (See Appendix A) provided citizens with

considerably more information than they had previously

received from survey researchers. Not only were they given

basic definitions of initiative and referendum, but they

were told of two different forms of initiative--direct and

indirect. They were given data about states that used

initiative and told of its use at the county levels in

Hawaii. They were also supplied with several balanced

arguments in favor of and opposed to initiative and

referendum. Second, the respondents were given a wide

range of alternatives to choose in deciding which form of

initiative they would prefer if they favored initiative.

Although 86% of the sample favored initiative and

referendum, the majority (56%) favored either indirect

initiative or some combination of direct and indirect

--------- --- - - - - -
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Table 1

Comparative Demographics: Official statistics &
Major 1978 Surveys

Official Statistics
*1* *2* *3*
Reg. Potential Gen.
Vote Voters Pop.
Hi. Hi • Oahu Oahu

*4*
Tuttle
2/78
Hi. Oahu

Hawaii
*7*
HT-2
8/78
Hi.

Background

SEX
Male
Female

AGE
18-34
35-44
45-64
65 & Over

ETHNICITY
Caucasian
Japanese
Haw'n/Pt.
Filipino
Chinese
Mixed
Other

49.4
50.6

29.5
16.1
36.1
11.0

36.6
33.9

Haw 5.3
9.0

10.2*
NA
5.0

50.5
49.5

42.3
16.0
32.1
8.9

25.7
35.5
16.7
7.8
5.1
6.7
2.5

50.5
49.5

43.4
17.1
32.1
8.0

25.0
35.8
16.3
7.0
6.3
6.6
2.9

49.9
50.1

45.4
17.0
37.6

33.0
28.8
11.7
10.1
6.6
4.1
4.1

50.1
49.9

43.1
20.4
35.2

31.5
33.4
7.5

11.9
6.1
NA
6.8

50.0
50.0

42.3
20.2
36.3

32.4
34.1
6.6

10.7
6.7
NA
6.7

Major
*5*
SMS
9/78
Oahu

49.6
50.4

44.3
23.6
29.9

37.7
24.6
12.9

4.4
5.6
6.8
5.6

1978
*6*
HT-1
7/78
Hi.

51.0
49.0

38.0
17.0
37.0
8.0

35.0
30.0
11.0

10.0
NA

15.0

59.0
41.0

36.0
17.0
37.0
9.0

38.0
31.0
11.0

4.0
NA

15.0

Surveys
*8*
HT-3
11/78
Hi.

52.5
46.6

40.0
19.4
33.5

6.1

34.6
31.3
7.4
3.6
6.1
NA
8.9

PARTY
Democrat
Republican
Independent

73.1
13.3
13.6

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

60.9
19.2

NA

60.1
19.0

NA

NA
NA
NA

59.0
16.0
25.0

58.0
18.0
24.0

59.4
15.3
18.2

EDUCATION
Less than H.S. NA
H.S. Grad. NA
Bus./Trade NA
Some college NA
College Grad. NA
Post Grad. NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

11.9
47.1

NA
30.5

6.2

12.1
24.3
32.3

14.5
14.0

11.2
22.5
32.5

15.2
16.2

5.3
32.8

NA
44.8

14.6

10.0
21.0
12.0
35.0

6.0
18.0
12.0
25.0
39.0

5.6
21.0

9.0
22.8
22.0
18.7

*1* Registered Voters for the state of Hawaii according to Lt. Governor's
Office of Independent Data Services (11/22/77).

*2* Potential Voters according to the Hawaii Department of Planning and
Economic Development based on 1976 data.

*3* Federal data from the Office of Economic opportunity based on 1975
data.

*4* Dan Tuttle CONCON survey of General Population conducted for the First
Hawaiian Bank. N=2,405.

*5* SMS survey (determining community standards on pornography) of the
General Population of Oahu. N=411.

*6* Hawaii Televote-1 of the General population of the state. N=400.
*7* Hawaii Televote-2 of the General Population of the state. N=401.
*8* Hawaii Televote-3 of Registered Voters of the state. N=395.
* Includes Koreans.

---------- - - --
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initiative. 74% felt that getting initiatives on the

ballot for the vote of all citizens "should not be made too

easy", that is, they preferred a large number of citizens'

names on the petition. (The Televote information had

informed them that the usual range of required signatures

was 5% to 15%, with the higher percentage being more

difficult to obtain.) In addition, 74% felt that a certain

percentage of citizens' names on the petition should come

from all the islands so that the largest or larger islands

could not force legislation on the smaller islands. This

is significant because approximately 80% of the Televoters

were from Oahu, the most populated island in Hawaii (with

approximatley 80% of the people of the state being located

thereon). Therefore, given a range of choices from

maintaining the system as it is (Expanded Representative

state) to greatly expanded citizen law-making powers, most

Hawaii Televoters chose increased participation with

safeguards for minorities.

It is hard to comprehend how so many Televoters could

construct such a refined political system without having

used the information contained in the Televote. These

responses are particularly interesting since the choices

selected by the Televoters were not part of the pUblic

CONCON debate.

Another item of particular interest to us was to what

degree the Televoters received any or some satisfaction

_._-- - _. - -------- - - - -
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from participating in this process. Our first inclination

was to develop a "satisfaction scale ll for them to answer

after we had recorded their votes, for instance, "Were you

very satisfied? Somewhat satisfied? Not quite satisfied?

Very unsatisfied? Not sure?" We gave this kind of

measuring device some thought, but felt it was biased

towards eliciting a favorable response. After all, we

found that our Televoters had gone to some trouble to

participate, and many had been speaking over the telephone

with our staff for weeks, so we felt it was unlikely that

they would then tell us over the phone that they were

dissatisfied--even if they were.

We were truly interested in finding out if the

Televoters were pleased and, in addition, if the process

was satisfying enough that they would do it again. So our

decision was to test this by being as direct as possible.

Thus, at the end of the interview, when all their views

were obtained, and all their demographic data was

collected, we asked, "One final question: Would you be

willing to participate in future Televotes?1I They could

respond "yes," "no,1I "not sure. 1I They knew we had their

names, addresses and telephone numbers. Many knew that if

they did not call in their own responses, they would hear

from us until they responded. But despite this, over 90%

said they would participate again. This indicated to us an

--- - ------------_._-
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overwhelming participant approval of the Televote model.

We had achieved the basic ingredient for sustainability.

Televote 2: Confirmation and Evaluation

of the CONCON Experience

As we moved forward to conduct our second Televote,

we were encouraged by our initial experiment that indicated

the system worked. We had discovered through Televote-l.

that: we got a fairly representative group of Televoters

(very close to those obtained by commercial pollsters in

Hawaii using conventional telephone and interview

techniques); the results showed that citizens seemed to use

the material and came up with reasonable and fair options;

and the process seemed to satisfy the Televoters

themselves, making the process sustainable.

We had previously decided that our second Televote

would focus on "Selection of JUdges," since this was a

relatively high visibility issue in the pre-CONCON debate

and was a major topic at the CONCON itself. But more

important to us than the issue itself was the importance

that Televote-2 would have in confirming what we found out

in Televote-l. about the process. In other words, we had to

replicate the experiment. We felt it was important to

demonstrate that the first results were not a fluke.

As was the case with initiative and referendum,

statewide pUblic opinion had been obtained on this issue in

- 0 _
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the same polls conducted in January and April before the

summer CONCON. In the first poll, election of judges was

preferred by the largest group of respondents (37%) and

selection of jUdges by an independent commission was the

choice chosen by the smallest group of respondents (29%).

Those preferring the "present system" (appointment by the

governor with Senate approval) were 30% of the

respondents. 7 (Note that only 8% were undecided on this

issue, compared to the 55% on the initiative issue).

Only three months later, those favoring Hawaii's

appointment system shrank from nearly one third of the

respondents to one fifth. Election of jUdges decreased to

29% when resondents were also given a choice of selection

by an independent commission SUbject to periodic voter

approval (36%). The new results indicated growing

dissatisfaction with Hawaii's jUdicial selection process

and significant support for voters having some voice in

making jUdicial appointments (nearly two thirds of the

citizens) .8

Televote-2, on selection of jUdges, was conducted in

July and August. It provided factual information and pro

and con arguments for four methods of judicial selection:

(1) appointment by the governor and approval by the Senate;

(2) election by the voters; (3) merit selection by an

independent commision; and (4) merit selection by an

independent commission with retention elections. Again, as
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in the previous two polls, the desire for some form of

voter involvement in determining who sits on the bench was

the preferred choice of the largest group of citizens. As

in the April poll, the Televote results indicated that two

thirds of the respondents favored some method of selection

of jUdges subject to democratic processes. This time,

however, with information provided on the sUbject, only 17%

preferred direct election of jUdges. Exactly half of the

respondents favored the merit selection of judges by an

independent commission with follow-up retention elections.

Those preferring the appointment of jUdges decreased again

to 16% from 20% in the previous poll. Again, as

respondents were given more sophisticated options, allowing

for a variety of ways to involve the citizenry in jUdicial

selection, they were less likely to choose the extreme

positions--in this case, total control of voters in the

selection process (election of jUdges) or total exclusion

of voters in the selection process (appointment of judges).

Confirmations

For Televote-2 we used our original design and

operational procedures to register 550 Televoters. Once

again, about 15% called back to our "hotline" on their own.

1L~d once again we had to make two or more phone calls to

most of our participants to obtain their responses.

--------- -- - -
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The results of Televote-2 confirmed what we had

discoverd in the first Televote. (1) The demographical

composition of the 401 Televoters was almost a duplicate of

Televote-1. Again we see our group as being slightly

higher in educational achievement and Caucasians being

somewhat overrepresented, but we had substantial

participation from Japanese and Hawaiians, as well as from

people with only elementary or secondary education. Most

importantly, our results were again quite comparable with

those of professional pollsters in Hawaii.

(2) Another salient point confirmed by HT-2 was the

high rate of satisfaction that the Televoters themselves

had with the Hawaii Televote model. As in HT-1, over 90%

said they'd be willing to be recruited for future

Televotes. And this was despite the fact that there was no

tangible evidence that their opinions had any visible

impact on the CONCaN itself.

(3) Another result of HT-2 that we had also found in

HT-1, was the use of information and the quality of the

answers given in response to our more in depth and

sophisticated questions. Given more information and varied

alternatives of the issues, the Televoters began to make

subtle distinctions and to refine their choices.

--------- -_.. _ ...- -
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Evaluation of Impact

Following the final tally of HT-2, we decided to

conduct an evaluation of the nature and degree of the

impact of the entire process connecting Televote to the

CONCON itself. The major question we sought to answer was:

Would Televote results have more impact on representatives

when the opinions came from citizens who had information on

the issues and time to discuss it with others and think

about it before responding? We tried to answer this

question two different ways: first, by polling the

delegates to get their evaluation of the Televote, and,

second, by examining the actions of the delegates in

reacting to the Televote.

Immediately following the completion of the

constitutional convention, we sent surveys to all the

delegates asking them to evaluate Televote. Precisley half

the delegates (51) responded to our survey. Of those that

responded, 85% said they felt the Televote had been either

"very useful" or "somewhat useful" to them as delegates.

More than three fourths of the respondents said that

Televote should be useful to state legislators. When we

asked them how the Televote was useful to them, the most

common replies were that the results: (1) reinforced

opinions they already held; (2) were used in bargaining

with other delegates; (3) were used in floor debates; and

-- - _. - - ----------'
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(4) were used by citizens' groups, like Common Cause, to

help support their positions during their lobbying

activities.

We had independently observed that the Televote poll

results were used extensively in testimony at the

constitutional convention. Even the president of the

CONCON acknowledged privately to one of the Televote

researchers that Televote-l, with its tremendous media

exposure and use in testimony at the CONCON, had placed

tremendous pressure on the delegates to pass initiative and

referendum--a majority of whom opposed both. 9 In addition,

the Vice President of Academic Affairs of the university,

who had funded the project, called Becker into his office

and notified him of "heat from downtown," in the form of

some telephone calls from state officials, expressing their

disatisfaction with the university "getting involved in

politics" by conducting polls that had been utilized to

place pressure on representatives. He said he was going to

have to discontinue the funding he had awarded for graduate

assistants, printing and mailing costs. However, he

promised continued "moral support." Clearly, Televote

proved it could have impact. It did not prove, however,

that a majority of the political leaders were eager for

more citizen input or participation, no matter how

informed, deliberated, or sophisticated.

--------- _ .. - _.
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In determining the impact on public policy, if one

were to look at the immediate results, it appears as if

Televote, and pUblic opinion in general, had little impact

at the constitutional convention. As soon as the final

election results were in, the well-organized,

well-financed, anti-reform delegates with strong ties to

Hawaii power holders began to mobilize support to include

independents eager for key committee assignments. Before

the first day of the convention, a solid majority of

delegates united with minimal reform as their goal. The

majority held secret meetings--one pUblicized by the local

CBS affiliate (KGMB), which showed delegates arriving at an

unannounced meeting one Sunday afternoon and refusing to

respond to reporters' questions--and vowed to decide issues

according to their best jUdgment, unswayed by pUblic

pressure.

While the majority of the delegates viewed their role

as a trustee, the pUblic had a different view. The media,

university, and community groups had been very successful

at creating an awareness of the convention and

constitutional issues and stimulating interest in its

deliberations and outcome. A pervasive attitude was that

it was a convention "of, by, and for the people." The most

controversial issue at the convention became initiative and

referendum--strongly supported by a majority of the people

and strongly opposed by a majority of the delegates •

.. .- - -- - ------------
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Initiative and referendum failed to pass. The pUblic was

given no voice in the selection of jUdges, although

selection was changed from appointment by the governor to

appointment by a commission selected by the governor,

legislators, and the Supreme Court chief justice.

In examining the impact of the Televotes, however, it

is more insightful to view it as part of a continuing

process of increasing public awareness and participation

that has effect over time. It also does not operate within

a vacuum but in conjunction with media and with other

democratic processes to promote an informed and active

citizenry. For instance, ever since the 1978

constitutional convention, legislators and political

leaders have been faced with the pUblic placing initiative

on the pUblic agenda. In many legislative sessions after

the CONCON, the State Senate has passed bills creating

statewide indirect initiative very similar to that favored

by the Hawaii Televoters in 1978. The State House of

Representatives blocked similar bills, largely due to

committee chairmen who refused to hold pUblic hearings on

the issue or even allow the committee to vote.

Over the years, two House JUdiciary Committee chairmen

who became embroiled in public controversy for killing

pro-initiative bills, were soundly defeated when they came

up for re-election. The third chairman appointed to the

committee who opposed initiative came from an outer island

-------------- ------------ -
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noted for its allegiance to the power establishment and

labor unions (who also opposed initiative). Two staff

members from his office told me privately that he informed

his staff that he planned to follow the same strategy for

killing initiative as his defeated predecessors and that he

had to make sure that this one issue did not get "blown out

of proportion" and lead to his defeat. Even if he ignores

the majority of the pUblic on this particular issue, it is

believed his job is secure as long as he remains loyal to

the powerful interests in his district. This example

illustrates that there are designs within the system to

insulate representatives from responding to the people. In

other words, Qng lawmaker, representing only a small

percentage of the population (one district), can kill

legislation favored by a large majority of the population

of the entire state. This is not an unusual tactic of

politicans in the Expanded Representative state.

The resistance of the Hawaii political leaders to

initiative and referendum at the state level has also led

to the development of a pressure group devoted to this as a

cause. They have become a very vocal and visible lobbying

organization that keeps tabs on supporters and opponents of

initiative and the development of initiatives across the

United states and educates the pUblic through conferences,

brochures, ads, and so forth. This group still refers to

the Televote results at CONCON in making their arguments in

----- ---- - - -
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favor of initiative and referendum at the state level. One

legislator, Senator Mary Jane McMurdo, has become their

spokesperson in the legislature and fights each session for

initiative legislation.

Citizen activity has also increased dramatically at

the county level, which has had initiative on the books for

many years, largely unnoticed by the pUblic. Since the

convention, initiative at the county level has been used to

make the Honolulu prosecutor elected instead of appointed,

to rezone an area designated for high rise condominiums to

low rise; and to rezone development land as preservation

land.

The selection of jUdges, while not nearly as

controversial or widely debated, has also been a topic to

surface again and again. While some reform took place in

the method of selection, there is periodic demand for

retention elections. citizens seem to be willing to accept

some form of appointment without much complaint, but

regularly call for accountability to the citizens. The

city prosecutor of Honolulu for eight years, Charles

Marsland, fueled these feelings by accusing judges of bias

and highlighting controversial decisions. There have been

demonstrations at the courts when jUdges were perceived to

disregared the public welfare in using judicial discretion

to be lenient on criminals.

- - - - -------------------_.- _.-
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Therefore, in determining impact, one cannot look at

the immediate results. In the same way that one would be

foolish to judge the success of seed planting by returning

the very next day to pick the fruit off a cherry tree, one

must not restrict impact analysis to instant legislation.

At the same time, one must be careful, not to overemphasize

the effect of planting the seed. Without good soil, water,

fertilizer, and freedom from insects, fungus, and natural

disasters, the tree will not bear fruit. Televote alone

would have no impact. There must be citizen interest,

activists willing to keep the interest alive, and citizens

willing to struggle against the elements in society opposed

to increased citizen participation. Televote may serve in

different capacities at different times--seed, water,

fertilizer--but the response of citizens seems to indicate

very good soil for the growth of increased citizen

involvement.

HAWAII TELEVOTES 3, 4, & 5: INVOLVING CITIZENS

IN SETTING THE AGENDA

One of the criticisms of Televotes 1 & 2 expressed by

individuals wishing to increase citizen participation, as

well as by other individuals who wished to dismiss the

results, was that the university researchers "created" the

agenda for pUblic discussion. From the participatory

democrat perspective, the public should be the ones

- - - - ----------
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determining agendas--not elites, whether professors or

politicians. From the perspective of the supporters of the

Limited or Expanded Representative state, professors should

not be stirring up trouble, arousing the passions of the

people by raising issues in areas in which the pUblic had

apparently been content or unconcerned.

We believed that this critique had some merit and it

therefore influenced our design for our next series of

Televotes. While an important function of "technics," the

information providers and communication facilitators in the

Telecommunitary Democracy model, is to help educate and to

convey the latest research and knowledge to citizens and

representatives, they must also be mindful to be good

listeners in order to promote democratic agenda-setting in

the political process of policy-making. The technics

(Televote researchers) must not assume to know the pUblic's

interests or decide what should be the major public

concerns. There may be times when the technics can

initiate discussion in areas that the pUblic has had little

or no knowledge of in order to serve an important

educational role. However, if the technics are always the

decision-makers about the topic for public debate, one of

the most important aspects of a political system--setting

the agenda--is removed from citizen control.

Therefore, in designing the next Televote projects, we

felt that the first step should be to identify which issues
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the citizens considered most important for the state

legislature to deal with in its impending session. Our

third Televote poll, conducted during the Fall of 1978,

just prior to the 1979 legislative session, became known as

our "Public Agenda Televote". Not only did we conduct it

in order to provide information for the consideration of

state legislators and the media, but also to guide us in

picking the issues to be the sUbject of the Televotes

during the legislative session.

In designing the Public Agenda Televote, we conducted

research to choose issues that had been mentioned the

previous year in a variety of arenas. We found a number of

published pUblic opinion surveys that had sought to locate

and measure major areas of public concern. We analyzed a

large number of campaign brochures of candidates to find

out what they thought were the key issues. We read letters

to the editors of the two major dailies in Honolulu. We

asked university students. We researched positions taken

by community groups and activists. In all we identified 59

issues that seemed to arouse substantial interest or

concern in the state. We placed them into eight different

categories, such as transportation, education, crime, land

use, and asked our Televoters to check off all those they

wanted the legislature to address during the 1979

legislative session. In addition, they were asked to list

any issues of concern that we may not have included in the
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survey. In order to measure intensity of concern over each

issue, we asked them to double- check those five they felt

were most important for the legislature to handle.

As in HTl and HT2, we used ROD and signed up 535

Televoters. Again, we stopped after we had obtained a

predetermined number of responses (396). Again, we had a

sUbstantially representative sample. And again there was

over a 90% rate of satisfaction. However, our results did

hold one new surprise for us and taught us an important

lesson.

The issue that the largest number of citizens (78%)

wanted the legislature to deal with--"competency tests in

reading and writing for high school"--had not been highly

pUblicized or widely discussed. It was not an issue of

primary interest to the Televote rsearchers or one

frequently mentioned in campaign literature or speeches of

political leaders. We had expected, however, that crime

issues, which receive so much media attention, would be

ranked high. Indeed, the next two issues in the ranking

were: "prohibit parole for career or habitual criminals"

(73%) and "mandatory jail sentences for certain crimes"

(72%). No issue relating to tax and money (many concerned

with reducing various taxes), transportation, or

goverr~ental structure made the list of the top ten issues.

The intensity scale offered very little change in the

rankings.
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Our astonishment at the number one ranking was shared

by the news anchor at the CBS television station that

broadcast our results. He insisted, with no proof to

support his assertion, that he knew competency testing in

schools was not the major issue on the minds of most

citizens. Our view was that the results were instructive

for us as well as the media or legislators. In this

situation, we came to the realization that the concerns of

the pUblic may be quite different from the primary concerns

of the technics (whether in the media, government,

university, and so forth) and that we needed to be extra

careful about making assumptions that we were responding to

what the pUblic wanted.

Another television station, the local ABC affiliate,

took the top five Televote Public Agenda items and featured

them in a week long series on the "Public Agenda" during

their evening newscasts. They not only presented the

Televote results, but also provided information on each

issue. The reporter, who produced the series, used a

version of the Televote procedure by providing facts on the

issues as well as pro and con arguments from various

experts and community leaders in the state. This series

provided a video preview of our legislative Televotes.

Letting pUblic opinion be our guide, we conducted our

legislative Televotes on issues ranked first, second, and

third in the Public Agenda Televote. At the time that we

------ ---------- ~-- - -~-
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began soliciting Televote participation, it did not occur

to us to collect data to see if agendas set by the public

increased pUblic interest and participation. Our mission

for Televotes 4 & 5 was to provide a public service through

a communication forum for citizens and representatives on

issues of high interest to the public. It was only after

we began to conduct the Televotes that we discovered that

enthusiasm was noticeably higher for responding to

questions on these issues than they even were on HT-l and

HT-2. completely unpredicted by us, we found that: (1)

More Televoters called us with their answers rather than us

calling them; (2) fewer call-backs had to be made to get

responses; and (3) respondents frequently kept us on the

phone to express additional views and add other comments on

the issues. We seemed to have hit a responsive cord that

made our process run more smoothly and more quickly than

previous Televotes.

We followed the same design procedures for these

Televotes that we had used before: factual information,

pro & con arguments, and discriminating options that

provided more than yes/no responses. We also repeated the

detailed process of review by mUltiple sources to check for

bias and/or ambiguity. After the results were collected

and analyzed, the information was hand delivered by

students, who had conducted the Televotes, to state

---- ---------------_._--
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legislators. News releases were also sent to the media and

other public officials.

Again the news media was receptive to broadcasting and

printing the results. The legislators, for the most part,

however, were unreceptive. students were surprised at the

opinions expressed to them by many legislators that

statewide public opinion polls are of no use to them. A

variety of reasons were given: (1) the pUblic does not

know enough about or understand the issues; (2) our sample

did not accurately reflect the views of the people in

his/her district; (3) legislators are elected to use their

good judgment and not bend to pUblic pressure, which is

emotional and irrational; and (4) Polls are biased and

inaccurate. A common view of many legislators was the

stated belief that their role is to provide leadership, not

be a rubberstamp of an ignorant pUblic.

A specific critique of Hawaii Televote 4 was made by a

staff member in the Lieutenant Governor's office. He

raised two questions: (1) "Should pUblic policy be

determined by the results of a public opinion poll when

those who are polled have been given little information on

a complex SUbject?" and (2) "Can the results of a poll be

relied upon, when the polling methodology indicates a high

degree of accuracy, if facts have been distorted?:'

concludes: (1) the public has been given too little

information on the issue to truly understand the

-------- .-
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complexities; (2) the poll has distorted facts; and (3)

distortion of facts has influenced the results of the poll.

Our response to the criticism was twofold. The first

addressed the charge of relatively little information on

complex issues. We realize that a 2-3 page information

sheet cannot provide all the information relevant to

deciding issues. We actually see Televote as only a part

of a process of interaction between citizens and

representatives. The Televote is useful for citizens as it

gives them more information and a greater range of choices

than they may have had before. It encourages their seeking

further information on the issues, however, and asks them

to discuss it with their family and friends. Televote can

be useful to legislators in a representative society, not

to bind the representative to a public demand, but to

provide them with useful information on citizens' level of

awareness, knowledge, and views on key issues. If

legislators consider the views of ~itizens to be misguided,

wrong, or inadequate, they can afford a service to citizens

by supplying them or providing information that may

enlighten them.

Even with its limitations, however, Televote provides

a type of pUblic opinion or pUblic judgment that is more

informed than the traditional polls which are so

extensively pUblicized, and the many secret and private

polls used by many government officials in their campaigns
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when they are planning what to say to get elected.

Finally, on almost every issue, there are experts and

legislators on both (or many) sides. Few issues are

decided on the basis of objective data. Legislators often

decide how to vote on the basis of their own sUbjective

value system and/or because of political pressure,

inducement or bargaining that has nothing to do with facts

or expert opinion whatsoever. To say that the Televoters

did not have enough data missed the point, then. The

information in the Televote was simply a stimulant to think

and discuss, much as it is used in the American legislative

process.

Second, the charge that the Televote distorted the

facts is the most serious from our perspectives of

professional integrity and being independent

telecommunitarian technics. We pointed out that the

critic's own sUbjective reading of the information led him

to infer that the Televote information "implied" something

which is neither stated nor intended. In fact, as

mentioned before, we ardently adhere to a rigorous process

of questionnaire construction in which we have experts from

a variety of political persuasions review the information

to check for bias and distortion and then have a reputable

polling organization review the final draft to see that

their own professional standards are met. In addition, for

the Televote he critiqued, we had consulted a law professor

----_.- --------- - - -
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at the university to make sure that the information was

clear and accurate from a legal perspective.

We learned, therefore, that no matter how

conscientiously one strives to remove bias, and no matter

how many individuals with different perspectives agree to

the wording, the potential for misunderstanding or the

reader's own sUbjectivity influencing his/her

interpretation of the material, is always present. This

happens all the time when courts interpret laws of

legislat~ve bodies. The same problems exists with any form

of communication, but is minimized when the communication

becomes two-way instead of one-way. Individual perceptions

influence how one defines reality. Rather than dismissing

the critique of distortion of fact, however, we extended an

invitation to the Lieutenant Governor to have her staff

included in reviewing our future Televote drafts, prior to

printing, in order to help us eliminate biases,

distortions, or inaccuracies. We received no response to

our invitation.

In conducting the two legislative Televotes based on

the Public Agenda we discovered: (1) greater enthusiasm

from the pUblic in participating than we expected; (2)

general resistance and some hostility from (a) the media

who felt the issues to be "unsexy" and (b) legislators who

felt the Televotes were being used as a pressure device;

and (3) cynicism from the Lieutenant Governor's office

- ~--~-- --------- - - -
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about the usefulness of Televote in policy making and no

willingness to improve the method of educating citizens

about issues through Televote or any other extensive

educational project to involve citizens from all walks of

life in thinking about issues. A pattern was beginning to

develop in our research that reinforced the growing public

perception found in National Election Studies (referred to

in chapter 4) that government is not responsive or

attentive to citizens' preferences.

Only one legislative "representative" showed any

interest in working with the Televote staff to improve

communications between representatives and their

constituents. But instead of a "public agenda," he was

interested in a "hidden agenda." As we worked with him to

develop other Televotes, we discovered that he wished to

use Televote as a public relations vehicle in a district

newsletter he was producing. He wanted to select the

issues and the information to be included in the Televote.

He let us know that he had already made up his mind on the

issues and was quite certain the pUblic already agreed with

him. Therefore, he could appear to be soliciting pUblic

input, and following it, when in actuality he already had a

position which he believed was popUlar. In other words, he

wanted to use Televote to score some points with the

voters.

--_.- ----------
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Our commitment to serve as independent faciliatators

of two-way, interactive communication between the people

and government prevented our involvement in such an

enterprise. The suggestion of the legislator, however,

further underscores the dilemmas that face the independence

and professional integrity of telecommunitarian reseachers.

If Televote, or any other civic education tool, is utilized

in any form of decision-making, safeguards (which Televote

has built in the design through extensive review from

outsiders of various political views) must be included to

prevent the misuse and abuse of such a powerful

technological device.

HAWAII TELEVOTE 6: A SYSTEMATIC TEST OF THE EFFECT

OF INFORMATION AND DELIBERATION ON PUBLIC OPINION

After our constitutional and legislative Televotes, we

decided to conduct a county poll on an issue that required

local county and state cooperation--transportation. It was

an issue of major concern and financial commitment to both

county and state officials.

For quite some time the mayor of Honolulu (sometimes

with city council approval and sometimes not) had been

bickering with the state governor and state legislature

over the best method for relieving Honolulu;s swiftly

increasing traffic woes. The mayor favored a rapid transit

system connecting several outlying areas with Honolulu's

----- ------------
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urban center. The governor favored building a four or six

lane freeway across the island through the mountains that

would primarily service commuters into and out of the urban

core. Others were advocating an expanded city-run bus

system, without involving the county or state in massive

construction on the island.

Because federal funds were needed to support the

projects, it was politically advantageous for the city and

state to reach a compromise. The federal government,

inundated with requests for tansportation projects all

across the nation, was reluctant to grant funds when

Hawaii's political leaders were constantly squabbling. Due

to a number of extraneous political factors involved in the

infighting, neither side showed the slightest inclination

towards compromise and both sides seemed determined to

fight to the end, even if it meant losing all federal

support in the process. Of course, each side chose to

believe that the odds were on their side and that

ultimately they would prevail. Therefore, no serious

negotiation was necessary if they could eventually have

things all their way.

We felt this issue was ideal for a Televote and for

developing an experiment to test a major question left

unanswered by our prior experiments. So we approached

individuals in the mayor's Office, whom we had worked with

on other citizen participation projects. Their proposal

~~-------------
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for HART, the fixed guideway, had failed to receive

majority support from the public in several conventional

pUblic opinion surveys that had previously been conducted.

We offered to conduct a conventional poll simultaeously

with a Televote on the transportation issue asking the

exact same questions. The traditional random telephone

poll would provide no information or time to deliberate.

The Televote would, of course, include information on the

various alternatives (description, estimated costs, major

beneficiaries, and so forth), pro and con arguments, and

give time to talk and think about the issue. We believed

that the Televote would help take the personalities and

inflammatory rhetoric out of the debate and thus produce

new insights into what the public thought about the various

proposals.

Planners in the mayor's office embraced the project

and promised their cooperation. They were willing to give

us access to their data concerning costs and benefits. We

informed them that the state would also have to approve the

factual information included in our questionnaire and that

we would be soliciting input from them and others to

provide alternatives and arguments against the city's

position. Being convinced that their proposal was the most

meritorious, the individuals werking with us from the

mayor!s office did not quarrel with our research theory,

methods, and standards. They believed that the Televote was
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a beneficial way of communicating alternatives to the

public and that it would yield a pUblic endorsement of

their plan.

In the questionnaire design, rather than requiring

respondents to make a forced choice between options, we

sought instead to determine the level of support for

various alternatives. We had two major hypotheses:

(1) the traditional polling methodology, what we called

Telepoll, would reveal more "undecideds" on the questions

than the Televote and (2) the level of support for the

various alternatives was likely to differ in the group that

had been given information (Televote) from the group with

no information (Telepoll).

We concluded our polling in May 1980, having gained

responses from over 800 Oahu residents .(over 400 in each

poll). But once again, our results contained some

surprises. As we had anticipated, the "undecided" groups

were three to four times larger in the Telepoll than the

Televote. Yet, we also discovered that the support for the

several alternatives varied only slightly when information

and time to think and interact were provided. What

appeared to occur is that the support for substantive

choices remained fairly consistent while the "undecideds"

lost ground to those who did not like any of the options

being discussed by the politicians and the media.

----_._--
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Table 2

Telepoll and Televote comparative Data

City-sponsored options __ State-sponsored options

Telepoll Televote Telepoll Televote

Pro Bus 44\ 48\ 6-Lane Freeway 30\ 38\

Pro Hart 30\ 33\ 4-Lane Freeway 29\ 17\

Don't Know 19\ 4\ Don't Know 22\ 7\

Neither " 15\ Neither 19\ 37\

Our analysis of the data led us to conclude that

information provided to individuals who already have their

minds made up is not likely to change their views

significantly. In this case, the issue had been pUblicly

debated extensively and heatedly argued for years. Public

opinion polls had been conducted and publicized on the

issue frequently. On the other hand, for those who are

undecided, it appears likely, as our polls conducted during

the constitutional convention indicated, that information

provided in the Televote does influence and alter the

outcome. In this case, the information provided on the

proposed alternatives led to a reduction of the

"undecideds" but a substantive increase in those rejecting

bo~h the city-sponsored and state-sponsored alternatives.

Clearly in Televote 6, the respondents were not

manipulated into endorsing the plan of the mayor, who had

been supportive of the poll from the beginning. The city,

------- --------- ---
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however, did not conduct the poll. It was conducted by

independent researchers from the university who worked with

both the city and the state in designing the questionnaire.

As the Gamma Group researchers indicate in their discussion

of Telecommunitarian Democracy, who controls communication

in a society is as important as who controls the means of

production.'o Not only should the Televote poll be

conducted by researchers who are not involved in

policy-making, but its design should always have input and

be reviewed by a wide variety of competing individuals or

groups in society to insure the fair treatment of the issue

and the various options presented.

The mayor did not receive the results he had hoped,

and believed, he would receive. That did not deter him,

however. Neither did court decisions against the state

proposals deter the governor or the state legislature.

Instead, the issue remained a controversial one, with

escalating costs and inconvenience to the citizens. Now,

nearly ten years later neither proposal has been

implemented and the state and the city are still quibbling

over the issue. This appears to be an example of embracing

pUblic opinion if it supports your position and ignoring it

when it does not, to the detriment of the general good.

Our results showed that even after years of discussion

and debate, (a) no proposal had a clear majority, much less

a consensus, and (b) that the more the people who were
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undecided learned about the existing proposals, the less

they liked them. What this data demonstrated was that the

political leaders needed to go back to the drawing board to

come up with new proposals and to involve the entire pUblic

in the process of thinking it through from the outset.

These lessons were not learned and, nearly ten years later,

traffic in Honolulu is nearing gridlock, with no real

solution in sight. All that remains constant is that the

political leaders haggle among themselves and refuse to

adopt processes that involve the pUblic in resolving the

issue.

NEW ZEALAND TELEVOTE: NATION-WIDE FUTURES PLANNING

In January 1981, Becker and I met with Dick Ryan, the

Director of New Zealand's Commission for the Future (CFF)

to discuss Televote's use as a means of involving New

Zealand citizens in futures planning. We were aware that

in 1980 the CFF had commissioned Brian Murphy, Director of

the New Zealand National Research Bureau, to conduct

nationwide surveys that would (1) measure public attitudes

on living standards in New Zealand and (2) evalute four

different futures for New Zealand in terms of their

respective impacts on the personal well-being of the New

Zealand public. 11 The CFF was ready to move on to the next

stage of their research--to help New Zealanders think

through their own values and to select a preferred future

--- ----------------- --------- -----
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for the nation. Through a process of thoughtful debate and

deliberation, it was hoped that New Zealanders would blaze

a democratically guided trail to the future for national

policy planners.

After learning of the Hawaii Televote experiments,

Ryan was convinced that Televote would serve as a useful

tool for his small government agency to stimulate the

average New Zealander into thinking seriously and

creatively about the future. utilizing his Televote

experience, Becker became the organizer of a CFF research

project with the following objectives: (1) to obtain a

representative sample of New Zealand's population and to

have them consider and evaluate the general ideas included

in the CFF's four future scenarios; (2) to stimulate public

interest in reading and using a series of CFF pUblications

on these futures; and (3) to utilize the mass media (TV,

radio, newspapers, magazines) in order to promote

interaction between the CFF and the citizens on this

sUbject.

with government funding and assistance from two major

universities (Victoria and Auckland) and one Teachers

College (Christchurch), Becker crafted a network of three

centers to draw a nationwide random sample of 900-1,000 New

Zealanders. The many new participants helped validate and

systematize Televoteis rigid standards for achieving

clarity and purging for bias. After Becker and other

- ---- ------ --- - -
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researchers at Victoria University worked with the CFF

staff to construct and design the NZT instrument, it was

sent to Alan McRobie in Christchurch and Murphy in Auckland

for analysis and modification. All three research centers

collaborated on the evaluation and approval of all the

information, ideas and questions included in the New

Zealand Televote.

To maximize public awareness, discussion, and

participation, Becker weaved together a mass media network

including eleven of New Zealand's major newspapers and over

thirty radio stations. Television stations (there are only

2 major networks in New Zealand aptly named "One" and

"Two") refused to join the Televote-related programming

because they required a 6-9 month preparation period. They

did, however, report on the start of the actual Televoting

and became embroiled in a controversy over its "New

Zealandness" as the process unfolded.

The newspapers, however, were quick to pUblish the

entire Televote questionnaire the day before the Televote

centers started the "call-outs. 1I This became a nationwide

advertising campaign for NZT--front page articles and full

page NZTs--of the upcoming project and its content. But by

also soliciting mail-in responses to the Televote from

their readers, it was additionally a way to involve many

more than the 1000 New Zealanders the centers would induce

to become the NZ Televote random sample. Although the

---- - --------- _ .. - ...
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responses to the newspaper survey were never intended to be

considered adequate to determine what the general pUblic

might want or think about the future, it was seen as a

means to stimualte much wider public thought about the

CFF's alternative futures and to encourage general interest

in participating in the poll if one was called and asked to

become a New Zealand Televoter. It also presented us with

some interesting comparisons between self-selected and

random samples in terms of substantive results and

demographics.

The radio stations also promoted a keen awareness and

interest. They featured interviews, news items,

commentaries, and talk-back programs about the New Zealand

Televote prior to, during, and after the project.

The importance of the media participation project

became clear as soon as the Televote interviewers began to

recruit their randomly selected Televoters. within the

first few days of the call-outs, the interviewers detected

considerable enthusiasm with a good deal of reference being

made to the Televote survey published in the newspapers

throughout the nation. In spite of dire predictions by

many local "experts" that only caucasian and educated

citizens would participate, the New Zealand Televote was

able to obtain participation from a scientifically

predictable, highly representative sample of the entire

adult population, inclUding those from the lowest

--------- -
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educational levels as well as Maoris, who normally resisted

participation in New Zealand national telephone survey

polls. One of the Televote staff members (who was of Maori

ancestry) hypothesized that the Maoris chose to participate

in the Televote poll because of the "personal method of

recruitment" and the fact the Televote staff "encouraged

discusssion with family and friends before answering

[which] fits well within the Maori social concepts. ,,12 The

demographics of the New Zealand Televote show that the

ability of the Televote method to obtain a fairly

representative sample was not limited to the Hawaii

population and, indeed, worked in a non-American

society--and at a national level as well.

Although the NZ Televote had been tested twice to

assure that its reading comprehension level was at the

level of a 14 year old, the task of reading, understanding,

and filling out the Televote was time consuming and

painstaking--much more so than our previous Televotes. Our

most colorful, cartoon-laced Televote brochure provided

descriptions of the philosophical values underlying the

four different future scenarios that had been defined by

the CFF through their prior research. Despite this, all

kinds of New Zealanders were attracted and completed the

exercise with no complaints and in representative numbers.

This was not true in the self-selected newspaper sample.

----- ----- -
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Table 3

New Zealand Demographic Breakdown

Background

SEX
Male
Female

AGE GROUPS
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

1976 Official Statistics NRB Poll*

50~ 49\
SO~ 51\

2S~ weighted
21~ to Official
1S~ Statistics
14~

12~

13~

NZ Televote**

50.0\
50.0\

17.2\
25.1\
19.8\
13.7\
15.5\
8.7\

POLITICAL LEANINGS
National
Labour
Social Credit
Values
other
None***

ETHNIC GROUP
European
Maori/part
Pacific Islander
other

HIGHEST EDUCATION
Up to Sec. School
Sec. School
Tech. or Prof. st.
Tech. or Prof. Qual.
University Study
University Qual.

39.8\
40.4\
16.1\
2.5\
1.3\

86.1\
8.6\
1.8\
1.0\

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

35\
26\
9\
2\
1\

27\

95\
3\
1\
1\

44\
29\
7\
8\
5\
7\

40.8\
22.9\
13.4\
2.5\
1.9\

18.5\

92.9\
5.1\

.6\
1.3\

42.0%
24.9%

4.0%
13.9%

6.9%
8.3%

* 1980 National Research Bureau Nationwide Poll (N=2000)
** 1981 NZ Televote (N=964)
*** Includes the Don't Knows, Independents, and those who refused to

state a "leaning."

In responding to the questions, the Televoters were

given three "games" to play (See Appendix G). Game One was
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entitled "Pictures of the Future," which consisted of the

likely status of five variables (employment, environment,

world scene, economic development, and government) in the

four New Zealand futures. These futures included themes of

"big is beautiful," "privatization is best," "small is

beautiful," and "modern technology is beneficial." For

each variable the Televoter had to indicate whether they

liked, disliked, or were neutral about the status of that

variable in each of the four future scenarios.

In Game Two the Televoter played "Your Turn to

Predict." They were given fifteen possible events of the

future (such as, full employment, larger cities, and

greater participation by citizens in important decisions)

and asked to indicate under which future scenario, guided

by different philosophical points of view, the event was

most likely to happen.

Finally, in Game Three, the Televoters were asked to

choose their preferred future based on their own values.

If they did not find one of the four futures outlined by

the CFF as incorporating their range of values, they could

create their own future with their own unique mixture of

beliefs by choosing statments, or "building blocks", which

were closest to their points of view, from the various

future scenarios.

The researchers were amazed to find that the largest

percentage of NZ Televoters (29%) chose to create their own

------ -----------
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future rather than select one of the four pre-packaged

futures described by the CFF! In spite of the complexity,

and greater time demand required for one to read through a

good bit of philosophical and policy information, the

researchers concluded that a large proportion of New

Zealanders demonstrated "a strong sense of individualism, a

resistance to forced choices, and [willingness] to be

innovative. ,,13 In addition, the researchers found that

those taking the extra time to create their own futures did

not correlate with level of education. In other words, the

educational levels of the "innovative" group were highly

representative of the educational levels of the rest of the

Televote sample.

It appears that the intricacy of the New Zealand

Televote had no impact on the rate or quality of

participation (it may even have intrigued the Televoters.

with the aid of advance advertisement in the newspapers and

on the radio and fewer restrictions on participation

(anyone over 15 years old in New Zealand could participate,

compared to registered voters in Hawaii), the acceptance

rate of those asked to participate in New Zealand surpassed

any of the former Hawaii experiments (slightly over 70% in

New Zealand compared to 50-65% in Hawaii). In addition,

77% of those registered for Televote in New Zealand

completed their questionaire compared to 68-74% in Hawaii.
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Thus, approximately 54% of all those contacted in New

Zealand actually completed the Televote.

The researchers credit the media with a significant

role in the high level of interest and cooperation

demonstrated in this government-sponsored project of

philosophical thinking and discussion of New Zealand's

future. Over 4,000 individuals responded to the

newspapers' requests for mail-ins of the published Televote

survey. While these self-selected respondents were more

likely to be highly educated, Caucasian males--not highly

representative of the population--they were, nevertheless,

indicative of a desire on the part of a large number of

these citizens to be more involved in the complicated

process of pOlicy planning for the future of the nation.

In analyzing their data, the researchers concuded

that: (1) New Zealand Televote (particularly with the help

of the mass media from beginning to end) succeeded in

making the pUblic much more aware of the four development

futures identified by the CFF; (2) the CFF obtained

valuable pUblic input in their work (participation by over

5,000 New Zealanders during a two-month time period); (3)

the first nationwide anticipatory democracy exercise had

been successfully completed; and (4) the New Zealand pUblic

is much more capable of grappling with very complex issues

than many of the "experts" or conventional wisdom had

predicted.

------- ---------- -_._---- -_.
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Finally, the results of the Televote indicated

overwhelming majority rejection of radical new paths

promoted by "growth enthusiasts" or "return-to-nature

enthusiasts." The majority preferred futures that required

a balancing of individualism and personal sacrifice for the

common good. The researchers summed up their analysis with

the following statement: "This study is a vivid

demonstration that the New Zealand public is now ready,

very willing, and eminently able to shoulder its

responsibilities. ,,14

The incumbent NZ political leaders at the time (The

National Party), who had set out on a path of extensive

growth and exploitation of natural resources, greater

involvement in international affairs, and support of big

business, were not inclined to agree that the pUblic could

or should be involved in planning New Zealand's future.

Their own goals appeared to be radically different from

those of a majority of the NZ Televote respondents. The

year after the NZT, the government abolished the Commission

for the Future and continued on its path to rapid growth

and expansion. Three years later, however, the Labor Party

wrested control of the government from the National Party

and began to turn its policies more in the direction chosen

by a majority of the New Zealand Televoters. Brian Murphy,

one of the Televote researchers and Dean of Commerce at

Auckland University, believes that the New Zealand
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government of the late 1980's, under new Labor Party

leadership, was responding to and advancing the future path

chosen by the bulk of New Zealand Televoters in 1981. He

also believes that his polls and NZT had a definite impact

on their thinking. As I noted earlier, Televote's impact

on policy is not immediate, but is part of a general

consciousness raising experience (electronic town meetings

and other activities), and its consequences take time to

become apparent.

HAWAII TELEVOTE 7: THE HONOLULU ELECTRONIC

TOWN MEETING (HETM) AND THE "PUBLIC BUDGET"-

PLACING TELEVOTE INTO THE BIG PICTURE

Having received such widespread media support in

developing a national dialogue on New Zealand's future,

Becker returned to Honolulu with additional knowledge on

ways to generate citizen participation in the age of

electronic communication. From the beginning, we had

envisioned Televote as a part of a much larger process of

public discussion, consideration, and pOlicy formation.

Yet it had taken considerable energy, operating on a shoe

string budget with no funding for staff, to develop the

Televote design, research the issues, operate the surveying

process, and analyze and distribute the data. It was a

commitment we made to democratic research and

intermediation, which required much personal sacrifice and

~~----- -----------
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dedication, with very little support or encouragement from

established powers in society, until New Zealand--when some

true democrats in government and the media lent willing and

helpful hands.

While our experience in Hawaii had taught us that

Televote's success and impact resulted in funding

termination (much like the Alaskan LTNs), the New Zealand

experience provided a new burst of energy and creativity

for us in moving Televote into the next stage. We believed

that even though we had run into great resistance and

hostility from Hawaii government leaders and policy makers

as we developed a means to increase public awareness and

participation, we thought it possible to get the same

support from the Hawaii media as had been obtained in New

Zealand.

Hawaii Professor Jim Dator, who was teaching courses

on media and politics, as well as on designing more

democratic futures, had previously worked extensively with

the media in Canada and Hawaii. He agreed to join us in

designing and conducting the 1982 Honolulu Electronic Town

Meeting (HETM).15 While Becker and Dator developmed media

support and programming, I pulled together a pool of

volunteers and coordinated participation in the Televote

aspect of the project from students at the University of

Hawaii and Joseph Lipkind's classes at West Oahu College

and Leeward Community College. The result was a very
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successful month-long multi-media event conducted by

volunteers, who gave of their time and talents to promote a

meaningful pUblic dialogue. The response of the Honolulu

media surprised us all. We received participation from

both pUblic and private television and radio stations as

well as the two major newspapers. Time, equipment, and

advertising were all donated in a media coordinated event

that reached vastly diverse audiences at different times of

the day in a variety of ways.

The topic, this time, was another type of "Public

Agenda": a financial one. Ronald Reagan had been President

for a little over a year and had made his economic plan,

"Reaganomics," a hotly debated topic allover the country.

with federal cut backs in domestic spending, Reagan's

pOlicies had every state scrambling, trying to make their

own budgetary decisions--raise taxes and/or cut programs.

We utilized the Televote format to bring the public

into the discussion and gave them the means to establish a

"Public Budget". In the Televote questionnaire, as well as

in our media programming, we provided some factual

information and conflicting arguments on Reaganomics. We

also analyzed the state bUdget and presented information on

how money was raised and spent in Hawaii. We included

several alternatives for raising revenue in the state and

detailed arguments for and against the various options.

In soliciting public response, we asked their reactions to

---_.- ---------- --- - - --
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a number of alternatives to federal cutbacks, state

spending in general, revenue-raising options, and major

programs seeking pUblic financial support in Hawaii. We

also asked citizens to consider the information we

furnished on the percentage of state funds going to

different programs such as education, transportation, and

health and asked them to respond by indicating whether they

would spend less, more, or the same.

Using the same methodology we had applied in our

previous Televotes, the two colleges and one university

cooperated (as in New Zealand) in collecting a

representative sample of Honolulu's population to

participate and to give us a scientific baseline of how

Hawaii's total population--including all ethnic groups and

educational levels--would respond to the Reaganomics

questions after reading information, discussing the issues,

and thinking about them. At the same time, other

information on the "Public Budget" was widely available in

the newspapers, on radio, and on television in order to

expand and advertise the pUblic debate and discussion. Our

larger purpose was to get as many citizens as possible to

think and talk about these important and complex issues.

All Honolulu residents were encouraged to become informed

and involved through the following coordinated activites.

(1) The two major newspapers pUblished the entire

Televote (information and questions) for their readers in

----- ------ ---- - -
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their joint Sunday edition at the start of the call-out

(recruitment) and programming. Readers were advised to

keep the newspaper questionnaire in their home as a guide

to the ETM discussion and to respond to it after the

conclusion of the month-long programming that would

elaborate on the issues. The Honolulu Advertiser featured

the Televote logo alonside a daily schedule of ETM programs

and schedules.

(2) An independent commercial television station

(KIKU-TV, Channel 13) provided a studio and equipment for

three half-hour shows, Live wires, produced by Dator and

televised during prime time. The original plan for the

shows were along the traditional lines of a televised panel

discussion on Reaganomics with Dator in the role of

moderator. When Dator discovered the extent to which the

television station was willing to support the Honolulu ETM

project, he felt the station and the public deserved

something a bit more appealing. As Dator thought about his

experiences working on the Futures Project for the Ontario

Educational Communications Authority, he remembered an

important lesson he had learned about an "information-rich

environment... His media experiences had led him to

conclude:

it is necessary to compete for viewers'
time and attention by presenting programmes
in a form that they have demonstrated they
prefer. Academics and other professionals
mistakenly assume ••• that an important topic
and a thorough discussion by important

--~ ..- ------
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people is enough to attract an audience.
In certain instances, that is enough. But
generally the format of a programme is more
important than the content. 16

Or, in other words, the "medium is the message." And

in this case the message was that we wanted citizens to

participate in a comprehensive, in-depth exercise on a

difficult and complicated process and we were committed to

offering the material in ways that were media-competitive.

Dator also believes that if individuals in society are

truly desirous of fostering citizen participation, then

their schemes for reform should address a "popular

disatisfaction with governmental forms and procedures."

His view is: "The obsolete, stuffy, pompous style of

administrative, legislative, and especially jUdicial,

processes is alienating in the extreme for most people -

even if a few believe that to be boring and authoritarian

is necessary for being taken seriously. ,,17

Therefore, the unconventional Dator produced three

educational television programs that featured a group of

improvisational actors and actresses who adapted the

Televote information and opinions into dramatic/satirical

sketches that educated as well as entertained. The

dramatic skits were presented in a clever, humorous format

similar to the most popular national television comedy show

at the time, Saturday Night Live. In between the comic

skits on the Televote issues (that included singing and
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dancing), Dator informed the audience that their input and

opinions on the issues were needed. He provided telephone

numbers to the viewers to call in their comments and

responses to questions presented on the screen. The

Televote staff, including Becker, myself, and students at

the University of Hawaii, answered the telephone lines and

recorded the responses.

(3) Traditional panel discusssions were also provided.

Oceanic Cablevision televised a series of programs on the

Honolulu ETM issues on their community programming station.

Becker moderated the panel discussion that featured local

political and academic persons of widely diverse

viewpoints.

(4) An information documentary was produced by

Jonathan Peck, a graduate stUdent, and repeated regularly

for a month (twice a week) over Oceanic Cablevision's

community programming channel. The documentary dealt with

Reaganomic's impact on Hawaii and included interviews with

the governor and other local political figures.

(5) Becker worked with a popular deejay of a local

music radio station (KKUA) and produced a series of

interactive radio programs. The station's musical format

was "Top 40s," so it interspersed its musical programming

with interviews of experts during the day and call-in

discussion during the evening. Becker and I collected

taped opinions of people on the street on the Televote
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issue to be broadcast as well. Listeners could phone in

their opinions by calling the station and talking on the

air or calling the Televote office to respond in a less

pUblic way.

(6) An hour-long call-in program on pUblic television

(KHET-TV) featuring Becker, Dator, and Lt. Governor Jean

King concluded the HETM after a month. The sUbject of the

program was the Electronic Town Meeting itself. The three

described and discussed the HETM project and responded to

audience call-in comments and questions. Nearly 98% of all

those who called in during the television program made

favorable comments regarding the HETM. 18 The station

manager said that the call-in rate was above average

despite the fact that several of the phones in the

phone-bank were out-of-order.

This experiment served as the most extensive-ever

employed in Hawaii to create a pUblic awareness and

involvement in a public debate on a complex set of issues.

In all our media sponsored material and programs, we sought

public input beyond the scientific sampling we were

conducting through the Televote questionnaire. The

response from the public was an impressive willingness and

eagerness to participate. In fact, during our call-in

periods for the Live Wires television programs, we were

deluged with phone calls. Having only four telephone

lines, we were unable to accomodate all those desiring to

---- -
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participate and received an average of 125 calls during the

30-minute span of each show. We could have processed many

more responses, but many call-ins kept us on the line

expressing their views beyond the structured questions.

Many enthusiastically congratulated us and thanked us for

what we were doing. Dator estimates that only about 10% of

those trying to reach us actually got through. 19

The Honolulu ETM was remarkable in several ways:

(1) The number of individuals willing to contribute

significant time, talent, and resources to expand pUblic

awareness and interaction was surprising and impressive.

Professors, students, actors, video experts, cameramen,

newspaper editors, TV station managers, TV and radio

program directors, deejays, artists, comedians, and others

worked long and energetically in a communitarian fashion

with no remuneration at all other than in a belief in the

intrinsic value of participatory democracy. (2) The

willingness of competitive media to cooperate in a

nonprofit educational endeavor was encouraging. (3) The

variety and range in the forms used to communicate with the

pUblic was, as far as our research indicated, unprecedented

in electronic town meetings up to that time or since. The

Honolulu ETci and Televote reached very diverse audiences

and generated participation by a broad-based cross section

of the population. (4) The response was keen and friendly

with over 80% of those reponding to the various methods
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expressing a willingness to join the HETM and Televote

again in the future.

There was one example of someone in the media

censoring our material. The program director at Oceanic

Cablevision cut two segments from Peck's documentary. She

removed the comments made by a state representative because

she felt the representative was using the television

station to promote her own aChievements. She also spliced

out a viewpoint of a Marxist, who stated that only a war

would pUll the united States out of its economic crisis,

because she did not want the pUblic to think Oceanic was

endorsing his views (even though disclaimers were made at

the start and end of the documentary.) It is interesting

to note that the program director's previous job had been

with a politician from a political party different from the

two whose views she censored.

Peck was indignant over the censorship and was quite

vocal about the arbitrary manner in which the program

director acted. He wrote a memo stating that such action

calls for renaming the Oceanic "Community Programming

Channel" the "Oceanic Programming Channel."

Certainly there is reason to be alarmed by the control

exericsed by one member of the media in this case. It

highlights the necessity of building in safe~Jards so that

freedom of the press does not apply only to those who own

and/or run the presses.
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There were also other problems, but not nearly as

serious as the censorship issue. The Honolulu ETM faced

difficulities (many due to financial limitations) and

accumulated some critics objecting to the means and/or ends

of the project. For example: (1) Many of the productions

were not of the quality we would have preferred. This was

due to poor equipment, time constraints, or lack of the

volunteers' expertise necessary to perform the needed

functions at a professional level. (2) We had to rely on

what the media was willing to give us for free. We had

many ideas about how to promote the programming or citizen

participation, but we were constrained by our inability to

pay for anything. Therefore, when we would have liked for

the Televote to have been published in the newspapers at

the end of the HETM as well as at the beginning, we had to

settle for the one-time printing that the newspapers gave

us at no cost. (3) We needed far more telephone lines than

we had available to accomodate those trying to get through

to us for some of our call-in shows. A computer-tallying

system would have helped a lot, but was unavailable in

Hawaii at the time. other components to expand

participation in HETM, which were used in Washington and

Alaska, were beyond the realm of possibilities for the

Honolulu experiment since there was no government or

financial support for the project.
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The criticisms of the HETM, which will be discussed

more generally later on, were similar to those made of

Televote. It was argued that issues are too complex to be

dealt with in a four-page brochure, half hour or hour-long

radio or television programs, or hour-long documentaries.

A few critics were outraged by the satirical style of Live

Wires and argued that serious issues of pUblic policy

cannot be dealt with in such a flippant, ostensibly

superficial style. They felt that even though facts were

given, as well as pro and con arguments, the manner in

which Reaganomics was presented made it appear to be the

sUbject of ridicule rather than a sUbject presented

objectively for "serious" public discussion.

Taking into account the limitations and criticisms of

Televote and the Honolulu ETM, we concluded, however, that

we had found evidence for the beneficial use of media in

heightening citizens' awareness and knowledge and inducing

their participation. As with every previous Televote, we

learned things we had not anticipated, we discovered ways

to improve our efforts, and we met new questions that

challenged us. Our desire to create new designs and to

continue our research was spurred once again, however, with

the pUblic's warm welcome of our work.

~----------------- ---~- ---
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LOS ANGELES TELEVOTE: GOVERNMENT AND MEDIA

PROMOTING PUBLIC EDUCATION AND INTERACTION

ON REGIONAL ISSUES AND STATE INITIATIVES

A graduate student of Dator's observed the Honolulu

ETM and transplanted the concept to his home state,

California, by persuading the Southern California

Association of Governments (SCAG) to utilize it in their

planning. SCAG is a voluntary association of local

governments in Southern California that work together in

developing comprehensive plans ordinarily dealing with air

and water quality, transportation, housing, regional

growth, and economic development. Based on the low cost

and success of the Honolulu ETM, SCAG embraced the idea.

SCAG Executive Director Mark Pisano felt Televote and

related programming was ideal for SCAG's use. He described

Televote as "the best pUblic participation tool I've seen

in a long time. It puts SCAG issues before the pUblic in

an entirely new way, in a concentrated and concerted

manner. "zo(Emphasis mine) Dator and Becker served as

advisors for the Los Angeles Televote conducted in October

and November of 1982.

The goals of the Los Angeles Televote, which covered

six regional issues and four initiatives from the 1982

California ballot, were the same as for the Honolulu ETM:

(1) increase pUblic access to the Televote process (by

--------- - ---..
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having newspapers pUblish the Televote); (2) increase the

number and types of players; and (3) utilize other modern

communication technologies to educate and involve the

citizens. An additional goal of the LA Televote, however,

which makes it different from the Honolulu ETM, was to

promote government and planning interfaces with Televote,

ensuring that Televote was linked to policy-making

processes rather than separated from them. While we had no

objections to such a goal in Hawaii, our previous Hawaii

experiences taught us to expect resistance, evasivenss,

and/or skepticism from Hawaii policy makers. While the LA

Televote was sponsored and funded by government for the

purposes of using pUblic "input" for planning, we had

experienced university funding being abruptly curtailed

when state officials complained about public "pressure"

created by the Televotes.

Even with government funding, however, the LA Televote

was a very inexpensive civic program ($23,000) because the

organizers were able to obtain a similar level of

cooperation and voluntary contribution from the local

media. In addition, some media and communication companies

contributed cash for the rental of sophisticated phone

answering and call-counting equipment and to pay for

telephone services. 21

The LA Televote sought to duplicate Honolulu's variety

of program formats that placed major emphasis on two-way

--------- -------
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communication. Every form of media communication had a

built-in feedback mechanism designed to obtain and measure

citizen input. The California phone company's donation of

a technologically advanced answering and call-counting

systems allowed greater participation than the rUdimentary,

"bare bones" budget volunteer phone answering system

utilized in Hawaii. During the ten day programming cycle,

the LA Televote received over 35,000 replies. The

automatic, high volume telephone system was used for almost

all their programming in addition to a few programs that

allowed for on-the-air comments and questions.

Programming that coincided with the random sample

Televote polling, which provided informative pamphlets to

Televoters, included: (1) ten 3-5 minute segments on a

television evening newscast; (2) a 3D-minute wrap-up

television special at the end of the Televote week; (3) ten

segments on a morning radio news show with ten live

on-the-air opinion polls conducted; (4) ten segments on two

different Spanish speaking radio news programs; (5) a

3D-minute radio talk show with call-ins from listeners; (6)

daily newspaper listing of all the Televote programming;

and (7) information articles on the Televote issues

pUblished in the newspapers.

The LA Televote added two components not utilized in

the Honolulu ETM: (1) an interactive computer network and

(2) a high school Televote center. The LA Televote ballot

----- ----- -- -
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was entered into The Source computer data base. The Source

is a computer network established and run by the Source

Telecomputing Corporation, which offers over 750 programs

and services to subscribers including electronic mail,

news, government and politics, education, and shopping.

The Televote ballot became an interactive file on The

Source that provided the Televote information to users and

allowed them to receive the Televote questions and offer

comments and suggestions. Subscribers to the service were

able to read comments of others and develop a computer

dialogue on the issues.

The designers of the LA Televote felt that its

educational potential is also useful in helping the

educational system to train students to become politically

aware and active citizens and to develop planning skills.

They chose a Los Angeles high school to serve as a

demonstration project for developing problem-solving

skills, which they considered relevant to responsible

participation in the political system. "Project Citizen,"

involving forty high school students, lasted for four weeks

and revolved around the "Televote Game," which was a

simulation designed to explore the different perspectives

surrounding each of the Televote issues. For each issue,

three or four students were given different roles

representing different points of view on the issue, which

----------~~----~-- _ .. ~- -~-~- -
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they then discussed and debated with the other students.

Not only did they discuss these issues in the class, but

each student was also responsible for distributing,

collecting, and tabUlating ten Televote ballots in their

community. Their class assignments included watching the

Televote programming on television, inclUding one segment

which featured their actual classroom debates. Students

were also assigned to take their discussion out of the

classroom and get their family and friends involved in the

Televote activities. The organizers of LA Televote stated,

lithe students were actually functioning to stimulate

political activity in their community and at home."22

(Emphasis mine.)

However, the most remarkable new discovery of the

Televote process in Los Angeles was how closely the results

of the random sample on the four state initiative issues

matched the actual voter results in the election held

immediately following the Televote. As in Hawaii and New

Zealand, the LA Televote sample was highly representative

of the overall popUlation, but prior to Los Angeles there

had never been another indicator available to see how

closely the sample actually matched the views of the larger

popUlation from which it was drawn. On all four issues,

the Televote results were within plus or minus four

percentage points of the actual vote in the area on the

--------- --- -- -
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issues and accurately predicted the results of the election

on each issue. By contrast, the TV poll, which did not

employ scientific random sampling, but was a self-selected

group, only predicted the outcome on half the issues. The

following chart demonstrates how the scientific random

sampling compared to the election results and the results

of the television poll.23

Although the types of audiences reached in Los Angeles

may not have been as diverse in some ways as in Honolulu,

since most of its programming took place on news programs

or talk shows, and since entertainment formats were not a

part of the government-sponsored Los Angeles project, the

raw number of citizens participating in a ten- day project

was still very impressive. The Los Angeles Televote

continued and expanded the development of Televote, and

also demonstrated that the greater the cooperation between

media, policy planners, and educators, the greater the

potential for the success of Televote to achieve its

participatory democratic goals.
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Table 4

comparative Results: General Election, Random sample
Televote*, and TV Poll

Issue General Election LA Televote TV Poll
Beverage Containers yes 43.5' 45.2' 49.6\

no 56.5' 54.8\ 50.3'

Nuclear weapons yes 62.0' 66.3\ 47.n
Freeze no 38.0' 33.7\ 52.6\

Water Conservation yes 46.5' 49.4' 59.2\
no 53.5\ 50.6\ 40.8\

Handgun Ban yes 48.5' 48.9\ 34.1\
no 51.5\ 51.1\ 65.9\

* Televote random sample of 408 residents of Los Angeles, 18 years or
older.

HAWAII HEALTH DECISIONS 1, 2, & 3: USING TELEVOTE TO

BRING THE PUBLIC INTO HEALTH POLICY PLANNING

Finally, after several years of conducting Televote

polls in Hawaii, we were contacted by Donald Toews and Dr.

Henry Ichiho of the Hawaii Department of Health about the

possibilities of using Televote to help them get more and

better public input into health policy planning.

Conventional public opinion polling had been part of the

health department's policy-making process for many years,

but Toews and Ichiho felt the necessity for something

better--and they had heard about the Hawaii Televote model

and thought it would enrich the administrative

decision-making process. They believed that their role as

administrators was to respond to public needs and to
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maintain a high-quality feedback system that allowed for

effective public evaluation of their efforts.

The Hawaii Health Decisions Televotes, sponsored by

the Hawaii Health Department, broke new ground again in

Televote experimenting. It was the first time we had been

approached by actual, practicing policy-makers, who were

familiar with our work and who determined on their own that

Televote was a very useful tool for their work. Also, it

was the first time the Hawaii Televote model was fully

funded for researchers and staff and did not have to rely

on volunteers or university classes to conduct the poll.

And finally, it was the first time in Hawaii that policy

makers had expressed a genuine desire to be directed in

their planning by the desires of the pUblic, whom they

sought to educate on the issues to be resolved.

In the Fall of 1983, I served as consultant for the

first Hawaii Health Decisions poll (HHD-1) utilizing

Televote methodology. The Family Health Services Division,

through the Maternal and Child Health Branch of the

Department of Health, had received a federal grant to

develop policies and programs for dealing with teen

pregnancies, unmarried mothers, adoption, and health

problems of infants born to teenagers. The broad

guidelines of the grant mandated the health department to:

(1) look into societal causes for the growing number of

births to unwed teenage mothers; (2) identify the major
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reasons that adoption was an option so seldom used; (3)

establish innovative, comprehensive and integrated

approaches to the delivery of care services for preganant

adolescents, particularly unwed mothers; and (4) to assist

families of adolescents to understand and resolve the

societal causes which are associated with teenage

pregnancy.

The HHD-1 Televote included facts on adolescent health

problems in general as well as on teenage pregnancy and

adoption in particular. It also contained a variety of

ways to cope with adolescent problems, along with arguments

for and against each. Questions were posed to discover:

(1) the extent to which the respondents felt that the

health problems specified were problems facing Hawaii's

teenagers; (2) their views on adoption; (3) the advice they

would offer to unwed pregnant teenagers; and (4) their

level of support for an array of methods to convey health

services to Hawaii's youth. Relatively unconventional

concepts, like community health organization (CHOs), were

on the menu.

The Televote results indicated majority accord on the

causes, but no clear majority on any conventional solution.

However, for new ideas, such as CHOs, there appeared to be

strong community support (69%), although a significant

minority (23%) did not know how they felt about them. We

interpreted the large "not sure" group to the fact that
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CHOs were an unfamiliar notion in Hawaii and a number of

citizens felt they needed more information before forming a

definite opinion.

Toews is currently analyzing how these findings

impacted the decision-making in the Department of Health

and whether and to what extent it influenced actual pUblic

policy. The initial reaction of the pOlicy makers in the

health department, however, was satisfaction. They were

pleased and impressed that the representativeness of the

sample was comparable to the more conventional polling they

had done. And they viewed Televote as an efficient and

effective approach to educating a representative sample of

Hawaii's popUlation about original thinking on health care

delivery.

Increasing Participation In Televote:

Unexpected Results Of HHD-2 And HHD-3

Two years later, the health department utilized

Televote again, this time conducting two simUltaneously on

wholly different issues involving entirely different

popUlations. HHD-2, sponsored by the crippled Children's

Branch, addressed a primarily philosophical issue:

Children's Rights and Parents' Rights (more specifically,

who should provide and fund medical services for children

when parents are unable or unwilling to do so). HHD-3,

sponsored by Maternal and Child Health, dealt with a
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specific community health program: the future of the

Waimanalo Health Clinic, which dispensed prenatal care,

maternity services, and care of children.

The sample for HHD-2 was randomly drawn from all adult

residents on Oahu, whereas the sample for HHD-3 was

randomly selected from the much smaller Waimanalo community

on Oahu. Whereas the residents of the island of Oahu are

extremely diverse in ethnicity, level of income and level

of education, the Waimanalo residents included a greater

percentage of lower income families with less education

than the average population of the state. We were quite

sure from past experience that we would get a highly

representative sample of all Oahuans for HHD-2, but we were

worried that the complexity and difficulties inherent in

the Televote method might pose some problems for obtaining

a representative sample of the citizens of Waimanalo.

As had happened so often in our previous experiments,

what actually transpired caught us off guard. Not only did

we receive a representative sample of the population

involved in both surveys, but our Waimanalo Televote

demographics on ethnicity and income levels were a closer

representation of the Waimanalo population than were the

demographics of the Oahu Televote for Oahu's population on

the same variables!

One demographic, that was significantly skewed in the

Waimanalo Televote was sex--36% male respondents and 64%

----- ------------- -- -.--
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female respondents. The actual population is about evenly

divided. Our analysis of this tremendous discrepancy,

which is not at all apparent in the Oahu Televote, is that

this project focused on a health clinic that specialized in

services for women and children, and thus it was of more

interest to women, overwhelmingly the principal patrons of

the clinic. Also in HHD-3, unlike our procedures in many

other Televotes, we did not ask to speak to the head of the

household (to help compensate for the fact that in Hawaii

women are more likely to answer the phone than men).

Finally, the sponsors of the survey believed that women

would be more likely to know about the services of the

clinic and be better able to evaluate its merits.

Therefore, an overrepresentation of women in the survey was

not a negative factor to them.

Actually, we began to suspect that our fears of not

obtaining a representative sample in Waimanalo were

groundless after we did our recruiting for that Televote

(HHO-3). In HHD-2 we were able to recruit 58% of those we

asked to participate--well within our range of 50-65% in

previous Hawaii Televotes. In HHO-3, however, we were

astounded to receive our highest participation rate out of

all Televotes we had ever conducted--nearly 75% of those we

asked to participate agreed to do so.

In analyzing how we could have been so far off base

in our predictions about the participation of the residents

------------_._-- --
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of Waimanalo, we were led to the following conclusion:

HHD-3 hit a sensitive nerve. It touched something direct,

real, and of tangible relevance to the people of the

community--its health clinic. By contrast, HHD-2 was of a

more philosophical and abstract interest to the citizenry.

Thus, we believe that this experiment (serendipitously)

demonstrated that when a pUblic opinion surveyor citizen

participation project concerns an issue or issues that

people think is vitally important to them, and they are

convinced that their opinion is needed and can make a

difference, that this overcomes the socio-political

tendencies to abstain from civic participation so deeply

rooted in contemporary American society.

Furthermore, since we chose the same size sample from

the small community of Waimanalo as we did from the much

~arger area of Oahu, we discovered that as we did our

recruiting, many of those we contacted had already heard of

the Televote from their neighbors and relatives, whom we

had contacted earlier. They had already begun a discussion

on the subject even before they agreed to receive our

Televote in the mail. Several expressed gratification that

they were now to be a part of the project. It was our

first experience in recruitment where a substantial number

of potential Televoters already had heard of our project

from Televoters we had signed up to participate. It

certainly made our survey efforts easier and more
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enjoyable. It also showed that if Televote is widely

distributed in an area (about 20% of the households were

involved), it can generate an intensive, interactive

dynamic in that community.

Measuring The Extent To Which Televoters

Read And Discuss The Contents

In all our previous Televotes, we were not so naive

to believe that all our Televoters read all our information

and all Televoters discussed the Televote with someone

else. Indeed, we had assumed that some undetermined number

of Televoters read all, most, some, or none of the

material presented in the Televote brochures. Our first

two Televotes on initiative and on selection of judges had

indicated sophisticated responses very different from the

responses of conventional polls conducted during a

reasonably close time period. Also in the New Zealand

Televote, the results indicated that a large percentage of

the respondents chose the more complicated and difficult

choice of creating their own future from the information

provided rather than choosing one of the pre-packaged

futures (which did not require integrating any other data

from the questionnaire). We also believed that some other

undetermined number of Televoters discussed the material

with others. We had been satisfied with the belief that

Whatever number read the material and discussed it with

--_._- ----------- - - --
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others, it was more than any conventional public opinion

poll, since none encourages or allows for discussion and

deliberation in the systematic way as does Televote.

In HHD-2 and HHD-3 we decided to try to gain some

insight into how many respondents read how much of the

material and discussed it with others. Also since the two

Televotes were conducted concurrently, and were targeting

very dissimilar samples, we were able to gain a clearer

notion about the extent that this number might vary from

survey to survey and population to population.

Thus, after our Televote interviewers had obtained the

responses to the substantive and demographic questions on

each Televote, they asked each Televoter: (1) "Other than

the questions, how much of the Televote did you read?" (2)

"Did you discuss the Televote with anyone else?" (3) If

yes, "with whom?"

Table 5

(Amount of) Televote Read by Televoters

Response

All

Most

Some

None

HHD-2 HHD-3

77.3% 65.2%

11.2% 16.7%

6.0% 9.8%

5.5% 8.3%

----------- - -
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The general level of those who reported they read all

the Televote was quite high. Nearly four out of five

(77.3%) of the Oahu Televoters said they read all, while

nearly two out of three (65.2%) of Waimanalo Televoters

said they read all the material. We interpreted the 12%

disparity to be due in part to the generally lower level

of education in the Waimanalo sample (there were twice as

many college graduates and people with some post graduate

education in the HHD-2 sample) and in part to the firsthand

knowledge many of the Waimanalo Televoters had about the

sUbject of HHD-3. The number of those who said they read

no material other than the questions was uniformly low

(less than 10% in both Televotes).

Table 6

Discussion of Televote

RESPONSE

Yes

No

HHD-2

51.9%

48.0%

HHD-3

50.4%

49.5%

More than half of the Televoters in both surveys

reported they discussed the Televote with someone else.

Still, the reported level of discussion was sUbstantially

less than the reported level of reading all, most and some

of the Televote. It is also interesting to note that

factors which we believe helped explain the different

---- -- --------- -- -
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samples (lower level of education and more direct knowledge

of the issue) had no significant effect on the reported

amount of discussion the Televote generated.

Table 7

with Whom Televoters Discussed Televote*

HHD-2 HHD-3

Spouse 41.1% 33.4%

Kids 4.6% 12.3%

Parents 5.9% 9.6%

Friend 15.1% 10.3%

Other** 32.4% 34.4%

* Some Televoters spoke with more than one person.
** Includes Relatives, Neighbors, Co-workers

By far, Televoters in both surveys preferred to

discuss the Televote with their spouses. The Waimanalo

Televoters (disproportionately female) had a slightly

lesser tendency than the Oahu Televoters to do so.

Instead, they had a slightly greater inclination to discuss

the brochure material and issue with their children. This

is understandable, since the clinic served women and their

children.

We would expect that there would be a certain

inflationary factor in Televoters' responses to these

questions (akin to the inflationary factor that most

pollsters expect in response to questions about income and

--------- --- --- -
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education level). Some people are embarassed by their low

income or low educational level, and we believe that some

Televoters were reluctant to admit that they did not read

or discuss the Televote.

We believe, however, that there are factors in the

results that indicate a minimal degree of inflation. For

example, the substantial difference in the percentage of

Televoters who said they read all, most or some of the

Televote (90-95%) and those who said they discussed the

Televote (50-52%) shows that approximately 40% of the

Televoters who claimed to have read at least some of the

Televote, were not hesitant to tell our interviewers that

they did not follow our instructions to also discuss the

issue with others.

Then, there are a number of internal consistencies to

indicate that most Televoters in both surveys were being

frank. For example, lesser educated Televoters were less

likely to say they had read all the Televote.

Even discounting for some inaccuracy in the responses,

we believe our data indicates a moderately high level of

reading and discussion of the Televote and its contents.

Not only do we believe this adds a certain quality of

thought and deliberation to the opinion data gathered, but

that the Televote method increased the level of pUblic

education in the community quite wilike conventional

methods of pUblic opinion polling.

---- ---------_.__ ._----
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SUMMARY

This chapter has detailed the Televote odyssey from

its early beginnings in a school district of California to

its final experiment in a small Hawaiian community.

Televote has been tested in California, Hawaii, and New

Zealand on a variety of issues and for a variety of

purposes. with each Televote we advanced our knowledge,

improved our techniques, and asked new questions. And from

the first design of the Hawaii Televote model to the last

experiment we are convinced that the basic approach weaved

together the Quantum qualities of randomness and

interactivity in a way to increase citizen involvement in

government--whether representative or participatory

democracy. We also came to understand that Televote's

efficiency was especially enhanced when made a part of a

wider, more complex democratic process like the Electronic

Town Meetings.

The final chapter will look closely at critiques that

have been made by others of Televote and corresponding

Electronic Town Meetings. It will also present a

concluding analysis of how Televote can be best

institutionalized in the future so as to maximize its

effectiveness in helping develop a more Participatory

Representative state or the more radical Representative

---- ------------------- ----- ---- -- --
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Participatory state--the polity most compatible with the

principles of Quantum Politics.

I am attaching the "HAWAII TELEVOTE HANDBOOK" as

Appendix A. While a number of changes have been

implemented since we wrote the handbook early in our

experimentation, the handbook describes the entire process

by which a university curriculum can be employed as a

relatively inexpensive and independent "mediator" between

the pUblic and government in participatory democratic

systems. It is important to note, however, that this model

can also be utilized by community or volunteer

organizations devoted to the concept of a "strong

democracy," and which exhalt the process of participatory

democracy over any particular policy interests.

----- ------ -------
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NOTES

1. Earl R. Babbie, Survey Research Methods (Belmont, Ca.:
Wadsworth PUblishing Co., 1973) 165-166. Babbie states
that response rates of 50% for mail questionaires are
adequate for analysis, 60% is good, and 70% is very
good. He also notes that in computing response rates,
the "accepted practice" is to omit all those that could
not be delivered for various reasons. Although he
acknowledges this does not produce a pure random sample
of the total population, it is common practice. Also he
states the researchers must be careful to compare their
results with other data such as demographics to examine
how closely their sample reflects the population at
large.

2. The texts that we used for our methodology training
were: Kenneth Webb and Harry P. Hatry, obtaining
Citizen Feedback: The Application of Citizen Surveys to
Local Governments (Washington, D.C.: The Urban
Institute, 1973); Charles H. Backstrom and Gerald
Hursh-Cesar, Survey Research (Evanston, Illinois:
Northwestern University Press, 1963); and Earl R.
Babbie, Survey Research Methods (Belmont, Ca: Wadsworth
PUblishing Co., 1973).

3. Gerry Keir, "Con Con Poll," Honolulu Advertiser 19 Feb.
1978: Al.

4. Keir, "Laws for Action by Public Favored," Honolulu
Advertiser 25 Feb. 1978: A1.

5. Keir, "Most Favor Initiative, Referendum," Honolulu
Advertiser 10 May 1978 A1.

6. Ted Becker and Dick Chadwick, "Problem-Solving CONCON
Desired, Says University Poll," Honolulu Advertiser 17
May 1978: Al.

7. Keir, "Change in JUdge Selection Favored," Honolulu
Advertiser 25 Feb. 1978: A1.

8. Keir, "Most Favor Initiative, Referendum," Honolulu
Advertiser 10 May 1978: A1.

9. statement of William Paty, 1978 Hawaii Constitutional
Convention President, made to Ted Becker, professor in
charge of the Televote project.
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10. P.J. Arnopoulos and K. Valaskakis, Telecommunitary
Democracy: utopian Vision or Probable Future (Montreal:
UNESCO, 1982) 46.

11. Details on the New Zealand Televote are found in Ted
Becker, Alvin Clement, Alan McRobie, and Brian Murphy,
Report on New Zealand Televote (Wellington: The
Commission for the Future, 1981.

12. Becker, Clement, McRobie, and Murphy 11.

13. Becker, Clement, McRobie, and Murphy 13-14.

14. Becker, Clement, McRobie, and Murphy 33.

15. For Jim Dator's description of the project, see: Jim
Dator, "The 1982 Honolulu Electronic Town Meeting," The
Future of Politics: Governance. Movements and World
Order, ed. William Page (London: Frances Pinter, 1983)
211-217.

16. Dator 214.

17. Dator 214-215.

18. Dator 216.

19. Dator 215.

20. Report on the Los Angeles Televote (Los Angeles:
Southern California Association of Governments, 1983).

21. Report on the Los Angeles Televote 4.

22. Report on the Los Angeles Televote 9.

23. A similar comparative data chart appears in Ted Becker
and Richard Scarce, "Teledemocracy Emergent: State of
the American Art and Science," Progress in
Communication Sciences, eds. Brenda Derwin and Melvin
J. Voight (Norwood, New Jersey: Ablex PUblishing Corp.,
1986) 281.
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CHAPTER VII

EVALUATING TELEVOTE:

RESPONDING TO CRITICISM AND SETTING FUTURE AGENDAS

Chapter 6 was devoted to the contributions in data and

theory of a dozen Televote experiments. As I noted, the

Televote researchers, throughout the series, were open to

serious and thoughtful critiques from others--as well as

themselves--in a continuing attempt to assess and improve

the process. I am well aware that the system is still not

perfect, and never will be. Indeed, many important

questions remain to be tested--and answered.

I realize, too, that it has taken a long time to

compile, evaluate and present a comprehensive explication

of the Televote experiments--the philosophy and theory

behind them, the discussion of all the data, and a detailed

interpreta~ion. Up to this point, there have been three

published articles by various members of the Televote

research staff (Becker and Slaton, 1981; Becker, 1981;

Becker and Scarce, 1986). They have discussed various

aspects of Televote and have presented some of the data and

some analysis of the Televote findings. However, Chapter 6

is the first comprehensive presentation of Televote up to

this time.

---- ----------- -- --- ----
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The early reports of Televote, however, have attracted

some attention, as I mentioned in the previous chapter.

The Gamma Group, at McGill University in Montreal, was

favorably impressed and considered Televote to be the

closest approximation to their ideal model of

Telecommunitarian democracy.' Their positive reaction was

encouraging. On the other hand, they presented no critique

and, thus, did not stimulate us to re-examine our design.

Benjamin Barber also presents Televote as a positive

example of the democratic experimentation being conducted

across the country in his book strong Democracy. Again, no

specific critique is presented of Televote.

There has been an intensive, itemized evaluation of

Televote in a comparative study of teledemocracy projects.

This critique emanates from a small group of analysts led

by F. Christopher Arterton: formerly a political science

professor at Yale, a research fellow at the Roosevelt

Center in Washington, D.C., and currently the Dean of the

Graduate School of Political Management (of the state of

New York) in New York City.

Unfortunately, despite spending numerous pages and

sections of chapters in two recent books (Arterton, 1987;

Abramson, Arteron, & Orren, 1988) evaluating Televote, the

data they set forth is so inaccurate that the assessment

offers very little insight into ways to redesign Televote.

As I will demonstrate, Arterton is a devoted adherent to

---- ----------- ----- _.-
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the Expanded Representative state. In his attempts to

justify the current political system, he misrepresents

Televote to those who read his work and finesses the major

issues of system change that the Televote experiments treat

seriously.

The first part of this final chapter will address

these specific critiques of Televote and highlight the

myriad distortions of the Televote process and goals.

Arterton has established quite a professional reputation,

lately, as a thorough evaluator of teledemocracy projects.

His charges against Televote are numerous and severe. But

they are, at heart, ideologically driven. He and his

colleagues make this clear and I will portray this, I hope,

with equal clarity.

The second part of this chapter will discuss some real

shortcomings in the Televote experience to date. There are

truly important things to know that we have yet to address,

that we have yet to study, that need to be known so that we

can better comprehend how to develop better systems for

citizen participation in planning, problems-solving,

policy-making, and implementation in a future system of

more effective democratic governance.

The last part of this chapter will be my conclusion,

my summing up, my integration of all that has gone before

in this work. I believe there is a unity here--one that I

have tried to illucidate throughout.

----------- -_. -- ._ ..
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We live in a new age--one characterized by rapid

technological developments; great expansions in our

knowledge of physical and human behavior; potential manmade

cataclysms of unprecedented magnitude; numerous democratic

revolutions of one kind or another. This study has made

the point--over and over again--that the Televote

experiments (as well as other participatory democratic

theories and projects) are an amalgamation of key aspects

of these technological, theoretical, scientific, and

political changes of the twentieth century.

The concluding part of this final chapter will make my

final statement as to how these merge and, therefore, lend

even greater credibility to the potential for a new form of

participatory democracy, in other words, the Representative

participatory state.

RESPONDING TO THE CRITICS

F. Christopher Arterton has spent a good portion of

two books critiquing Televote. His evaluation and analysis

is based on a visit to Hawaii in 1985 where he interviewed

Becker and Dator (but not Chadwick or Slaton) as well as

the articles that have been pUblished on or about the

Hawaii model of Televote.

~-rterton commences his study by defining "tele

democracy" as "the use of communications technology to

facilitate the transmission of political information and

---------~--~---~-
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opinion between citizens and their public leaders.,,2 He

says unequivocally at the outset that he does not view

teledemocracy as "a politics that would undercut our

established representative machinery.,,3 (Emphasis mine.)

In selecting Televote for study, Arterton found that

it fit his pre-requisite that it be in a category of

"policy-neutral projects" designed by disinterested

democrats. As he describes the role of the organizers:

"They merely provide greater opportunities for citizens to

exert influence, while they try to avoid influencing the

outcomes of the process they set in motion. ,,4 (Emphasis

mine. )

Unfortunately, though, for purposes of effective and

useful independent evaluation, Arterton's information on

Televote was incomplete and much of what he adduces is

either incorrect or misrepresented. In addition, there are

two major defects in Arterton's research design that weaken

its capabilities to identify and assay Televote's merits

and demerits. First, I will address the problems with his

methodology and then I will look at the specific critiques

made about the Hawaii Televote model to consider their

value and their potential for the upgrading and

sustainability of Televote for the future.
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Methodological Problems in the Arterton Televote Studies

InapprQpriate Application Qf Criteria

In his 1987 book, Teledemocracy: Can Technology

Protect Democracy?, Arterton exposes his personal bias in

favor of the presently constituted American representative

system. His own definition of teledemocracy indicates a

lack of interest in, or concern about, any reforms that may

fundamentally affect the existing structural relationship

between citizens and representatives--for example, to make

representatives more strictly accountable to the democratic

controls of the citizenry. Placing his definition of

teledemocracy within the confines of my own typology,

Arterton's criteria for evaluation are to determine if

teledemocracy projects (like Televote) strengthen the

representative function in the Expanded Representative

State--in other words, he asks to what extent do the

teledemocracy projects facilitate communication between

citizens and public officials through the use of modern

technology?

The first major methodological problem arises with his

list of eleven criteria (Table 8) created to evaluate the

projects.

----- ---------- -- -~~-~-
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Table 8

Arterton's criteria for Evaluating
the Effectiveness of Teledemocracy Projects*

1) Access--the range of citizens able to participate in a
teledemocracy project.

(2) Reach--the percentage of those citizens able to
participate who actually do become involved.

(3) Effectiyeness--whether or not citizen participation can
have a direct influence upon public policy.

(4) Agenda setting--the level of control citizens are able
to exercise over the issues to be decided , the
alternatives to be considered, the timing of and order of
participation, and so forth.

(5) Diversity of access paths--the number of ways through
which citizens can learn about and participate in a
project.

(6) Puration--the length of time and number of iterations
over which an institution for citizen participation lasts.

(7) Individual or group based--whether citizens can
participate as individuals or as members of organized
interest groups.

(8) Initiative--the degree to which citizens must discover
and generate for themselves opportunities to become
involved and the information upon which that involvement is
based.

(9) costs--the burdens, financial and otherwise, imposed on
citizens in connection with their participation.

(10) Educative value--the degree to which participants
learn about the SUbject matter or policy area under
consideration.

(11) Political competence--through their participation in a
teledemccracy project, the skills and confidence to become
more generally politically active.

* F. Christopher Arterton, Teledemocracy: Can Technology
Protect Democracy? (NeWbury Park, Ca.: Sage Publications,
1987) 63.

--------- -- - _.
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As actually applied by Arterton, however, these

criteria are primarily relevant to a Full Participation

state since he uses them to measure the extent to which All

citizens are fully involved in decision-making that has a

"direct influence upon policy,"S Arterton evaluates

thirteen projects, including Televote, frequently using the

terms "direct democracy," "plebescite," and "universal

participation" as standards by which to evaluate the

success of the projects--despite the fact that none of

these (particularly Televote) state this to be their goal.

Thus his criteria for evaluation, as applied, are (1)

inconsistent with his own definition of teledemocracYi and

(2) inapplicable to the goals of all the project organizers

of the projects he evaluates. It is hardly surprising,

then, that Arterton finds none of the projects to succeed

on all the dimensions by which he measures citizen

participation. Indeed, the conclusion of his 1987 book

that "teledemocracy offers us improvements in democracy,

not a major transformation nor a final fulfillment,,,6

should be seen as success in terms of his own definition

'(and the criteria of the project organizers) even though he

seems to be saying, by his inappropriate applications, that

they have been unsuccessful. (Emphasis mine.)

In dealing with Hawaii Televote specifically, Arterton

credits the model with responding to two major problems of

modern survey research by: (a) allowing respondents time

--------- - --
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to think about the issue and (b) encouraging them to talk

about it with others. He states that requesting

respondents to reflect on the issues with others in a

social context is an "achievement [which] is a major virtue

of Televote. ,,7 (Emphasis mine.) He further points out

that Becker has written that Televote is "one step along

the path toward teledemocracy.,,8 (Emphasis mine.)

Therefore, Arterton acknowledges some Televote success and

realizes that the Televote designers do not claim it to be

the ultimate form of, or as the path towards, a full

participatory democracy in America.

On the other hand, when we address certain of

Arterton's specific criticisms of Televote, we will see how

this methodological flaw of utilizing criteria that do not

match the goals of the projects affects his conclusions of

success or failure. It will also provide insight into how

and why Arterton and two co-authors of a 1988 book, The

Electronic Commonwealth, pronounce a harsher verdict on

Televote and conclude that rather than enhancing democracy,

Televote "shortchanges the democratic process. 1I9

Improper Application of Classification System

The 1988 study of Televote includes another serious

methodological shortcoming, in other words, misclassifying

the project under analysis. Referring to "the shallowness

of polling as a form of democratic participation, ,,10

------ --------- --- - --
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Arterton determines that Televote is a "foe of

democracy, ,,11 "trivial, ,,12 and "superficial. ,,13 Yet he and

his collaborators arrive at such a harsh jUdgment only

because they fail to make pivotal distinctions in their own

classification scheme. Worse yet, they present incomplete,

as well as erroneous, information that makes their

classification scheme appear to be appropriate.

Televote Is Not Instantaneous. A particularly glaring

illustration of improper classification is how they lump

Televote together with Warner Communications' QUBE system

and AT&T's "gOO" system. In the QUBE system, viewers vote

instantly on their own initiative, using an interactive

voting device attached to their television set, during or

after programming on a local cable television station Which

the viewers pay to receive. 14

The AT&T "gOO" system is a computer tally system used

by many in the media to receive instantaneous telephone

responses by citizens to questions posed by a television or

radio show. Once again, citizens must pay to give their

opinions.

Under the section titled "participation by Electronic

Plebiscite: The Case of Hawaii Televote, ,,15 Arterton and

his colleagues devote five pages out of ten presenting the

problems with QUBE, various users of the "900" voting, and

other uinstantU pollings of citizens in their homes. At

one point, they refer to interactive cable television

----------- --- - - -
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programming as presenting a "televote ballot."16 (Emphasis

mine.) In a footnote they acknowledge that Televote

differs from these forms of polling in "one important

respect--speedIl 17 (Televote allows time for deliberation) •

In the body of the section critiquing Hawaii Televote, they

emphasize swift response as well as other problems with

instant voting that are all irrelevant to a discussion of

Televote.

While acknowledging the speed factor as a difference

between Televote and the media-designed methods of

obtaining public opinion, albeit in a footnote with little

elaboration, Arterton chooses to ignore the difference

completely in his conclusion. Televote makes a major point

of giving respondents a few to many days to think and talk

about the issue, whereas the other forms of electronic vote

tallying usually require immediate responses or responses

within one day. The Televote evaluators go into a lengthy

description of the ABC network's use of the "900" number to

determine who won the debate between Reagan and Carter and

decry the lack of pUblic deliberation. This long

description of the ABC poll is within the same paragraph

beginning with a two-sentence statement about Televote

allowing time for deliberation, but pointing out that

Televote allows only "token" time and can fall victim to

"automated politics. 1I18

---------- --_._-
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The lumping of Televote in this discussion with the

"900" polling on candidates is like mentioning the

limitations of an information pamphlet designed by neutral

technics, but making the case against it by describing a

slick campaign brochure produced by a pUblic relations

consultant. To question the amount of time for

deliberation given in the Televote process is legitimate

(but it should be acknowledged that the deliberation is far

greater than conventional polls offer, which is none). But

to lump the Televote practice of deliberation time on

complex substantive issues, which is an essential feature

of the design, with instant polling to determine a winner

in a televised political debate with all its hype, slogans,

and personality differences, is to take two diametrically

opposed goals and call them the same. Even worse, the

evaluators refer to AT&T and Warner Communications' instant

pollings as Televote' s "progeny. ,,19 Instant self-initiated

polling is not a progeny of Televote. They are both the

children of modern technology, to be sure. But as

frequently is the case with siblings, they have travelled

in two different directions--Televote seeking to integrate

the lessons of life into a mature and wise development and

the other to indulge in quiCk and instant gratification.

Televote is still immature and has many important lessons

to learn. But,it is nevertheless unfair to compare it to

those who do not aspire to similar aims.

----------- ----. - - - ..
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Televote Is Not a Self-Selected Sample. As I have

emphasized in chapter 6, one of the most significant

changes we made in adapting Campbell's version of Televote

to the Hawaii model was to switch from a self-selected to a

random sampling of the population. We learned from

campbell's experiment that reliance on a self-motivated

and/or self-selected sample has a significantly skewed bias

in favor of well-educated Caucasian males (similar to, but

less than, that which exists in the United States

Congress). We wanted to broaden the diversity and have a

much more representative image of the entire population.

Results of other activities conducted coincident with many

of the Televotes, which relied on self-appointed

participants, indicated a similar slant to that found in

the Campbell experiment.

As discussed earlier, when we conducted our first

Hawaii Televote, we found that those who called back their

responses without our prompting (approximately 15% of the

sample) were weighted heavily in favor of well-educated

Caucasian males. These results resurfaced in New Zealand.

comparing respondents who filled in New Zealand newspaper

ballots (N=4,018) with the scientifically chosen group

(N=964), we found that the Televoters closely resembled the

composition of the New Zealand population (See Table 3 in

the previous chapter) while the newspaper set were 69%

male, 98% Caucasian, and 42% college-educated (15% in NZ
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Televote). The Los Angeles Televote project also revealed

similar warpage in the self-initiators. What is more, the

results of the actual election indicated that the randomly

selected Televote respondents provided an accurate picture

of the election outcome, being within the scientifically

determined 5% margin of error range on every issue (ranging

from .4% to 4.3% variation from the true vote), whereas the

unrepresentative newspaper sample predicted the actual vote

in only half the cases. Even on those issues in which the

final outcome was forecasted by the newspaper sample, the

responses were still 6% to 15% off the mark in reflecting

the levels of support for and opposition against the

issues. These results of the Los Angeles Televote also

offers a challenge to Arterton's rhetorical query: "One can

question, however, whether a group that is demographically

representative of the general population is indeed

politically representative. 11
20

The Hawaii model of Televote designers, as well as

other earnest pollsters utilizing scientific methodology,

understandably bristle when distinctions are not made

between scientific sampling and the self-selected voting

done with increasing frequency in the American commercial

news media. It is particularly disturbing to have the

media aCL~owledge that their polling is not scientific, yet

introduce their stories (and often present them as lead

stories) with phrases such as liThe Public Favors" or liThe

~---- ----------- - - -- -
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Public Opposes." The Televote experimentation has

demonstrated time and again that "the pUblic ll is not

represented in these self-selected samples, but a very

biased result is evident in every self-selected sample we

obtained. 21 It does a grave disservice to Televote, and

makes doubtful the credibility and integrity of an

evaluation of Televote, to fail to make such important

distinctions, ones we have been making since our first

experiment.

Arterton also ignores the initial preparations we made

for assuring a representative sample. In one of his

evaluations, he points out that only 15% of the Televoters

responded within the allotted time and states that "the

televote managers then departed from their own design and,

like conventional pollsters, called participants and

solicited an on-the-spot response from them. 1I22 (Emphasis

mine.) We understood, however, from our own familiarity

with the literature on mail surveys that a very small

percentage of individuals actually respond to mail surveys

without subsequent rewards, reminders and/or prompting. We

always had planned a system of call-backs for a majority of

our Televoters. Also, it was never a part of our

methodology to obtain "on-the-spot responses. 1I If

Televoters did not have their questionnaires already filled

out when we called (as many did), we set up an appointment,

usually two to three days hence to call them again. We

--------- - -- -
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also re-emphasized our desire to have them discuss the

Televote with others.

Our design to obtain a representative sample of the

population stands in contrast to the the Televote

evaluators' faith that "Democracy thrives on self-initiated

participation in civic concern and civic education.,,23 On

the contrary, it appears from our empirical research that

elitism thrives on self-initiated participation. The data

consistently indicate radical demographic skews in

self-initiated participants, while there is no evidence to

witness self-initiators as greater promoters of democracy

for others, as possessing a greater pUblic conscience or

more civic concern, or being less self-interested in their

participation.

While clearly some self-motivated actors are more

politically alert and are knowledgeable on particular

issues, one of the purposes of Televote is to elevate

individual levels of awareness and information. Having a

superior data base does not necessarily make one less

subjective and more objective, particularly on issues

grounded in value judgments. Yet Televote can playa part

in heightening civic education and broadening the political

discourse well beyond that taught in pUblic schools. For

instance, no civic courses were taught at the pUblic school

I attended in south carolina, very few high schools in

Hawaii offer any government or civics courses, and

--- ------------ --- ----
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education majors in both states can graduate from

universities and colleges without having taken a single

course in American government. The general paucity of

civic education opportunities in America makes it clear

that for many to learn how to effectively participate in

the system, they have to be self-initiators, making them a

part of a select group. That we take such great pains to

avoid this mistake, makes it particularly disturbing to be

cavalierly and carelessly lumped together with projects

that rely on self-selection (because it is cheap and easy).

Recognizing the methodological problems in Arterton,

Abramson, and Orren Televote studies, there are many

Televote-specific criticisms that also need to be addressed

and evaluated. These jUdgments fall under two general

categories. The first attempt an objective analysis that

concludes: Televote does not live up to its own ideals and

fails to elicit significant changes and impact in citizen

participation. The second unveils the sUbjective

perspective underlying the former analysis--in other words,

even if Televote increases participation, that

participation is not beneficial to the present American

representative system of government. As will be clear in

the explication of the "objective" critique, Arterton and

his colleagues' stUdy of Televote is overshadowed by the

underlying prejUdice against one of Televote's goals--to

lend aid and assistance to the development of a

-~--- --------- - --
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representative system that is truly representative of the

economic, ethnic, and political diversity present in the

American citizenry, that is: the Representative

Participatory state, a representative system in tune with

the technology and knowledge of the 20th century, informed

by the quantum perspective.

Specific criticisms of Televote

Restricts Access

One of Televote's major failings (according to

Arterton's eleven standards for evaluation) is the way by

which it restricted those who can participate: by using

only random samples. The Televote experiments were not

developed, however, with the goal of reaching the Full

Participation state. Instead, we sought to obtain

in-depth, thoughtful opinion from a more informed

representative sample of the popUlation that could serve as

a useful guide for representatives who are inundated with

pressures from well-organized, wealthy, and/or powerful

special interests. Televote was seen as a useful means to

communicate the views of the citizenry (by way of

scientific random sampling) to the representatives and, to

provide a clearer view of the entire range of citizen

opinion than they receive from a small, but vocal and

organized minority or from random samples using

--- --------- _ .. - - .
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conventional polling techniques that elected

representatives routinely discount as being superficial and

thoughtless.

While that remained our target throughout all our

experiments, we felt that Televote's educational potential

could germinate much broader public consciousness of and

discussion on issues, particularly if the material were

disseminated widely. In later Televotes, therefore, we

expanded our distribution system (having to rely on the

media's donation of. time and space due to a lack of

funding), but we always maintained our randomly selected

group, which we felt offered a valuable scientific baseline

of the the views of a "silent majority." Clearly our ideal

scenario would be universal distribution of the Televote

material to aid in universal pUblic debate. But we know

that would be extremely expensive and virtually impossible

to accomplish, given our meager resources.

Low Participation Rate

Participation also fell short in Arterton's eyes

because, according to him, only 50% of those contacted

agreed to participate. Actually, data available to

Arterton shows the rate ranged from 50-65% in our early

Televotes but improved in our later Televotes--for example,

over 70% in New Zealand and 75% in Waimanalo agreed to

participate. He continues the discussion of low

--------- _. --- .
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participation rates by noting that only 72% of those who

agreed to participate eventually did so. In fact, the

completion rate ranged from 70-83%. Multiplying the

percentage of those who agreed to participate by the

percentage of those who completed their Televote, Arterton

announces that this participation rate is lower than

Presidential elections and about the same as Congressional

elections. 24 To bolster his brief, Arterton used our

lowest figures to claim that only 36% of those contacted

finally participated when those who agreed to and did

participate were sometimes as high as 54%--greater than the

voter turnout in the 1988 Presidential election and much

superior to the percentage of eligible voters who cast

ballots vote for Congresspersons.

We would agree that we have not demonstrated an

overwhelming demand from citizens eager to participate. In

fact, we expected resistance, particularly from the poor,

uneducated, and ethnic minorities, so we designed our

recruiting system to coax participation from those we

contacted who often lamented, liThe politicians don't care

what I think" or "My opinion doesn't count for anything. II

From surveys conducted of citizens' views on government

leaders' responsiveness to public opinion (see chapter 4),

we realized that there was significant citizen cynicism

about the value of using their time to express their views.

Rather than falsely assure the skeptics that politicians

------- ----------- -- - - --
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really cared about their views, we stressed that we needed

their participation in order to lend validity to our claim

that the Televote responses represented the views of a

representative sample. Although cynicism was the most

common resistance we found, others expressed inadequacy and

lack of knowledge. We particularly encouraged them at this

point to discuss the issue with family, friepds, and

co-workers and to take their time to think about the issue.

We also emphasized that their opinionss were extremely

important--to us. Very few citizens were rude or

uncooperative. Of course, there were those who simply were

suspicious that Televote was another gimmick used by

telephone hucksters and charlatans.

While not satisfied ourselves with the participation

rates, and while we continue to look for ways to spur

greater participation, we were pleased that from the outset

we were able to obtain a representative sample of the

population or at least as good a representative sample as

conventional polls, which require much less time and

commitment from their participants. In terms of increasing

the participation rates, we are hindered by the larger

problem inherent in the American political system itself:

meager civic education in pUblic schools; representatives

who show and/or express disdain for public opinion; and

processes designed to allow wealthy and powerful minorities

greater and more effective access to pOlicy makers. Our

.~~.- ~-----' --- ---- - -
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Televotes were conducted in an environment that is less

than hospitable to citizen participation in policy-making.

Nevertheless, we found, through experimentation, ways

to increase participation: (1) combine Televoting with

Electronic Town Meetings over an extended period of time;

(2) let the pUblic determine the issues to be included in

the Televotes; (3) select issues in which the Televoters

have first hand knowldege; (4) pUblicize the Televote

process; (5) conduct Televotes in smaller areas where there

is greater opportunity for participants to interact with

each other. We plan to continue to explore this issue and

to analyze participation rates, but we believe that our

relatively low participation rate is more of an indictment

of the American representative system and its resistance to

enlightening and engaging an informed citizenry.

No Proof of ··Political" Representativeness

in Televote Sample

Arterton argues that the demographics of the Televote

participants, although clo3se to the demographics of the

full population (with the exception of educational levels),

is no proof that Televoters are politically representative

of the total popUlation. He speculates that Televoters are

more likely to be joiners and already active and therefore
.

their opinions may differ from the nonparticipants who

resemble them in other ways. To support this view he

--------- ----- ---
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points out that the educatinal level of Televoters tends to

run ten points higher for Hawaii Televoters. 25

Indeed the educational levels of Hawaii Televoters

were higher than the general population, as is the case in

most conventional polls and in all other American

teledemocracy projects that have recorded demographic data

on their participants. I do not claim to know the views of

the nonparticipants, nor can I claim unequivocally that the

Televote results are the same results that would be

achieved if every single citizen voted on the issues.

Our goal with Televote, however, as Arterton himself

acknowledged, is to broaden the opportunity for citizens we

called upon to participate. We made great efforts to ease

the burdens of those not normally accustomed to

participation through our information presentation,

packaged in a "user friendly" format and through our

initiating a low-key, friendly, sympathetic contact.

Considering that we obtained a close approximation of the

public, and certainly a greater diversity than found in any

of our elected representative bodies, I would have to

concur with Lester Milbrath and M.L. Goel's belief that in

a representative democracy citizens should have the right

not to participate if they so choose. 26

This attitude is not to dismiss criticisms that

Televote may not sUfficiently involve the traditional

nonparticipant. On the contrary, we have demonstrated

----- -------------------------
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success with obtaining demographically representative

samples, some progress with achieving greater involvement

of those with low educational levels (New Zealand and

Waimanalo), and a desire to learn more about

nonparticipants who may want to be heard, but have

inadequate means for being heard. We recognize that some

citizens have different values, goals, and agendas that do

not include political participation. Arterton's utopian

criticism on this point that Televote's ....representative

participation' constitutes a major retreat from the

plebiscitory, direct democracy principle of universal

involvement, ..21 is totally irrelevant to the Televote goal.

Televote Is an Unrealistic Design of Politics Without

Advocacy, strong Self Interest, or Leadership

Arterton also describes our even-handed,

telecommunitarian approach of presenting issues in our

Hawaii Televote model, demonstrating no intent to .... stack

the deck' on one side of an issue, ..28 as being unrealistic

and, despite our best intentions, as tending to limit

political information to our Televoters. He points to the

lessons learned from American broadcast law, which tries to

mandate fairness but which has had limited success in such

an endeavor. To ~rterton's way of thi~~ing, trying to be

neutral and provide balance in information may tend to

limit political information.
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As I noted in my discussion of the results of the

Televote projects, what we found was a more informed and

sophisticated public opinion after Televote information was

supplied. Arterton has no data to support a view that

supplying balanced arguments limited, rather than

increased, political facts and opinion readily available to

Televoters.

While clearly there will be problems with maximizing

the "policy-neutral" stance of Televote organizers, it is

not an impossible task. Arterton himself has identified

twelve recent experiments across the United states in

addition to Televote that he maintains reach such a high

standard. Institutionalizing such a system is much more

difficult, and will be discussed in greater depth in the

discussion of Televote's future later in this chapter.

Failure to Allow Participants to Establish the Televote

Agenda and Frame the Debate

In both of his studies, Arterton faults Televote for

not allowing the Televote participants to participate in

setting the agenda for discussion. In 1988, three years

after the last Televote experiment, he and his

collaborators wrote: nEven more damning is that televoters

played no role in deciding which issues ought to be the

subject of the plebiscite, which issues ought to be placed
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on the pUblic's agenda for constitutional action.,,29

(Emphasis mine.)

In truth, the sUbject of the first two Televotes was

determined by the Hawaii Televote organizers, primarily due

to the time constraints of funding that started

approximately the same time as the constitutional

convention, thereby allowing no time for advance planning.

However, it is incredible that Arterton and his colleagues

fail to acknowledge what was in much of the information

provided to them in 1984, in other words, that we

recognized the problem ourselves and remedied it. In fact,

as detailed in the last chapter, we developed the "Public

Agenda" Televote as our third experiment--one that

determined the issues for our legislative Televotes.

Furthermore, the public. was also allowed to establish its

financial agenda and priorities in our seventh

Televote--"The Public Budget." Every other Televote was

done in cooperation with official policy- makers who said

they wanted to use Televote as an aid to getting pUblic

input for specific problems they had to resolve. All of

this data was available to Arterton in a pUblished article

that he cites, one in which we explain the pUblic agenda

and our rationale for developing it. Arterton excluded

acknowledgment of it in both studies.

He continues to lambast the Televote planners because

they did not allow the Televoters the "opportunity to frame
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the 'pro' and 'con' arguments about the issues under

discussion; once more this was the exclusive province of

the teleyote staff. ,,30 (Emphasis mine.) While the

Televoters did not contribute to the "pro" and "con"

arguments in the brochure, they were certainly encouraged

to think about the issue and to discuss it with others,

thereby extending the debate.

Also, whenever compatible interactive programming was

taking place coinstantaneous with the Televote, such as in

the Honolulu Electronic Town Meeting, we notified the

Televoters and encouraged them to watch and to call-in

their questions, ideas, and views, which included the

opportunity to enlarge the scope of the debate. In

addition, Arterton ignores the painstaking process we went

through (detailed again in the very articles he cites) to

obtain the "pro" and "con" arguments from those most vocal

or active in making them. We did not create the arguments

in ivory tower isolation. Not only did we seek input for

the arguments, but we returned to the various individuals

or groups for their review of our presentativon of their

arguments. That entire process hardly makes the

development of the arguments the "exclusive province" of

the Televote staff.

---- ---- ----------- --- - --
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Televote Information is Inadequate for Deciding the Issues

Televote was never intended to provide comprehensive,

exhaustive information on issues. Instead, the idea was

for it to be a means to convey some useful factual data and

to serve as a catalyst for further interaction.

Nevertheless, Arterton jUdges that the Televote information

is "inferior in fact to current press coverage of issue

politics,,,31 and that it provides more "caricature than the

curriculum of a civic education.,,32 To make his point, he

presents the entire Televote argumentation on election of

judges produced in the brochure on jUdicial selection. (See

Appendix B.) He acknowledges the information is "accurate,

impartial, and objective," but says it "trivializes the

nature of democratic deliberation" and ignores the classic

arguments against the election of jUdges found in the

Federalist papers. D

What Arterton totally fails to grasp, however, is that

the Televote questionnaire actually expanded the scope of

the debate on selection of jUdges that had been the sUbject

of pUblic discussion and polls for months, that is from a

simple dichotomy between election or appointment to

offering four alternatives for selection of jUdges. In

addition, after receiving the Televote material, the

sentiment of Hawaii respondents changed from favoring

outright election of judges to a preference for merit

----- --------------_._-_._-- ._. -
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selection with subsequent retention elections. On this

issue, as well as all the other issues, Televote

disseminated details and alternatives not covered by the

press and obtained responses that indicated the new

information aided in the development of opinions that

displayed more refined intellectual distinctions than those

gathered by the conventional polls conducted during the

same time period. (See the detailed description of the

Televote on initiative and referendum in the previous

chapter where indirect initiative became the preferred

choice of Televoters.) How, then could this be said to

"trivialize••• democratic deliberation?" And in what

curriculum of "civic education" available to most citizens

are there discussions of indirect initiative and four

choices of jUdicial selection?

The other example used to demonstrate the alleged

mundane presentation of information in the Televotes is the

New Zealand Televote that allowed respondents to choose

their own future based on their values and policies

consistent with those values. Arterton selectively quotes

from the information provided from one scenario and

deprecates as follows:

It is difficult to see how anyone could
dissent from such a future, worded as it
is, though of course in real life the
politics of free enterprise are a source
of intense controversy. The text for
education here is so short, conclusory, and
leading in tone that it could educate New
Zealanders only in the crudest of ways.

--- ----------------- ------
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Once again, it was no advance over the
education delivered by the organized
press. 38

What Arterton fails to mention is that only 12% of the

Televoters chose the future (he states hardly anyone could

resist) after reading all the materials related to that

scenario. Furthermore, the Televote had been criticized by

New Zealand media and methodology pundits stating the

material was too complex for a pUblic opinion poll and that

New Zealanders would not complete it. Of course, that

Televote proved to be among the most successful in

participation rates and representativeness of the sample.

Actually, these criticisms were the indirect result of

Arterton1s misapplication of his own criteria--the extent

to which Televote achieves full direct democratic

participation. Even if he did not omit and distort the

information on Televote he would still have said that

Televote failed to live up to his criteria. Instead,

Televote has been very successful in attaining the goals of

the teledemocratic definition offered by Arterton

himself--use of communication technology to facilitate the

transmission of political information and opinion between

citizens and their pUblic leaders--and offers the potential

for even more service in a Representative participatory

state.

This latter point really presents the greatest problem

for Arterton--to what extent do the teledemocracy projects

--------- -------
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(particularly Televote, seen by Gamma as being the closest

proximity to a telecommunitarian system) seek to change the

existing political system? He makes it clear he wishes to

see no major change in the established representative

system and argues throughout his books against direct

democracy. When he then jUdges the projects by direct

democratic standards, he sets up a failsafe, shifty way to

condemn the projects for either their failure or their

success in achieving their goals.

Arterton's misunderstanding and/or falsification of

the Televote design and practices, and his own partisanship

in favor of the established system, lead him to be

particularly critical of Televote's relationship with

elected representatives and leaders. His oversimpli

fication and/or mislabelling of Televote as a plebiscite

produces another set of criticisms that he has with the

Televote efforts to increase pUblic input in

decision-making. Arterton, like Michael Malbin, who

expressed his opposition to teledemocracy in an article

entitled "Teledemocracy and Its Discontents," is opposed to

changes in America to give ordinary citizens more control

of the political process. Adopting the Madisonian

perspective, Arterton correctly labels the teledemocracy

projects as following in the divergent Jeffersonian

tradition. 35 The following section will bring the

Madison-Jefferson differences into the 20th century as I
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discuss Arterton's and Malbin's fundamentalist objections

to Televote goals and practices.

Public Officials Not Involved in the Televote Process

Arterton acknowledges in neither of his studies the

persistent efforts we made to get political leaders

involved in the Televote process. He states that in

interviews he conducted, "Becker and Dator were somewhat

disdainful of politicians and the current political

processes.,,36 He adds that if a mayor or governor staged a

Televote, participation rates may be higher because there
.r

would be legitimacy added to the process.

Arterton makes no attempt to explain or explore why

two political science professors might exhibit disdain for

politicians since his personal observations and impression

of teledeomcracy projects that included politicians led him

to conclude that "the pUblic officials involved were

genuinely open to citizen participation. ,,37 Of course, he

barely touches upon the strong resistance and pronounced

hostility of numerous politicians in the Washington,

Pennsylvania, and Alaska projects he studied (which are

discussed in chapter 5) and that their eventual support for

the projects was a result of tremendous citizen pressure,

not any original eagerness and openness on the part of most

politicians, although there were a few notable exceptions.

---- ----------------- --
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Again ignoring information readily available to him,

Arterton misinterprets the Televote procedure and agenda.

From the outset we tried to work co-operatively with

political leaders. We saw Televote as a useful means of

communication between government officials and citizens.

We felt politicians could (1) provide information to

educate citizens on issues through the Televote and (2) be

enlightened by the better informed pUblic opinion conveyed

directly to them at no cost to them.

At the orientation for Hawaii CONCON delegates, Becker

introduced the Televote program and offered to assist in

trying to obtain a more informed pUblic opinion for the

delegates' consideration. We were granted an office at the

convention site, which was staffed by someone from Hawaii

Televote in order to increase the contact with and

usefulness to the delegates. Many delegates used our

Televote results in the ensuing pUblic debates. We polled

the entire delegation after the convention to obtain their

evaluation and feedback and to solicit their views on

Televote's future usefulness for state legislators. As

noted in chapter 6, only half the delegates responded to

our questionnaire, but over three-fourths of those

indicated that Televote was useful to them and would also

be useful for state legislators.

When we conducted our npublic Agenda" Televote, we

also sent the questionnaire to all state legislators to

--- ---------_._.. _ ..._.
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identify issues that topped their list, as well as the

pUblic's, for legislative action. The response from the

legislators was so insignificant (two replied) that it made

any effort to mediate between them and the pUblic

impossible. Nevertheless, we dispatched the results of all

our Televotes to them and other political leaders and tried

to enlist their input in developing the information and

arguments in the Televote brochure.

As discussed in the previous chapter, we were open to

advice on the design of Televotes from politicians who

expressed problems with the information provided. After a

critique of a Televote, we invited the Lt. Governor and her

staff's advice on our Televote design, to no avail. A

couple of years later, however, after the termination of

the widely heralded Honolulu Electronic Town Meeting and

its associated Televote, the same Lt. Governor appeared on

a PBS program with Becker and Dator and lauded both

projects. She was running for governor at the time.

When Arterton makes the argument that if a mayor or

governor sponsored the Televote, participation may be

higher, he again overlooks the Televote we managed in

cooperation with the mayor of Honolulu (HT-6 on

transportation). The notable feature of those Televote

results is that the mayor was displeased that the results

did not endorse his plan and chose to ignore the Televote

results as quickly as he got them.

------ -------------------
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Also disregarded is the fact -that the New Zealand and

Los Angeles Televotes were both sponsored by governmental

bodies with the official sanction of political leaders. In

addition, the last three Televotes were underwritten by the

Hawaii Department of Health.

Arterton's implication is that no effort was made to

work with political leaders. There is extensive evidence

to the contrary. What did occur is that we often ran into

stone walls in the person of political leaders who did not

want to be involved with, or sUbjected to, greater

involvement of the pUblic. Their reasons were usually

cloaked in the usual Madisonian and Burkean lingo that

representatives are better informed and more capable of

necessary compromise and that the pUblic is incapable of

the wise jUdgments made by erudite and altruistic

representatives. On a couple of occasions, observed in the

last chapter, we happen upon some political leaders raring

to work with the Televote staff, but not in earnest to

create a genuine dialogue with the people. We were

disillusioned to learn that they simply wanted to identify

with Televote for public relation purposes.

Also we discovered the heavy price to be paid when

politicians feel the heat of public pressure via democratic

technics. Our funding was unceremoniously cut at the

University of Hawaii when "downtown" complained to the
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university administration about the intense public pressure

exerted on them from the first two Televotes.

As already noted, our record on working with

government leaders was not a complete zero, but we had

enough experience with their turning their backs on our

results or dragging their feet to conclude that our

representative system is sorely lacking in means by which

unorganized individuals without significant resources

(time, money, political connections, etc.) can impact

policies or planning. Our experiments repeatedly

reinforced the notion held by a majority of citizens that

have been repeatedly expressed in pUblic opinion polls:

politicians don't really care what they think.

Arterton admits his observations of political leaders may

be naive and that maybe they really express interest in

participatory democracy in order to coopt or manipulate the

process. He quickly dismisses the probabilities, however,

and challenges those who make such assertions to "specify

concretely the mechanisms of collusion and suppression and

to document empirically their strength ...38 There is

significant documentation in the history of Televote, as

well as other projects, to underscore Arterton1s naivete.

More serious, however, than his self-proclaimed innocence

is his highly selective and fallacious presentation of the

Televote design and practice that leads him to conclude

that Televote is a foe of democracy while he ignores the

------------_. - ._-
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animosity of political leaders to increased citizen

participation and lauds their genuine concern for

increasing citizen participation.

Televote Had No Impact on Public Policy

Arterton also argues that Dator and Becker were not

interested in Televote or the Honolulu Electronic Town

Meetings having direct impact upon policy. 39 Instead, he

says they justify "their project in terms of psychological

rather than political benefits. ,,4.0 This attitude, he

maintains, trivializes participation because participation

is not coupled with action. What occurs, according to

Arterton, is that citizens are reducd to the humble status

of appealing to the representatives to "consider" their

views and are not empowered to have any more effect on

public policy than if they had not participated.

Again, Arterton twists the true purpose of Televote.

It is not that we had no desire for Televote having direct

repercussions on policy. We were not that naive to expect

that it would. What we do argue, however, is that to jUdge

the success of the project only by the degree to which it

leads automatically to specific legislation is to perform a

superficial analysis of impact. To study Televote's

effects at CONCON, ~xterton simply asked the Hawaii

governor's "chief political aide" (unnamed) and his press

secretary if they had heard of the results from any of the

----------- ._-------
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Televotes or the Electronic Town Meetings. They said,

"no." Therefore, Arterton concluded that impact on public

policy was "almost nonexistent. ,,41

In his 1988 study, Arterton and his fellow researchers

added additional proof of "no impact" by using HT-1 as an

example. They state that the first Televote found "a

whopping 86% of televoters favored the adoption of some

sort of referendum process in Hawaii, but the convention

made no proposal for one.,,42 As previously discussed,

while Televote (and many other kinds of pUblic and

political pressure) did not influence enough delegates to

vote for initiative, it was the first indication that the

public was overwhelmingly in favor of initiative. Each

state legislative session since that Televote has had to

contend with strong and growing support for initiative that

has taken the form of a unified lobbying organization in

the state. Two key House committee chairs, as previously

noted, have been defeated after refusing to hold pUblic

hearings on initiative. Even today, the Televote results

(HT-1) are featured in a videotape shown around Hawaii to

educate others on initiative and its near consensual public

support.

Televote alone cannot guarantee political impact. It

itself is not a plebiscite. It is, however, an effective

device to increase political cognizance in its participants

and to discover the depth and breadth of thoughtful public

-------------- _._--
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sentiment. citizen activism on issues is stimulated by the

knowledge gained that pUblic opinion can be mobilized so

solidly on an issue. Representatives can pay attention or

shunt it aside. They are wise to pay attention, to

respond, to interact, to continue to educate and inform

where they feel the pUblic is uninformed or misinformed.

To turn their heads away or to show contempt for widely

shared and deeply felt pUblic opinion may be their own

undoing as indicated by the defeated legislators in Hawaii

and the defeated political party in New Zealand.

Televote Should Not Have Direct Policy Impact: The Modern

Version of the Madisonian Vs. Jeffersonian Debate

This is the point where we get to the heart of

Arterton1s dissatisfaction with Televote. Arterton sees

Televote as a foe of "democracy" because he views it as an

attempt to replace the democratic process with pure

majoritarianism, seeking to make representatives slaves to

public opinion. In his view, this is antithetical to the

extensive and complex deliberation process that our

representative system was designed to employ. "Such a

tyranny of the majority," he argues, "cannot encompass the

whole of democratic participation. ,,43

To this he adds that democracy is not necessarily

harmed because the CONCON delegates ignored the Televote

indicating 86% of the population favored initiative. "If
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the delegates are not to deliberate but only to record

majority opinion," he argues, "then there is no need to

convene political assemblies or constitutional conventions

at all. ,,44

How is it that Arterton presumes that representative

bodies deliberate, but that the pUblic does not? Does he

assume that citizens form their opinions in a vacuum with

no give-and-take from others? Why in dismissing public

opinion for its lack of deliberation (which, by the way,

has not been proven) does he completely overlook the many

ways in which American representative bodies are woefully

lacking in utilizing deliberation in their decision-making.

For instance, committee chairs are allowed to kill bills

with no consultation with others simply by refusing to hold

public hearings or refusing to hold votes on certain bills.

Futhermore, representatives often make decisions on the

basis of trade-offs for votes on other issues

("logrolling"); because their party leaders tell them to

vote in a certain way (party discipline); because some

major campaign contributor applies pressures (the

increasing power of money in campaigns and in lobbying);

and because they are ignorant of riders that have been

placed on bills to sneak through legislation that would not

stand up under pUblic scrutiny. All of these practices, as

well as many others, are not uncommon features in the

American legislative process at all levels. They refute

~~- -_._- ----------- - - --
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the assumption or ideal that representatives' opinions and

votes are mainly based on unbiased data, unanimous expert

opinion, and the give-and-take of pUblic debate.

The point is that Arterton's methodology, research,

analysis, and interpretations are all clouded by his

ideological bias, a prejudice contrary to that of the

Televote organizers. The fact that they both are guided by

ideological leanings is not necessarily bad--as chapter 4

points out. The problem arises when the bias taints

research and evaluation that is cloaked in the pretext of

"scientific objectivity." Quantum theory makes us more

aware of such pitfalls.

Arterton's political bias is purely Newtonian--a

philosophical worldview at the heart of the design and

development of the American political system. Madison's

famous propaganda in favor of such a system, written over

two hundred years ago, argues that the American republican

system was intended to place representatives in power who

are more likely to be patriots and lovers of justice using

their wisdom to determine the true interest of their

country and to guard against majority passion and

faction. 45

Michael Malbin offers additional arguments against

teledemocracy that fit comfortably into the Madisonian and

Newtonian mold. He states emphatically, as though it was

fact, that, "'I'here is no conceivable way the public could

---------- ._. - -_..
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'refine and enlarge' its own views in a manner that would

be conducive to sound legislation. The pUblic is, and

necessarily will remain, poorly informed on most issues.,,46

Calling legislators who read issue polls "with

jaundiced eyes" as possibly a "democratic republic's best

friends, ,,47 Malbin makes the following case against a

greater role for citizens in America. First, the system

was wisely designed for the following reasons and goals.

(1) To the framers, "democracy was less basic to them than

liberty.,,48 (2) Personal rights granted in democracies are

endangered by majority tyranny. (3) Majority tyranny is

most likely to occur if the people get swept up by a

common, single special interest or passion. (4) Repre

sentatives from the vast, complex republic are more likely

to represent different interests and therefore make

compromises through give and take. Malbin states the

process was designed "to force legislators to deliberate

and to think of the needs of others. ,,49

Second, the mechanisms designed to give citizens more

power--initiatives, polls, and direct democratic

activities--have the following defects. (1) Too much power

is placed in the hands of those who frame the issues.

(2) citizens providing responses in the isolation of their

own homes are not contributing to the very important

deliberative process--"Opinions only become refined through
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the give and take of discussion with people whose

backgrounds and opinions differ from one's own. ,,50

(3) citizens are unable to participate effectively in the

types of discussions that representatives engage in because

they are ill-informed or uninformed on most issues.

While Malbin accurately conveys the arguments of the

Framers of the Constitution, he fails to address the

perspective of Jefferson, the author of the Declaration of

Independence, who Malbin credits as listing the inalienable

rights the Constitution was most concerned with protecting.

Jefferson, argues that the "mass of the citizens is the

safest depository of their own rights and especially, that

the the evils following from the duperies of the people,

are less injurious than those from the egoism of their

agents. ,,51 (Emphasis mine) He also maintained that the

framers designed a system that was not SUfficiently

republican and accountable to the people. He did not fear

majority tyranny nearly as much as elite abuse. In fact,

he believed that "the good sense of the people will always

be found to be the best army. They may be led astray for a

moment, but will soon correct themselves. The people are

the only censors of their governors. ,,52

Jefferson offers an excellent argument that can be

used to support Televote when he states:

Cherish therefore the spirit of our people,
and keep alive their attention. Do not be
too severe upon their errors, but reclaim
them by enlightening them. If once they

----------- -- - - --
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become inattentive to public affairs, you
and I, and Congress and Assemblies, jUdges
and governors shall all become wolves. 53

(Emphasis mine)

Clearly, there is a fundamental tension between the

teledemocracy projects, Televote included, that share

Jefferson's sanguine and positive views of the citizenry

and the Madison, Arterton, Malbin perspective that fears

and loathes it. At least, the modern day Madisonians

should acknowledge where their ideal fails in many ways to

be attained. To continue the extremist diatribe against

the masses while ignoring the palpable inadequacies and

failures in the American representative system weakens

their own arguments.

For instance, Malbin argues against pUblic opinion

polls because they do not add to the deliberative

process--in other words, lithe give and take of discussion

with people whose backgrounds and opinions differ from

one's own." In a Congress overwhelmingly consisting of

wealthy or upper-middle class, white, Anglo-Saxon,

Protestant males, over 50, the occupational mode of which

is lawyers, exactly where is the discussion taking place

between people whose backgrounds differ? In arguing

against paying attention to public opinion polls of an

uninformed pUblic, are we to accept that our

representatives, bombarded with money and pressure from

powerful lobbyists and Political Action Committees, really
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have a balance of information that produces policies that

are best for society as a whole?

Malbin patronizes pUblic opinion in America when he

considers its role in making law, for example, referenda

and initiatives:

Referendums may be useful in small
countries, or on statewide constitutional
issues, or in local areas in which citizens
may know almost as much as their repre
sentatives about the issues. But on com
plicated legislative matters, referendums
merely give special interest groups an
opportunity to use demagogic advertising
appea~s to frustrate the legislative
will. 4

How can Malbin denigrate citizen decision-making because of

its VUlnerability to the manipulators of special interests,

but applaud the representatives, who are at least as

vulnerable (if not moreso) to the wiles and direct power of

special interests?

In designing Televote, we shared the Jeffersonian view

that all powers in America derive from the people and

should remain there--by and large. We did not start with

an idealized notion of representatives whose knowledge,

deliberation, and wisdom lead to the best decisions for the

good of the total citizenry. Instead, we sought ways (1)

for both the people and the representatives to become more

enlightened and to work together and (2) to help develop

ways for an educated and deliberative public to play a more

direct role in planning and policy-making so as to increase

~_----------------- - -
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its role in a future, more democratic polity. As

democratic designers, we do not want our fear of technology

to paralyze and victimize us. We want to learn to adapt it

so as to help attain our participatory democratic goals.

The next section will take "a look at areas that Televote

needs to explore in moving towards that end and will place

Televote in the bigger picture of democratic trends in the

Quantum Age.

AREAS FOR FUTURE TELEVOTE TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT

Sustainability

Arterton correctly notes that each Televote has been a

"one-shot endeavor, lacking the cumulative presence or

follow-through that would be necessary to document the

continued attractiveness of this form of participation or

to experiment fully with their consensus-building

conception of participation. ,,55 From the outset we had

seen the value of studying the extent to which

participation in Televote would change if Televoters were

asked to participate in a series of Televotes. One of the

ideas behind asking Televoters if they would be willing to

participate again was to develop a Televote advisory group

along the lines proposed by Robert Dahl.

We envisioned a comprehensive study to test the

following: (1) Could interest in Televote be sustained

~-------------
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over time? (2) Would responses continue to indicate a more

sophisticated and comprehensive understanding of the

issues? (3) Could consensus-building effectively take

place over time through a Delphi adaptation of Televote?

(4) Would legislators show as little interest in an on

going project as in a one-time presentation of pUblic

opinion? (5) How would continued participation affect the

degree to which (a) Televoters discussed the issues with

others, (b) deliberated before responding, and (c) sought

additional information to enrich the deliberative process?

It is a study that needs to be done, but will require

greater resources than we have had available in running our

previous experiments.

Lessening the Potential for privatizing the citizenry

Jean Beth Elshtain has written a critique of the QUBE

system in which she argues that QUBE's tactics of gathering

instant opinion is merely "a compilation of opinions [that]

does not make a civic cUlture; such a culture demands a

deliberative process in which people engage one another as

citizens ...56 She adds that QUBE "has nothing to do with

promoting civic culture or rousing social conscience. ,,57

Arterton applies Elshtain=s critique to Televote even

though there are fundamental differences, as discussed

earlier, between QUBE and Televote. In fact, Elshtain=s

critique is not about public opinion polling, but is about

----- ----------- - - - .- .
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interactive television "polls" which dupe citizens into

believing they are participating in the political system.

Her argument is that "interactive television embraces a

view of human nature and the human condition that is

opposed to the view that people are social beings who

require certain conditions for the development of their

capacities. ,,58

While Televote is clearly distinct from QUBE, and

while I believe Elshtain's critique of all interactive

television based on a QUBE analysis is unfair and

inaccurately portrays the intent and method of many forms

of interactive television, Elshtain's argument against

interactive television might be applied to Televote. It

could be argued that Televote privatizes citizens since

they act in their individual homes rather than in a pUblic

arena with the other Televoters (individuals unrelated to

themselves), which may help citizens determine their own

collective identity and collective good that Elshtain feels

is necessary in a "real democracy. ,,59

I am sYmpathetic to Elshtain's concern. Before I

accept that face-to-face assemblies are superior to other

forms of communication, however, I believe such needs to be

studied. While we have been surprised at the extent to

which Televotes have obtained responses that indicate

concerns for the larger community, not mere self or narrow

interests, it is possible that those opinions could become

----------- -~--~----
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even more refined with a view towards the common good with

face-to-face interaction with other Televoters.

This is an area we have also wanted to explore since

our first Televotes, but lacked the necessary resources to

subsidize the experiment. Our design was to conduct the

Televote in the usual way and then to bring the Televoters,

or a random sample of them, together in a face-to-face

assembly. We intended to allow pUblic testimony and

additional expert opinion to be a part of the Televote

Assembly. Not only would we compare the difference in the

Televote opinions obtained through each process, but we

would conduct a follow-up study to allow Televoters to

contrast and evaluate the two methods of participation from

their own perspectives.

In developing an in-person assembly project, it is

very useful to keep in mind Jane Mansbridge's study of town

meetings in a small town in Vermont. Mansbridge found that

the face-to-face, one-person/one-vote style of the town

meetings gave an inaccurate impression that a democracy of

equal opportunity existed. As she conducted her interviews

after her observations, she had citizens confide their

reasons for either not attending the meetings or failing to

speak up. Included in their reasons are: (1) feeling

inarticulate and lacking verbal and legal skills of others;

(2) fearing ridicule if they make a mistake; (3) being

bullied by those with more power (for example, a lawyer

----~_.------------- ----
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telling a farmer to shut up or he would have a lawsuit

filed against him); (4) feeling the real decisions are made

in private caucuses outside the assembly; (5) fearing

personal criticism if disagreement is expressed; (6)

fearing that enemies would be made; (7) experiencing

headaches and other physical symptoms due to the stress of

participation; (8) disliking the constant arguing; and (9)

being ignored if you bring up matters others do not want to

discuss (for example, a woman asked a question about the

bUdget four times before she was finally answered).

Mansbridge found a great deal of empirical evidence to

support all these reasons for such anxiety and the

reluctance of some to participate.~

In fact, Mansbridge discovered that those

traditionally lacking in power in the American political

system--uneducated, poor, inarticulate--did not fare any

better in the town meetings. In addition, the personal

sacrifices were greater when pUblic ridicule and attack

coincided with lack of power. While the townspeople were

very kind towards those in the inner circle, being careful

to save face for them despite palpable incompetence and/or

corruption, they were not empathetic to the powerless, whom

they perceived to be outspoken and thick-skinned, not

needing the same emotional protection granted to the inner

circle. Yet great empathy was extended to the members of

the established powers in town, which led to many relevant

--_._- ----------- .__ .- .._ ..
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issues being shielded from pUblic discussion. Instead, the

issues were swept aside when raised by someone excluded

from the informal decision-making process. Mansbridge's

conclusion is that the democracy in the town meetings--"the

mechanism of one-citizen/one-vote, majority rule in an open

assembly ••• consistently overrepresents certain interests.

This pattern persists even when overt conflict erupts. 11
61

While Mansbridge has no quarrel with the articulate,

educated, and/or established individuals being the

spokespersons or decision-makers when all those affected by

the decisions have common interests, she is correct in

pointing out that the interests of the inarticulate,

uneducated, poor, and/or newcomers are not always in line

with those exercising power. It is important, she argues,

to not pretend common interests exist when they do not and

that mechanisms must be designed to represent the interests

of those traditionally alienated from power. 62

Therefore, I believe that Elshtain makes too much of

face-to-face assemblies and ignores their dangers. It is

possible that Televote's design helps alleviate some of the

problems, by allowing for anonymity in interaction,

deliberation and jUdgment. When part of an Electronic Town

Meeting, the Televoter can view face-to-face discussions-

and even participate via call-ins with no fear of ridicule,

reprisals, and so forth. Obviously, though, there needs to

be substantial comparative study of the dynamics and

----------------- -- -
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results of face-to-face assemblies and the relative

anonymous systems of Televote and Electronic Town Meetings.

This, too, will require significant financial backing to

accomplish.

Institutionalizing Televote Neutrality

I believe the Televote university-based model contains

many safeguards to reduce manipulation and control by those

wishing to obtain certain results. Our method of review

from diverse individuals and inspection from professional

survey firms helps uncover most biases that may influence

the results of the Televote. In addition, the work of

academics is sUbject to a high level of professional

critical scrutiny, and the tenure system will help insulate

any "tenured" technics against outside or topside

pressures. This does not guarantee that bias may not creep

in or that the politics within the university may not lend

themselves towards manipulative practices. The necessity,

then, is that academics, critics and outside observers must

keep a keen eye on projects designed to educate and involve

the pUblic and hold them to a high level of objectivity and

impartiality.

While ! believe that the university-based model of

Televote, with its standards of open inspection, offers the

least likely chance for abuse, I am troubled by the

eagerness of others--using other models--to turn Televote

----- ------------- - - -- -
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and Electronic Town Meeting style formats into pUblic

relations and/or profit-motivated enterprises. An example

is former Hawaii Congressman and gubernatorial candidate

Cec Heftel, a multi-millionaire who lent his campaign the

money to produce a series of'electronic town meetings as a

major part of his 1986 campaign for governor of Hawaii.

Several individuals who worked in his "town meetings"

were disturbed when the candidate seemed to follow the same

agenda and pattern for each meeting, showing no effort to

incorporate the citizen concerns and views expressed if

they were contrary to his pre-established positions. While

significantly outspending his opponent in the gubernatorial

race, Heftel lost and left Hawaii to establish his new

business--Quick Tally. The new venture, in collaboration

with his campaign media consultant (the person who had

produced the Alaska Television Town Meeting) endeavors to

sell the "electronic town meeting" expertise to other

candidates to utilize in their campaigns for various

offices. Very sophisticated tabulating devices are

utilized in the Quick Tally "town meetings" that obtain

instant citizen opinion on issues dealt with in the

candidate's "meet-the-public" forum. It offers a novel

gimmick that draws citizens into alleged !!interaction" with

candidates.

Unfortunately, those seeking to profit financially

from the sincere effort of those wishing to design more and
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better ways to involve the pUblic in decision-making seem

to be making great strides while the genuine advocates of a

more participatory democracy scrounge for resources and

have to contend with ideological antagonists of

participatory democracy. For instance, a group called

"Choosing Our Future" in San Francisco has modeled itself

after the Honolulu Electronic Town Meeting. After many

years of research and coalition-building with community

groups, Choosing Our Future produced an interactive

television program on ABC tnat was called "The Electronic

Town Meeting." Currently working with an NBC affiliate in

San Francisco to produce another ETM on the future of the

Bay Area (but now within a new, community-based

organizational structure called "Bay Voicetl), they have

been notified by Quick Tally's lawyers that since Quick

Tally has legally protected the term, tlBay Voice" can no

longer use the term "Electronic Town Meeting." It would

seem that the term "electronic town meeting" is generic,

and this is an attempt to trademark something like

"electric waffle iron." Besides, the term "electronic town

meeting" was used by others before Quick Tally entered the

picture. 63

While Quick Tally may have questionable legal

standing, their financial reserves are much richer than
.

those of Bay Voice, a primarily volunteer, low-buget

organization. In addition, Quick Tally has a contract with

---------- --~. _ .. -
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the national NBC organization to televise a national

electronic town meeting in the Fall of 1989 and that may

intimidate local affiliates which do not want to get

embroiled in such a controversy.

This example is indicative of the manifold dangers

facing Televote if it is not institutionalized in some

fashion that separates the honest effort to involve

citizens from attempts to profit from citizen involvement

or to use it simply as a ploy to bolster the existing

representative system--one that cares little to nothing

about increasing citizen participation. As cynics

criticize without offering constructive adjustments,

profiteers barge ahead and deform the intent and purpose of

participatory democratic designs. That does not mean that

the future of Televote is bleak. In fact, the contrary is

just as likely to be true. A short review of the nature of

Televote's superstructure will explain why this is so.

ASSESSING TELEVOTE I S FUTURE IN TERMS OF ITS SUPERSTRUCTURE

This study has focused on Televote as a form of

citizen participation designed to utilize modern

communications technologies to facilitate citizen

involvement in present and future representative systems.

The discussion of Televote was preceded by a presentation

of the theoretical and historical superstructure, which
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places Televote in the context of a continually evolving

American representative system. As I believe I have made

clear, radical changes have occurred in the world since the

creation of the American representative system, all of

which are favorable to the future development of

Televote--and the Representative participatory Polity.

First, our understanding of the physical world is

extremely different. Whereas the Newtonian worldview was

perceived as an objective means to reveal certainty,

predictability, and absolutes, our quantum world teaches us

the limitations of such thought when applied to the study

of all phenomena, whether in the natural or social

sciences, or in personal or social life. Barber showed how

a Newtonian scientific approach to studying social

phenomena provided the theoretical guide for American

liberal democracy. Whether formal students of Newton or

not, American political practitioners, theorists, and

researchers have usually operated on the basis of

scientific laws handed over to us during the Enlightenment.

Sixty-two years ago, however, in his Presidential

address before the American Political Science Association

(APSA), Professor William Bennett Munro of Harvard

University called to political scientists to move beyond

their "bondage to the Eighteenth-century,,64 and look to the

new discoveries of quantum theory for new ways to think

------ -----------~~-~ - -~-
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about politics, political theory, and political

institutions. He stated:

The general acceptance of the quantum
theory has wrought a revolution in all the
exact sciences •••All things in the physical
universe are relative to all things else.

It has been said that no metaphysical
implications are necessarily involved in
the quantum theory or in the doctrine of
relativity, but it is difficult to
believe that this can be the case. A
revolution so amazing in our ideas
concerning the physical world must
inevitably carry its echoes into other
fields of human knowledge. New truths
cannot be quarantined. No branch of
knowledge advances by itself. In its
progress it draws others along. By no
jugglery of words can we keep Mind and
Matter and Motion in watertight
compartments; hence it is inconceivable
that a greatly changed point of view, or a
series of far-reaching discoveries, in any
one science can be wholly without influence
upon the others, even upon those which are
not closely allied.~

The twentieth century revolution in scientific

thinking, quantum theory, presents natural and social

scientist with evidence that the path of objectivity

leading to fundamental truths that we have been following

for over three hundred years may not be leading us to the

most realistic and useful understanding of our reality. In

fact, there may be no IIrealityll as we have previously

defined it. SUbjectivity, and the impossibility of

complete objectivity, must be accounted for in our research

and analysis and in our institutions. Probabilities not

predictability; interdependence not independence; and
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interconnection not separation must become meaningful

components of our theory, study, and practice of life in

all its complexities.

While it can be (and frequently is) argued that

natural and social phenomena are different and to seek a

theory that adequately explains both is misguided, it can

also be argued that there is good reason for political

theorists and scientists to recognize the way they approach

their work is similar to that of natural scientists. When

a revolution in scientific thinking occurs in either field,

it is useful to reexamine the assumptions of the theory and

methodology. In doing so in this thesis, I have concluded

that the quantum revolution offers useful guides for the

development of a participatory democratic theory, which is

the theoretical base for Televote design and development.

As discussed in chapter 1, the use of quantum theory can

lead to significant changes in one's view of human nature

as well as political processes and systems. Quantum

perspectives open up political institutional possibilities

not available through a Newtonian perspective.

Televote is a form of democratic participation that is a

product of revolutionary changes in the scientific

knowledge of the eighteenth century. It utilizes

probability theory to randomly select participants. This

method of selection produces a highly representative sample

of the relevant population. The rationale for Televote
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fits within the quantum worldview: the perspective that our

sUbjectivity influences our objectivity and the two cannot

be separated. Therefore, all policy discussions involve a

complex intermingling of the values, attitudes, and

perceptions of all those decision-makers. Thus, decisions

in a democratic representative system should incorporate

the opinions of the full range of the diversity of the

citizenry, not merely the views of a select, likeminded

elite whose views of justice and the good of society are

colored by their similar life circumstances and the

realities of their world, which are substantially different

from the daily realities of those they claim to represent.

Quantum theory has also enriched our understanding of

one of Televote's essential ingredients--the emphasis on

and importance of interdependence and interaction. When we

first designed the Hawaii Televote model, we felt the

interactivity we encouraged would aid in our recruitment of

those who felt inadequate. If they were told they could

talk about the issue with others, maybe they would not feel

so intimidated by the Televote process. As I began to

learn more about quantum theory and to see its parallels

with my developing participatory democratic theory, I

obtained a greater appreciation for the intrinsic value of

the interactive component of Televote. Rather than

focusing primarily on our initial concerns of obtaining

informed and deliberated opinion from a representative

~-- ---- ----------- ---- ---
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sample (our first Televote), we began to build in more

interactive components (various forms of interactive

media). We also began to appreciate the importance of

moving away from views of democracy that focus on

individual rights and opportunities to participate and move

towards a view of democracy that develops greater

understanding, consideration, and ways to stimulate and

encourage the essential interconnectedness of individuals

in a society (our last Televote).

The scientific knowledge of the eighteenth century

could not, and did not, lead to democratic theories that

centered on probability and randomness. In fact, it sought

to reduce SUbjectivity from decision-making and to promote

objectivity rather than seeing the two practicably

inseparable. It focused on separating units and observing

their behaviors, rather than understanding the inadequacy

of that mode of analysis. Televote, therefore, is more a

product of twentieth century thought than a descendant of

eighteenth century thought. While it remains connected in

many ways to ideas of the past, its fUll development and

its uniqueness is attributed to the radical new scientific

knowledge of the present.

Second, dramatic changes in American democratic

history have created a favorable climate for the present

and future development of Televote. Women, Blacks,

eighteen-year-olds, and the propertyless have obtained full

----- ----------- -_.- - -- .
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citizenship rights since the United states Constitution was

created. The diversity of the citizenry, including the

explosive increase in the population of those of Asian,

Hispanic, and Jewish ancestry, has revolutionized the

concept of American representation. As long as propertied,

Caucasian males were just about the only citizens, those

attributes in representatives did not distinguish them so

dramatically from those they were to represent. Although

the diversity in the United states citizens has changed

significantly in the last two hundred years, there is

little diversity among the "representatives."

The democratic spirit cherished by the eighteenth

century revolutionaries is also treasured by the twentieth

century advocates for more democracy. The irony is that

the revolutionaries of yesterday became the perpetuators

and ancestors of the status quo and that the democrats of

today often represent values and goals that status quo

defenders of the American representative system abhor. It

seems to be an inevitable tension in a democratic system

designed by a small elite for a small elite that has

withstood two hundred years of change because it was able

to open up, to expand and to grow. It's survival,

therefore, has been predicated on its ability to modify

itself.

Televote is a natural outgrowth of these historical

changes in American society. It aids the unrepresented in
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their quest to be heard. It broadens the political

discourse to include their views. It is a proven way to

contribute to the growth of a more participatory democracy.

If the American system of democracy is to continue to

change itself in order to accommodate greater diversity, it

is difficult to see how the Televote and Electronic Town

Meeting structures are not viable future options.

Third, technological revolutions since the late

eighteenth century have fundamentally altered the number of

citizens who have the ability to be we+l-informed and

directly involved. satellites, computers, airplanes,

telephones, television, and automobiles are inventions

since the united states constitution was written that have

radically transformed our world. We no longer need days or

weeks away from our homes to meet with others, leaving our

affairs untended or tended by slaves or hired hands.

Participation in pUblic affairs and pUblic discussions no

longer need be reserved to those who have the economic

means to travel great distances and be away for long

periods of time. Information is also available to us

instantly through "live" broadcasts, computer mail,

telephones.

For all of its pitfalls and the anxieties expressed by

so many about the "Big Brother" potential of modern

technology, it remains a part of our lives, used by its

advocates and critics alike. Very few critics refuse to
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use the modern technologies as they continue to

revolutionize their own personal and political lives. It

is my belief that for all its problems, it helps, more than

it hinders, the promotion of democratic values and

possibilities. Right now, its power is mostly directly

controlled by those who own the large communication

industries and is in service to the maintenance and

hegemony of the Expanded Representative state and its

dominance by that small, wealthy elite and those beholden

to them.

However, Televote, itself, is a product of the same

technological revolution in many respects. Its democratic

goals do not derive from technological advances, but the

means to achieve those goals are better advanced through

this very same technology. Televote and town meetings on a

national (or state) scale were not possible prior to this

century. Now they are. When the time is right, they will

be ready to be put to their more democratic utilization.

Televote in the Expanded Representative state

The twelve Televote experiments detailed in the last

chapter indicate Televote's capabilities for integration

into the current American representative system. It can

obtain representative samples of pUblic opinion. It can

obtain informed and deliberated opinion. It works most

effectively with other uses of modern communications

------------- --~~-~-
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technology that contribute to the education and interaction

of citizens.

Televote's cost for statewide samples ranged from

$20,000-$30,000--when volunteers were not utilized. With

volunteers, it was much less ($5,000-$10,000). Thus, it is

not too costly to implement if governmental priorities

shift from promotion of capitalism to promotion of

democracy. This last year we have seen the United states

government currently deciding to spend a minimum of at

least $50 billion to bailout a corrupt and incompetent

American savings and loan industry; spend $6 billion to

develop the prototype for the stealth bomber (anticipated

cost of future bombers is $500 million for each), whose use

is now questionable, and on and on. with these examples of

astronomic waste or misuse of taxpayers' money, quibbling

over the very low costs of promoting democracy, educating

the public, and being more responsive to the total

citizenry seem absurd indeed.

Advocates of more democracy in our representative

system from Jefferson through Dewey to the current time

have wondered how to enlighten the pUblic, to educate them,

to involve them in responsible decision-making. Televote

is only one of many democratic tools designed to increase

the participation of an informed public. It is not a

~~estion of whether it is possible; it is simply a question

of priority.

---~---- ------- ---'--- - -
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Televote in the Representative Participatory State

While designed for, and utilized in, the Expanded

Representative State, we see Televote's potential as even

greater--an instrument to be used in a radically new type

of representative system, where representatives are chosen

randomly from the citizenry at various levels of

government. The idea is not novel, although it has been

slow in moving into the current discussion of

representative systems. Our Televote experiments spur our

visions of truly representative bodies, not obtained

through multi-million-dollar electoral campaigns, PAC

control, restrictive election procedures, incumbent

advantages, and glittery pUblic relations. We see the

possibilities of civic-minded citizens acting responsibly

in a multitude of legislative activities to gain control of

their destiny.

Since 1984 in Minneapolis, Minnesota, an institute

called the Jefferson Center (with Robert Dahl on its

Advisory Council) has conducted experiments with "policy

juries" to advise representatives on public policy.66 The

policy jury is composed of twelve individuals of diverse

view~oints chosen from a randomly selected group of one

hundred. Based on the concept of the jury system, the

policy-jurors attend pUblic hearings, discuss the issues at

hand, and make policy recommendations. Depending on the

--------- - - .. - .
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size of the area covered, the representatives may be sent

from a policy jury at the local level to serve on a county

or statewide policy jury with representatives from other

local areas.

The "policy juries" of the Jefferson Center have been

utilized in conjunction with the Minnesota Senate. At the

current time the League of Women Voters is showing interest

in co-sponsoring policy juries in their 1989 activities.

As radical as the concept of randomly selected

legislative assemblies appears in contrast to the adulated

and venerated American electoral representative system, the

scientific theory, the historical developments, the modern

technologies, and the massive experimentation with

democracy in so many aspects of our modern lives--through

co-ops and workplace democracy and through increased

representation in policy development arenas once left

exclusively to a narrowly defined elite--the political

superstructure for radical democratic structural change in

our political institutions is emerging rapidly.

How and when the next dramatic surge for more

democracy will take place in America is unclear. Neither

the most knowledgeable sources and observers in the

Philippines, the Soviet Union, and China--nor America's

vaunted Central Intelligence Agency or National Security

Council--could predict the circumstances or the timing of

the political changes in the direction of massive pUblic

------ ----------- -- - --
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demand for more democracy in those countries. The random

occurrance of catastrophes and crises in our universe could

spur the next great democratic revolution in the world.

Whether it is environmental, political, social, or economic

disaster that strikes next, or some combination of them,

there are alternatives available to advance democracy as a

solution that have been studied long and hard by many

desiring to bring the American political system in line

with changes in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

In discussing the Chinese students and workers massive

demonstrations and demands for more democracy in Tiananmen

Square and other areas of China, political observers, like

Cyrus Vance, Henry Kissinger, and John Chancellor used the

metaphors "the genie is out of the bottle" and "the

toothpaste is out of the tube" to describe the

impossibility of the Communist system placing a cap on

democracy. The spirit is out. The passion remains.

Repression demolished the "Goddess of Democracy" in the

bloody end to the pro-democracy demonstrations in China in

June of 1989, but it only strengthened the desire for more

of what the "Goddess of Democracy" stood for.

The 1989 Chinese demands for democracy also

demonstrated that modern technology through telephones,

facsimile machines, video, radio, and !!liver: telecasts can

be essentail ingredients for democratic struggle. It

magnified the brutality of Chinese leaders and united the

----------- -- ----_.-
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oppressed people. It unified the world community in moral .

support for the struggle for democracy.

My point is that for all the present day unlikelihood

of change from an Expanded Representative state to a

Representative Participatory state, recent political

turmoil throughout the world should caution those in favor

of the status quo from thinking that the unthinkable does

not happen. In fact, expecting the unexpected seems to be

a more accurate predictor of trends. Whenever the time for

real democratic change in America arrives, there are the

theorists, researchers, and practitioners I have discussed

in this treatise who have devoted their lives to answering

the question that baffled the Chinese students: "What

would your democracy look like?"

Televote is a citizen participation tool designed in

this Quantum Age to expand and promote a more

representative democracy. It is a result of the

fundamental changes in America and in the world that have

led to radical new ideas, tools, and designs. It is born

of the American democratic spirit and belongs to the

American inventive tradition.

Over a half century ago, APSA President Munro bemoaned

the lack of advancement made in our political system when

he stated:

If the Fathers of the Republic were to
return to life, after their long sleep of a
century [now nearly two centuries], they
would be equally appalled by the stupendous

-----------~-~ --~-~-
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progress of the American people in all
material things and by the relative lack of
it in the art of government. 67

The endeavor of this thesis is to contribute to the

progress of the American people in the development of their

democratic system and to advance greater and more

meaningful citizen participation in the Quantum Age.

----- ----------- ----- - _..
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Please read the contents of this TELEVOTE. Take a day or two to think about it and talk about it
with your friends. Then fill out the ballot on the back page and call us back within 3 days after
receiving this TELEVOTE. You can reach us at the following Hotline Numbers:

Oar omce at the UaIv..ity of Hawaii: MW87'1; Ml-8878; M8-8878; lM8-8880
Monday throu8h Frlday-8:30 A.M. until 8:30 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M.-5 P.M. Sunday: 10 A.M. to Z P.M.

P Your llDIwera will bacompletely confidentlaJ ad u.ad for .tall.tlcal purpoaea only. Hawaii needa
your oplnloDl.

This TELEVOTE wants your opinions 00:

"INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM"
Whatla IIIltlallYa' Thla II a method by which privata dllzana propo.e lawa and amendmenta to the State

Conatltlllion and put them on the ballot for approval or rejection by the voters.

Whatla .f....._7 Thl. II a method by which votera approve or disapprove at the ballot box a law or
conelltlltlonal amendmant PUled by the State Lest_Iature.

Your Televoter·m Number is HT1·· _

INFORMATION ON INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM:
Initiative II found in 28 Itatea. Twenty-one of them allow a certain number of citizenl to lign a petition
proposing a new law for the Itate. Their recommendation for law then goes on the ballot for aUvoterl to
vote on. And. If the majority laYI"yel"-lt becomealaw. The State Legillature hal nothing to do with It.
Thia is called DIRECT INITIATIVE. (The recent Propolltlon 13 in California wal of this kfnd.]
But five states (including MUlachusettl) do it llightly differently: once a certain number of citizenl sign
a petition that propoael a new law. it must firlt go to the State Legillature for consideration. The State
Legillature dilcullel it. holds hearlngl, etc. The State Legillature can then pasl it. or a very similar one
and It becomeeIaw. Or it can refule to pasl it. and then the proposed Initiative goes on the ballot u II for
the veters to decide on. Thil is called INDIRECT INITIATIVE.

Moat states that have Initiative also have
REFERENDUM

where the State Legislature itself can put a measure
on the ballot for the public to appprove or disapprove at an election.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Currently, three counties in Hawaii (The BigIsland, Maul, Kauai) all have Initiative at the county
level. They are occasionally used. For example. this year (1978) enough citizens of Kauai signed a
petition to limit all future construction on Kauai to no more than four stories tall. Beingofthe "in
direct" type. the petition then went to the Kauai County Council. which rejected it. So. this No
vember the citizens of Kauai can vote for or against this proposal.

ARGUMENTS FOR AND AGAINST INmATIVE AND REFERENDUM:
FOR

· .. causes more people to vote
in elections

· .• stimulates interest in politics
and elections

· .. gives the people their rightful
voice in government

· .. causes legislatures to be more
knowledgeable about what the
people want and more responsive
to their wishes

· .. gives citizens a sreater sense of
their responsibility in goverDment

· .. lesseDs the chance that important
public issues will get buried iD
legislative committees or
deadlocked iD legislative debate

AGAINST
· .. keeps people away from polls

because they feel confused about
measures they know little about

· .. the news media cannot be
depended UPOD to provide good
ana fair coverage of the issues

· .. the side spendlng more money
will probably win

· .. UDDecessary because we already
have a legislature that is
supposed to pass laws. Thus it is
a waste of public mODey.

· .. does Dot allow the clarificatioD
of issues and compromise
provided by discussioD In the
legislature

NOW .•. WE WOULD LIKE YOUR OPINIONl
QUESTION I: Are you iD favor or opposed to adopting RefereDdum in the State

of Hawaii?
86% e 1 III favor of Refermdam
14% e. Oppoud to RefIftlDdam'

QUESTION II: After what you have read, are you in favor or opposed to adopting
IDitiative iD Hawaii at the State level?

86% e.1a favor of laitlative
14% e. Oppoud to laitlative

As we menticned, there are two kinds of IDitiative,Direct and ladirect. The Direct goes immedi
ately before the voters and the Indirect must-make a stop at the State Legislature for their consid
eration.

QUESTION III: Which would you like to see adopted in the State of Hawaii, Direct
Initiative or Indirect Initiative? (Check ODe box below)

46% e.1a favor of Dlnet laitlative
33% ella favor of Iadinct laitlative
22% e. Ia favor of both Dlnet ad Iodinet laitiative

----- ------------- --~~ - -
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SOME MOD FACTS ABOUT INITIATIVES OF ALL KiNDS
If you are in favor of some kind of Initiative for Hawaii. please voice your opinion on how it
should work here. . .
. . . to put a measure up to a vote of the citizens. states usually require signatures from be

tween 5% and IS'll,of the people who voted in the last election. The lower the required
percentage. the easier it is to get an Initiative put beforethe voters. The higher. the more
difficult it is.

... in some states there are no geographical requirements as to where signatures must
come from. This has good and bad aspects: (1) requiring that a certain percentage of
signatures come from counties (like Maui. Kauai. ete.) insures that the proposal has
statewide support: (2)on the otherhand. widespread county requirements may prevent
proposals of vital concern to cities (like Honolulu) from qualifying because of lack of
interest in rural areas.

NOW. JUST TWO MORE QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW THE INITIATIVE
SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT: (Check apporpriate boxes below):

QUESTION IV: O. Inltlatl"e should be made euy. therefore It should oDlytake a smaU
26% Dumberof cit....·aam.. aDthe petitIOD.

O. laltlatlve should Dotbe made tooeuy. therefore It should take a
74% IUle Dumberof cltiaDS' a..... aD the petltloa.

QUESTION V:
26

%O Il It Is alrisht If all a..... aD petitiOD for Ialtlatl"e come from Oahu.
o II A csrtala perceata.e of cltbeu' aam.. aD petltloas come from

74% the Outer ..laade in additloD to Oahu.

QUESTION VI:
A FEW BACKGROUND QUESTIONS. YOURANSWERS WILL BECOMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL
AND ARE FOR STATISTICAL_PURPOSES ONLY.

MALEC"" 51%
FEMALECIJ7I 49%

/APANESECI"J 30%
CAUCASIANCIDI 35%

CHINESEC'JOI 10%
FILIPINOC 1"1

HAWAIIAN/PARTHAWAIIAN C lUI 11%
PORTUGUESEC 101,

KOREANC'M'
OTHERC'''1 15%

HAWAII TELEVOTE IS A PUBLICSERVICE
PROJECTSPONSORED BYTHE UNIVERSI
TY OF HAWAII AND WAS FUNDED BY A
GRAN"T FROM THE OFFICEOF THE PRESI
DENT,

ARE YOU••• (Check one box)

LESSTHAN HIGH SCHOOLC lUI 10%
HIGH SCHOOLGRADUATEC 1101 21%

BUSINESS OR TRADE SCHOOLC 1141 12%
SOME COLLEGEC la,

COLI.EGEGRADUATEC 1»1 35%
POST-GRADUATESTUDIES/DEGREECI:>l =-- ~

WlDCH OF THE roIJDWlNG CATEGOIUE8
INCLUDIB YOUR AGE? (Plene check one box)

UNDER 25 C 1111 10%
25 TO 34 C '''l 28%
35 TO 44 C lUI 17%
45 TO 54 C 1111 20%
55 TO 84 C '101 17%

615 OR MORE C '"l 8%

WHAT18THE LAST YEAR OR IDGHESTLEVEL
OFEDUCA110N YOU COMPLETED1'[pleue check
one box)

ARE YOU A REPUBUCAN. A DEMOCRAT.AN AND WHATISYOUR ETHNIC BACKGROUND?
INDEPENDENT. OR OTHER? (Pleue check one box) (Pleue check one box)

REPUBLICANCIt:1 16i
DEMOCRATClJ>159%

INDEPBNDENTCI'" 20%
OTHERC lUI 5%'·

----- ------------ -- ----_.-
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YOUR HOTLINE TO GOVERNMENT

THANK YOU
for becoming one of Hawaii's FIRST TELEVOTERS

Your TELEVOTE ID No. il HTZ ....::0:,.:::0....L1 _

Please read the contents of this TELEVOTE.
Take a day or two to think about it and talk
about it with your friends. Then fill out the
ballot on the back page and phone us back

within 3 days after receiving this TELEVOTE.
(No need to mail.] Youcan reach us at our Hot·
line Numbers:

Our office at the University of Hawaii:

948-6877; 948-6878; 948-6879; 948-6880
Monday through Friday-8:30 A.M. until 8:30 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M.-5 P.M. Sunday: 10 A.M.-2 P.M.
Outer Island ResideDts: Yesl Pleue call us collect.

Remember: Your answers will be completely confidential and used for statistical
purposes only. Hawaii needs your opinions.

THIS TELEVOTE WANTS YOUR OPINION
ON HOW TO SELECT THE BEST JUDGES FOR HAWAII:

As you know. the courts are an important part of
government and affect us personally. Sooner or
later most of us get involved in some kind of law
case: traffic tickets. divorces. landlord-tenant
disputes, automobile accidents, and the like. It is

the duty of the judge to be fair and just in making
decisions in these. and all. legal disputes. There
fore, selecting professional and fair judges is
necessary if we are to have a good court system.

----- ----------_.__. __ .__ .-



THERE ARE THREE BASIC WAYS
TO PICK JUDGES:
(1) Appointment (2) Election (3) Merit Selection
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APPOINTMENT (Hawaii's Present System)
Here is how it works: The governor can select
anyone to be a judge of the Supreme or Circuit
Courts who has been licensed to practice law in
Hawaii for at least 10 years, His choice. how
ever. must be approved by the 'State Senate.

ELECTION
This is the most frequently used system for
selecting judges in the United States. However.
the number of states using this method has
decreased from 31 in 1966 to 24 states in 1975.

For the lower courts. the Chief Justice appoints
the judges without approval by anyone. Some
type of appointment method is currently used in
11 states.

Some of these states have elections where can
didates for judge cannot run as a member of a
political party but must run for office on their
own.

MERIT SELECTION ("The Missouri Plan"]
This method is being used more frequently. In 1965. only 7 states used it. Today, some 15 states
have adopted it. It works something like this:

(a) A committee of citizens &: lawyers chooses from a long list of candidates for judge and
sends a very short list of the top candidates to the governor-who then picks his top
choice.

(b) The committee itself might have 1/3 of its members picked by the Governor: 1/3 by the
Legislature; and 1/3 by lawyers licensed to practice law. Also. many states require that
approximately half the members of such a committee be non-lawyers.

(c) In some Merit systems. the new judge serves an initial term in office. Then his name goes
on the ballot so the voters can decide if he should be kept on as judge or not.

Some observations about the different methods of picking judges
· .. in February 1977. President Carter created a committee to fill vacancies in (U.S.) federal

courts.

· .. though each method of selecting judges has its advantages and disadvantages, there is no one
method that is guaranteed to produce "better" judges. Studies indicate that there is little dif
ference in the ability of judges chosen by any of the three major methods.

• •• it has not been proven that the verious methods choose judges that differ in their experience or
are more representative of the people.



Arguments FOR and AGAINST
the three methods

APPOINTMENT:

FOR AGAINST
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The governor has the information and the ability
to make intelligent choices for judge.

The governor Is responsible for the quality of
judges. Bad appointments can be politically
damaging. so it is important for the governor to
make good choices.

There is too much politics In the appointment
system. For example. around 9()'ll, of the federal
judges come from the same party as the President
who appointed them.

An appointed judge may become a political puppet
of the governor.

FOR

ELECTION:

AGAINST

The election system makes sure that the judges are
directly responsible to. and representative of. the
people.

The election of judges makes sure that the court
system is an independent branch of government.
separate from the governor and the Legislature.

The election method encourages judges to become
politicians. The judge's main interest is to stay in
office-which may affect his fairness.

Poorly qualified persons could run for office and
win.

FOR

MERIT SELECTION

AGAINST

The Citizens a. Lawyers Committee would take the
politics out of selecting a judge and seek persons
who are excellent lawyers.

Merit selection with a later election gives the
people a chance to rate the judge's performance. If
a judge's record is poor. the people can remove him.
If it is good. they can keep him in office.

Citizens a. Lawyers Committees emphasize legal
technical ability which is not as important as some
other qualities-like social consciousness.

Politics will still enter the selection of judges by
way of a "preferred" list of those chosen. In
Missouri. which uses Merit Selection, about 70ib of
the judges selected are still from the same party as
the governor who chose them.
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QUESTION A:
Now. OD tbe b.... of wh.t y01lhav. Jut read (aud wbet .... y01lIDaykDOW or bellev.), which lD.thod do
y01l tbiDk i. best for H.w..I?

16%0 I Appointment (Hawaii's present system),

17%01 Election of judges (who must run on their own and not as a member of a political party)

17%0, Merit Selection with no later election to keep or get rid of the judge.

50%0. Merit Selection with a later election to keep or get rid of the judge.

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO CHOSE EITHER METHOD OF MERIT SELECTION (Box 3 or 41 WE WOULD LIKE
YOUR OPINION IN MORE DETAIL-AFTER YOU CONSIDER A FEWMORE BRIEF FACTS AND ARC UMENTS.

TWO OTHER IDEAS ABOUT THE SELECTION OF JUDGES
It has been said that if we are serious about se- era I judges, deans of top mainland law schools-

lecting judges on merit and keeping politics to a people who are unaffected by local politics. The
minimum. we need to staff the Committee of Citi- argument against this is that Mainland experts
zens and Lawyers with some experts from the would be ignorant of Hawaii's customs and would
Mainland. These would be widely-respected Fed- not know what Is Important to the peopleof'Hawall.

QUESTION B:
42%0. I am in favor of Including Mainland experts on the Committee of Citizens and Lawyers

5ll%0' I am opposed to including Mainland experts on the Committee of Citizens and Lawyers

Another idea Is that instead of letting the Gover
nor and Legislature pick the non-lawyer members
of the Selection Committee. the public should elect
them. This would make part of this committee di
rectly responsible to the public. The argument

against this is that since there would be no issues
involved in such an election, and almost no cam
paigning, most voters would be unable to make
good choices.

QUESTION C:
55ZO 7 I favor election of the non-lawyer members of the Committee of Citizens and Lawyers

45ZO. I oppose election of the non-lawyer members of the Committee or Citizens and Lawyers

QUESTION D: DEMOGRAPHICS
A FEW BACKGROUND QUESTIONS. YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE
FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY. (Please check one box I

4uC" F.mal.

HAWAII TELEVOTE IS A PUBLIC SERVICE
PROJECT SPONSORED BY THE UNIVER·
SITY OF HAWAII AND WAS FUNDED BYA
GRANT FROM THE OFFICE OF THE PRESI
DENT.

Soma con...
CoUllaCradu...
Poal-Graduala
5ludlu/Mulera nrDoclnn

d_

AU YOU A IlIPtJIUCAN. A DlMocaAT. AN lNDEPENDENT.01 AND WHAT18 YOUI ETHNIC IACKOIOUND?

0THIlJl1 31%0 u Japanua 0.. PorluIU'"
18%0 • Republican 21%0 11 Indapand.nl 38%0.. Cau.ulan 0" Korean
58%0 \0 Democral 3%0 11 Olb.r 4%0.. China.. 0,. Mixed

WHICH or THI FOLLOWING CATlGOIiU lNCLUDU YOUI 0.. FlIiplno 15%0 u Other
AOB? WO U Hawaiian/Part HawaUan

10%011 Under 25 m O 10 45 10 54 All YOU

26%0 1' 2510 34 16%017 55 '0114 0 .. Mala
17%011 35 In 44 9%0 10 IS or more 591

WHAT 18 THI LAST YEAJl 01 HIGHEST LIYELor mUCATION ,....------------------,
YOU COIllPL&TED1

6%0 to !.eo. Iball Hlp School 2S%0"
18%0 JO Hllh School Creduala ..p ..
12%0 n BUlle... or Trada Scboo~9....
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YOUR HOTLINE TO GOVERNMENT

THANK YOU
for becoming a Hawaii TELEVOTER

You'l1lLEVOTB mNIL.1m

Please read the contentI of thil TELEVOTE.
Take a day or two to think about it and talk
about it with your friends. Then fill out the

ballots and phone us back within 3 days after
receiving this TELEVOTE.(No need to mail.]
You can reach us at our Hotline Number:

Our office at the University of Hawaii:

948-6877
Monday through Friday-3 P.M.uotilg P.M.

Saturday: 10 A.M.-6 P.M. Sunday: 12 Noon-6 P.M.
Qater Ialuda.u ta· Y.I Pluu call .. callac:t.

Remember: Your answera will be completely confidential and used for statistical
purposes only. Hawaii needs your opinions.

THIS TELEVOTE WANTS YOUR OPINION

ON WHAT THE STATE LEGISLATURE

SHOULD CONSIDER IN 1979.

----- -----------~-----~~---



DIRECTIONS
Below are 8 boxes. Each represents a malar area of public concern rCrlme." "Education." etc.] as

measured by radio. newspaper. and university palla In 1918.
Inside each box Is a list. This list Includes a number of ways many people believe would beat solve

problems In that area.
Look at thoae areas of your concern. Next. read the lIat of posaible waya to solve problema in thoae

areas. Then check those you think are very Important for the 1919 State Legialature to consider as laws
to pall.

Check as many or as few Items in each area that concerns you.
Note: If you have one or more olher waya you think would be even better for the State Legialature to con

sider In 1919. please write them in on thoae linea labelled aa MOther." Then read them to us on the
phone when you call In Televote anawers.
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~I

IiiIz

&W5
1l:5J.
gs
~I

&il7

TRANSPORTAnON
Develop a general avlallon airport for
small airplanes on Oahu
Establish or support II Slate Intlr·lsland
ferry system
Rellcha decision about whether Hawaii
should have Fixed GUideway-TH3·or ex
panded Bus system
Limit the number of motor vehicles on
Oahu
Develop road system for bikes and
mopeds
Incresse gasoline tax lind use money to
improve public transportation
Reducerush hour trarrlc (by encouraging
morecarpoolingand changingwork hours
of government. etc.)

GOVERNMENT
Give couniles more power to make their

I:iI a own plannins and land use decisiona
CI ("home rule")
~ Require voter approval oi all pay raises
e!J I forleglslators
E:":I Require a cut in tbe present number of
IL2J 10 state government employees
~ Give more power to the neighborhood
III II boerds
~ Provide initiative. referendum. and recall
aLI lZ at the state level
~ Make the State Attorney·General an
&:U 15 elected official
611,4 Put a limit on political campaignspending

GROWTH
Make sponsors of foreign immigrants reEiI sponsible for supporting them for 5years

IS after they come to Hawaii
I::"l Increase money already authorized for
.~ II the improvement and beautification of

Waikikl
Eslabllsh new and clearer standards for

~ the Land Use Commission to make sure
IIIU 17 that existing agricultural lands and open
M spaces are preserved
L:iJ la Impose special taxes on new residents

Limitwelfare payments to newly arrived
~ persons to how much they received on
W II welfare in their last place of residence
171 Lim~1 the growth of hotels and mass
~ zotourlsm

Establish an Exit and Entry State Census
r-'I Bureau to betler understand who is com·
W Zt ing to and leaving Hawaii and for what

reasons

CRIMErr H~ve ~andatory jail sentences for cer
~ zztam cnmes

Continue the Crime Commission and exIl] pand its powers to investigate organized
Z3 crime

M Probiblt parole for career or habitual
W N criminale
[iii Z5 Have the death penalty for certain crimes
I:il Repeal laws against marijuana
M ze Stop plea bargaining by prosecutors and
L3lI Z7 defense lawyers
~ Expand size of police department and in
L:;!I UI crease police patrolling
~ ZlI Repeal laws against cockfighting
M Provide better recreational and rehabill
W :10 tatlon facilities for prisoners
fi;i!! E~tablish more courts and hire more
~ 51 judges to speed up criminal justicesystem

---------------- -----



•
TAXAND MONEY

M Put limit on the percent of perianal in
W 32 come any relldent mUlt pay InItate taxel
IijI 35 Pall a hotel room tax

Give greater lax credits to relldentl whoGil :14 lnltaUlolar heating or wlndml1ls in their
hom.. or bUlinellel

g 35 Repeal the 4""tax on food and medicine
~ Reduce or eliminate all It ate taxel on
ua :18Imall farma
IU 57 Change the income tax lawl

Do not allow State government Ipending
M to go up unle.. or untllthe aum total of
IAII 51 personal income of all atate residents

goea up

EDUCATION
~ Require competency teata in reading and
IZaI 45 writing for lIigh achool graduation
~ Give local communities and parents more
~ .. say in the higb school curriculum
[21.7 Cut the University of Hawaii budget..
~ Have more vocational training in lIigh
a .. school syatem
~ Increaae pollee protection in the high
W'I ., schools
~ Permit school-by-school budgeting

50 Encourage and develop the teaching of6Zl Hawaiian language and culture through.
51 out the achool syalem

1::'1 Increaae apeclal education llrograma (for
Q.LI uglfted and handicapped children)
~ Build new achool facilltiea (Ncapltal Im
~ 55 provementa")

LANDUSE
Increase relearch and development to

~ help diveraified agriculture and aquacul-
-ture

ITI Change zoning lawa to Ilow down urban
&:.::I 40 growth
m Have the atate buy more land for recreae .,tlonal ule

To make HawaU more ,elf·lufflclent.
~ have tax incentlvel to encourage Ihole
~ U who want to go Into small farming

Provide state guaranteea of bank loans 10Gil lower incoma people who want to improve
.5 their land or homea

Establlih a State Land Bank (State pur
~ chuea prime a8riculturalland IhreatenedL!a 44 by development and rents to thoae who

want to farm amalltracta.1

MISCELLANEOUSI!!I Put ceiling on all health and hospital costs
1%91 54 Repeal laws which malte people relire al
1::.1 51 a certain a8e
~ 5IDevelop nuclear energy for Hawaii
n Require dep'0aUaon all bottled beverages
L;;I 57 to reduce htter
~ Increase state funding ~f low and moder
e 51 ate-income public hOUSIng
n Find more and beller ways to e.~courage
I5W Hnew industry to come to Hawau

427
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rr. Now ••• for Your Ideo .n
"V Olher ~

010 _
o t1 _

Ou _

013 _
0 .. _
0 .. _

ONE FINAL DIRECTION
Pleale go back and look over thOle iteml you have already checked al being very important. Now we want
to know which of them are the most important in your mind.Select up to 5ofthem al being the mostlmpor
tant for the 1919 State Legillature to conlider palling al lawl. Then put an extra checkmark In those
boxelonly.

nf
EDUCAnON

ReqUire cam
••writla. for Jr.~eIIC~ lealII IJI raldlJl, Ind

O GI Iacal Ie DO II'lduallaJl

~
.. la;~n Ihe h~:h~~~~1sc~~::r:~11mare
.,CUi Iha UJllvenlly of HaWaii bud I

Hava m ,a
.. school 1;=~e~acallaJlal IralJlIJl,lJI hl,h

rJ ..~~:~~r:a pollca pralectlaJl IJI Ihe hl,h

MAHALa FOR YOUR KOKUA.

DEMOGRAPHICS
A FEW BACKGROUND QUESTIONS. YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE
FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY.

Sample:
Suppole one of your areas of concern was Educa
tion and you believe it il very important for the
1919 State Legislature to conlider: (a) the compe
tency teltl: (b) more police patrolling In schooll:
and (c) expanded vocational training. Youwould
have checkmarks by those choices. If you think
competency teltl are the most important thing
the State Legillature can do about education or
one of the 4 or 5 most important thingl it could do
in 1919. then your TELEVOTEform would look
like this:

'C. 451054
34~c. 5510114

6:f'jj • tIS or moft

D.AND WHAT II YOUallTHNJC IACXGaOUND?
31%0 I lepaDna 0 I Portu.una
35%0 • Ceuculen 0 7 Ko..en

6%0. ChiDt.. 9% 0 I Mixed
4% 0 • FillplDO C I Other
8%0 I Ha.aUaD/Part Ha.aUen

A. Au: YOU A UPlJIUCAN. A DDiocaAT. AN1ND1I'IlND1NT.oa
0THD1'

16% 0 I RepubU.... 18% O. Ind.peaclenl
59% O. 0....0...1 O. Ollulr

.. WHica or TIll: rOLLOWING CATIIOOIlDl INCLUDU Youa
AnIP
~ I UndorZ5

40%'-'1' Z5 10 34
19% O. 35 1044

LAu:YOU

53%0, Malt 47% C. FI",a11

o. So"'. coIlap 23%
o. CoIl... Crociua.a 22%
o • Posi-Craduoia ] 9%

Sludl,,", .....1... orDoc.o..
d_

CoWHAT II TIll: LAST YUJl oa HlGIUlIT UVIL or mUCATlON
YOU COMPUTllD?

6% 0, Leu Ihen Hlah Scbool
2U o. Hiah School Cr.ciueta

9% O. Busl..... or Trade Scbool

HAWAII TELEVOTE IS A PUBLIC SERVICE
PROJECT SPONSORED BY THE UNIVER
SITY OF HAWAII AND WAS FUNDED BYA
GRANT FROM THE OFFICE OF THE PRESI
DENT.
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YOUR HOTLINE TO GOVERNMENT

THANK YOU
for becominga Hawaii TELEVOTER

V-'lZLlMn'EmNo.IaHTt

Please read the contents of this TELEVOTE. ballots and phone us back within 3 days after
Take a day or two to think about it and talk receiving this TELEVOTE. (No need to rnall.]
about it with your friends. Then fill out the Youcan reach us at our Hotline Number:

Our office at tb. UDiversity of Hawaii:

948-6877
Monday through Friday-9 A.M. unti19 P.M.

Saturdays and Sundays: 10 A.M.-8 P.M.
Oater blucla a_ideaas: Y_I PI...caD... collect.

REMEMBER:
Yourname will be completely confidential and your

answers used for statistical purposes only. The resulti of
this survey will be widely reported in newspapers. radio

and TV and will be distributed to all of our
State Legislators.

I1t
THIS TELEVOTE WANTS YOUR OPINION

ON WHAT THE STATE LEGISLATURE

SHOULD DO ABOUT CRIME IN HAWAII.
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BACKGROUND:
In • rec.nt poll. 1Z.. of ••ampl. of H.w.lI·. population favored tbalde. of maJdnsjudsa .and persona convicted

of certain crime. to prl.on-no maller wb.t! Tbl. NsettoupN attitude w•• al.o beblnd anotber Idea: no parole for
c.reer or habitual crlmlnal.-f.vored by 13.. of Ihe .ama sroup. _"-f):, ~~

However, DID YOU KNOW? ....\\~~dI
Mandalory minimum ••nl.nclng (tbe elat.lesl.lalure .omeone to deatb In a fit of anser (man.laupterl. The

'elllnajudge.'ha"hey mu.t.endp.non.toprl.ononce judge could (11 putlohn on probation. or (ZI make him
tbey era convicted of certain crimllile not n.w In H.· pay a fine: or (31 .end him 10 jall(for under 1 yeerl. or
wail. Accordins to Ibe prllent crimiaal cod•• a judse (41.and him to prl.on (for over 1 yeerl. or (51 any combl·
mu.t slve • prleon .entence to anyone convicted of: n.tlon of Ib....
(II u.lns a sun In. Crlm. for tbe ._nd time: IFIbe IudS. decldll to ••nd John to prleon. tbe ludse
(ZI commiltlns anyone of a number of other .erlou. don nol .el the .peclrlc lenath of time. Ill. Ibe H.wall

crlm.. for the .econd time (Includins: murder. rape. Penal Cod. th.t III.th. maximum tim. In prl.on. And II
robb.ry. burglary. pu.blns hard drug•• etc.l: I. tbe H.wall Board of P.role Ihat .el. tb. minimum.

So. IF tbe 1919 SI.t. Le.I.I.ture were to add man·
l31 c.rt.ln flnt·llme murden. like kllllns: .Iausbt.r to th••bov. lI.t of crime. requlrln.tbelud.e

(.1 • policeman In the performance of bl. dull ..: to .entenc. a p.non 10 prl.on for .ome fixed minimum
[b] • per.on by u.lns a hired killer: lime. tbe judS. would h.ve 10 ••ntence lobn 10 prl.on-
[e] • f.llow prl.oner. no mailer wh.tled Jobn to beat that p.rson 10 dealb. The

In all otber c•••• than tho••m.ntloned .bove.tbejudse maximum lensth of tim. Jobn would spend Ihere I. al-
ean do • lot of olber thin..: re.dy .et by law. And th. parole officers could not let

For .xampl•••uppo •• Jobn I. convicted of b••tlnS John out early.

A neent .tudy in tba Honolulu Advertiser .'ated:
• PuttlnS violllnt criminal. on probation doe. not

keep tbem from committing crimee again. Thi.
bolds particularly true for robben.

• ZO'Ja of repe.t offenden commit much more new
crime than mo.t oth.r repeatar•. In fact. 80'" of ,
new crimee committed by all repe.ters Ie don••,1
by thia .mall group.

• In 1913.1.181 violent crim..were re~rted to tbe
police. 398 arrests were made for violent crimea
10 tbat year. However. 181 (4Z") ofthe.e arrest.
led to d1amla.ed cbarBII because the police and
pro.ecutor. felt their evidence Will not good 11
enough to get a conviction....

Hawaii b.. just belUn a Career Criminal Program.
Special Pro.ecutor. wiD be ...iIDed to all cllles can·
cernlng career or babitual criminal. and they will
pay special attention to sucb c..... Tbese Special
Proseculors will belp .peed th..e ca.es Ihrough tbe
sy.tem and will pu.h for barsber sentenclnlJ.

'I 1
111 '1' 'l

I t I· "

FOIJ.OWING ARE SOME FACTS ABOUT CRIME IN 'I1IE USA AND HAWAII
AND SOME OF THE MAJOR PRO AND CON ARGUMENTS ABOUT CHANGING

'I1IE PRESENT SYSTEM OF SENTENCING IN HAWAII:
In H.wall
Accordina to tb. St.t.·a Statl.tlcal Analy.l. Center:
from 1911 to 1918:

• Murder w.nt down Ie..
• Awavat.d ....ult went down 3..
• Rape went up K
• Robbery w.nt up 38..

In 1911.Hawaii ranked tblrd In tb. USA in crime.
a••ln.t prop.rty but w•• very low nationally In I

vlolenl crimea. :
• * • .

la.1Ia U.s.A.
From 1980 to 1911. r.ported crtma in Amerlc. went
up .pproximately l!5O'. Howev.r. there ._. to be
.ome lev.llnS off. And r.pe.....ult, burglary and
auto tbeft are reported to bav. besun to dlcline
recently." ('oaInole: Ilepon."'crime ..,. ".", unNlI.bII and

I' ... d...·1IuI_ tor 'UN ..It", Ill. uncle IlIl1C1ual crime ....,...
Tb. F.B.I. e.tlmat.. tb.t bank offici'" and employ.
III .teal 3 time... much money from bank... do
bank robben.

A number of blS cltl..·b;. Career Criminal Pro
&rlUlll whicb .lnll.out b.bltual crtmin'" forapedal
.ttentlon wben re-arreatad. A recent .tudy d8imed
tb... prosraJ!ll bav. an 8ftconviction nte••v.ns
InS 15 yeare behind bare for each convicL
Studies Inelic.te th.t ih.·Ionser on. rem.in. In
prison.the more likely he will com:cit a crime when
h. set. out. • ••

" Callforni. recently p...ed • l.w requirins prilOn
r .entenen for anyone convicted of: UllDS• sun. .ell·

Inll heroin. or caus:.? are.t bocillyharm to .omeone
who Ie blind or .g • • • .
M...achuselt. recently p..1ed• law requlrin. any·
one convicted of clIJTyinS B lUll without B permit to
go to prleOR. The re.ult.: (11 ....ulll with alUn went
down Z5... but the total number of ....ult••tayed
the .ame (a diffarent weapon W81 usedl: (ZIthe num·
bar of robberies wilh a gun .tayed the same: (31 the
number of license. to carry a lUll went up tenfold
(1000'lo).
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I. Th. Crlmlaal,uallc:e Syili. CU'I ace
Crl_. So allo_ LIe m-.....

The real causel of crlm. II. In poverty, unemploy
ment, a poor schoollYltem, and the belief that crime
prevention Is the Job of expertl. Crime will not stop
growing untll prIvate citizens take an actlve,/er
Ion II role In solving loealsoclal probleml en re
lolvlns community conDictl.

II. Tha Le.1 Mudatory Mlal.um 8eIIteadDa-
'I'M Beller,

ludses .hould be allowed to take special facts Into
account. lusllca la never automallc.
ludses, prosecutors, and juries can easlly get around
mandalory minimum senlenclng If they think it Ie
unfair. Tliey can charge or convict eomeone of a
lesser crime-or jusl let him off completely.
Mandatory sentencing doesn't deter people from
committing crimes, it only creates more prlsonera.
And building and malntalnlns prison. and prl.on
ers I. extremely expenlive for taxpayers.

n

81..... ad TDaaber Crlllliaallalllc:e Syelem II
Needed to RHac:e trIJDL

Poverty aad broken famill.. don't produce crime,
.ince moal poor people and tholl from broken hom..
don'l commit crlmee (only a few dol, CrIminals mUlt
know with c.rtainly that tbey will not bave it ..IY
In our crtmlnallu.tlc••y.t.m, Weneed a bigger enil
tougber IYllam.

'I'M More Mudalary MIni... Snleadal-
TIIi Betler.

ludgll are too lofl. Tbey think about justice more
from the crimlnal's point of view than from the
victim's. They need atrlct guidance from the Lesia
lature.
If people are certoin tbey will go to pri.on when they
commil , cerlain crime, they will be less likely to
try it.
Judgll bave different Idea. aboutsentenclns which
relult ia vary unlu.t sentencing: different peoille
get mucb different aentenclns for commillins tbe
lama crime.

~. ! think this is a good law and should be kept.r:r I tbink tbla ia a bad law and sbould be re
2!J. pealed.m7 Undacldcd

KAWAU TELEVOTE QUESTIONNAIRE
NOW, ON THE BASIS OF THE BACKGROUND. FACTS. ARGUMENTS lAND WHAT ELSE YOU MAY KNOWt OR .fUNKI. PLEASE TELL US YOUR OPINIONS~

QUESTION I: How do you feel about mandatory QUESTION D: Tberela a HawaII law on the books
senteacing. Pleue cbeck oae box below: ISec:108-820)tbatinformajudgesofagenerallegia-
1""'::1 I think we should have no mandatory mini- Iatlve policy agaiaat aendinglleraoDl convicted of a
U I mum sentencing (repeallawa already on the crime to pnson.ludgea are ield by thla law to con-

booka). .ider imprlaoamentu a lut resort. Pleaae give your
~ I think we have enougb mandatory minimum opialon abouttbla law by cbecking one box below:
Uo!II. sentencing already (keep present lawa and

add no more).
rr-= I think we need more mandatory minimum
1.:.::1. sentencing lawa (add it for otber crimea and
~ other crlminala).

U. Undecided



QUESnON III: S"me people : I ••nk parole I. good
bl!Cllu.e II allow. "mclal. 10 nward prl.oner. who
see Iheemlr of Iheir wayI-and moll val.. Ihem 10
reform and 10 become beller cllizena. Olhen Ihlnk
Ihal parole orrlcers are oflen fooled and Ihalis why
so many who are paroled end up back In jail. Almoll
0111 slale. malnlaln a Ilale parole Iyslem. bUICali
fornia recenlly all bUIdid away with Its parole sys
rem, allowing for no early oUI. Pleale give your

G)'nion on parole by checking one box below.
I favor keeplnll Hawali's presenl IYllem Ihal

• allow I for parole and early release 110be de
lermlned by The Board of Parole.

,...., I favor some chanlle.like no parole for career
fI2J" or habllual crimlnall.

~
I favor malar change: no parole for anyone

2 locon.vlcled of committing any major crime.

.. Undecided
QUESnON IV:Here are some olher wayl Ihal many
other people believe would help leslen crime in
Hawan. Whicb. If any. do you favor.?Cbeck as many
boxes aa you like.

~ II Dealb penalty for certain crime.
fi:I Provide public larvice lobalo all unemployed
~ '.Ibut particularly young people!.
1":"::1 Continue development of .tatewida Career
1:121 ,.Criminal Program
r.':I Develop mu.ive educational program .how
IilI 11 ing Individual citizen. how tbey can belp

prevenl crimerr Increue number of judges to hear criminal
~ llcae..
M lncreue power of Crime Commillion to fight
lIUI "white collar crime. political corruption, and

organized crimeo II (Otherl _

FOR THOSE OFYOU IN FAVOROFMOD MAN.
DATORY MINIMUM SENTENCING (CHECKED
BOX 3). WE WOULD UKE YOUR OPINION ON
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:
Check Ihe box lor boxes! next 10 tbe crimel'! for
which you'd wanl to see our Slate Lagl.lalure make
judge. senlence firsl-lime o((enden to at least 1
year In prllon, no molter what the circumstances
of the case. A Itar I.! next 10 Ihe crime mean. Ibat
that Hawaii Penal Code alnady nqulrel a pri.on
aenlence for anyone convicted of any of Ihele
crimel a second lime.

Ii) 1.lnnocenl vlcUm crippled by bad beaUng.•

rn ..Showing gun while robbing lomeone.•

rn .. Rape.•

rn II Burglarizing end vandalizing a prlvale home.•

[iJ .. Burning down building 10 collect Insurance.

Ul .. Elected orrlclallaking bribe.

ilupremedilaled murder.•
1:':"1 Fraud by corporale execullve where many
W .. people 10.. money.

&iI .. sel1lng bard drugs 10 anyone under 18••

&iii .. Bombing a public building.·

D.. Olber _

DEMOGRAPHICS
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A FEW BACKGROUND QUESTIONS. YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE
FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY.
A. whichn:'... rol...I.....--i8chodn__?

10% ,0 UDdor 25 .0 4S1D M 31%
27%.0 25 to 34 .0 SStDM
20%.0 IS ID44 .0 IS Dt' IIIDft l.lZ

L a.."el ur r.da"AIirua::

8% 1 0 Lao tlwl HIP SChool
20% .0 HIP SChoolCndu.l.
13%.0 _Dr TradaScbDDI

C. Ed.1Ilc backerolllld:

27: ,0 ,._

35% 00 CaucaaJaD

5%.0 au
5:.0 FWpiDo

13% •C H••ililaaiPart H••auao

.0 90_ col'" 22Z

.0 Col. C....... at. 23%
• 0 Poat-Cradu.la 14%

S1~""''''DrDoCI ...
~'

.0 PDrtu_

'C ICG.-==
.0 Mixed
.0 01_

D.I_JAvel:
9%, 0 Lao tlwll5.ooo

lSZao 11.000-..._

17210 '10.000-'14._
22%0 0 .1..000-118._
13210 szo.OOO-IZ4._
10%00 szs.000-128._
J1S, 0 sso.ooo aDd DV"

310 0 Nol Sure

E. Pally Ia-"" 0-.1:

1nt0 RapubllcaD
5ll'F DalDDcrat

F. sa:
53Z 10 MeIe

20% • 0 ladepaodant

6%'0 Olb••

47% 00 r.......
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YOUR HOTLINE TO GOVERNMENT

THANK YOU
for becoming a Hawaii TELEVOTER

Your TELEVOTE 10 No. I. UTS _
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Please read the contents of this TELEVOTE. ballots and phone us back within 3 days after
Take a day or two to think about it and talk receiving this TELEVOTE. (No need to mail.)
about it with your friends. Then fill out the You can reach us at our Hotline Number:

Our office at tbe UDlvenlty of Hawaii:

948-6877

Monday through Friday-9 A.M. until 9 P.M.
Saturdays and Sundays: 10 A.M.-8 P.M.

Outer 1.laads R_ldeDt.: Yell Pl.... call u. collect.
REMEMBER:

Your name will be completely confidential and your
answers used for statistical purposes only. The results of
this survey will be widely reported in newspapers. radio

and TV and will be distributed to all of our
State Legislators.

}.~

~•
In a recent poll. 78%of a sample of Hawaii's population felt it was important for the State

Legislature to consider passing the following law: high school students must pass a special exam
designed to test their "competency in reading and writing"-before they can graduate from high
school. However. there are a number of ways to measure competency. and there are many opinions
about what students should learn and how they should learn it.

HAWAD TELEVOTE waat. your OpiDiOD OD which IOlutfoDl you thiDk are belt for Hawaii.



SOME FACTS

STATES WITH MANDATORY COMPETENCY TESTING PROGRAMS

...
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_
sea_WIth uniform ltale-dlwloped or sea..
1OIoctMI......_

Sta in WlIft locally dhelOpecl Of' locally ...
___10_,--,

* ROll"",,"gII"'- d.pIamo _ in ....
"_-'(Do.._a,.or»
uatlng c"- af'ftc1at.)

INTHEVSA
Many mainland districts requiring compelency tesls ror

graduation found Ihousonds of senion failing. An e>tampleia
Florida. which established slat.wide ccmpatency I.sts ror
slud.nts in the ard, 5th. 81h,and lllh grades in October. 1977.
37'1. or the students in the 11lh grade raUed. Among blscks.
75"1. railed.

On Ihe other hand. Or.gon. the £irlt sial. to UI. the balic
competency test approach in ils .ducational syllem 119721.
has had no masslve railur.1 among ill high school sludents,
Inst.ad of a slal.wide set of slandards. Or.gon allows each
school dlslricl to s.1 up and mellure III own minimum stan
dards for how well students "Read. writ•. speak, listen.
analyz•• and comput •."

ARGUMENTS FOR
COMPETENCYTESTS

Points out those who n••d remedial help as well as those
advenced students who could benefit from other educational
acnvittes.

D.termines what balic skillithe sludenll Ihould learn so Ihal
teaehers can better d.t.rmine cia.. goail.

_

5111. wdl'l locally dewroped or lOCallY....
IectId inti neM IUCllet to SUIte approval

• PromollOn 10 ceru.n grade~. e:tePenaIln
potion 'Ill pOfIoImance.

INHAWAO
Hawaii's Department of Educalion IDOE) has developed a

Ilalewide minimum compel.ncy lesl Ihal mus] be passed by
high schools.ud.nls graduating in 1983. In the meanrtme.thts
lesl is being given as a modelof whal students are expected 10

learn before they can graduate from hlllh school. During the
Fall of 1979.Ihis lest was given 10 all public hillh schcol soph
omores Igrade 101: 65.. passed; 35"1> railed.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST
COMPETENCY TESTS

Many students fail because Ih.y "tense up" on exams. nol
because Ih.y lack the basic skills.

Compel.ncy tesls rely 100 much on the multtple-chetce meth
od of ix.mi. Thi&penaH:£s :;.h.:=:::: ,,·..ho a:-emo~ imagine"
live end individualislic,
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TYPES OF COMPETENCYTESTS
OpinlDn vari.1 abDut whal "skills" should be tested:
* Mosl cDmp.l.ncy 1..ls mea.ure skill. in elementary

r.adlns and artthmette, Skills in such er.a. a. sclenc •.
hillDry. mUllc. and art are leldom tested.

* The Slanford Achievement T•• lISAT) rates the stud.nl.'
p.rfDrmanc. in r.adlng. malh. and mechanles of writing,
In Ih. 1911SAT given ID local Inth Rrad.rs thrnughout th
USA. Hawaii students ranked below average in r.ading
and writlns-and about d,'craRe In math.

* The Hawaii DOE "minimum competency I.SI" scheduled
IDlake .rr.cI in t983 Is d.signed 10measure the .k&1l.hill
.chDDIgraduales should have ID lunclinn In societv, II
1.ltl Cor such .kill. as simple math: lhe .b,lil" 10know
Ihe dlCC.rlnce bel ween faci and opmten: knDwl,dR. DC
i\m.rican and Ieeal government; and abtluyro fill out
cDmmDnly used Carmi. 11k.personal check. and
[eb applicatlDnl.

~
.~t(.!
~'-:~.,
J ..... J~

QuatlDD III: IPI••se check iv {ihDs. areas YDU f.el.hould be covered in any requtred comp.l.ncy lesllnA. If there is any sinale
item you believe should b.lli".n extr••mphasil over all olh.rl. pie... place a double-check In Ihat bo" Ivv).

38% [J m Heahh and 16% [J" ArlS and 67% [J" Everyday Skille (r.ad [J" The Thr•• Rs Ir.ading.
NUlrilion Skills Handlcr.ClS 7% signl. fill cut fDrms) 90% wrillns & aruhmetlc]

42% [J II Cltlz.nship SkUll 24% [J " Sci.nllnc Skills [J ,. Other __ _ _

QuntloD II: (Ch.ck on. box]
54% [J. I CaVDr a uniform slal••developed lesl.
30% [J - I favor a test developed by each lucal sehocl dlstnct (CDr

exampl •• Honolulu, L..ward. Maui .•tc.]. bUI subject
10 DOE approval.

7% [J. I fa.'or a t ••1developed by each lucal echool dlslrlcllfor
exarnple. Honolulu. Leeward. Maui. etc.], nn' subject
10 slale DOE approval, . ~

4% [J.. Undecided.

30% [J )

31% [J •

SO, HOWDO YOU iEELABOUT COMPETiNCY TESTING?
Q_IloD I: (Check one bex]

5% [J I I am oppoled to competency telll entirely. (If you check
Ihil bex, Iklp queltionl II and III and SD to quelllDn IV.,

33% [J, I faVDrcDmpel.ncy tutl Dnly al a suld. to nnd Ihe
Itudenll' weak spall.
I favDr requirins sludenl. ID pa.. cDmpel.ncy luI.
b.fore th.y can graduale frDm hiAh sehcol.
I favur competency t••ls in grad •• 3. 5. 8.•md 11. with
students sta~'inA in eaeh grade until they paIS al
that 1....1.

4% [J. Und.cided

NOWWE'D LIKE YOUROPINION ON 3 PROGRAMS DESIGNEDTO IMPROVE STUDENT PERFORMANCE.
EACHOF THEM IS ACTUALLY IN USE. RIGHT NOW,IN THE USA.

Plan An Inner-city Ichool (once ranked near lhe bollom out oC 26 local high schools in reading] improv.d ils dass

A
attendane•• ill students' r.adins skills. and il. coll.S. enrDllm.nl. after .Iartins 'he following program;

1. Corcadleachers IDtake cDursel on hDw ID leach readins
2.•tudents had ID read televtsien scripll.lislen 10lapes. and acl out scripls
3. had l.ach.r. develop Indtvtdual eummer-study program IDrsludenls and work wllh par.nls
.D Ih.y could help Ih.ir children learn.

Plan TWD schDols in a m.dium·sized cily have be.n e"p.rlmenling wilh a prDRram call.d "Proj.ct Follnw

B
Through". II aim. ID g.1 par.nl. invDlved In h.lping Iheir children learn basic skill. by:

1. pUllinglhem on .chDol"advisDry cDmmill.e."
2.s.lIlng Ih.m ID all.nd m.elins. Cor-.eIC-imprDvemenl,'·
3.lraining Ih.m as ''In.lrucIDrs al hDm....

Plan

C
11.lal.S have laws Ihat r.quire leachers IDlak••xam.ID lullheir ,kill "ll••ching th. bds",s-h.r"re
th.y are hir.d.ln one lars. cily. wh.re Ihere are far more t.aching appllcant.lhan l.achinR lobs. Ih.
W.ssman Persunn.1 ClassificaliDn T•• II.gi....n. Thi.I•• lsl.ach.rs skills wilh lh. use"C w""is ,lOd
numbers and a certain minimum score must be made before a teacher wall be hired 10 teach dn~' l:ours~.

q-UDIIJV,Which 01 Ih••• Ihr •• prDgram. dD YDU like best fDr Hawaii? (Plea•• check on. box)
38% [J 11 Plan A 16% [J " Plan B 43% [J " Plan C
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Ql=tleav:.... How do you rate Plan ... a. a prolram for H.waU?
41% a.. excellent 27% a" lood 14% a .. fair 8% a .. poor 10% a " undecided

B. How do you rale PIJ8Ia. a program for ~\lam
11% 9%a ..16% o » excellent a.. good a " fair a .. poor undecided

C. How do you rate Plan C II a program for Hawam
8% 3%a ••51% n » e"cellent 31% a.. good 7% a .. fair a .. poor undecided

Qa_t1oa VIIFollowing are .ome 01her method••ulle.ted a. way. of Improvlnl the perform.nce of hllh .chool.tudenu. Check
43% a. many II you like.

a.. Provide extra funding for more remedial training
35% a.. Hold pllrent. legally r..pon.lble Cor .tudent. who cut

school relularly Iflne. lmprl.onmentl
46% a" Require annual evaluatlane of te.cher. by .tudlnll.

parent. and Cellow teache,.
80% a.. Oevelop wark••tudy programl for .tudanl. to help them

rel"a Ichoal.ubleclI to real·Ufe activUle.
5% a.. Pay parenl. for learninl how to teach fundamental.

to children
83% a.o Require teache,. to lake periodiccaur.e. to add Crelh

Id... and technique. to their tlachlng

qa_.Joa VD:Whado you feel.bould berelponllble for the education ofour children? (Checkall thOlewhich apply: double check
Ihe ona you f..ll. mo.1 re.polUlible for education.)

94% a .. Parent.
541 a •• The children
901 a .. Tbe leachll'l
68% a .. The .chool
lS% a .. The cburch
651 a.. The Siale Olpartmenl of Education
51% n « The Board of Education
41% a.. The Siale governmlnl
31% a.. The Federal governmenla II Speclfyalhel'l _a.. I IUD undecided rlghl now-

DEMOGRAPHICS

A FEW BACKCROUND QUESTIONS. YOUR ANSWERS WILL BE COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE
FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES ONLY•
.\,wwa.....,....................,.....? D. '-LenI:

Uoder25 .0 4510 ::J 7% I 0 1.1.. Ihen S5.OOO .0 520.000-524._ 16%e 14% 9%35% sO 5510 351 .0 55.000-58._ .0 525.000-5211._251034
21% 14%.0 .0 510.000-514._ '0 530.000 end over

22z..·U:'I::""
85 or mo... 7% 3%17% .0 515.000-5111.999 .0 NOI Sure

5% ,0 LeeoIhu Hlab School .0 SOlDO collo.e 24% E. Sa:

20% .0 Hilb School Craduale .0 Colle.a Craduale21% 44% ~ M~ • 0 J,el'i.a~ 55%
11%.0 Buoloua or Tl'lda-Scbool eO Poot·Craduate 18% F. _ I ur cbIIdna........ .... Ie

Stadia., Mula.. or Doclo.. ....... 121

C. IlIIaIc ......psad: dea- (,0 Vol: '0"';;0Go ,., tile)' a1t_ pUUc or ele ecIsoel7

29% '0 'apan... .0 Mixed 7%
PubUc z C Private .0 Barh,0

38% .0 CaucuiaD ,0 Other 3%
7% .0 Chioen
6% .0 FWplDo
9% • 0 HawallaJllPUl Hawaii ...
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YOUR HOTLINE TO GOVERNMENT

THANK YOU
Yaur'l'ELlWTlm .1811'1'1 _
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Please read the contents of this TELEVOTE.
Take a day or two to think about it and talk about
it with your friends. Then fill out the ballots and

phone us back within 3 days after receiving this
TELEVOTE. (No need to mail.) Youcan reach us
at our Hotline Number:

Our omce at the UDivenity of H.waiJ:

948-6880
Monday through Friday-4:30 P.M. until 9:00 P.M.
Saturday: 9 A.M.-6 P.M. Sunday: 10 A.M.-8 P.M.

Remember: Your answers will be completely confidential and used for statistical
purposes only.

nus TELEVOTE WANTSYOUR OPINION
ON THE FUTURE OF HAWAD'S TRANSPORTATION:

As you know. we on Oahu are facing some
serious problems about how we will transport
ourselves in the future. Gas prices will continue
to rise; our population of people and cars will
continue to grow. Oahu will get more and more
crowded. So what should we do?

We have been hearing about several major
projects for the past few years. One is a new
highway (TH-3 or H-3). Another is a modem
rapid transit system (HART). A third is to im
prove and expand our bus system. And there are
other ideas too. Which one or ones should we
chooia?

Those who are to make these decisions need to
know the opinion of Oahu's citizens on the future
of our island's transportation. Following is some
important information and the main arguments
in favor and opposed to each major alternative.
Please read it. think about it. and then pick up
the telephone. call us and "vote",

Yes,we need your opinion. It is necessary for us
to get an accurate. scientific sample of Oahu's
population. "'.fter you do that, we'll make sure
that public opinion on this issue reaches those
who are going to make the decisions ... and
reaches the public's ear as wall

----- ------------ - _.-



......M_ (1JowJI1_a H-.lalu)·
19lIlI ~ IDe lhr./5C hr./IC 15 min •.
1975 ~n 20C Ihr./IDe 1!,hr./5C15 mini.
1979 , :t J _ Ihr./2OC hr.

i-r
I

· ••in cue you were wondering, here is
SOMEBACKGROUND INFORMATION

Tbe PrIc801G...... lR l·
1913 • • • .. 451 per gal.
1975 • r~ ll9C per gal.
1975 - ~'" 77Cper gal.
1979 . lIP· ~.~!-' '1.14 per gal
~~~..:.:.::.:.:.:.:.:.. -' ':.:.:.:.:.!.~~~!l..P.!!:.!!~
·Hawaii Slale £nerw Office

~_.
1970 .. 285.259
1975 .. 287.435

.~.:.:.:_'.:.:.:_:.:::.:.:.... ._.:..::..::.:.:..::..::.:.:.:.::.:..:.~~;.~.~.~
'Cily and Counly of Honolulu. Molar VehicleAgency

THE 3 MAIN IDEAS
Following are three brief paragraphs that describe three proposed transportation systems being con
sidered by government officials as solutions to Hawaii's future transportation problems.
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__' =:=--~~-:"""""~':::""• .(-:-":"_::-=- _ _ -=
- - -.~..- .......

8·3/111·3
H-3 is a freeway similar to the present H·l
and H-2 freeways. H-3 will bea 4-lanll high-

HAllT
HART (Honolulu Area Rapid Transit) would
be a rubber-wheeled. electric powered rapid
transit rail-line running on raised and under-

Expeded B!!!! SY!lte!!!
According to a consultant's study, the Ex
panded Bua would be an all-bus system pro-

way, from Halawa to Kaneohe, connecting
Windward and Leeward Oahu. TIi·3 would
follow the same route but It would consist of
2 more lanes. for carpools and buses. TIi·3,
then. is a 6-lane highway. Either H-3 or TIi-3
would be a third highway and tunnel through
the Koolaus and is hoped to ease traffic con
gestion on the Pali and Likelike routes.

ground concrete tracks. HART, running be
tween the airport and the university. would
directly serve the Honolulu urban core. It
would also meludea special city bus network
(feeder bus system-express and local) link
ing outlying sections of the city and county
with new HART stations, terminals. and
parking lots-and it would provide generally
improved bus service.

viding comparable service to the HART bus
rail system. It would include: (1) a greatly
enlarged bus fleet (1978: 350 buaes/1995:900
buses): (2) a great increase in the number of
hours in use and locations serviced: (3) much
street widening and construction of road
ways and facilities.

----- ------------ --- "
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SOME COMPARISONS
IW.1114 IIAJlT DPANDID IUS IY8'nM

....-.,.-.r (already partly buUt) &4 mU. All malor bJabwaya and Ihroullb-
10.7 mil. (10 be bullt) wayl • many llCOadary .Irelil

011 Oahu

Gu,. .a'lIIIan
"em
~ - 20'10} (LOCAL)

20'10
8.... 10'11o -...... - 80'11o 80'11o

.........em Fonnal IIllmata: Formal ..Ilmalr. '754 No fonnal IIllmall at pmlnl.
to ..... H3: 483 mlllioo mUlloll 111110 dollan. (1'IWI ('Oml IXpertl Ay II would COlt at

nt3: 747 million don not Includa I'" COIl IIAI u much u nt·3 or HART)
Locallhur. of lrallll, parkl!18 flCilltl.. Local .hara: Eallmilld .amI
H·3: S48 million 19110 dol1arl and faldlr bwI Iylllm) al HART
nt·3: 174 million 19110 dollara Local .hare: .150 millioll

lapprx.1

PIIyaillIIIrD....... No one. Accordlnl to ItUdJII: No ",lIlble IItlmelll yet.
r.- aboul 150 houllholdl ill

MoilWl·McCully araa ..
170 bUllnn_ In IwileL
downtown and Kabako.

.........1=- Wllldward and Leeward Urban Commuttra (who All mldenll and vililora on Oehu
midenl.. particularly want to u.. III (who wanl 10 UII III
commutera--..... S yeara afler collliruction 19119 (ntlmatldl (lHl 1995-EaUmalld full operation

cpa heeeIP II Itarted asaln yeara afler conalrucllon (but would come illlo full un
(nllmated mld-Iall 1lIIIOI) bealnal lIl'aduaUy)

ww..........' LqaI chaUal\8ll In Stall LasialaIUri for ~ Floal dlCillon 011 HART
Fldaral Court I.... of funda and coollnued

avallablllly of fadaral fundi

Don not promole alternative ellergy
• sources for Iransportation.

D1aruptloa to exlatiog natural
e environment and bistorical

conservatloa land

PRO

••• and DOW for some2!! uuI!!!! arpments on each plan ••.
H·3.11I·3 HART EXPANDED BUS
Dacraua lraval tiDII and traffic • Modem daip waWdbe _ and .InCI'II8Hlarvice 10 aU parte of

• coalllUoo batw.o Windward and altndlno to aly of HoIlO1u1u I'" Ialaad
Leeward aida Very III8rIY affIcIent and rell1lvaly .RIduca I" need for prlvala vahlcln
lJak malor military bun • DOo-poUuIinl form of mau tranalt Ibrouaboul Oahu

• ~~Marlnallueand • RedllClllbeoumbarofprivatl .Mora lban double prnanl capacily
vehld. and travllllma Inaty. of p8UIIIIIrI.

PromotllndlvlduaJ fnadom of
• mobllllythrouabuuoftbe

automobile.

•••• +.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+.+
CON • Would lead to urban development oa Honolulu 100amaU for luch a filley • MalnlllllDCl co.1I very high.

tbe Wiadward aide. • Iyltem-only much Iarpr cilin can
affordlL

Incre_ DOlleand disruption for
I yeet!! throughout aly-due 10

COllltructiOa.

Don DOtpromole alternativi anergy Ov .......tlma1loo ofrldarahip will Would require extenaivi collltruclioll
• aourcea for Iranaportatlon. • mult In heavier financialburdea 10 • work oa exiltlng major ItreetS.

taxpayara and rldara than DOW forlCllllad

-------------- ---- - -
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.0 1DdopoDdoaI

.a 0Ib0r

uCDefinltely _CMaybe .,CNever

_CDefinilely JlCMaybe ..CNlver

(AI Which method of railing fundi preHntly avail
able to the State would you prefer to raile the local
share of conltrucllng lhe highway? (Check al
many 81 you like)

..C RaiaI motor vehicle regletratlon tax
IIC RalIe Itate Income tax
.CRaialgener" exelle (....) tax
.CRaiaI groel vehicle welahllax
11 C Sell gener" obligation bondl (Slate mUlt

pay Interat for many yeare)
.. CUll tax lurplUl
.. COther .
MCDon't know

IV. What kindeof Iacrlflcee would you be wllllnll or nol
wII1inll 10 make penon"ly In Ihe fulure in order 10
leuen tralfIc and Iraneportallon problems In Hawaii?
(Pleue check one boxl
A. Not drive privale

aulo OD

weekendl
B. Ride In a

carpool
C. Pay hIaber

lax. ..CDefinitely .. CMaybe .. CNlver
D. Ullmue

traDllt .. CDefinitely .. CMaybe ..CNlver
Eo Do more work

at bome "CDefinitely .. CMaybe ..CNlver
P. Buy lmaller

car .. CDefinltely nCMaybe uCNever
G. Buy oruee

bib more uCDefinltely .. CMaybe ..CNever
H. Buy moped IICDefinitely "CMaybe ..CNever
L Usa the BUI

mon IICDefinltely .CMaybe IlCNever
J. Walk to many

placee you now
drive to uCDefinltely uCMaybe ..ONever

Ie. Other CDefinltely .CMaybe ..CNever

ilL WHAT IF THE COURTS ALLOW THE STATE TO
BUILD H·3 or TH-3?

0._.....
,0 !Au I a.ooo
.0 aa.ooo-a.•
.0 SlD.OlJO.l1oL•
.0 S15.llllO-11....
.0 __CoL..

.0 IZ5lJ11G.1Zl1,..
,0 a:.aoolllll .....
.0 Not Sun

E. ...., ca.ra..1II&J:
,0 R.publIca
.0 DomacraI

F. S-
,0 ...
.0 F.....

.a PorI_
,0 Ka.....

•a M1xId
• 0 0Ib0r

•a 4 Jr. CGIIIIo
CnduaIe
PoII-cr.duaIa
SludllllM........ Doc:Ian

~

NOW•••THE QUESTIONS:
I. FROM THE ABOVEINFORMATIONANDDEBATE,

WE WOULD UKE TO KNOW WHICH SYSTEM. IF
ANY.YOU PREFERFOR HAWAII'S FUTURE.
(A) Pleue check one of Ihe following four boxa:

,CH·3 (4-lane) .0Don'l know
.OTH-3 (8-lane)
.0Nellher

(B) Pie... check one of the following four boxee:
.CHART .0Don'l. know
.CTSM Expanded BUI
,CNeilher

(C) If you checked "Neither" In (1) and (2)
.COther ..

11. WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT THE HART
SVSTEM RIGHT NOW?
(A) Do you lhink lhe Slata abould conlrlbute .... of the

Iocallhere (10'lIo of tolal COIl) for HART?
,aCV.
"CNo
"CDon't Know

(B) Do YOIl think the State Ihould put up 5500.000for
a study to anlwer Ihe remaining qUllllonl
about HART?

.. CV.

.. CNo
"CDon't Know

(e) If the Slate don not contrlbule a lhare of lhe local
funding, what should lhe City do about HART?

.. C Scrap the whole Idea
"CTry 10 convince lhe State Leglelature apm

next year
,.CRaiaI whole 2O'Ilo of local ahare on Ita own
.. COther .
.CDon'l knOw

(D) If the City raIaeI money on Itl own. which of the
folJowlq waY' for lhe City to raiII fuDda would
you prefer? PI.... check box of any melbod you
would favor. (Check 81 many 81 you like)

IICRaiaI property tax .CDon'l know
.. CRaiaI P8lleDger vehlcla weight tax
.. CRaiaI city parkins ra.
.. CRalIe lax on fuel
uCOtber .

DEMOGRAPlDCS
A FEWBACKGROUND QUESnONS. YOUR ANSWERS WILL BECOMPLETELY CONPJDENTIAL ANDAREFORSTATISTICAL
PURPOSESONLY.
A. WIoIda........................,...r

00 Uadorzs .0 4111054
• 0 251034 .0 5Ila"
• 0 351044 .0 Mar .....

a.1Mol .....
00 !Au I HIab Sc'-I
.0 Hlp SchoaI Cr.maata
• 0 aum- ar 1'NdI SchoaI .0
.0 !IalIIa...u.. (lDcL

CammuDIlJ CoJIopI

C.1IWo........
00 J....-
• 0 c.u...iID
.0 cu.-
.0 FlUpiDa
.0 HawailuIPut HawaIiaD

Comparative data provided on page 296
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OFFICIAL 10 No

New Zealand intheFuture World
Right now New Zealand is at a crossroads. New inventions and technology
and a quickly changing world scene will mean a future quite different from New
Zealand as we know it now.

In the next few years a lot of decisions are going to be made which will
shape our country in the next century. So now's a good time for people to be
thinking and talking about what they want for themselves and for their sons and
daughters (and perhaps grandchildren too).
We've got plenty of resources - in our land and in the sea around us -
as well as in our people too. So New Zealand has a lot more choices than most
other countries.

-- - --------~------- ---- ------ - ------- --- --- ----- - -- --------- ------ --------------------I



How New Zealand Televote works
Beloware four PoInts of View that wethink Include mlll1Y of the main ways peoplethink on these
subjects. To be neutral. wecall them ONE,lWO. THREE. andFOUR.Obviouslynoneof them will suit
anyoneperfectly. Butone of them probably will comecloserto your ownpersonalPoIntof Viewthan
the other three.P.... read them through, think Ibout them•••BUT DON'T MAKE UP YOUR MIND
YETASTO WHICH YOUUKEBEST.

The Four Points of View
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c.ntrII be

1&
1InlnlI-__.jOII .._-..pay....-..-.Il ............ _ poapIelll-...oppnv__ too.

_Z-~Itllf

[I]
_~_lIndwlllbepullO"""" ....-._aIIorIwiIIlla_lll__

'""" imIXlfIIng IlniQn IUaI.

TIlepoapleol",., counlJy ___ iaoqull

-"""'Y -_IO__ own_ GcMmmont

...............-_lOooor.... ee,

TIle lind IIId -1RlUIlCl.....1ul1
01_TIIov_ beUlld ION
~1ng""lhIppy-

New oncluIlI* WllI1lllVonc:acl
_ipmonllllDuld beanc:ourogod •
....,.__.-IorourlInnlond. AU
flH ltOJII1Y mull III fIIIlClIlIIbIe ....
uaangour~wlthura.
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The "Pictures of the Future" Game @=Llke
In the d18gn1111 below_WOIdpictlnlofthe knowwhither you UKElhefutureplctu,..lhey <:)=NIUtnII
fulurelh81atronlllU~ofONE.1WO. _.orwhltheryouDONTUKElhem.RMd ~. D
THREEInd FOURlay willhIppIn If they~ belowIIICl pIKe a lick In OM of the four cirdelln . J.. = on" Like
lhIlrwW(.W. dOn't knowwhelherU- plduree -=tl1qU_to tall IIIwhIlheryou generally like ? Nol S
wllI_1y come true or not. W. limply wantto lh8l Dlctureor not • = urw

." ... ,.FuIl_
.~--

• __~ID

.~--._- _..-
·=::=:'"CftIlIWe

......... torbml

A -.,uooluI_
.:.~ -."""",-- _......

• PlftootlM WOfIImaN.......,. -- GOG;)(1) Q0~<V ®0~<V· ©OO~
• _runla.ge. • Somerwcu'Ola" UIIld • ea.-vaJanof_

....._f-aY. .... -- CIIOfullot_

B .=-...m:~ • New NlCU"CadeloDwerlCl .0nIy......-g,- ----~~.UMdI of.-....- Q0®<V ®0~<V ®0®<V ®0®®-
.N.Z. .... ICIIWfItt....

.NZ.__ in
.NZ.___

........ -- -- """'",NL_

C
.~_inNL

• Slrong""'iIOIV-- ·N.Z. ....... tram.. •:2',......DIIICIIV-.goa moUlIry .....
·NL.........worteI

_1Iul_- IIIIllIlc:I -- ®0®<V G>0®®
·GrMIIr.....on • UtQIr. rncnmodlm, ........1IClQnOfftY • Mulmum we of mooem.

D .=:;a1 -- --- .==-• GrOWI'l of fII'IOI in

• __ID-.nIt\'

::::"'1IClUrlnlI- --- --- -.....-......- __",_1oIe- -.gocl

:':"" ~@~<V (:i)@®~ @@ei)(1) ®@®®
• RIIronMCIp.....".. -lIlIIalOfII*IO_

.1lIopullllc__ ----- -..-.y onmIfOI'NaoNI__
of.._ ---- • MP'I-.::em. rMdam ---E· .--_.........- ........-- ....-- angorIIIlIlOUll'"
CIlIIIIIIllIIll- • II'lCt.-cI cnaun__lid'"- ....--- 0~<V ©c:;:)~<V ~@~<i.> ~e®(i)

KEY: (1) Number beneath each face is the percentage of sample that checked
that face. Each percentage has been rounded to its next highest
number

(2) Pictures emphasized by dark borders mean that they were the top
choice of the sample in that area, e.g., Employment, Environment,
World Scene, et.



The ''Your Tum toPredict" Game
Listed below.,. • number of possible things the!meyheppen In
the lulu,. (eround the year 20011. Which POint 01V'"do'tOU thinkIs
IIOST UKEl.Y to mekellCh thing hIppen?

nck only one point of view for each Item
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A. Realgrowth in your penonellncome ijl iii 0 lii Iil
B. Fewer government setVlC8S ijI ij ~ ~ ijJ
C. Greateremphasison a morespirituellile ~ 0 e ~ Iil
D. Preserving our natural resources ij ijI ~ ~ I;tJ
E. Fullemployment ijJ ij IJ Ij iii
F. Decent standard otllving available to allN.z. citizens fiji ij IijI ijjJ IiJ
G. Noneed to import energyIntoN.z. from foreign countries ~ ij IMJ IMJ ~
H. l.alger cities ~ e ~ ~ ~
I. Racialminority culturesbecomestronger ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
J. Greater participation by citizensIn importantdecisions ij ij ij Ij ij;J
K. Thekindofworkyouwantforyourchlldren ijl ij ~ Ii ~
L Lessviolence ijl ij1 i ~ ~

M. Greaterequality amongthesexes ~ ij) ~ ~ ~.

N. Moraco-operatlon amongNewZ8aJanders ~ 1;:1 e ~ I;tJ
O. A moralmport8nt rolefor N.z. Inthe world ijJ ijJ IJ ~ Ij

KEY: Numbers equal percentage of entire sample. rounded to next highest
percentage.



•

Choose your own future
Now It I. up to YOUto decide which WQ YOU

w.nt N.W ZULAND to go. W. know Itmer be.
herd choice to mak.. 1Iut who..Id the Puture

will be • .."

PIe_tick the tloxllythePolnt o'VIftWm-st to your own~
beliefs and thOUght.
I'you ,eelthat none 01the 'our Polnla 01VlftWos cloaeenough ...........
to your own peBOn8l view 01the luture. tick Box FIVE, _

-~.....""--

lj~_alr!!J
SF:: ijl ijJ ijJ ~ ~

KEY: Numbers equal percentage of entire sample, rounded to next highest
percentage.

ForthoM 01you who ticked BoxFIVEyou can builclyour own PoIntof V'"
~._ need to limityou • bit.
AI you can 1M, MCh PaInt of V1Iw (ONE,TWO. THREE & FOURIIsmede
upolfourbuilcllngblocka. T •
Onehas theaymbol-- anotherhas the symbol 01- A
• third has the symbol 01--" and the fourth hU a symbol 0I-[j]
Yourown Polnt of V1Iw must also be built .JIfour building blocks. one with
each symbol. P....1ickyour four boxeabelow as directed.

KEY: Numbers in boxes are raw U1IlIlbers, not percentages.

------ --------- ----- --- -- ---
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: . "::lttTelevoter 10 Number:

"Reaganomics and Government Spending in Hawaii"

As you may know, President Ronald Reagan Is trying out a different economic approach,
a theory known as "Reaganomics." Last year the President got Congress to agree to his program.
The result Is less money for some domestic spending In each state, Including HawaII.

We want to know what you think about the President's program and what you think we In
the State of Hawaii should do, If anything, about having less U.S. govemment money to spend
on various projects and programs here.

DIJ. .......
If you _nat ,..,wtltlyaur inIt..·~ _ willMil

~tIII.!L,...._.....~ ~.:.-~~~~ ..~~..;...,;:.:... .;.....-.
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o Excellent
1

Question I: In general, what do you think the chances are that President
Reeg8n's economic program will have the results he says It will?

o Good 0 Falr 0 Poor 0 No Chane. 0 Not Sure
2 3 ~ 5 5

Some Important information about government spending
in HawaII
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"............ over the e-etlew
~lIIe8_oI_I__
In__ I.....__I.Aa

01-tvI.lIIe a- ll8d en an
S230 million dol... In I.. IIenIl _
count. 'TlIllIan_I. cellecl".
s.... SutpIua.

Due10_ clrI:ulMteneee. 11I1.
y.- 1M Surplus will e/VInll. Alao,
.-~ reeIdMt (lncIudlng chilo
dren) wlU get 1100bIck from the S..I.
tIlIIr-w.lIIe 8ufPIua will 10MenollIer
S~million oreo.

Some~ INroklIIe SU/IllUa will
d~_r-wend_II .....
don'l _ our II*IdInao the S-
will go Into debt -.

TIle .......LIIllII: In 1871, VOl_In ....1dIcldecIlO_ our Stalal.aQlltalura
~ • lid on lIIe amount II _I. SOourSta.. tawmakere cannol lpend more
then. certain amount _2I3aolllleStetaSena.. + 2I3a oItheStalaHouaao'
~l8ll_vote 10apand _I.... IImll.

Where the money goes and where It comes from
Take a look at th. Dollar Billandlhe Sliver Dollar. The DOllarBill shows

you (I) how much lhe Stal. spends 10 run llsell and lIs programs and
(b) whal percenl 01 lhat money comes lrom either lhe State's "General"
pocket, lrom Ita "Special" pocket, or lrom Ihe U.s. Government (the
uFedaral" pocket).

The SIIYarDollar will laU you how much of your money goes Inlo Ihe
Slal.'s "General" and ..Specl .... pockels, Of course. lhal "Federal" money
cornea from you too.

HOW YOUR MONEY IS &PDT TO RUN THEI STATE GOVERNMENT (1112I

;

... na:

...-. -

...
1'---......----'-_CItIntO

to eauna.i. MICJ

0._ 11I.'-101 -tJ._
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Qu••tlon II: Hawaii: To spend or not to spend?
we wouklllke your opinion on how you think lhe Slate of HNIlllhoukl deal wlthlhe cuu.eka In u.s. governmenl

funding of stal. progrmq Met Slal. spending In~.
A B

What to do about u.s. QCMI1IlMIII euttlIIclla ,- -:.. What 10 do about Stal. apandIng In oaneral
CMck one bOIIlhet '8 ck»Met to your own pOInt of WI.- Chectl: one bOaIrNt comee cl..... to your ownDCMnt 0' Wtew

D Slal. should do nolhlng 10repl_ I"ftICIIlSY D Cui back Slal. spending
7 losl tltlcIwM of U.s. governmenl~ ..

D SlatashouIdU.. anyexIStlngSUrplllatolilal~ D Kaep Slal. spending sl praMnll.".1
s up for U.s. governmenl CUlbacks , "I '2

D Slate should find newwaya to,.. r,&iiey • D Inc_ Slal. Spending, bul only 10 k..p up
s Slal. progrMIS cui by U.s. llCl"Ilii1'S'1t1ICl!.! •. '3 wllh Inflation

Met In lhe fulu" , \ : D InCIUM Stal. spending..much u Is nee...
D Nol SU", I ~'''. i, ,. UIY 10 develoP Importanl newprograms -
'0 ./ J even Illhal m.ns raising lhe spending IImll

j D NOISu",....... ..:::- ,.
. THOSE WHO CHECK BOX 9 IN COWMN A. OR BOXES 13 OR 14

~ IN COWMN B, GO TO QUESTION III. ALL OTHERS" SKIP QUESTION III •
AND GO TO QUESTION IV.

Question III: I:'fow can Ha.11 raise money?
Below .,.~ IlIMa Suggailld by some peopl. u good waya for stal. and local govwnmenllo raj.. mont

money 10 pay for social progrmq cui by the U.s. govemmenl-or for olher newMet Importanl purpoaa.
Next toU-~ _ 101M argumenta mads alther lor or _nat each IdeL And /llIIlIIO lhem Is a rough average

of how much money some experla think each method of ralelng money mlghl 8CIUaIlyraj.. In a year.
P1_ reIId Ihle Information Met Iell us whelher you ... for or agMtal NCh IdeL

?

?

?

S30 Million
(Honolulu)
(peryaar)

I:=D

SllOMllllon
(peryaar)

'10-20 Million
(peryaar)

Neighbor Island countl...
with '-1lIIldanta,~ I1ClI
be 1IbI. 10 ratae enough
money 10 support worthy
proglWlllL
A small state like Hawell
would not make much money
from a lottery and lotteries
will ancourwge and help or
ganlzlld crime.
II will deler lIOI1l8 lourlsls
from coming 10 H.....all Met
might keep local folks from
visiting neighbor lsi...
IIwillc:IWtge HawaII's Image
Met 10M ..many lourlsta ..
II g.... It would also make
HawaII • haven for big time
crime.
Large Induatry alrwIIdy pays
ttleIr fair sharw of tax... a.
sides, they would Jusl pUS
lhelr extrlI tax burdlln on 10
the conaun-.

AQAlNST
The maln burden of paylng
sucha lD falls on ttlose "'1
1Ib1.10 pay: lhe 110«.

Money would be uaIId only
lor,...of eachcountv,lIld
would laMt-v lDloIIdoff
of property ownera.

FOR
II'S nota big burden on any
one Met II can raj.. a g_1
deal of money.

Many stain uaethls ..WRt
10 fund special programs or
to get a lOtOfmoneyInSlate
bank ICCOUnt Also. peopl.
pul money In voluntartly.

(4) Tex HoIeI"- Ualld Mosl olher popular RIlICll'l
~Taurlata have SUCh a tax Met

o For D Agalnsl D Not Su", thai don not .-n 10 have
Zl za Z7 hurt them.

(5) LegaIla o.nblIng MIl II will allract manY lourls"
Tea PraIIt8 ' fromU.s.MetJapenMetcan
D For D Agalnsl D Not Su", I'8P'- lunda losl from H.
211 za 3Il wall Indusltlea ttlat ... In

I trouble.
(8) Ta ... ......" • ........ : II can raI.. a good deal of

..... ......, money from pocketau-dy
D For D Agalnal D Not Su,. full. HNIll's on:tlnary lD·
:n 3Z 33 payw Is one of the most

Mavliy taud In AmerIcL

(3) Start KftIIIIlS....
Lottery
D For D Agalnsl D Not Su",zz Z3 zo

IDEA
(1) IWM State 8alIe Ta

F_ 4'" to S'"
D For D Agalnsl D Not SU'"
11.7 11

(2) A .... 1'" e-tr
8alIeTa '
D For D Agalnal D Not SU'"
II 211 Zl

(7) Q(OlheI) _



8pInd'" 8pInd ....
0311 O.
O. 000
003 0 ..
0,7 0 ..
051 052
0" 0,.
0,. 0111

Q....tIon IV: Your choice?
e.low _ a numbar or State PI'OlIlMlIwe,,*,tlOMCl on tlla uDol.... sill." Since It Ia yow IllOllIJ'bIlno 8P8Ilton

tham, _ ... to know wtIatIIar you'd cut '*:II on lham, Ipend llIlout tlla-. Of Ipend men on t'-'L"'- chacll
tha boxaa cloant to your point or vW.

PROGRAM
LOWER EDUCATION (E1aIIl.1. H.S.)
HIGHER EDUCATION (UH I. cca)

SOCIAL SERVICES I. HOUSING
HEALTH
TRANSPORTATIONOTHER _
OTHER _

In the Legislature Toda~ _

(

~
"don v: Hewell's sugar Industry?

..,~ HawalI'IIUQIl' Indultry employa 1bou18,OOO wonc-. with many 0l'*'1ltIidentI and builMIMI
. " lno on It Tba IUllll' Indultry~Id1_01 S83 million In '981 and~ ,ullll' eem-

l
1- - blglMlng 10 cloaa down and lay on work.,..
Sugar Indultry Ialderl want thl StalQ to pl_ SIlO million Inlo I Ill8Clal Fund. Tha companle,
Id u.. thallllOlllJ' 10halp lham stay In bull and 10 continue Hawlll'llllrtcullurallll..tyle•

1lIoM Idaa lay tha Stata shOuldnO!"play 11VOII1 by Irylng 10 _ I particular bullness or Industry
... that Ih I II actually an Inl_I·lrw or low~nl_t loan 10 big bull...., wllh no HCurtty.

At Ihll nt, how do you IlIIllIlout lila IUlIII' Indultry'l PtOllOIIl?

o For 0 Agalnst 0 NOI SUra
II 17 II

a....don VI: Other new pqrams .
Aq tIlare 111ft other __ ptllQrIItlI you would lIu to _ tlla State 01 Hawaii spanelmoney on? " va, pl_ 1111

lham baIow. ov. 1;1 No QNor SUN

II yea, ~lIat(') _
(2) _
(3) _
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~ I'OUnCAL PAIITY:
9 Democrat 9 None

IiRapublIcan liJ ou.
91,....1lIan'

(D) ETHNIC BACKGROUND:
If CIuculan liJ MlxId (N0M4awallail)

IiChl_ liJ san-
iii HawalIanIPart Hawaiian 9Koraan

9--- liJOthlr

(E) HIOHI!ITGRADe (IIlUCATION)
If EJ_tIIy r;J COlIaga gIIduaW

Ii High IChool (attandId) l;J :--1II'OI-.IonII
9 High school (graduatl)

9some college

(F) INCOME LEVa:
9Undar11ס.סoo 9S2O,OOO-S24,l1llll

Ii S'O,ooo..slU18 liJ S25,lIOO-S29,lIllll

9S'5,OOlH'9'- liJ S30,0ll0-S34,-

9S35.ClOO-S48.999

liJ S!iO.OOG-S99.999.

ItOver S'Oll,OOll

THIS lEl.E'IOTe WAS PAID FOlt BYTHE FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
AND DEPAR11IENT OF POLmCAL SCIENCE, UNIVERIr1'Y 0 .. HAWAIL

Data not used for analysis
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Los Angeles intheFuture
Right now the Southland is going through a period of great change. Experts
say that 3 million more people will be added to the Los Angeles region over
the next 18 years. New inventions and a Quickly changing world will mean a
future quite different from the one we know today.
Now is the time for you to be thinking and talking about what you want for
yourself and your children. Creative ideas can help meet the needs of people
throughout the Southern California region.
The Los Angeles TeleVote is your chance to voice your opinion on various
issues and take part in shaping the future.
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ONTHEBALLOTIN NOVEMBER
Below are four propositions that will appear on your official ballot on November 2, 1982.
Please read this information and tell us whether you plan to vote YES or NO on each
proposition.

PRoPOsmON 11 ••• Bev6t-agaContainer:

mJ
Proposition 11 would set up a money-back deposit system for beverage cans and bottles In
California. Consumers would be required to pay a deposit of at le..t 5 cents on any beer
or IOn drink container. Retail stor.. or collection centers would refund the consumers
deposit when the emptl.. were returned. The stOrti or centers would then get back the
deposit - plua a 20 percent handling fee - when they return the bottl.. and cans to
whol..alers or bottlers.
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Supporten SIIy:
1. Money-back lawe in other states have proved to

be workable, with over 90% of the bottles and
cans In those statll being returned.

2. this would eliminate 80% of the bottle and can
litter.

3. this would promote energy and natural-resource
savings by encouraging recycling.

4. this would create new jobs handling, trucking,
and recycling bottle and cans.

Opponents SIIy:
1. this would raise beverage prlcllllke.lt hu In the

stat.. that have money-back laws.
2. thisdOlI not addrlll 83% of the total litter In

the state.
3. This would remove most cans and bottles from

voluntary recycling programs, which may mean a
lou to charity groups and voluntllr recycling
programs.

4. Skilled JobsIn bottle and can manufacturing
would be lost.

QuesUon 1:

SHOULD MONEY·BACK DEPOSITS BE REQUIRED FOR BEER AND SOFT DRINK CANS
AND BOnLES?

45% 0 Yes
1

55% 0 No
2

PROPOSITION 12•••Nuclear Weapons
Proposition 12 would require the Governor to send a letter to the President of the United
Statll uklng that the United Stat.. propose to the Sovlll Union that both countries
agree to stop testing, producing, and distributing all nuclear weapons in a way that
could be verified by both countries.

SUpport.. SIIy:
1. The survival of human life Is at stake In the nuclear

erma race. this would be a first step In leasenlng
the danger of nuclear war.

2. The U.S. and RUIIla are about equal In nuclear
weapons. A freeze now would help both countries
settle differences by negotiating rather than war.

3. The freeze would have to be accepted by both
sid... Safeguards against cheating would have
to be approved by our government.

Opponents SIIy:
1. A freeze would weaken the bargaining position of

the U.s. In trying to gain real reductions In nuclear
arms from the Soviets.

2. A freeze would lock In place a Soviet advantage
In certain tyPII of nuclear weapons.

3. The Soviets could not be trusted to agree with a
freeze. Actual checking could only be done by
on-slte inspections which they have notpermitted
In the past.

Que.tlon 2:

SHOULD THE GOVERNOR URGE U.S. OFFICIALS TO PROPOSE THAT OUR COUNTRY AND
THE SOVIET UNION PUT A FREEZE ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS?

O Yas3 66%

o No 34%
4



PRoPOsmON 13•••Water Resources
Propolltlon 13 would change Itlte water laWi to encourage water conlelVatlon and
require plana to manage water lupplles. Federal, Itate, and local agencies would have to
prepare and put Into effect plans for consalVation 01water. These plans would have to be
approved by the State Water RelOurcel Control Board belora any water .:ould be
translerred Irom one area to another.

The cost 01this naw program hn been estimated to be $1.48 million per year lor six years.
There would allo be added COlta to local Iglllcl... Olflclals pOint out. however, that
conaeIVatlon coul!Smlan long-tlrm salllngs II 1111 lacllltla, ware built to transport water.
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Support.. Say:
1. Thla would e,tabllsh goal' to end wntlluland

Inelllclent usn 01water.
2. This would protect rlver8 and streams Irom harm

ful damming and dlvorsloM for private use.
3. Thla would require plans to protect groundwater

lupplles that are being ovlrpumped In many
aren.

4. Thll would create fair water pricing to replace
monl..given to big agrlcultura' water user8.

Opponents Say:
1. This would place controls in the hands olastate

appointed board that hll nevar had such power8.
2. Thll would make watar more expen,lvelor resi

dentlal,lndustrlal, and agricultural users.
3. Thl, would lat a watar policy that would glvaa

hlghar priority to IIsh and wlldlile than to people's
need..

4. This would delay the lull ule ola completed dam
thst could be supplying more water and water
generated power.

Qu.Uon 3:
SHOULD OUR STATE WATER LAWS BE CHANGED TO REQUIRE THE CONSERVATION OF
SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER SUPPUES?

DYes 49%
5

o No 51%
6

PRoPOSmON 15•••Handguns

,

Thla proposal would:
• require 0WnIIr801 handgunl to register them by November 2, 1983;

• limit the number of handguna In California to those in circulation on April 30, 1983.
After that data, only registered handguns could be sold and mall order sales would
not be allowed;

• provide required jall sentences of six months for anyone carrying an unregistered
handgun and one year lor anyone seiling III unregistered handgun;

• reltrlet the Legislature from taking away the right to own registered handguns, rilles,
and shotguns.

Supporters Say:
1. Thla would permit aUlaw-abiding handgun

owners to keep their handguns simply by register
Ing them and would guarantee that these guns
would never be taken away Irom them.

2. This would be tough on criminals by making it
harder lor them to get guns, and putting those In
jail who don't have registered handguns.

3. Without any regulation, the number of handguns
In California would double by 1990.

4. The costs 01this program would be covered by
the $10 registration lee and would not place
added tax burdens on the public.

Opponents Say:
1. This would Impose a burden on laW-abiding

citizens rather than on criminals.
2. Criminals would Ignore this law. Instead 01

registering their guns, they would buy them
illegally.

3. The freeze on the number 01handguns would
drive up the price 01handguns so that only a lew
could alford them.

4. This measure would Increne costs to handgun
owners by requiring tham to pay a registration fee.

Qu.Uon 4:
SHOULD HANDGUNS BE REGISTERED AND THE NUMBER OF HANDGUNS BE FROZEN?

o Yes 49%
7
o No 51%
8



YOUR FUTUREIN LOS ANGELES
Each of the following problems has been hard to solve in the Los Angeles area. Please read
through the Information and check the response that Is closest to your opinion.

During the 1984 Summer Olympic Games. Increased tourism may crowd our roadweya.
No one knoWll the exact number of vlaltors that will come Into the area for the OlympIcs,
but It Is expected to run Into the million•• Special shuttle buse. and trams for Olympic
vlsltora may not reduce traffic unle.. we agree to change our working hours.

Question 5:
SHOULD LOS ANGELES AREA RESIDENTS, AS OLYMPIC HOSTS, WORK FLEXIBLE HOURS
DURING THE OLYMPIC GAMES?

DYes 62%
9
o No 38%
10

Our region'S air currently does not meet clean air standard. eat by the Federal govem
ment Air pollution Is bad for the health of all area residents, especially children and the
elderly.
MOlt of Southern California's air pollution la caused by cars and faetorln, each being
rnponalble for about one half of the SOuthland's air pollution. Additionally, more than 90%
of California's air pollution problems are In one way or another connected with the usa
or 011.
Different rue.a have been suggnted III a way to reduce our air pollution problem. While
automobiln that use rue" other than oil (methanol, electric, etc.) are now on the market,
thne cera are not yet mill produced nor proven to be economical. SOmepeople think
a switch to different ruels Is our beat long-tenn strategy against air pollution. SOmepe!)ple
think It ia too early and expensive to be a aenalble changeover.

Question 8:
SHOULD LAWS BE CHANGED TO REQUIRE A GRADUAL SHIFT TO THE USE OF NON·
PETROLEUM FUELS BY AUTOMOBILES AND INDUSTRY?

DYes 67%
11 No 33%
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The way we travel In Southern California la mainly by cars. About SO% of the cars on our
roada carry only one person. Mua transportation la limited to a bua eyatem which accounta
for about 3% of the trlpa taken In Loa Angel•.
Our reglon'a bualn..a centers are growing rapidly. Rlalng population could mean a 30%
Incr.... In dally tripe In Loa Ange'.., perhaps doubling the time It takes to get Into and
out of the reglon'a buslne.. centers during rush hours. This Inability of our roads and
freeways to handle the traffic of the future la Man III one of the moat serious problems
facing Loa Angel...
While other types of tranaportatlon are being developed (rail, trams, etc.). different
solullons may need to be found. Some people think _ need to change our driving habits
In order to prevent greater traffic problema. It hili been suggested that ride sharing
(van pools. car pools, etc.) be encouraged by charging higher parking faea at buslnesa
centers to employ_ who drive alone. Of course, this may penalize people who want or
need to drive alone.

Qu.Uon 7:
IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE RIDESHARING, SHOULD EMPLOYEES IN MAJORBUSINESS
CENTERS PAY HIGHERPARKING RATES IF THEY DRIVEALONE?

22% 0 Yes 0 No 78%
13 14

Affordable housing Is difficult to find In the Southern California region. Costs are among
the highest In the nation. Many people believe that current housing prices are more than
many residents can alford. With the area's population expected to grow by 3 million
people, housing demands will become aarloua.
In the past, new housing In the LoaAngelas region hili been built In oullylng areas. away
from the buslneaa centers where many realdants work. Today, there la little land remaining.
With 1811I land and high coats. new housing developments would need to make better
use of apace. Thla would require new dealgns that could support more people on le88land
area (condominiums. townhouses. high-rises. etc.).
People who have already bought their hom. dislike the Idea of added building and more
people In their neighborhood. On the other hand. first time buyers with a limited Income
(young adults, the elderty, atc.). find It Increlsingly difficult to locate affordable housing.
Some people think we should limit n_ hauling In order to restrict the growth of our
region. even If It meana higher prlcea for exlatlng homaa. Others say that growth will occur
anyway, and we ahould plan responsibly for It

Question8:
SHOULD THE LOS ANGELESAREA UMIT NEWHOUSINGIN ORDER TO RESTRICT THE
GROWTH OF OURREGION, EVEN IF IT MEANSHIGHERPRICED HOMES?

23% 0 Yes 0 No 77%
15 16

5
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Many people are concerned about the ability 01our public schools to prepare students
lor the luture. Graduating students are entering a more complex world demanding new
attitudes and skills.
Some people think that computer training must now be considered among the goals 01a
basic educatton. Certain aupporters 01this idea say schools should give special attention to
technical studies (math, science, computers, ete.). Other people say that this places
machines above people. Firat, they say, we must learn to live and work with each other.
Computers In education would require new priorities in our public school system. In order
to train teachers, buy computer equipment, and design courses, schools may need to
cut existing programs or ralae more money. In a period 01rapid change, it is important to
carelully consider the effect 0' Inventions on the way we want to live.

Question 9:
SHOULD COMPUTER TRAINING BE AN EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENT IN
PUBUC SCHOOLS?
DYes 65%
17
o No 35%
18

Our reglon's economy Is lacing a period 01change In which critical choices need to be
made about the future. The quality 0' our environment, way 01lite, and economy depend
upon our ability to understand our economic potential and develop clear strategies.
In the coming years, business and Industry Is expected to go through some changes.
Uke the rest 0' America, Southem Calilomla will see some 0' Ita old Industries slow down
(like the auto industry). and some new Industries grow (like electronics, computers, etc.).
While encouraging growth In these new "high technology" industries may be one way to
create added joba, there could be an imbalanOl between employment opportunities and the
skllla 0' many residents. Some people think high technology industries are moat capable0' cre6tlng new jobs. Some people think _ should place our emphasis on malntslnlng
existing joba belore we try to create new on••

Question 10:
SHOULD SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA OFFER SPECIAL TAX BREAKS TO ATTRACT HIGH
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY TO OUR REGION?

DYes 56%
19

o No 45%
20

6
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RANDOM SAMPLE DEMOCRAPHICS
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sex Ethnic Background Income Level

Male 45.5% 14hite 47.5% Under $10,000 29.0%
Female 54.5% Black 30.7% $10,000 - $14,999 17.2%

Hispanic 13.7% $15,000 - $19.999 17.2%
Asian 4.5% $20.000 - $24.999 11.3%

!9! American $25.000 - $29.999 B.7%
Indian 1.2% $30,000 - $34.999 5.6%

18-24 15.7% Other 2.2% $35.000 - $49.999 6.2:
25-35 26.6% $50.000 - $99.9Q9 3.3%
36-45 18.7% Over $100,000 1.5%
46-55 18.2% Education
56-65 13.2%
66 or over 7.7% Elementary 5.5%

High School
Poli tical Attendee 6.7%

, Party Hiqh School
Graduate 21.9%

Republican 21.6% Some Co11 eqe 35.4%
Democrat 58.7% College Grad 18.5%
None 11.4% Prof. School 12.0%
Independent 7.0%
Other 1.2%

LIKE TO PARTICIPATE AGAIN

Yes
No

95.3%
. 4.2%
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Your Hawaii Health Decisions '83 No. is HHD~~_

HOW HAWAII HEALTH DECISIONS'83 WORKS
As we told you on the telephone, we would like you to read through this pamphlet. That should take
around 20 minutes or so. Then think about it. Talk about It with your friends, family. and the folks at work.

Finally, when you are ready, fill in HAWAII HEALTH DECISIONS '83. We will call you on the teieprone
when you told us to call:

DAY DATE

____AM/PM

TIME

"Why Should I finiSh high schoo
I can get a good JOO now

o
~tiPliio"J\° 0 < "I can't tl!11 them I'm pregnant.

HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU HEARD THESE KINDS OF COMMENTS
FROM YOUNG PEOPLE?

"To gel hl!lp
they told me I needed permiSSIon from my parents."

I' "We'regOIng to get marned before graduabon.")

1"The otherkidS usedrugs.

The years 12·17 are a difficult time. As concerned adults. what can we do to help them? How can we
best help them make the right decisions? What programs are available or should be availaJble in our com
munity to help us understand and help our young people? What is more, who should provide the
services?

There are 4 areas of services for Hawaii's young people that we wantyour opinions on:

General Health Problems of Young People Adoption

Teenage Pregnancy Community Health Organizations

----- ------- ---- - - -
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-
p~"'" -

~

No Not Very Don't How Important?
Problem Senous Serious Senous Know I' 12

Death Rates 0 0 0 0 0 , 2.
Child Abuse 0 0 0 0 0 '.2
Use 01 Alcohol 0 0 0 0 ..0 -.' 2
Cigarettes . /.: ..•.,,!;(<.'. .0 .. O. O. 0.. 0 , • 2

Follow my "Ioo"n,s" What do you 'hink are the 2 mostlmponant general problems among Hawaa's young people?
(Clrde #, for the most Imponant and #2 for the second most Imponant.)

No Not Very Don't How Important?
Problem Serious Serious Senous Know I'. 12

Dropping Out 01School 0 0 0 0 0 , 2

Intan! Deaths 0 0 0 0 0 , 2 •

SexEdueatJon .... 0 -- ~ eO .0 • o. ~ .2
Follow my "footpnnts". Tefl us what you think is the #, problem In Hawaii. (Cirde one of the above for your deoSlon.)

INSTRLJCTIONS In me spaces prOVlaed below. plaCe a CI1eck(... , ,n me 00. :0 me ng"t of eacn orOOiem
Th,S w1l1 :etl uS whO you m,nk snould be pnmanly resoonSlble for helPIng ,n tn,s oroolem

REMEMBER ONLY ONE CHECK (...)
FOREACH ITEM

Governmentand Community
Community Service Service

AgenciesAs Agencies The Don't
Government Part/leIS Only Family Know OIher

General Health
Problems 01
YoungPeople 0 0 0 0 -
Death Rales 0 0 0 0 a
Child Abuse 0 0 0 0 '-' a
Use of Alcohol 0 0 0 0 ::J C
Cigarettes 0 0 0 0 o , .
Teenage Pregnancy 0 0 :J :J
Dnopping Out of School 0 0 0 0 0 0
Infant Deaths 0 0 0 0 []

)Sex Education 0 0 0 0 C -
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ADOPTION .
96'lb 01 unmamed teenaQllfSk8eIlll1er cIlIldr8n.~. ItlIll IrllQUellllV causes oreal dItIlcuI1MIs lot IIlem and lillo' children
The ocner 4% tIIItc1N lillo' chddren 10be IegaIlv adopled CItpI8CIlCI WIllI IlIITllIV CItInends

Why dO VOU""'"10"""" ~nooo,_....... _ .... _, 0l0Ck. '"""'I • VOU .....

" FIII"OIy"'nglO_""""
B FIII"OIy _ IClDl>'On
C _ rtIoQoOuI_

o ~~lIIvllull

E _.......",. IIIICMlIf'f '0""""

-'"-'""'", 2

• 2
• 2
• 2
• 2

F~"'IO_""""
G~H L>knlloong__

I _""'lOfgrownuO
J or.

_Imt>oftat'('

2
2
2"22

SI.oCOC')f! .1" .·~dr•.~ -ee-ace- : cse':' .,:1.0 oecOf"es cr~~.1"·

,1'"= lS~~': ':' ."; o' 1;,]. r:e ,.''''')' ...~l.'C .:.. 'JlCJ--O""C" •
2
2
2

~'1

••••
o GoIl1lllllDtllOn
E legII IClDl>'OnF 0I\If _.."_mo""",,_ f=B Monymo'_ • =

C GoI'III"OIyIO'_"''''''''' .: •

•••
• ~{~. l" "}i;.. . "

FollOw mv "fOolpnnts. PI_Iell uswhal you lrunk are the two ma.n 'easons unmamed leenaoe mott>ers 00 no! pullne" ch,ldren up tor aoopnon
(CrcIe'I lor me mosl ,mponant and 112 lorme I8COndmosl omponant.)

WHAT ABOUT COMMUNITY HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS?
CornmuM\l neal1ho'garozanons COuld De seI uP tlV the Slale ,n local commun't18S Toey WOUld t,a.n local VOIuntee<S 10eoce w,IO !Oe p'olllems we
d'scussed allave, The Ol'zen volunleers would men deal Wllh these protliems 100000V and trilln OII1er 'ocal ollZens

Pro Con
~ams can be talIOfotnilOltfor eKfl CCll'"fTlunflt to ihe nunn 'Jf l"'1a... S .:r'IlI()ren s ~OO ~OOt'Ianc '0 ::A e- ,.
·ettea ItI QIftlC;UlIf' n..as N nandS Of OflZln ~Q1unleers

It IS cneM* for :ne5Ia 10 1Iaet"l 'OCII 0tIlet'I :neSKillS10 'JOuNNfI 00 nOl r,ave fNI ~I"" ~ 10 ,.~" rJ"l1CQrl.

!"larGe !NIlr CNlrn gr()DIelTIS rarNf tnan eSllCb"..,ng new ""'0I'WyneMf'l programs
SI•• PfOO'lIrT'Sana"""'9 tnOf. DIOCllIt

WhaI 00 yOu tnt,.. aremef'otfO 0eII tnlngsmeSlIIeCOUld~ 10 nelP SM uQ sucn CQl'nl'TIUI'I(y neaIh 0f0Il"ZIII0M' C,rcIe 1 lor me one yO.l tM"~ 'I ~OSI r'"CQltllt'll 2!o'

wnen VOU~ t5 tne second""OS omoonart' (II vou weClPDO'IC! to h wf'\OIIt tdee. cnetIl me 001 I"') ne" fO ~~ tf\e AbOve.

TraonngtSIoIIs=...,.......-."'llO>-.------

DEMOGRAPHICS
A few background questions; youranswers will be completely confidential and are for statistical purposes only.

'<0__

~o"e 'or .our ceoson I

E Se. Female
Male

we d *'"like to knOw
F 11 Do vou nao.. Ch6dfen'

y,,"-

2) HOWOd art tI'ley'
0-3 4-8 9-'2 13-17

G 00 yOU 'IllClfk a r-. CIte ~ ChIOrtn as Ii D'QIesaOn'

y,,"- -

_ CoIIogo(........ "'""""""Y <:oIIogo1

4 Y_ CoIIogo0.-SIulMIIM-. or lloaoraIeDogroo

~
0lh0r__

~
__(1hII.

V_~.OIC.I

0lh0r

S3ll.Q3.S50.000
S50.Ol»S'lXl.llOO
SllXl.ooo.., CNet

o lJsuIj _ onccme _,
$10.000__

S10.lJOO.S2Il.000
S20.lJOO.S30.ooo

" -"""'~cagona_~1IJ01
U,..2S 351044
2S1035 4S1054

B ~ .. "'*"*"'"'
~ "'"" H9' SchocI
H9' SchocI
e.- or T_ SchocI

C When--= bed<gIounCldO VOU odOI'lJlY _,
............ InQIn Foc>no
B1D _

ca.ca..n J...-0-- _

------------------.- -
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General Health Concerns of Younq People by:
Percent Level of Seriousness

Issue No Not Serious Very Don't No
Problem Serious serious Know Response

Death
Rates 4% 16% 39% 21% 19% 1%

Child
Abuse 1% 5% 35% 54% 5% 1%

Use of
Alcohol 1% 5% 44% 46% 4% 1%

ciqar-
ettes 3% 18% 48% 23% 6% 1%

General Health Concerns of Younq People
How Important?

Issue Most Important

Death Rates 12%

Child Abuse 46%

Use of Alcohol 34%

Ciqarettes 6%

2nd Most Important

16%

28%

37%

16%

Teenaqe Preqnancy By: Grouped Results

Issue No Problem Serious Don't No
Not Serious Very serious Know Response

Droppinq Out Less
of School 9% 79% 10% than 1%

Infant Deaths 19% 53% 28% 1%

Se:: Education ., .,<a. 78% 10% .......... .&....

---- -
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Teenaqe Preqnancy by: Percent How Important Problem

Issue How Important?
# %

Droppinq Out of School

Infant Deaths

Sex Education

1

3

2

43%

15%

38%

Who Should Provide the Services?

Issue Govt. Govt. community The Don't Other No
Only & comm. Services Family Know Resp

General
Health
Problems
of Younq
People 9% 40% 7% 38% 3% 2% U

Death
Rates 14% 42% 10% 17% 13% 2% U

Child
Abuse ·11% 54% lU 17% 2% 3% U

Use of
Alcohol 12% 34% 16% 30% 3% 3% U

Ciqar-
ettes 12% 22% 15% 42% 4% 4% U

Teenaqe
Preqnancy 3% 33% 18% 38% 3% 4% U

Droppinq
out of
School 10% 29% lU 42% 3% 4% U

Infant
Deaths 10% 42% 12% 19% 12% 4% U

Sex Edu-
cation 9% 37% 12% 32% 3% 5% U



options

Adoption by Options

Percent of Total

469

Family willinq to support child

Family aqainst adoption

Her reliqious beliefs

Her cultural values

Her emotional attachment to child

Government aid to support child

Shame

Likes beinq a sinqle parent

Makes her feel qrown up

Other

17t

11%

12%

12%

19%

11%

5%

4%

7%

3%

What About community Health orqanizations by:
Percent Responses

Stronqly
in Favor

35%

Favor

34%

Not
Sure

23%

Oppose

6%

stronqly
Oppose

1%

No
Response

1%

Support for Community Health orqanizations by:
Percent Level of Importance

Issue #1 #2

Buildinqs/Rooms 9% 13%

Equipment 3% 8%

Information/Education 41% 17%

Honey 25% 1%

Traininq/Skills 11% 30%

None of the Above/Other 3% 5%
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Hawaii Health Decisions-2 and Hawaii Health Decisions-3
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Questionnaires and substantive data presented and
analyzed in torthcoming dissertation by Donald Toews,

University ot Hawaii.
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Selected comparative Demographics

Income mm-2 aan-a Age HHD-2 mm-3

Under $10,000 14% 28% 18-24 16% 10%

$10,000-$19,999 20% 25% 25-34 33% 27%

$20,000-$29,999 28% 26t 35-44 23% 27%

$30,000-$39,999 15% 11% 45-54 12% 15%

$40,000-$49,999 11% 6% 55-64 10% 14%

$50,000 + 12% 3% 65 + 6% 7%

Ethnicity mm-2 HHD-3 Education HHD-2 asn-a

Caucasian 39% 28% 1-7 2% 2%

Japanese 26% 8% 8 1% 2%

Hawaii/part 10% 45% 9-11 5% 10%

Chinese 4% 2% 12 27% 48%

Filipino 11% 12% 13-15 34% 21%

Black 2% 16 + 31% 17%

Other 7% 5%

Gender HHD-2 HHD-3

Male 49% 36%

Female 51% 64%

------ --------
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